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In the middle of difficulty lies opportunity.
Albert Einstein

Dedicated to my (growing) family, for showing me
what is important in life and being always there for me.
You made all this possible – thank you.

A B S T R AC T
Advances in Artificial Intelligence (AI) have shaped today’s user services,
enabling enhanced personalization and new kinds of support. As such
AI-based services – referred to as AI services in this thesis – necessarily involve
(potentially sensitive) user data, the resulting privacy implications are de facto
the unacceptable face of this technology: data once provided, e.g., to AI services
typically running in the provider’s cloud or on (third-party) edge devices, may
be used for other (often commercial) purposes than originally intended, even
without the user’s consent or awareness. While approaches to data protection
are manifold, each of them makes a certain tradeoff between personalization,
privacy, and applicability – there is no practical one-size-fits-all solution.
This thesis explores a data decentralization approach in the context of personalized
(single-user) AI services to achieve a more favorable tradeoff for users while
considering the providers’ interests. As a result, this work comprises seven (7)
major contributions, two for the systematic understanding of data protection and
privacy requirements in AI services, and five technical contributions – of the
latter, three contribute protection mechanisms based on data decentralization
and two pave the way for a decentralized (urban) operation. Specifically, the
first contribution presents a user study that explores user expectations of
such data-demanding AI services and the extent to which privacy concerns
arise. Based on these findings, the second contribution classifies the related
work of data protection in AI services in a novel way, highlighting the identified research gaps – some of which are addressed in this thesis, as outlined below.
While data decentralization promises users more control over their own data,
it entails issues related to both efficiency and the protection of the provider’s
intellectual property due to the need for locally running AI services; this part of
the thesis contributes three building blocks to address these issues: the third
contribution of this thesis comprises a privacy-by-design platform, which relies
on an open architecture and decentralized data-confining personal data stores
with design and runtime support for AI services running locally to access user
data; it forms the basis for the following building blocks. The fourth contribution
adds a building block to ensure confidential processing of user data locally by
AI services while protecting providers’ intellectual property, even when both
are offloaded to untrusted (third-party) edge devices. The fifth contribution
adds a building block to address the cold-start problem and efficiency issues
(e.g., caused by labeling effort for users, local resource use) specifically of AI
services relying on supervised learning algorithms in local personalization.
To support mobile users in coping with resource-intensive, latency-demanding
AI services and provide ambient support to them not only at home, the last part
of this thesis enables a city-wide, decentralized operation of this platform. The
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sixth contribution presents two economic (edge computing) infrastructure concepts, which propose to exploit existing (but originally for other purposes used)
infrastructures that are predestined for this: one is based on publicly-owned
augmented street lamps; the other relies on a sharing concept of privately-owned
wireless home routers and their LAN-connected home resources. The seventh
and last contribution adds a proactive deployment mechanism to efficiently
conceal the inherent initialization overhead of (personalized, data-protected) AI
services on nearby edge devices for mobile users.
A series of evaluations on sample AI services provides the proof of the proposed
concepts—confirming the achieved unique tradeoff between personalization,
privacy, and applicability.
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Z U S A M M E N FA S S U N G
Fortschritte in der Künstlichen Intelligenz (KI) haben die heutigen Nutzerdienste geprägt, wodurch eine verbesserte Personalisierung dieser Dienste
und neue Unterstützungsformen ermöglicht wurden. Da solche KI-basierten
Dienste – in dieser Arbeit kurz als KI-Dienste (engl. AI services) bezeichnet
– notwendigerweise (teils sensible) Nutzerdaten erfordern, sind die daraus
resultierenden Auswirkungen auf die Privatsphäre de facto die Kehrseite der
Medaille: Einmal zur Verfügung gestellte Daten, z.B. für KI-Dienste, die in
der Cloud des Anbieters oder auf nahegelegenen Geräten von Drittanbietern
laufen, können für andere (oft kommerzielle) Zwecke als die ursprünglich
beabsichtigten Zwecke verwendet werden – auch ohne die Zustimmung oder
Kenntnis des Nutzers. Obwohl bestehende Ansätze zum Schutz der Nutzerdaten
vielfältig sind, geht jeder von ihnen einen gewissen Kompromiss zwischen der
Personalisierung der Nutzerdienste, der Privatsphäre der Nutzer und seiner
praktischen Anwendbarkeit ein – zurzeit existiert keine praktisch-einsetzbare
Lösung, die diese Aspekte gleichermaßen und vollumfänglich berücksichtigt.
Diese Arbeit erforscht einen Daten-Dezentralisierungs-Ansatz im Kontext personalisierter KI-Dienste, um einen für den Nutzer vorteilhafteren Kompromiss
zu erzielen – bei gleichzeitiger Berücksichtigung der Anbieterinteressen.
Insgesamt umfasst diese Arbeit sieben (7) Hauptbeiträge: Zwei tragen zum
systematischen Verständnis der Anforderungen an den Schutz der Privatsphäre
und Nutzererwartungen an KI-Dienste bei; die restlichen fünf sind technische
Beiträge, von denen drei neuartige Schutzmechanismen und zwei Konzepte für
einen dezentralen (stadtweiten) Betrieb darstellen. Der erste Beitrag stellt eine
Nutzerstudie vor, die zunächst untersucht, welche Erwartungen die Nutzer an
solche personalisierten KI-Dienste haben und in welchem Ausmaß Bedenken
hinsichtlich ihrer Privatsphäre bestehen. Basierend auf diesen Erkenntnissen
klassifiziert der zweite Beitrag zunächst die relevanten verwandten Arbeiten in
einer neuartigen Weise und identifiziert bestehende Forschungslücken – von
denen einige in dieser Arbeit, wie nachfolgend näher erläutert, adressiert werden.
Während die Daten-Dezentralisierung den Nutzern mehr Kontrolle über ihre
eigenen Daten verspricht, bringt sie aufgrund der Notwendigkeit lokal laufender
KI-Dienste Probleme sowohl in Bezug auf die Effizienz als auch den Schutz des
geistigen Eigentums des Anbieters mit sich. Dieser Teil der Arbeit steuert drei
Bausteine bei, um diese Probleme zu adressieren: Der dritte Beitrag dieser Arbeit
umfasst eine Privacy by Design-Plattform, die auf einer offenen Architektur
und lokalen „daten-einsperrenden“ Datenspeicher basiert; diese bietet zudem
eine Design- und Laufzeitunterstützung für lokal laufende KI-Dienste an und
bildet somit die Grundlage für die folgenden Bausteine. Der vierte Beitrag
trägt einen Baustein für die vertrauliche, lokale Verarbeitung von Nutzerdaten
durch KI-Dienste bei, wobei insbesondere das geistige Eigentum der Anbieter
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– auch auf nicht vertrauenswürdigen Geräten von Drittanbietern – geschützt
wird. Der fünfte Beitrag trägt einen Baustein bei, um das Kaltstartproblem
und die Effizienzprobleme speziell von KI-Diensten, die auf überwachte
Lernalgorithmen bei der lokalen Personalisierung aufbauen, zu adressieren.
Um nicht nur von einer (Umgebungs-)Unterstützung zu Hause zu profitieren, ermöglicht der letzte Teil dieser Arbeit einen stadtweiten, dezentralen
Betrieb dieser Plattform: Der sechste Beitrag schlägt zwei kosteneffiziente
(Edge Computing-)Infrastrukturkonzepte vor, die bereits existierende (aber
zweckfremde) Infrastrukturen ausnutzen: das eine Konzept basiert auf
Straßenlampen in öffentlichem Besitz; das andere nutzt ein „Sharing“-Konzept,
um privat-betriebene drahtlose Heimrouter und daran angeschlossene lokale
Ressourcen für andere Nutzer nutzbar zu machen. Der siebte und letzte Beitrag
trägt einen proaktiven, effizienten „Deployment“-Mechanismus bei, um den
inhärenten Initialisierungsaufwand von (personalisierten, datenschützenden)
KI-Diensten auf nahegelegenen Geräten für mobile Benutzer zu verbergen.
Eine Reihe von Evaluationen auf exemplarischen KI-Diensten zeigt die Machbarkeit aller Beiträge und bestätigt zugleich den erreichten einzigartigen Kompromiss
zwischen den drei Aspekten Personalisierung, Privatsphärenschutz und Anwendbarkeit.
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Part I
I N T RO D U C T I O N

1

I N T RO D U C T I O N

1.1 motivation
Around three decades after the invention of the World Wide Web (WWW),
commonly known as the web, its founder Tim Berners-Lee reflects on how it
has evolved. In many ways, the web has lived up his initial vision of “an open
platform that would allow everyone, everywhere to share information, access
opportunities and collaborate across geographic and cultural boundaries”. As
one point of criticism, on the other hand, Berners-Lee is particularly concerned
that “we’ve lost control of our personal data”. [Ber17]
The current business model for many websites offers free content in exchange for personal
data. Many of us agree to this – [...] fundamentally we do not mind some information being
collected in exchange for free services. But, we’re missing a trick. As our data is then held
in proprietary silos, out of sight to us, we lose out on the benefits we could realize if we had
direct control over this data, and chose when and with whom to share it. What’s more, we
often do not have any way of feeding back to companies what data we’d rather not share especially with third parties [...]. This widespread data collection by companies also has
other impacts. Through collaboration with - or coercion of - companies, governments are
also increasingly watching our every move online, and passing extreme laws that trample
on our rights to privacy.
Tim Berners-Lee, 2017 [Ber17]

1.1.1 Privacy: The Loss of Data Ownership
The loss of control over the own data, to which Berners-Lee alludes in his review
from 2017, is – besides targeted attacks (e.g., 2011 Sony PlayStation Network
outage [QA11]) and accidental bugs (e.g., 2018 Amazon Alexa eavesdropping
scandal [Lyn19]) – mainly caused by the way web-based services work today [Pap+17]: if users want to benefit from such services, they must share their
data (referred to as user data or personal data) with the service providers, in particular to personalize or tailor these services to their tastes (referred to as personalized
services) [CS05; Xu+11]. As services typically run in the cloud of the respective provider [Wie+17], potentially-sensitive data leaves the (metaphorically
speaking) user territory—the digital space that is fully-controlled by the user
and cannot be bypassed or restricted by the provider. As further denounced by
Berners-Lee, and what represents the key problem, data once provided (or just a
copy of it) may be used without the consent or awareness of the users for other
purposes (e.g., for personalized advertising to finance free services) than those
initially intended—leading to serious privacy invasions or, at worst, to personal
data breaches such as the 2018 Facebook–Cambridge Analytica incident [Lan19].
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Figure 1.1: Schematic representation of a centralized AI service (left) and an AI service
based on data decentralization (right). An AI service (blue) may consist of
several possibly-protected general (gray circle) and personal AI models (yellow
circle), which are trained by specific possibly-protected AI algorithms (green)
and may require personal data (yellow rectangles).

1.1.2

Personalization: Advances Through AI Services

With the advance in disciplines such as intelligence augmentation (including
anticipatory computing [PM15]) and intelligent infrastructures (including edge
AI [Zho+19; An+19]), such privacy issues are further aggravated [Jor19]. Services in the former discipline increasingly base their actions on Artificial Intelligence (AI) models that (N1) demand an extensive and constant stream
of personal data to enable enhanced personalization and better user support,
e.g., through proactive intervention [Sar17] – we generally refer to them as AI services (see Figure 1.1, left, the details will be explained below). Services in the latter
discipline, relying on “a web of computation, data, and physical entities” [Jor19],
(N2) demand running (at least parts of the) AI services on nearby Internet of
Things (IoT)/edge devices, e.g., to make human environments more responsive
and supportive [Rag15]. We generally refer to this subset as distributed AI services
and to the subset of distributed AI services that require a specific IoT device
in the user’s proximity (e.g., to access its built-in or connected sensors/actuators for providing ambient support) as device-bound AI services. Both general
demands (N1+2) of such emerging AI services make privacy and data protection
increasingly challenging.
1.1.3

Tradeoffs Between Privacy and Personalization

Approaches to protecting user data are manifold, but – besides all their advantages – each of them shows individual drawbacks with respect to N1+2, making a
certain tradeoff between personalization, privacy, and applicability. More specifically, conventional approaches use protocols, access control mechanisms, and
policies for a privacy-respecting data management [Lan02]. However, to enable

1.2 towards true data ownership in personalized ai services

personalized AI services, either user data or the provider’s protected AI algorithms/
models must be shared to some extent out of the user territory in the former case
or, in the latter case, out of the provider territory—analogously referring to the
digital space in which the provider’s confidential parts of AI services should
run to ensure Intellectual Property (IP) protection. Crypto-based approaches,
e.g., relying on homomorphic encryption (HE) or secure multiparty computation (SMC), can share and process personal data in encrypted format [Dow+16;
Lin05]. For instance, collaborative or federated learning (with secure aggregation) can train a shared general models across multiple users, without sharing
sensitive personal data [Har+19; Bon+17]. However, these approaches are limited either in their applicability or in the effectiveness of the resulting (general)
model for some of the users. Perturbation and randomization-based approaches
add noise to the data [GL08; Aba+16], which limits their usefulness for training personal models. Approaches involving local training of personal models or
local personalization of a general model lead to issues in both efficiency and the
protection of the provider’s IP due to their local execution [Ser+18; KLF19]. All
in all, there exists no practical one-size-fits-all solution that covers all the above
data protection issues and at the same time meeting both demands (N1+2) of
evolving personalized AI services. [Meu21b]
1.2 towards true data ownership in personalized ai services
To overcome these privacy issues at all, it is required that users must always “own
their own data”, including copies and derivatives of it (e.g., analysis results of
AI services based on user data). Inspired by Common Law, Pentland defines
data ownership as “the rights of possession, use, and disposal”. Data ownership,
in particular, implies full control over the use of the own data, i.e., data owners
can distribute their data, restrict its use, and remove it at any time. [Pen09]
1.2.1 Data Decentralization as a Solid Basis
As a promising direction to technically achieve data ownership in personalized
AI services, data decentralization concepts form a suitable basis. Specifically,
blockchain-based approaches can ensure the immutability, integrity, and validity
of data without trusting a central authority. Such approaches, for instance, enable
decentralized access control and audit management for personal data [YGR17;
Cho+18]. However, the genuine Blockchain concept is generally designed to
make data globally accessible, which contradicts data protection – while data
integrity can be guaranteed, data confidentiality cannot (e.g., data can be leaked
as users interact with blockchains): all sensitive data must therefore be stored
encrypted in the blockchain, as it is accessible to other peers, which in turn
limits its usefulness for AI services (see crypto-based approaches).
More practical decentralization approaches are based on the following concept (see Figure 1.1, right, p. 2): users collect and store their digital data consistently in a single user-specified and -controlled location, their own personal data
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store (PDS) [YGR17]. If users want to use an AI service, they will provide the
service with fine-grained and audited access to their personal data—ensuring
traceability, liability, and accountability [Mor+16]. In this way, the PDS concept
decouples the data from the services themselves. PDS implementations are manifold, including openPDS [Mon+14], INDX [VO14], Databox [Mor+16], and
Solid Pods [Sam+16], mainly differing in their access mechanisms. For example, some approaches require parts of the proprietary service (or technically
speaking its code) to be executed locally to access useful personal data; only
derivates and/or metadata may be shared [Mon+14]. Although current PDS
approaches achieve an improved privacy through their selective sharing and
audit mechanisms, they still require some degree of data or code sharing (the
latter could infringe the IP rights of the service provider).
1.2.2

A New Privacy Setting

This thesis, in contrast, starts from the premise that ‘true’ data ownership can only
be reliably achieved if user data (including its derivatives) never leaves the user
territory – or at least not in unencrypted or reversible obfuscated form. Otherwise,
it is technically almost impossible to ensure data ownership and control the flow
of data. Therefore, this thesis proposes the concept of data-confining personal data
store (DC-PDS) as a solid basis in personalized AI services. DC-PDS relies on
the general concept of PDS with the premise-derived modification of strictly
enforcing the confinement of user data. Along with it, this thesis further gives the
following extended definition of PDS, newly introducing the term ‘data-confining
PDS’ [Meu21b]:
Definition 1.2.1 (Data-confining Personal Data Store). A data-confining personal
data store is a PDS that – additionally – strictly enforces the confinement of user data,
which never leave the user territory in raw, unencrypted, non-anonymized or reversible
obfuscated form.
This privacy-by-design concept of DC-PDS ensures data ownership for its users
per definition but (RC-1) its support for AI services with respect to N1+2 remains
challenging, as user data can only be accessed locally within the user territory.
1.2.3

Inherent Research Challenges

DC-PDS as the basis for interacting with AI services poses different challenges.
In particular, they concern (i) the fact that at least parts of the underlying
proprietary data-demanding AI services must now run locally (see Figure 1.1,
p. 2, right), and (ii) the extent to which they run locally. The former issue would
(RC-2) disclose confidential AI algorithms/models when executing them locally
(outside the provider territory), and thus, infringe the IP rights of the provider;
the latter issue would (RC-3) burden the users (e.g., a possible labeling effort)
and their personal devices (e.g., resource use), leading to a cold-start problem
and efficiency issues. Therefore, the overarching challenge (RC-4) lies in finding
the best tradeoff between privacy (user data protection, provider code/IP
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protection), personalization of AI services in terms of efficiency (e.g., manual
labeling effort, local resource use) and effectiveness (e.g., model performance),
and applicability (or generalizability) of the solutions.
To allow mobile users to benefit from such data decentralization concepts, a
suitable densely-deployed (edge computing) infrastructure with high coverage is required, e.g., to offload resource-demanding AI services that overstrain
mobile devices’ batteries or compute power or to provide ambient support to
users not limited to their homes. This leads to (RC-5) the classical (application–
infrastructure) bootstrapping problem: without unique use cases and corresponding
distributed AI services that leverage nearby resources, there is no incentive to
provide appropriate infrastructures; on the other hand, without a large-enough
infrastructure that provides high service coverage for mobile users, there is little
incentive for developers to create those new applications or services [Sat17].
Another challenge in this context (RC-6) is the ad-hoc deployment of device-bound
AI services on such decentralized infrastructures: users want to receive (ambient)
support right after they reach the (IoT/edge) devices, but only within the wireless reach of the devices users can (ad hoc) deploy AI services and corresponding
data protection mechanisms or personalize the AI services with user data – this
may lead to a timing issue, which negatively affects the user experience.
1.2.4 Contributions of This Thesis
Based on the above-mentioned research challenges, this thesis comprises
seven (7) main contributions for data protection in personalized AI services.
In particular, two (2) of them contribute to the systematic understanding of
data protection and privacy requirements in AI services, and five are technical
contributions – of the latter, three (3) contribute protection mechanisms
based on data decentralization in AI services, and two (2) pave the way for a
decentralized (urban) operation of distributed AI services.
In detail, the first contribution presents a user study that explores user expectations of (personalized, data-demanding) AI services with special attention to
the privacy aspect [Meu+17a; Meu+20a]. To this end, this thesis proposes a
new study method that situates the participants in the likely context of use in
order to get more realistic answers about users’ (initial) expectations towards
such AI services—leading to a novel understanding of the extent to which
privacy concerns arise. Considering these findings, the second contribution
is a novel classification of data protection research in AI services [MM21].
Specifically, the approaches considered are reviewed at three different levels,
namely management, system, and AI levels. The review reveals that not all of
them meet the established requirements of evolving AI services. Based on the
review, this contribution also highlights open research gaps. Most notably, in the
edge AI context, is the generally neglected challenge of protecting proprietary
AI algorithms/ models locally or ‘at the edge’ [Meu21a].
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To address these issues identified, this thesis adds the following integrated
technical contributions [MBM20]. The third contribution of this thesis comprises
a privacy-by-design platform (namely PrivAI), addressing RC-1; it incorporates
an open architecture concept (namely OAII) and the data-confining personal
data store concept (already introduced as DC-PDS). The former concept enables
providers to connect to the platform and operate their AI services there, both
in a loosely-coupled way [Meu+17f]. The latter concept also provides design
and runtime support to increase the efficiency of locally-running AI services,
relying on a graph-based approach (namely openAIgraph) [MBM19b]. All
in all, PrivAI follows the data decentralization paradigm, forming the basis
for the following contributions or building blocks. The fourth contribution
adds the building block (namely PDSProxy) for confidential processing of
user data while keeping the provider’s AI algorithms/models confidential (IP
protection) [Meu+20b]. For both, PDSProxy can expand the territories of the
users and providers to untrusted (third-party) edge devices, addressing (RC-2)
the three-party confidentiality challenge: neither party can disclose confidential
data/code from another party; nonetheless, AI services may temporarily access
user data under strict supervision, and the hosting system/device is able to
run AI services without accessing the (unencrypted) code [MBM19a]. The
fifth contribution adds the building block (namely PNet) to (RC-3) address
the cold-start problem of local personalization for new users by proposing a
community-based approach [Meu+19b]. Specifically, this approach enables
accurate and privacy-enhancing personalization of AI services that rely on
supervised learning algorithms while keeping the burden to users (in terms of
labeling effort) and local devices (in terms of local resource use) lower than
comparable work. All contributions together achieve (RC-4) a unique tradeoff
between personalization, privacy, and applicability.
Especially distributed and device-bound AI services (as defined) require
nearby (IoT/edge) devices to benefit from low-latency offloading to edge
resources and to provide ambient user support, respectively. To address
(RC-5) the introduced (application–infrastructure) bootstrapping problem
for such decentralized concepts, starting with urban environments, the sixth
contribution comprises two complementary infrastructure concepts. For
economic realization, both propose to exploit existing infrastructures, which are
predestined for a required city-wide (decentralized) operation: one is based
on publicly-owned augmented street lamps (coined as SLaaP) [Müh+20];
the other one relies on a sharing concept based on privately-owned wireless
home routers and possible LAN-connected home resources (coined as
RaaP) [Meu+15b; Meu+17i; Meu+17b]. The seventh and last contribution adds a
proactive deployment mechanism (namely PDSProxy++) for device-bound AI
services based on user mobility. In this way, personalized yet data-protected
AI services can efficiently deployed on nearby (IoT/edge) devices and initialized with user data just in time, shortly before mobile users would use
them [Meu+20c]. A complementary assessment approach allows to check the
target devices for their suitability in advance [Meu+17e]. Both approaches
together allow to (RC-6) conceal the inherent initialization overhead from the
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mobile user, which increases the user experience in ad-hoc deployment scenarios.
Finally, it is important to note that only single-user services (that only support
individuals separately, without sharing data with other users) are taken into
account. All concepts proposed are evaluated with implemented proof-of-concept
prototypes and compared against baseline approaches, which demonstrate their
feasibility and efficacy. In addition, some of the proposed concepts (e.g., the IP
protection on untrusted devices or the proactive deployment/initialization of
services based on the individual mobility of the users) can be directly transferred
to other research fields such as edge computing to solve related issues. Still
others are complementary to existing approaches like federated learning that can
train a general model in a privacy-preserving way, from which the proposed
approaches start their personalization process.
Remarks: All contributions of this thesis or concepts proposed have already been
published at international peer-reviewed conferences or journals. Before each
part or chapter, the publications that have shaped it and in which the concepts
have been published are listed – a full list of the author’s publications is given at
pages ix ff. In agreement with all authors involved, this thesis may use parts of
the content of the respective publications verbatim, which are marked in gray
(text). This also includes other material presented in this thesis (comprising
figures, tables, and algorithms), which may be based on or taken from the
author’s publications listed in the respective contribution statement of the chapter.
1.3

structure

This thesis comprises five main parts, structured as follows:
Part I (Introduction) – which is this part – first motivated this thesis, placing
it in the context of personalized AI services and defining its scope (see Chapter 1).
Part II (Background & Related Work) gives the reader an systematic understanding of existing approaches, research gaps identified and requirements to
be considered – organized in the following two chapters:
Chapter 2 provides the background information required for this thesis; it also contributes a user study that explores user expectations of such data-demanding
AI services and the extent of which privacy concerns arise.
Chapter 3 discusses and classifies the related work on data protection in AI
services in a novel way, highlighting the identified research gaps – some of
which will be addressed in the following two parts.
Part III (Protection Mechanisms through Data Decentralization) covers the
main platform concept based on data decentralization and the newly-integrated
mechanisms (representing the building blocks) for enabling data protection in
personalized AI services – organized in the following three chapters:
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Chapter 4 proposes the core platform that follows a privacy-by-design approach
by making the assumption of a data-confining PDS and provides design
and runtime support for locally-running AI services—building the solid and
efficient foundation for the following building blocks.
Chapter 5 adds a building block to ensure confidential processing of user data
locally by AI services while protecting the intellectual property of providers,
even when both (user data, provider code) are offloaded to untrusted edge
devices.
Chapter 6 adds a building block for privacy-enhancing personalization of locallyrunning AI services; it addresses in particular the cold-start problem and
efficiency issues specifically of AI services relying on supervised learning
algorithms in local personalization.
Part IV (Data Decentralization Supportive Concepts) presents concepts to pave
the way for a decentralized operation of the proposed platform on suitable and
ubiquitous (IoT/edge) infrastructures – organized in the following two chapters:
Chapter 7 presents two economic (edge computing) infrastructure concepts,
which propose to exploit existing urban infrastructures that are predestined
for this: one is based on publicly-owned augmented street lamps; the other
relies on a sharing concept of privately-owned wireless home routers and
their LAN-connected home resources.
Chapter 8 contributes a proactive deployment mechanism to efficiently conceal
the inherent initialization overhead of (personalized, data-protected) AI
services for mobile users on the above decentralized infrastructures.
Part V (Epilog) concludes this thesis with a brief summary of the core contributions, a discussion of their implications, and an outlook on possible future work
(see Chapter 9).

Part II
B AC KG R O U N D & R E L AT E D W O R K

Contribution Statement: This part is based on the following (3)
publications:
– Christian Meurisch and Max Mühlhäuser. “Data Protection in AI Services: A
Survey.” In: ACM Computing Surveys 54.2 (Mar. 2021). JCR-IF (2019): 7.990,
40:1–40:38. doi: 10.1145/3440754
– Christian Meurisch, Cristina Mihale-Wilson, Adrian Hawlitschek, Florian
Giger, Florian Müller, Oliver Hinz, and Max Mühlhäuser. “Exploring User
Expectations of Proactive AI Systems.” In: Proceedings of the ACM on Interactive,
Mobile, Wearable and Ubiquitous Technologies. IMWUT 4.4 (Dec. 2020), 146:1–
146:22. doi: 10.1145/3432193
– Christian Meurisch, Maria-Dorina Ionescu, Benedikt Schmidt, and Max
Mühlhäuser. “Reference Model of Next-generation Digital Personal Assistant:
Integrating Proactive Behavior.” In: Proceedings of the 2017 ACM International
Joint Conference on Pervasive and Ubiquitous Computing and Proceedings of the
2017 ACM International Symposium on Wearable Computers. UbiComp’17. ACM.
2017, pp. 149–152. doi: 10.1145/3123024.3123145

I (Christian Meurisch) led the process of idea generation, literature
review, conceptual design, study design, evaluation, and writing.
Cristina Mihale-Wilson contributed to the study design, the evaluation,
and the writing process. The master students Maria-Dorina Ionescu,
Florian Giger, and Adrian Hawlitschek supported the study design and
implemented the study tools. Oliver Hinz, Benedikt Schmidt, Florian
Müller, and Max Mühlhäuser provided helpful critique and comments
on the study design; the latter also contributed to structuring the
survey article.
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P E R S O N A L I Z E D A I S E R V I C E S : B AC KG R O U N D A N D U S E R
E X P E C TAT I O N S
This chapter presents background information around personalized AI services,
conveying the foundations of this thesis. Specifically, Section 2.1 first introduces
the terms and useful categorizations for personalized AI services. One important
issue (relevant for this thesis) is privacy, as personalized AI services inevitably
require access to user data for the purpose of personalization. Section 2.2, therefore, provides background information on privacy and discusses users’ privacy
concerns in this context. In Section 2.3, we close the gap that previous studies
confirming these privacy concerns for AI services focused mainly on reactive
ones: this thesis explores privacy concerns along with user expectations for
emerging proactive AI services, which are particularly targeted by the technical
contributions due to their data-demanding nature. Section 2.4 points out the
implications for this thesis.
2.1 terminology and categorization
We first elaborate on the terminology around personalized AI services and their
underlying concepts. Given the ambiguous use of the terms in the literature, this
section also clarifies their use in this thesis and introduces useful categorizations.
2.1.1 Artificial Intelligence (AI)
The term ‘artificial intelligence’, or ‘AI’, is used ambiguously today, without
a clear definition [RN16]. Historically, AI was coined in 1956 to refer to the
process of enabling computer systems to simulate the human brain function
and handle any general cognitive task in any setting (termed human-imitative
AI) [Jor19]. These days, AI refers more generally to an area of computer science
concerned “with designing intelligent computer systems” [BF81] or “with the
automation of intelligent behavior” [LS93], encompassing a huge variety of
subfields (from general-purpose areas to specific tasks). However, the term
‘intelligent’ is controversial and not yet well-defined2 here, as even the definition
of human intelligence is difficult and controversial.
For this reason, a more pragmatic approach is used in this thesis: AI has
also always been defined by AI researchers themselves in terms of the set of
fundamental methods and concepts considered to belong to this field. These
were, for example, simple neural networks and especially logic programming in
the first rising wave of AI. Machine learning (ML) followed, and its great successes
and further acceleration through advances in deep neural networks were the
2

http://jmc.stanford.edu/artificial-intelligence/what-is-ai (retrieved 06/30/2021)
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key drivers of the second rising wave of AI. This development was particularly
boosted by the availability of massive computational power and huge data
sets (the big data hype), as it became possible to apply (resource-intensive)
statistical learning methods to large amounts of data. [Den18]
Although ML cannot be equated with AI, it has been shaping the greatest advances and the broadest application of AI for several years. We will, therefore,
primarily have ML in mind, when we refer to AI in this thesis; at the same time,
we will pay special attention to the need of modern AI/ML methods for collecting
and processing large amounts of data.
Machine Learning (ML)
ML, a subfield of AI, refers to statistical methods or ‘tools’ that are used to
empower computer systems to learn and automatically improve through
experience/ data without being programmed explicitly – a comprehensive
introduction to machine learning is given by [Mit97]. For the sake of brevity
and due to their relevance for this thesis, we only introduce relevant terms here
and focus on two categories of ML methods that rely on specific learning styles,
namely supervised and unsupervised learning.
In supervised learning, the algorithms have access to ‘correct’ input-output
pairs during the learning (training) phase, i.e., the input data is annotated
with an expected target value, the so-called class or label. However, obtaining
such ground-truth data (aka labeling) is laborious work, especially if humans
have to annotate the data manually (explicit feedback); sometimes labeling can
be obtained by actions that humans would perform anyway (e.g., selecting
suggestions in mobile keyboards [Har+19]), regardless of the actual labeling
intention (implicit feedback); and sometimes it is just infeasible. In unsupervised
learning, the algorithms have access to (non-annotated) input data only, finding
underlying patterns in it. The most common technique here is clustering, the
process of finding similarities in the data and grouping them together. This
training phase is followed by the inference phase, in which the trained model
can be used to make predictions on new (unseen) data.
At the beginning of each chapter presenting original scientific contributions of
this work, we will discuss to what extent these contributions are applicable to AI
beyond ML or, on the other hand, to what extent it focuses on a subset of ML.
2.1.2

AI Service, Algorithm, and Model

In terms of user services in the AI context, the last two decades have seen major
progress in two complementary disciplines, namely intelligence augmentation (IA)
and intelligent infrastructures (II). In the former, “computation and data are used
to create services that augment human intelligence and creativity”. The latter
describes “a web of computation, data, and physical entities that makes human
environments more supportive”. [Jor19] Here, the involvement of physical
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Figure 2.1: Schematic representation of a sample personalized AI service (blue) with
three different kinds (A-C) of underlying AI algorithms (green); yellow marks
target user data or its required involvement in model training (circles).

entities, which often refer to mobile or IoT/edge devices3 , is crucial for such
distributed services (e.g., in terms of the interaction with humans, the additional
available data streams, or a local execution environment) [Rag15].
We now introduce the following terms to refer in this thesis to user services in the respective discipline. As introduced in Section 1.1.2, the term
‘AI services’ will be used to denote any AI-powered system that provides
some kind of direct support to a single user (referring to IA). The term
‘distributed AI services’ (a subset of AI services) will be used to refer to
those AI services that require parts of them to run on (at least two) different
devices, e.g., locally on personal devices for privacy reasons or ‘at the edge’
to benefit from short-delay computing (referring to II/EI). We use the phrase
‘device-bound AI services’ to refer to the subset of distributed AI services that
additionally require access to sensors and/or actuators on specific (IoT/edge)
devices in the physical proximity of the user in order to provide ambient support.
Figure 2.1 shows a schematic representation of such a sample AI service (blue).
According to our definition, an AI service incorporates at least one AI model
(circle), which processes input data to make a prediction (output) for a specific
task. AI models can operate hierarchically, i.e., an output of one AI model can
serve as an input of another. An AI model is trained by using a specific AI
algorithm (green), which is usually protected, as it is part of the IP of the provider.
For the sake of completeness, an AI service may incorporate additional nonAI components, e.g., a sensing unit to collect data required for the underlying
AI models or a decision logic to interpret the output of AI models and trigger
appropriate actions to actuators [PM15]. In this thesis, for the sake of simplicity,
such components are abstracted in the AI service component (blue), which can
run distributed on several physical devices.

3

A related (sub-)discipline dealing with AI on (edge) devices is represented by edge AI or
edge intelligence (EI), with a focus mainly on aspects of resource management and communication [Zho+19; An+19].
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2.1.3

Personalization

In the AI/ML context, personalization (broadly known as customization) is the
process of tailoring an AI service, or more precisely, its underlying AI models to
an individual user and her setting in order to enhance the service experience/
value specifically for this user. Technically speaking, personalization aims at
improving an AI model w.r.t. specific performance metrics (e.g., accuracy) or
its effectiveness for individuals using their personal data. In the following, this
section defines what constitutes personal data (or how it is treated in this thesis)
and its value for personalization in the context of AI services. Following this, the
different model training practices relevant to this thesis are introduced.
2.1.3.1

Personal Data

“The term ‘personal data’ has several meanings” [Sch+11]. This thesis broadly
defines personal data as “[digital] data related to a natural person that can be
possibly linked to that person”, i.e., the digital record of “everything a person
makes and does online and in the [physical] world” [HSP19, p. 284]. According
to [Sch+11], personal data can be defined more precisely as ”[digital] data (and
metadata) created by and about people”, encompassing the following three
groups of data:
– Voluntary data is created and explicitly shared by individuals.
– Observed data is captured by recording the actions of individuals (e.g., locations, accelerometer data, communications data).
– Inferred data (or derivatives) is higher-level data about individuals based on
the analysis of the two previous groups of data (e.g., physical activities
derived from observed accelerometer data).
The following—partly interdependent—four aspects of personal data that affect the
degree of personalization are identified:
– The type of data allows AI algorithms to draw different personal inferences about users, ranging from low-level (e.g., location data) to high-level
data (e.g., depressive state) [Wie+17; WW14] – an initial list of categories
(e.g., digital identity, communications data) is given in [HSP19, p. 285f.].
– Both the quantity and quality of data (and especially of its labels) have a
direct influence on the performance of the resulting AI models [Ser+18].
Typically, more data leads to better results, up to a certain saturation point.
On the other hand, bad data or erroneous signals (e.g., a small bias in a
sensor) can lead to incorrect results of the AI models, regardless of the
volume of data. Consequently, only enough high-quality data ensures
meaningful and accurate insights.
– The time frame of data allows AI models to make different kinds of user/behavior modeling and predictions, on which AI services base their support:
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— present data allows the interpretation of data only, such as in
location-based services [Lan+10] or voice-controlled information
retrieval [Sar17];
— past data allows an in-depth understanding of user behavior and user
contexts, such as in fitness and health applications [Rab+15; Sch+15b];
— anticipated future data mostly relies on past data and allows an anticipatory behavior of AI services based on future states, such as in
anticipatory mobile computing applications [PM15].
2.1.3.2

Model Training

In general, the need for personal or personalized AI models (yellow circle in Figure 2.1)
stems from the fact that a general AI model (grey circle in Figure 2.1) can work well
for many users but not for all [Ser+18]. This thesis basically defines the following
three different types of model trainings that are widely practiced today:
(A) general model training relies on data from many users but not from the target
user;
(B) personal model training, in contrast, only relies on data from the target user;
(C) ‘hybrid’ model training is a combination of both, considering data from other
users but also from the target user, e.g., in a subsequent personalization step
using transfer learning [PY09].
The personalization degree of AI models depends on the personal data available
to them. Thus, (A) cannot achieve personalization in the training phase. On
the other hand, (B+C) come with a so-called inherent cold-start problem for new
users: AI models cannot daw any personalized inferences for users about whom
they have not yet collected enough personal data [LKH14]. By its nature, (B) is
therefore more affected by this cold-start problem than (C).
2.1.4 Degree of Proactivity
This section introduces an adapted and refined classification of AI services to
create a common understanding and to better classify and reference them in
the thesis when discussing the contributions. More precisely, inspired by the
proactivity continuum ranging from zero to full initiative automation of user
support [Sar17], this thesis proposes the following three classes of how AI
services operate and support users (reactive–proactive–autonomous).
Reactive Support
Reactive AI services only respond to commands from users in order to support them,
currently representing the most widespread class of AI services. Commands
can be entered through different input modalities (e.g., voice, gesture) [JS07].
Probably, the most prominent representatives of this class are conversational
agents [GJ19], which have made the transition from research prototypes to
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consumer products in the last decade: Apple Siri (2011), Google Assistant (2012),
Microsoft Cortana (2015), Amazon Alexa (2015), to name a few [LS16]. With
such reactive AI services, users can trigger information searches or simple task
executions (e.g., finding the fastest route) [Bar+20].
Proactive Support
From this class onwards, AI services proactively take actions without an explicit
user request. For this (e.g., to provide helpful advices or recommendations
proactively), AI services need to access and monitor a user’s data (stream).
Examples include location-aware services that can send updates to weather
and traffic conditions, among other things, which may be relevant for users in
their current situation. [Sar17] Fitness and health applications in this class, for
instance, can monitor a user’s physical activity to strategically suggest changes
to this behavior (e.g., “take a break” or “walk for 30 minutes”) for a healthier
lifestyle [Rab+15] or meeting a specific goal [Sch+15b].
In general, the actual actions must still be confirmed or taken by the users. To
engage users in these actions, latest AI services also rely on predictive models
to find opportune moments to notify [PM15] and intervene users [MM17] or
incorporate mechanisms to persuade them [Fog99; Lan+10]. However, the key
challenge in determining the type and timing of suggestions is still a hot research
topic, as there are associated costs with them (e.g., if the action, relevance, or
timing of the notification is wrong).
Autonomous Support
AI services in this class act autonomously, making decisions and taking the actual actions on behalf of users without confirmation. For instance, such AI services enter our lives in the form of digital agents [Yor+12], (un-)manned
vehicles (e.g., drones [Erd+17], autonomous driving [Mau+16]), or (social)
robots [Pen+19]. Even though preliminary work and first prototypes exist, this
class still holds many open challenges to achieve its breakthrough. In the coming
decades, this class will increasingly become the focus of research, shaping our
lives the most – even having the potential to revolutionize them.
2.1.5

Application Domains and Examples

For practical reasons (and to refer to them consistently throughout this thesis),
we will roughly categorize AI applications into three domains. This partitioning
is guided by three purposes: (i) it should cover most of the users’ daily life;
(ii) the domain categories should be marked by AI services that provide direct
support to users; (iii) the domain should be subject to ongoing AI research. If
applicable, some domains are further divided into subareas [Meu+17a]. For each
domain, representative application examples of AI services that are either highly
cited or widely known are named to give the readers a better understanding
– Table 2.1 (p. 18) gives a more detailed overview of these examples using the

2.1 terminology and categorization

terms and concepts introduced; we will use this table in particular in Section 2.4
to discuss the implications for this thesis.
Healthcare & Well-being
Well-being refers to “diverse and interconnected dimensions of physical,
mental, and social well-being that extend beyond the traditional definition
of health.” [NI15] Along this definition, this domain is categorized into the
following three subareas.
Physical health covers all directly perceivable and measurable (physical) states
and body conditions of an individual, “taking into consideration everything
from the absence of disease to fitness level.”4 State-of-the-art AI services can
detect and analyze a user’s state with respect to certain factors, and intervene or
make recommendations if either a worsening is imminent or an improvement
is to be achieved – many of such works can be found in the related discipline
of digital behavior change interventions [Lat+13]. For instance, MyBehavior
automatically learns a user’s physical activity and dietary habits to strategically
suggest changes to this behavior for a healthier lifestyle [Rab+15]. Schmidt et
al. present a digital coach that automatically identifies the user’s strengths and
weaknesses; on that basis, it creates appropriate training plans to motivate and
help a user in achieving his fitness goals [Sch+15b].
Mental health covers all emotional and psychological states of an individual,
including “subjective well-being, perceived self-efficacy, autonomy, competence,
inter-generational dependence, and self-actualization of one’s intellectual
and emotional potential, among others” – according to the World Health
Organization (WHO) [Org01]. This also includes coping with stress and
productive work. In literature, there are several AI services/ systems that
support these factors. For instance, InterruptMe represents an AI service
that automatically infers opportune moments for interruption [PM14]. Pielot
et al. further identify opportune moments in which users are particularly
open to engage with suggested content [Pie+17]. Other AI services can detect
and monitor depressive states [CM15] and emotions [Rac+10], just to name a few.
Social well-being covers all social dimensions, including social acceptance, integration, and the interaction with others [TR05]. For instance, SociableSense models
the ‘sociability’ of users based on their co-location and interaction patterns; it
provides users with real-time feedback to foster and improve social interactions [Rac+11]. Similarly, BeWell calculates well-being scores to raise a user’s
awareness, helping users to manage their overall well-being; it also includes
social interactions detected by inferences from sensor data of users’ smartphones
(e.g., microphone data) [Lan+14].

4

https://www.eupati.eu/glossary/physical-health (retrieved 06/30/2021)
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physical

activity level,
diet

�

○

�� GPS, accelerometer
(acc), photo

Digital fitness
coach [Sch+15b]

physical

activity level

�

○

�

InterruptMe [PM14]

mental

interruptibility

�

○○

�

Personal data
(inferred)

Personal data
(voluntary/observed)

Personalization

MyBehavior [Rab+15]

Sample

PoP

Proactivity level

Issue(s) addressed

Table 2.1: Overview of selected state-of-the-art examples of user-supporting AI services

Subarea(s)

18

Health & Well-being
phys. activities,
places, food
intake

physical activities

workouts

GPS, acc, emotions,
BT/WiFi fingerprints, notifications

places, activities,
co-located people,
engagement

StressSense [Lu+12]

mental

stress

(�) ○

�

microphone (mic)

voice-based stress

Detecting & monitoring
depressions [CM15]

mental

depression

(�) ○

�

GPS, phys. activities

depressive states

EmotionSense [Rac+10] mental/

social
interactions

(�) ○

�

GPS, Bluetooth (BT)
fingerprint, acc, mic

places, emotions,
in/outdoor,
co-located people,
speaker

SociableSense [Rac+11] social

sociability

�

○

�/� acc, mic, BT fingerprints

BeWell [Lan+14]

all

activity level,
sleep, social
interactions

�

○

��

GPS, acc, mic, phone
recharging

social interactions,
phys. activities,
sleep patterns

Google
Assistant [PM15]†

physical

daily routine
organization‡

�

○

�

location, calendar

places

Guiding
experiments [SWV15]

physical

experiment
execution

�

○

�/� mic, camera, acc.

voice commands,
gestures, activities

Autonomous
driving [Mau+16]
(e.g., Tesla autopilot†)

physical

driving‡

�

○

�/� GPS, (video, radar, car
telemetry, …)

mobility patterns,
(driver/car
states,..)

Conversational
agents [GJ19]
(e.g., Amazon Alexa†)

digital

info retrieval,
task exec.‡

�

○

�

mic, task-specific data

voice commands
(intents)

Google
Duplex [LM18]†

digital

appointments

�/� ○

�

—"—

—"—

Spam filtering [BB08]

digital

organization
of emails

�

○○

�

emails

contacts,
categories

smart
home

home
control‡

�

○

�

mic, task-specific data

voice commands
(intents)

SHE vision [Che+17]

smart
home

energy
management

(�)

○

��

electricity, GPS,
activities, calendar

usage patterns,
daily demands

Detecting
drowsiness [CK17]

smart car

drowsiness

(�) ○○

(�)

camera

drowsiness level

SLaaP

smart city

nightly risk
areas‡

(�) ○

�� (depth) camera

social

co-located people,
social interactions

Activity Support

Ambient Intelligence
Smart speakers [GJ19]
(e.g., Apple HomePod†)

vision [Müh+20]
(e.g., safe guidance)

location, activity,
(risk assessment)

Encoding: proactivity levels (see Section 2.1.4): �–reactive, proactive (�—referring to ‘inform the user’; �—referring
to ‘make personalized recommendations’), �–autonomous, ()—indicating a possible use of the system, which is,
however, not realized in the respective paper; personalization (see Section 2.1.3): ○–general model, ○–personal
model, ○○ –hybrid model (e.g., with a subsequent personalization step); place of processing (PoP): �–local,
�–remote, ��–hybrid (local–remote), ��–hybrid but confidential (personal data remains local); misc.:
†–proprietary examples; ‡–only these selected issues are discussed
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Activity Support
AI services can support users with activities or take them over to achieve the
desired result. This kind of support is grouped into the following two subareas.
Support with physical activities covers all physical actions of an individual,
e.g., movements, transportation, or cooking. For instance, Google Assistant
supports users in organizing their daily lives by suggesting when to leave
places, finding the fastest routes, and identifying the best mode of transportation. [PM15]. Other AI services can also support specific professional activities,
such as conducting experiments in a laboratory [SWV15] or detecting nurse
activities in a hospital [Ino+16].
Support with digital activities covers all actions related to an individual’s digital
world. Probably the best known example of this area is email spam filtering—
concerning the processing of emails to organize them according to specified
criteria [BB08]. Other AI services help users by automatically rescheduling
appointments or organizing tasks [Yor+12].
Ambient Intelligence
This last category refers to the support of users through the environment [Sad11;
Wei91]. Examples of such smart environments include smart home, smart car
(/mobility), and smart city. In the former, AI services can, for instance, automatically regulate air and light conditions based on the users’ preferences [DH08].
In smart car environments, several AI services support the driver in various
situations—such as parking aid, collision avoidance, drowsiness detection—or
through infotainment assistance [MZH19; KBS16]. In the smart city context, recent AI-based approaches and visions rely, for instance, on so-called 4D models
captured and processed at nearby smart street lamps to offer user services for
Augmented Reality (AR), civil protection, or emergency assistance [Müh+20].
2.2 privacy in ai services
As illustrated in Table 2.1 (p. 18), personalized AI services can address various
user-related issues, having the potential to make the everyday life of users easier
and better. However, such services inevitably require access to appropriate user
data, which can be highly sensitive (see the last two columns of Table 2.1).
Therefore, user privacy is an essential requirement. This section will first introduce
definitions and provide background information on privacy, followed by an
analysis of users’ privacy concerns identified in the literature.
2.2.1 Definitions and Background
Privacy has been defined and interpreted in several ways by researchers from
different communities or by different governments—i.e., there exists no common,
overarching concept [Moo03; Sol06]. In the following, terms around privacy are
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clarified as they are used in this thesis.

2.2.1.1

Privacy

Westin defines privacy in terms of information control as the right “to control,
edit, manage, and delete information about themselves and decide when, how,
and to what extent that information is communicated to others” [Wes68]. This
definition applies to any personally identifiable data that in any way reveals
information about an individual, including situations in which the actions of
some individuals affect the privacy of others (termed interdependent privacy). The
latter can be quite challenging, as individuals do not always have full control
over the sharing policies of such interdependent data (e.g., a photo with several –
possibly unwilling or unsuspecting – individuals, taken and shared by only one
individual). [HTH19] With the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR)5
and The California Consumer Privacy Act (CCPA)6 , first governments—the European Union (EU) and the US state of California, respectively—have established
appropriate, strong legal frameworks for the protection of their citizens’ privacy.
2.2.1.2

Data Protection and Ownership

Whereas “data privacy is all about authorized access, concerning who has it and
who defines it”, data protection is essentially a technical issue of what data privacy
dictates, concerning the securing of data against unauthorized access (data
security) [Hov17]. Closely related to data protection is data ownership [HSP19].
Derived from English common law on ownership rights, Pentland defines data
ownership as follows: individuals (1) have the right to possess their personally
identifiable data, (2) must have full control over the use of their data, and (3) have
the right to dispose or distribute their data [Pen09].
2.2.1.3

The Privacy Paradox

The privacy paradox is a phenomenon concerning the online behavior of users,
which describes the discrepancies between user attitude and their actual
behavior: although users claim to be very concerned about their privacy, they do
very little to protect their personal data [NHH07; JW18]. There are multiple
theories explaining the privacy paradox [Sol21]; the most convincing of which is
probably the privacy calculus: users decide whether to disclose personal data on
the basis of a risk-benefit calculation, in which the benefits is ultimately preferred
to the risks [BD17]. The reasons for the latter include a lack of awareness and
uncertainty, missing rationality, context dependency (e.g., social setting), and
malleability of preferences [GGV18].
A special subcategory of the privacy paradox is the personalization-privacy
paradox [Xu+11; CS05], which is now discussed in the context of AI services.
5
6

https://gdpr.eu (retrieved 06/30/2021)
https://leginfo.legislature.ca.gov/faces/billTextClient.xhtml?bill_id=201720180AB375
trieved 06/30/2021)

(re-
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Providing more, appropriate, and better personal data to AI services usually
leads to a higher personalization degree of them—especially in the training
phase (see types B and C in Section 2.1.3.2, p. 15)—and thus, increases their
value for the user. At the same time, providing personal data out of the
user territory (e.g., to the provider’s cloud) requires the user to sacrifice
a certain level of privacy. Consequently, users always have to make a compromise between the personalization of AI services and their privacy, in
which personalization tends to negate the downside of perceived risks to
privacy. In particular, it is often difficult for users to assess the actual risk
to their privacy – personal data can be of varying sensitivity to privacy depending on the extent of the individual factors described in Section 2.1.3.1 (p. 14).
Solove, in turn, argues in ‘The Myth of the Privacy Paradox (2021)’ that “it is
perfectly rational for people [..] to fail to make good assessments of privacy
risks and to fail to manage their privacy effectively.” Giving individuals more
responsibility for managing their privacy, as privacy regulations such as the
recent CCPA often seek to do, imposes on them a vast, complex, and never-ending
project that does not scale, as we are currently experiencing with cookie settings,
for example – this strategy will not provide effective privacy protection. Instead,
he concludes, regulations should focus more on “regulating the architecture that
structures the way information is used, maintained, and transferred.” [Sol21]
This thesis will make a technical contribution to this by proposing a suitable
architecture with incorporated data protection mechanisms that give users more
control over their personal data without placing a greater burden on them.
2.2.2

Privacy Concerns of Users

We now have a look at the specific privacy concerns of users when using datademanding services in general – these can be transferred to (increasingly dataintensive) AI services. For this, the following taxonomy adapted from Wang et
al. [WLW98] is used to better name and classify these privacy concerns:
– Improper acquisition concerns the gathering of personal data without notice
or acknowledgment from users, e.g., through unauthorized access to it,
additional data collection beyond the service, or unnoticed monitoring of
users’ physical and digital activities.
– Improper use concerns the analysis and transfer of personal data. In the former
case, personal data is analyzed without proper notice to draw conclusions
about user behavior. In the latter case, personal data is transferred to the
cloud or third parties without users’ notice and acknowledgement.
– Improper storage is related to the concerns about data confidentiality and
integrity.
– Privacy invasion mostly concerns unwanted solicitation (e.g., sending information to potential users) and unwanted executions of tasks without
users’ acknowledgement or permission.
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According to [AEY10], the main concern of users is the improper use of their
data, in particular data transfer or data sharing. In particular, users are mostly
concerned about the resulting disclosure of their behavior and the trading/
selling of personal data to third parties—often leading to loss of data ownership
without the awareness and consent of users. This second point (improper use) is
closely connected with the first point (improper acquisition) and the third point
(improper storage), which should therefore be addressed together. In this thesis,
we mainly focus on these privacy concerns and address them by proposing
different data protection approaches geared to each other (see Part III).
2.3

user expectations of ai services explored through a study

A variety of studies confirms these privacy concerns from Section 2.2.2
specifically for AI services as well, but mostly only for reactive ones [BC11;
LS16; Kis+16; Cow+17; LQG17; DHA18; Bri18; Ben+18] or only for very specific
proactive ones [BD03; MZH17]. There is still a lack of studies for a wide
range of proactive or even autonomous AI services in this context. However,
such AI services in particular are of high relevance to this thesis due to their
data-demanding nature—e.g., they typically need to continuously analyze user
data in order to act proactively (see Section 2.1.4).
In light of this deficit, and before moving on to the technical contributions dealing specifically with such (proactive, data-demanding) AI services, this thesis
contributes to a better understanding of the extent of which privacy concerns
arise in such AI services. As proactive AI services are not yet widespread in the
consumer market, we take a broader perspective in this section and first explore
the user expectations—representing “an individual’s prediction or anticipatory
judgment about what they should or will receive through the performance of a
product or service” [Bri18]—to inquire about privacy concerns on this basis.
2.3.1

Methodology

To explore the user expectations of proactive AI services, a user study with
272 participants was conducted within the scope of this thesis. More precisely,
the study examines 23 selected use cases or scenarios in which user support
is provided by AI services (see Table A.1 in the Appendix), covering different
application domains (see Section 2.1.5 and Table 2.1, p. 16 ff.).
We opted for an in-the-wild approach, as it provides more reliable results
compared to an online survey or vignette study [Fel+12; BFK17]: participants do
not have to answer questions about fully-hypothetical situations but experience
the real (physical, cognitive) situation in which the questions for the specific
use case fit. However, the usual methods for such a study, such as experience
sampling [BFK17], cannot be applied, as proactive AI services are not yet
widespread and implementing a variety of use cases for this study is too complex
and laborious. Therefore, we propose a new study method in which participants
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Table 2.2: Description of the developed context-based triggers, which can be combined
depending on the target use case
Group

Possible trigger criteria

Time

Timestamp, time range, time of day, on weekdays/weekend,
day of the week

Entry/exit event for a geo-fence, detected places of the user
(home, work, others), en route

Location
Activity

App usage

Wake-up event

Still, walking, running, on bicycle, in vehicle, sleeping
Opening/leaving event for specific apps or categories
First smartphone use after sleep activity

are asked about hypothetical use cases, but only when they experience the
likely context of use, i.e., the situation in which the AI service provides its support.
Especially for this study method, we implemented a smartphone app that is able
to recognize the relevant situations and trigger in-situ questionnaires about the
corresponding hypothetical use cases (see Figure A.1 in the Appendix). For this,
we developed different context-based triggers, which continuously analyze sensor
data from the following five groups: time, location, activity, app usage, and wake-up
events (see Table 2.2). These context-based triggers can be combined (rule-based)
as needed to cover all use cases of the study. For instance, to trigger an in-situ
questionnaire for the social health support use case “You have an appointment at
7 p.m. with some friends. Today, the roads will be very busy. So, if you leave home too
late, you might not make it in time to your appointment.” (see Use Case #9, Table A.1
in the Appendix), the app combines the time (6 p.m. - 6:45 p.m.) and the location
(home) triggers. For further technical details, the reader is referred to [Meu+20a].

Study Procedure
Welcome

Consent form, demographics, experience
w/ assistants

…

Context-triggered
surveying

…

Final
Questionnaire

End

Plausibility checks,
reimbursement

1 week

2.3.1.1

Study Procedure

The study ran for one week. The procedure of the study was as follows:
1) Welcome. The participants expressed informed consent. Then, they completed
a demographics questionnaire and reported their experience with digital
assistants – the term ‘assistant’ is used as a substitute for ‘AI service’ to better
communicate the more technical concept of AI services to the participants.
2) Context-triggered Surveying. In this step, the app triggered in-situ questionnaires
for a specific use case when participants came into relevant situations in their
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daily life during a period of one week (see Figure A.1b in the Appendix). Unseen
or dismissed questionnaires are rescheduled when the participants are back in the
corresponding situation. To avoid overburdening or disturbing the participants,
a maximum of eight questionnaires were triggered per day. Each questionnaire
comprises three parts:
use case description The participants see the explanation of the use case
scenario in which an AI service could support the participants in their
current situation (see Figure A.1c in the Appendix, p. 253).
assessing the degree of proactivity The participants are given four different proactivity options ranging from reactive to autonomous support (see
Section 2.1.4), plus a no support-option; they are asked to make their choice
for one of these options (see Figure A.1d in the Appendix, p. 253).
questions for understanding the choice Unless participants opted for
the highest proactivity level, they are asked to rate a set of questions (see
Figure A.1e in the Appendix, p. 253), which comprises six different statements (see Table A.2 in the Appendix). These questions help us to better
understand why the participants made exactly this choice and did not opt
for a higher level of proactivity. Based on this, we explore the user concerns
with this type of AI services.
3) Final Questionnaire. The participants received a final questionnaire asking the
hypothetical use cases that they had not answered in situ (e.g., because the use
case was simply not triggered by the participant’s daily behavior).
4) End. To ensure high data quality, rough plausibility checks based on completion times and response patterns are applied. Finally, we reimbursed the
participants who completed the study with $8 each.
2.3.1.2

Recruitment and Participants

We recruited a sample of 272 participants residing in different countries. For the
recruitment and compensation processes, we used the online platform Prolific7 .
The participants were on average 35.0 years old (𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 = 9.8, 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 = 18, 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 = 64).
About half of the participants identified as female (𝑁𝑁 = 138), 134 identified
as male. From the participants, around a quarter of the participants (𝑁𝑁 = 70)
reported that they had never used an assistant. In contrast, the majority of the
participants uses at least one assistant from time to time (56.3%), often (14.7%),
or very frequently (3.3%).
2.3.2

Findings and Discussion

This section presents only the study results from the in-the-wild study that are
relevant to this thesis and discusses them in this context. The first part will
7

https://prolific.ac (retrieved 06/30/2021)
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Healthcare & Well−being
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Healthcare & Well−being
(mental)

Healthcare & Well−being
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#01

42%

58%

#05

60%

40%

#09

10%

90%

#02

19%

81%

#06

53%

47%

#10

10%

90%
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20%

80%
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28%
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#13

0
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Activity Support
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42%
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#14

100

100
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#19

21%

79%
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#22

34%

66%

#23

37%

100
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Percentage
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Figure 2.2: The in-situ responses of the participants to the expected proactivity levels for the
different use cases. The use cases are abbreviated by their identifiers starting
with # (see Table A.1 in the Appendix) and grouped by the application
domains introduced in Section 2.1.5. The respective summed percentages
per use case (row) indicate the ratio between the non-proactivity levels (left,
yellow ochre tones) and the proactivity levels (right, turquoise tones).

contribute to a better understanding about users’ attitudes towards AI services,
representing the preparation for the actual analysis of the user concerns, which
follows in the second part.
2.3.2.1

Understanding the Expected Proactivity

We first examines the measurement effect of the in-situ design of the study.
To quantify this effect, the proactivity levels are encoded with the following
ordinal scale: no support→0; reactive support→1; proactive support I→2; proactive
support II→3; and autonomous support→4. As the data is not normally distributed
(Shapiro–Wilk test, p < .001) [McC08], this analysis applies a non-parametric
Kruskal–Wallis test to test the null hypothesis stating that “the population
medians for the two methods, namely the proposed method and conventional
online surveys, are equal”. The in-situ reported proactivity levels are used
for the former, while the reported proactivity levels at the end of the study are
used for the latter. According to the results, 𝜒𝜒 2 (1) = 14.3, 𝑝𝑝 < .001, there exists
a statistically significant difference between both measurement methods on
capturing participants’ expectations, and hence, leads to the rejection of the null
hypothesis. Given this difference, and because several studies have shown that
answers given in situ are more reliable than answers to purely hypothetical
questions [Fel+12; BSR18; BFK17], we will therefore only consider the in-situ
responses (N=3,168) in what follows.
We now investigate in an exploratory way whether and what kind of support
users expect from the respective AI services. Across all use cases, the most
frequent choice is proactive support II (𝜇𝜇 = 32.5%, 𝜎𝜎 = 12.5%), followed by
reactive support (𝜇𝜇 = 20.1%, 𝜎𝜎 = 10.5%) and proactive support I (𝜇𝜇 = 19.7%,
𝜎𝜎 = 9.0%). However, in some cases (𝜇𝜇 = 15.5%, 𝜎𝜎 = 12.8%) participants opted
not to be supported at all – neither reactive nor proactive. Interestingly, the
least preferred choice of participants is autonomous support (𝜇𝜇 = 12.2%, 𝜎𝜎 = 9.6%).
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Figure 2.2 depicts these user expectations per use case (row) and application
domain (plot) – use cases are abbreviated by their identifiers (see Table A.1 in
the Appendix); the yellow ochre tones on the left indicate the desire to receive
no proactive support (i.e., no support or only reactive support) while turquoise
tones on the right show expectations for proactive support. In over 78% of
all use cases (18 out of 23), the majority of participants opted for proactive
support by AI services. Especially for the use cases #9 and #10, which concern
appointments and recurring events in the social context respectively, more than
90% of the participants would like to receive proactive support. Specifically,
participants would like to receive autonomous support for use cases such as
(#18) ‘do not disturb’/availability handling and (#19) smart home control,
i.e., light and climate control – these use cases relate to digital activity support and
ambient intelligence respectively. In contrast, many participants want to receive
no support or only reactive support in the (#15) shopping use case and in most
of the mental health related use cases (#5-8).
In terms of application domains, as introduced in Section 2.1.5, a non-parametric
Kruskal–Wallis test reveals significant differences between these areas with
𝜒𝜒 2 (5) = 194, 𝑝𝑝 < .001. To further investigate these differences, we applied DwassSteel-Critchlow-Fligner (DSCF) pairwise comparison tests with Bonferroni
correction to account for multiple testing. The tests reveal significant differences
between the desired proactivity levels for mental health support (𝜇𝜇 = 1.40,
𝜎𝜎 = 0.94) and those of all other areas (p < .001) – the average preferred level in
the former case corresponds to the reactive support. In the areas of physical health
support (𝜇𝜇 = 2.01, 𝜎𝜎 = 0.88) and physical activity support (𝜇𝜇 = 1.99, 𝜎𝜎 = 0.78),
participants rather prefer a more proactive support – there is no statistically
significant difference between these two groups (p = .999). However, there are
significant differences (p ≤ .004 for all comparisons) to the remaining three
areas, namely ambient intelligence (𝜇𝜇 = 2.24, 𝜎𝜎 = 0.97), digital activity support
(𝜇𝜇 = 2.28, 𝜎𝜎 = 0.79), and social well-being support (𝜇𝜇 = 2.66, 𝜎𝜎 = 0.94). There is
no significant difference between the first two areas (p = 1.000), but there are
differences between the first two areas and the latter area (p < .001 for both).
All in all, these results show the predominantly positive attitude of users towards
AI services, including for increasingly emerging proactive (data-demanding)
services, almost for all application domains – mental health support in particular
represents an exception here. This first part prepared the actual analysis of the
user concerns, which follows next.
2.3.2.2

Understanding the Reasons for the Choice

We now analyze the potential user concerns about these AI services by
exploring the reasons for the choice of the desired proactivity level and
why more proactivity was not desired. Figure 2.3 shows the ratings of
the participants for the set of questions grouped by proactivity levels (plot);
the questions (row) are abbreviated with Q1-Q6 (see Table A.2 in the Appendix).

2.3 user expectations of ai services explored through a study
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Figure 2.3: The responses to the additional questions asked immediately after the user’s
choice for a proactivity level lower than ‘autonomous support’. The questions
are abbreviated with Q1-Q6 (see Table A.2 in the Appendix). The respective summed percentages per row reflect the ratio of responses indicating
disagreement (left, yellow ochre tones), neutrality (middle, gray), and agreement (right, turquoise tones).

The first two questions deal with the relevance and the importance of the use
case. Nearly half (46%) of the participants who desired no support stated that
the use case was not relevant in their lives (Q1), and they can therefore not
imagine any appropriate support. Just over half (54%) of this group felt that the
use case would be too important to be supported by an AI service (Q2). The
reasons for this may be found in part in the stated concerns of users: nearly two
thirds of the participants who opted for the ‘no support’-option are concerned
that AI services with a higher degree of proactivity would be too intrusive
(64%, Q5) or violate their privacy (63%, Q6); these are followed by concerns
about trust in the abilities of such AI services (55%, Q4), especially that AI
services with a higher proactivity level would make too many mistakes (43%,
Q3). The more open participants are to a higher level of proactivity, the fewer
expressed such concerns (e.g., less than one-third of the participants who opted
for ‘proactive support II’).
As this thesis is primarily concerned with the user privacy concerns (Q6), we
will limit our discussion here to the corresponding responses and look at these
in more detail. Specifically, it is remarkable that participants who desired a
higher proactivity level are less concerned that AI services might violate their
privacy. A non-parametric Kruskal–Wallis test on the underlying non-normally
distributed data (Shapiro–Wilk test, p < .001) confirms significant differences
between these desired levels with 𝜒𝜒 2 (3) = 534, p < .001. To further investigate
these differences, we applied DSCF pairwise comparison tests with Bonferroni
correction to account for multiple testing. We found significant differences
between all groups (p = .001 for the comparison between ‘reactive support’ and
‘proactive support I’; for all others, p < .001).
Figure 2.4 depicts the expressed privacy concerns for the different use cases
(see Table A.1 in the Appendix) and application domains (introduced in
Section 2.1.5). Accordingly, most privacy concerns were expressed for use
cases relating to mental health (by up to 63% of the participants), physical
health (by up to 58% of the participants), and digital activity support (by
up to 48% of the participants). This may explain the low level of proactivity
desired by the participants in the area of mental health; on the other hand, these
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Figure 2.4: The responses of the participants to question Q6 regarding privacy concerns
(see Table A.2 in the Appendix) for the different use cases. The use cases
are abbreviated by their identifiers starting with # (see Table A.1 in the Appendix) and grouped by the application domains introduced in Section 2.1.5.
The respective summed percentages per row reflect the ratio of responses
indicating disagreement (left, yellow ochre tones), neutrality (middle, gray),
and agreement (right, turquoise tones).

privacy concerns may be attributed to the fact that AI services in these areas
require access to very sensitive user data (see Table 2.1, p. 18). In all other areas,
participants with privacy concerns were in the minority, but there were some,
namely up to one third of the participants.
All in all, these results confirm privacy concerns as one of the reasons when
participants either do not want support from AI services or do not desire a higher
level of proactivity. This, in turn, suggests that addressing privacy concerns is
one of the key building blocks to make AI services more appealing to reluctant
users, especially in areas like mental health in which AI services need access
(and that continuously) to very sensitive data. In the next section, we will discuss
the implications in the context of this thesis.
2.4

implications for this thesis

This chapter presented background information around personalized AI
services, conveying the foundations of this thesis. More precisely, we introduced
the terms and useful categorizations for AI services and explained the underlying
concepts to establish a common understanding. This chapter also added a user
study that explores the users’ expectations and concerns about such increasingly
emerging services. Complementing previous studies in the literature, which are
largely limited to reactive AI services, the study results confirmed in particular
(i) a predominately positive user attitude towards a variety of proactive AI
services but also (ii) privacy concerns as one of the reasons for reluctance among
some users. These results underscored the need for appropriate data protection
mechanisms specifically for AI services and the high relevance of this topic.
This chapter specifically pointed out the following characteristics of AI services
that data protection mechanisms must take into account in this context:

2.4 implications for this thesis

– AI services require (partly even continuous) access to user data to be
useful to the user. For example, user data is needed for AI services to act
proactively or for the personalization step (see Sections 2.1.3 and 2.1.4).
Table 2.1 (p. 18) showed examples of the data-demanding nature of AI
services: user data can be of different types (see also Section 2.1.3.1) and
highly sensitive, especially in the mental health domain. In particular, this
may lead to user privacy concerns regarding data acquisition and analysis
(see Section 2.2.2).
– AI services can be distributed across multiple locations, e.g., on personal
devices, edge devices (we refer to them as ‘local share’) or in the cloud
(we refer to this as ‘cloud share’). In Table 2.1 (p. 18), this can be observed
mainly in the mental health domain (due to the sensitive data) and in the
ambient intelligence domain (due to the support type). In particular, this
may lead to user privacy concerns regarding data transfer and storage (see
Section 2.2.2).
– Both personal model training (see Point B in Section 2.1.3.2) and the local personalization step in ‘hybrid’ model training (see Point C in Section 2.1.3.2) require the providers to perform (at least parts of) their AI
services locally or outside their territory. This can lead to issues with both
IP rights (e.g., regarding protected AI algorithms/models) and efficiency
(e.g., regarding local resources).
– For personalization of AI services, enough and appropriate user data is
needed; in the case of supervised learning, ground-truth data or labels
are also needed 2.1.3.2). If such data is not directly available, this typically
leads to a cold-start problem and, in the case of explicit feedback to obtain
ground-truth data, to a burden on the user (see Section 2.1.1).
In the next chapter, which is also the last chapter of Part II, we will first categorize and review existing data protection approaches in the context of (datademanding, single-user) AI services. Based on the established requirements for
such approaches, open issues are identified that inform the contributions of this
thesis. Part III then presents the (technical) core contributions of this thesis.
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DATA P R O T E C T I O N R E S E A R C H I N A I S E R V I C E S :
C L A S S I F I C AT I O N A N D S U R V E Y
Before this thesis presents the technical contributions to data protection research
in AI services (see Part III), this chapter gives an overview of existing relevant
approaches and discusses them. Section 3.1 first introduces a categorization
scheme based on the possible threats at different levels—namely the management,
system, and AI levels. The following three sections (3.2–3.4) reflect this structure.
Each section establishes a set of category-specific requirements and assesses the
relevant research with regard to these requirements. Section 3.5 summarizes the
open issues identified, which inform the contributions of this thesis.

3.1

classification of data protection research

A generic pipeline in information systems represents input–processing–output
(IPO). Since the input and output (I/O) protection in such systems are particularly associated with challenges in sensing [Lan+10] and Human-Computer
Interaction (HCI) [DTS19], this thesis focuses on the processing aspect only. In
the context of this thesis, this concerns mainly the data access protection. This
middle part of the simplified IPO model may also include storing and networking
capabilities, especially in distributed computing systems.
Figure 3.1 shows a simplified IPO example of an AI service environment. Based
on this environment, this thesis proposes the following categorization scheme
using three different technical perspectives:
1. Management Perspective: Data Access Rights & Storage Protection. After sensing (input), user-related data enters the system/platform; it is either stored
in the data storage and/or immediately processed by the AI services. This
first category of data management () is concerned with protecting this
data from unauthorized access when storing, retrieving or acting on it. For
this, the approaches in this category assume trusted underlying systems/
devices.
2. System Perspective: Data Protection against System Threats/Attacks. While the
approaches in the former category assume trusted underlying systems,
we now look at these systems when they are untrusted, e.g., when users
use cloud-based or distributed AI services hosted by third parties. Specifically, this category () is concerned with the protection of user data and
the locally-running proprietary code of the providers against threats and
attacks from the system – e.g., from the hardware and privileged software
(e.g., OS, hypervisor). Therefore, protection approaches in this category
must support secure processing not only locally on personal devices (see
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Figure 3.1: Schematic representation of an example AI service environment, categorized
along three technical perspectives:  protection at management level,  protection at system level, and  protection at AI level. The notation/color coding
for the AI services was introduced in Section 2.1.2.

Figure 3.1a, ) but also on third-party IoT/edge devices (see Figure 3.1b,
). It is important to note that this thesis considers mechanisms for protecting both data ‘at rest’ (i.e., when it remains on the personal device) and
data ‘in motion’ (i.e., when it is communicated across devices) – the latter
is also particularly relevant in edge computing scenarios [Sat17].
3. AI Perspective: Data Leakages & Improper Use. AI services need to access and
process the data in order to provide personalized support (output). However, conventional AI algorithms can suffer from inherent ‘data leakages’,
depending on their use and split between local sites (see Figure 3.1a, )
and the provider’s cloud (see Figure 3.1b, ). Accordingly, this category
() is concerned with data protection challenges in data sharing with
authorized but untrusted AI services, i.e., when data (or metadata) leaves
the user territory or when they draw new conclusions about users from
this data – even beyond their intended use [Lan19]. Like , this category
also assumes trust in the underlying systems and devices.
In general, data protection approaches for AI services must take the inherent
nature of AI algorithms/models into account in order to avoid performance
issues w.r.t. efficiency or effectiveness. All categories proposed above are nonexclusive but rather complement and overlap each other. Indeed, comprehensive
protection (without trust assumptions) can only be ensured, if approaches in the
various categories are reasonably combined and work together synergistically.
The relevant data protection approaches are categorized on the basis of the above
scheme (see Figure 3.2 for an overview). The following three sections (3.2-3.4)
reflect this structure. Each section first introduces a set of category-specific
requirements. The protection approaches relevant to the respective category
are then surveyed and assessed against the established requirements. The open
challenges identified from this assessment provide this thesis with a framework
for its contributions.
It is important to note that (i) some of the approaches presented in the following
have not been developed directly for AI services; (ii) others may address several

3.2 protection at management level
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Figure 3.2: Categorization scheme of data (access) protection approaches in AI services

aspects and thus fall into more than one category. In the former case, the approach
is discussed from the perspective of its applicability in the context of AI services.
In the latter case, the approach is assigned to a category based on its primary
protection aspect or primary challenge addressed.
3.2 protection at management level
This first category contains data protection approaches at management level (see
Figure 3.1, ), i.e., protection against unauthorized access within the system when
storing, retrieving or acting on user data. Specifically, approaches in this category
assume trust in the underlying systems/ devices and the authorized services
providers.
3.2.1

Specific Requirements

This section first establishes category-specific requirements that can be addressed
by approaches under the given trust assumptions in this category. The requirements are divided into three groups, namely data protection aspects, runtime
aspects, and applicability aspects. The group concerning data protection aspects,
which have a direct impact on user privacy, contains the following requirements:
– Authentication: The system should be able to verify that a user or service
entity is what it claims to be. After successful authentication, fine-grained
authorization can follow.
– Authorization: The system should be able to determine whether an authenticated user or service entity has access to particular resources and to what
extent.
– Data confidentiality (observed/inferred/metadata): The system should protect
personal data – both observed and inferred, as well as metadata – against
disclosure, theft, and unintentional, unlawful or unauthorized access. This
thesis argues that when personal data leaves the user territory without
appropriate modifications (e.g., encryption), it cannot be reliably kept
confidential.
The group concerning runtime aspects, which have a direct impact on possible architectures and the resulting performance, contains the following requirements:
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– Privacy-preserving processing: Personal data should be processed in a privacypreserving environment that is either fully under the control of the users
or ensures that no data can be leaked by an (untrusted) service.
– Data store (central/per-app): Personal data can be stored centrally and/or
per service. Depending on the design, the availability of personal data can
be better ensured.
– Low performance overhead: Additional or complementary data protection
mechanisms should not affect performance or entail only a low overhead.
The group concerning applicability aspects, which have a direct impact on
whether and how simply a provider can apply the approach to its AI services,
contains the following requirements:
– Support of any data type: Protection mechanisms should be designed to
support all types of data, so that providers are not restricted in their AI
services.
– Support of any AI algorithm: Protection mechanisms should be designed to
support all underlying AI algorithms, so that providers can easily deploy
their unmodified AI services.
– Proof-of-concept prototype (implemented/evaluated): The proposed data protection approach/ concept should have been implemented and evaluated
to show its feasibility.
– Low platform-specific dependence: Protection mechanisms should be designed
in such a way that AI services do not need to integrate platform-specific
programming.
– Cross-site deployment/use (local/nearby/cloud): Depending on the use case
(e.g., due to latency or resource demands), distributed AI services may
make use of multiple sites (e.g., local, nearby IoT/edge devices or the cloud).
Protection mechanisms should support such deployment at multiple sites
(typically, this will imply the use of one site as a kind of ’base station’).
3.2.2

Protection Approaches

According to the underlying mechanisms, the different protection approaches at
management level are classified into two sub-categories as follows.
3.2.2.1

Access Control & Permission Management

Conventional access control mechanisms such as discretionary, role-based,
identity-based, mandatory, attribute-based, and task-based access control are
widely used in centralized databases [BGK11]. However, the administration of
such access control mechanisms is complex and critical; it is therefore usually
handled by security experts. Another – and probably the most critical – issue is
that personal (raw) data needs to be stored in centralized databases to which the

3.2 protection at management level

AI services get partial access. The adaptation of such access control mechanisms
to ubiquitous or IoT environments is quite limited, as the access control policy
is often part of the database schema definition [TAP17]. In contrast, fully
decentralized approaches such as Pretty Good Privacy (PGP) [Gar95], Web
of Trust (WOT) [Zim95], and Friend of a Friend (FOAF) [GCB07] are more
flexible sharing models. However, such approaches require individuals to define
each basic rule manually, which places a heavy burden on them and is more
prone to error. Also, not all of such approaches (e.g., FOAF) are well suited for
personalized (single-user) AI services.
In the following, selected approaches that are more user-friendly and better
applicable for ubiquitous/ IoT environments and especially for AI services are
surveyed. Early approaches are still based on policy enforcement. For instance,
pawS (presented in 2002) is proposed as a privacy infrastructure, which
relies on privacy beacons and proxies [Lan02]: nearby beacons announce the
data collection of each service and their policies; the user’s mobile device
delegates this request to the user’s cloud-based privacy proxy that contacts
the corresponding service proxy; both negotiate the collection and use of data.
However, the confidentiality of the data cannot be guaranteed, as the data leaves
the user territory; also, AI services in pawS must be based on a platform-specific
infrastructure. Another approach, KP-ABE, uses attribute-based encryption
to enforce fine-grained sharing of encrypted data [Goy+06]: while it allows
selective sharing of data and granting access to it, this data is decrypted and used
outside the user territory. The next approach in this category, SemaDroid, extends
Android’s sensor management framework to enforce a more fine-grained access
control [XZ15]: so-called SemaHooks are placed within existing OS components,
intercepting sensor access requests from apps to enforce new policies during
data collection and to monitor the data usage of apps. However, SemaDroid is
limited to Android OS and specific sensor data. A similar, more general concept
constitutes privacy mediators, which is expected to run on edge devices [Dav+16].
Neither approach can fully ensure data confidentiality and integrity: raw data is
directly passed to authorized apps in SemaDroid; in privacy mediators, the data
can still be aggregated or obfuscated before it is ultimately released to the app
or the associated cloud.
To address integrity and auditing issues, Blockchain-based access control approaches were proposed – in-depth surveys on this subject can be found
in [ZXL19; Zhu+19; Hua+21]. Examples of such decentralized approaches
include Enigma [ZNP15], ControlChain [PGD17], and Blockchain-based audible
store. The former uses distributed hash tables (to store secret data), an external
blockchain (to manage access control and serve as a tamper-proof event log),
and secure multi-party computations (to process the data). In this way, Enigma
“removes the need for a trusted third party, enabling autonomous control of
personal data” [ZNP15]. ControlChain further distributes this management
on four blockchains—namely (1) one for storing contextual information,
(2) one for storing public credentials and entity relationships, (3) one for
storing the authorization policies, and (4) one for logging and auditing
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data accesses [PGD17]. Authorization decisions can then be made based on
contextual information and the existing entity relationship. Similar to Enigma,
the latter of the three Blockchain-based approaches also decouples the control
and data planes [Sha+17]. The main difference is that the Blockchain-based
audible store works with data streams: permissions are per stream; each data
stream is chunked at pre-defined lengths and end-to-end (i.e., users ↔ AI
services) encrypted. However, the former two of these approaches are neither
implemented nor evaluated. In general, the genuine Blockchain concept is
designed to make data globally accessible, which contradicts data protection –
while data integrity can be guaranteed, data confidentiality cannot (e.g., data
can be leaked as users interact with blockchains) [Hua+21].
The following approaches primarily propose environments to ensure privacypreserving processing. SWYSWYK (share what you see with who you know) “allows
each user to physically visualize the net effects of sharing rules” on the personal
data management [TAP17]. With isolated and secure execution environments,
SWYSWYK can enforce the sharing policies and ensure data confidentiality and
integrity – but untrusted code can still leak data. Also, the system is only used
locally. FlowFence requires providers to split their AI services into (i) a set
of ‘quarantined modules’ that operates on sensitive data and (ii) code that
orchestrates the execution by chaining the former [Fer+16]. FlowFence achieves
a high level of protection but, on the other hand, introduces a performance
overhead and high platform-specific dependencies. A completely new direction
of data ecosystem is given by Data Cooperatives, which refer to “the voluntary
collaborative pooling by individuals of their personal data for the benefit of the
membership of the group or community” [HP19]. Specifically, individuals with
their data stores can become members of a data cooperative—the legal entity in
charge. External entities (called queriers, e.g., AI services) can then interact with
such ‘cooperatives’ and query data or execute algorithms on them. Despite the
many advantages of this new data ecosystem, Data Cooperatives are neither
implemented nor evaluated, and focus on the common good rather than on
providing AI services to individuals.
3.2.2.2

Personal Data Stores

In contrast to traditional solutions (e.g., Google Drive, Microsoft OneDrive),
which are hosted in the provider’s cloud [WW14], and self-hosted solutions
(e.g., ownCloud), where users can keep their own data storage at home under
their control [Nar+12], so-called personal data stores (PDS) advocate the golden
mean [VO14]: they introduce protected data stores and managed application
execution environments, overcoming data confidentiality issues of standalone
access control mechanisms. Various PDS implementations have been proposed
with their individual pros and cons; the most relevant ones (in terms of
being highlighted in related work discussions and surveys) are discussed and
evaluated in the following.

3.2 protection at management level
PDV (personal data vault), presented in 2010, is one of the first PDS imple-

mentations, only supporting specific data types (e.g., location) [Mun+10].
Nevertheless, PDV demonstrates the decoupling of collection and storage
from the sharing of personal data: this data is selectively filtered by the user
before being passed on to AI services – but the usability remains quite low.
P3 enables two-party secure photo sharing by splitting a photo into two parts:
a public part (containing the volume of the photo needed for server-side
scaling and mass storing), and a secure private part (only containing the
meaningful, privacy-sensitive information of the photo) that only the selected
recipients can view [RGO13]. However, P3 is limited to one specific data type
only, i.e., JPEG-compliant photos. 𝜋𝜋Box is more general, supporting arbitrary
data types and even any AI algorithm [Lee+13]. 𝜋𝜋Box addresses the issue of
untrusted AI services by sandboxing both the local and the remote parts of them,
shifting the data protection responsibilities to the trusted platform. Personal
data is stored in per-sandbox, per-user stores in the cloud with a sharing channel
between them. Besides all advantages, the AI services must use platform-specific
programming. OMS (open mustard seed) presents a visionary framework that
should give individuals “control over their own digital identity in a secure,
transparent and accountable way” by introducing so-called Trusted Compute Cells
(TCC) [HDC14]. Each TCC is a network of virtual resources under control of
a registry to integrate trusted group-based functionalities – but OMS has limited
support for AI services, and is neither implemented nor evaluated.
Other important contributions in this category are openPDS [Mon+14; YGR17],
Databox [Cha+15; Cra+16; Per+17], and Solid Pod [Sam+16]. The former newly
introduces so-called SafeAnswers: parts of the code run locally in a secure environment of the PDS and have full access to personal data; only the aggregated
results are then returned. Although openPDS achieves greater control over user
data, it has a high platform dependency and limited support for AI algorithms
due to the necessity of pre-approved queries. Also, the confidentiality of the data
cannot be guaranteed, as (aggregated) data leaves the user territory. Databox,
similar to 𝜋𝜋Box, overcomes this data confidentiality issue by using trusted sandboxes to establish connected local and virtual environments for ‘divided’ applications [Mor+16]. Further, a mix of a central and per-app data stores allows
only authorized applications to access personal data. However, AI services in
Databox must partly rely on platform-specific programming, which limits their
flexibility; a proof-of-concept prototype has also not yet been evaluated. The
latter—Solid Pod—allows users to have multiple data stores (called pods) from
different providers: users can control access to their data and have the ability to
switch between applications at any time. However, Solid Pod is designed for
social and web apps; personal raw data needs to be shared to a certain extent. A
proof-of-concept implementation has been initiated but not evaluated.
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Table 3.1: Summary of data protection approaches at management level discussed in the
context of AI services

Privacy-preserving Processing

Data Store (central/per-app)

Low Performance Overhead

Support of Any Data Type

Support of Any AI Algorithm

Proof-of-Concept Prototype
(implemented/evaluated)

Low Platform-specific Dependence

Cross-site Deployment/Use
(local/nearby/cloud)

Applicability

Data Confidentiality
(observed/inferred/metadata)

Runtime

Authorization

Data Protection

Authentication
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–partially fulfilled,
Encoding: fulfillment of requirements (see Section 3.2.1): –fulfilled, 
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Abbreviations used in the table: AC–access control; BC–Blockchain; enc.–encrypted; perm.
mgmt.–permission management
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3.2.3

Open Challenges

Table 3.1 provides a summary of data protection approaches at management level.
Most of the data protection mechanisms discussed in this category are presented
in the context of generic systems and not specifically for AI services, which can
limit their usefulness or applicability (e.g., if AI services cannot make use of
the resulting accessible data, as may be the case with openPDS: only aggregated
data from pre-approved queries is accessible in a predefined way.). Also, not all
of the proposed concepts were implemented, and even fewer were evaluated
with a proof-of-concept prototype. We can further see that none of the presented
approaches can fully fulfill all of the category-specific requirements. In particular,
access control and permission management approaches are not sufficient to
ensure the confidentiality of data, as authorized service entities ultimately gain
full access to (unmodified) user data. On the other hand, personal data stores
complement authentication mechanisms and introduce privacy-preserving
processing environments – both local and virtual (e.g., Databox). Only, the latter
enable the confidentiality of data in most approaches (e.g., FlowFence), as AI
services only access personal data locally within a sandboxed environment.
Combining both types of data protection mechanisms to exploit their respective
advantages is very promising but also an open challenge due to performance
overhead and/or platform-specific dependencies. Another open challenge is the
(ad-hoc) deployment of distributed (possibly latency-demanding) AI services
on nearby devices, which is not supported by almost all approaches with the
same protection level. However, the most critical point is that approaches in
this category require the assumption that the underlying (possibly third-party)
systems/devices are fully trusted. This assumption does not always hold in realworld settings (e.g., in open decentralized IoT environments). If this assumption
does not hold true, this could have serious consequences for the confidentiality,
integrity, and availability of user data and AI services.
3.3

protection at system level

While the approaches of the previous category assume trust in the underlying
(possibly third-party) systems/devices, this category contains approaches that
reliably solve this potential trust issue at system level (see Figure 3.1, ).
3.3.1

Specific Requirements

This section first establishes category-specific requirements. Similar to the previous category, the requirements are divided into the following three groups:
data/code protection aspects, performance aspects, and applicability aspects. The
group concerning data and code protection aspects, which have a direct impact
on user privacy and providers’ IP rights, contains the following requirements:
– Integrity (code/data): Protection mechanisms should be able to ensure the
accuracy and consistency of data and code—including the proprietary AI
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algorithms/models of providers—over their lifecycles, i.e., unauthorized
or untrusted service entities should not be able to modify or tamper user
data and the underlying provider’s code of AI services.
– Data confidentiality (code/data): Protection mechanisms should protect personal data – both observed and inferred, as well as metadata – and code
(including protected AI algorithms/ models) against disclosure, theft, and
unintentional, unlawful or unauthorized access. This thesis argues that
when personal data leaves the user territory or code leaves the provider
territory without appropriate modifications (e.g., encryption), it cannot be
reliably kept confidential.
– Protection against untrusted code: protection mechanisms should be resistant
against untrusted code/ AI services, i.e., code that processes user data
should not be able to disclose this data.
The group concerning the system performance aspects, which have a direct
impact on the user experience, contains the following requirements:
– Low performance overhead: Additional or complementary data protection
mechanisms should not affect the performance of AI services or entail only
a low overhead.
– Initialization optimizations: Protection mechanisms should optimize their
initialization overhead (if any), so that the user experience of AI services
is not affected.
– Runtime optimizations: Protection mechanisms should optimize their runtime overhead (if any), so that the user experience of AI services is not
affected.
The group concerning the applicability aspects, which have a direct impact on
whether and how simply a provider can apply the approach to its AI services,
contains the following requirements:
– Data streaming (local/1-/n-hop): Data protection mechanisms should be
designed to support continuous and confidential data streaming on local
devices (e.g., mobile device) and to 1-/n-hop nearby IoT/edge devices
(e.g., public displays8 [Mik+19; Müh+20]).
– Support of any AI algorithm: Protection mechanisms should be designed to
support all underlying AI algorithms, so that providers can easily deploy
their unmodified AI services.
– Support of any use case: Protection mechanisms should be designed to support arbitrary use cases, so that providers are not restricted in their AI
services.
– Support for ad-hoc deployment: Protection mechanisms should support adhoc personalization of AI services on nearby devices, i.e., AI services should
be deployed there with the same level of protection, and personal data
should be transferred there confidentially.
8

https://petras-iot.org/project/displays-and-sensors-on-smart-campuses-dissc (ret. 06/30/2021)
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This section does not consider availability of the AI services, as untrusted systems/
devices can easily terminate all processes at any time – this issue and possible
solutions are further discussed in Section 3.3.3.
3.3.2

Protection Approaches

According to the underlying mechanisms, the different data protection approaches at system level are classified into the following two sub-categories.
Software-based Virtualization
To achieve trust at system level, early approaches rely on privilege software
enhancements. For instance, InkTag extends “a standard hypervisor to monitor
the untrusted OS using paravirtualized device drivers and virtualization hardware” [Hof+13]. In this way, trusted AI services can be run in high-assurance
processes, which are isolated from the untrusted OS, to protect code, data, and
control flow. While InkTag provides a high level of protection against the OS,
such protection is not sufficient against side-channel attacks; it also requires
customized hypervisors. Virtual Ghost integrates a hardware abstraction layer
between the kernel and the hardware to provide a set of trusted services to both
the kernel (for manipulating the hardware) and the applications (e.g., memory
encryption, key management). By this means, Virtual Ghost outperforms
InkTag in several benchmarks [CDA14] – but it requires recompiling the
entire OS (including its kernel). CQSTR [Zha+16] allows users to release their
data in so-called data buckets and send a reference to the service provider;
services are then released to a group of tenant virtual machine (VM) instances
with restricted networking capabilities but with access to the respective data
bucket; the output is returned to the users. However, CQSTR requires the cloud
provider as the root of trust – similar to proprietary cloud-based solutions
like Microsoft Azure Confidential9 .
Another approach in this category, MiniBox, combines two mechanisms, proposing a two-way sandbox: (1) a hypervisor-based memory isolation mechanism to
protect AI services from the OS using TrustVisor; (2) a one-way sandbox to protect the OS and user data from untrusted AI services using Google Native Client
(NaCl) [Li+14]. However, MiniBox assumes a trusted hypervisor, i.e., it cannot
provide protection against attackers who have control over the hypervisor.
Hardware-based Virtualization
Only complex hardware enhancements can provide such protection and achieve
‘secure’ memory isolations defining a trusted boundary, but they required specialized hardware in the early days – a survey of early memory encryption
approaches can be found in [HT14].

9

https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/solutions/confidential-compute (retrieved 06/30/2021)
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A game changer in this category was the release of SGX (Software Guard Extensions) in 2015 with the sixth-generation Intel Core microprocessors [CD16]; first
prototypes and emulations of SGX were already available since 2014. With SGX,
required hardware enhancements for trusted computing got widely available, even
on commodity processors. Specifically, SGX uses hardware-protected memory
regions (so-called enclaves) to execute code isolated from any other code in the
system including privileged software (e.g., OS, BIOS, hypervisors)—i.e., only
code running in an enclave can access data in this enclave [CD16]. Using
remote attestation, the desired code can be proven to actually run “securely and
unmodified within the enclave of a particular device” [Zhe+17; Abe+16].
Early approaches relying on SGX are Haven [BPH14] and VC3 [Sch+15b].
The former (Haven) provides a two-way protection: (1) a trusted execution
environment (TEE) through an enclave to run and protect unmodified apps
from the host; (2) conversely, a secure isolation container with no access to
traditional OS services to protect the host from untrusted AI services. The
latter (VC3) uses the enclave concept for protecting user data in distributed
MapReduce computations in the cloud. Both can truly ensure the integrity
and confidentiality of code and data, even if the underlying system is not
trusted. However, VC3 does not support arbitrary AI algorithms and does
not protect against untrusted code. Both approaches (Haven and VC3) introduce a considerable performance overhead during initialization and at
runtime, and thus, they are suitable for an ad-hoc deployment to a limited extent.
The following approaches are for the most part only a ‘variant’ of these two
approaches, improving on certain aspects. Therefore, we will only briefly discuss
the novel features. For instance, SCONE combines container-based virtualization
(e.g., LXC, Docker) with enclaves to increase the integrity and confidentiality
of the former and its corresponding use cases [Arn+16] – but it can only be
used locally, as remote attestation is not supported. Graphene-SGX combines
Graphene—a library OS, similar to unikernels—with enclaves, providing integrity
support for dynamically-loaded libraries and secure multi-processes [TPV17].
Ryoan enables distributed trusted sandboxes—relying on NaCl that confines data
processing modules—over trusted hardware using enclaves [Hun+16] – but
Ryoan is not designed for stream processing, only supporting request-oriented
data models. Opaque enables distributed enclave-protected data analytics on the
cluster-computing framework Spark from Apache [Zhe+17].
Only some approaches in this category specifically consider the nature of AI
services and their underlying algorithms. For instance, Chiron distinguishes
two types of enclaves: (1) several concurrent training enclaves and (2) a parameter
enclave for exchanging AI model parameters between the former. In each training
enclave, a service provider can run its AI models with a standard ML toolchain
and access user data within an extended Ryoan sandbox [Hun+18] – both
user data and AI models are kept confidential from other parties but at the
expense of performance. To reduce the inherent performance overhead while
still providing secure data analysis, Chandra et al. incorporate data randomization
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mechanisms [Cha+17]. While this mechanism shows higher computational
efficiency and is more resistant to side-channel attacks, it adds noise to the
data—resulting in less usefulness of this data for AI services. Ohrimenko et al.
propose a multi-party ML algorithm that is data-oblivious, i.e., attackers interacting
with it and observing these interactions learn nothing except possibly the public
parameters [Ohr+16]. Specifically, multiple users not trusting each other send
their encrypted data to an enclave for a joint ML task; so-called data-oblivious
primitives are used to careful eliminate data-dependent accesses. The latter
makes the algorithm more resistant to side-channel attacks but at the expense of
performance. Also, the latter two approaches are limited to specific – simple and
modified – AI algorithms.
There are also some approaches in this category that are specifically designed
and optimized for specific data types. For instance, VoiceGuard exploits the
secure channel established for remote attestation to subsequently load AI
algorithms/models into the enclave [Bra+18] – but VoiceGuard is only evaluated
with voice data, introduces a high performance overhead, and does not provide
runtime protection against untrusted code. SafeKeeper, on the other hand, is
specially targeting server-side password protection, which limits its applicability
for AI services considerably [Kra+18].
There is one approach in this category (namely Ekiden) that is particuarly
different from the others: it particularly addresses the availability and fault
tolerance issues by combining TEEs with decentralized blockchains [Che+19]. In
particular, it decouples consensus from data processing, enabling confidentialitypreserving and stateless TEEs that can be set up on several distributed nodes
on demand (or in case of failure) while each persistent state is stored in the
blockchain.
The latest approach in this category newly addresses issues for mobile use.
OfflineModelGuard (OMG) goes for lighter ARM TrustZone to make mobile devices with ARM architecture accessible for the required data protection mechanisms [Bay+20]. Among other things, OMG also optimizes the initialization steps
by caching encrypted AI models locally – but it is only designed and evaluated
in the context of speech processing.
3.3.3

Open Challenges

Table 3.2 provides a summary of data protection approaches at system level.
These approaches can actually ensure confidentiality and integrity of code
and user data (two of the three properties of the CIA triad) by addressing
the trust issue of (third-party) systems. On the other hand, we can see
that none of the presented approaches can fulfill all of the category-specific
requirements. In particular, most approaches rely on SGX hardware support
to address the trust issue, which has an inherent performance overhead at
setup and runtime. While first approaches—such as OMG [Bay+20]—already
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Table 3.2: Summary of data protection approaches at system level discussed in the context
of AI services

Protection Against Untrusted Code

Low Performance Overhead

Initialization Optimization

Runtime Optimization

Data Streaming (local/1-/n-hop)

Support of Any AI Algorithm

Support of Any Use Case

Support for Ad-hoc Deployment

Applicability

Confidentiality (code/data)

Data/Code Protection Performance

Integrity (code/data)
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Note: There may be approaches that address several aspects and thus fall into more than one
category or overlap with other categories (see Section 3.1). In such cases, the approaches are
assigned to the categories based on the primary protection goal or challenged addressed.

–partially fulfilled,
Encoding: fulfillment of requirements (see Section 3.3.1): –fulfilled, 
–little or not fulfilled (see BL–baseline); primary development context: †–specially designed
for AI algorithms; trust anchor: ∗–third-party system/platform; remote attestation: °–not
supported; HW/SW prerequisites: –TEE (e.g., SGX, TrustZone), –sandbox, –container,
‡–PKI, –VM/hypervisor, –hardware abstraction layer (recompiling of the OS incl. kernel
required). The numbers in parentheses indicate how many approaches are considered (per
category or in total). The numbers per requirement column indicate how many of these
approaches fulfill this requirement (per category or in total) – partial fulfillment is also counted.
Abbreviations used in the table: SW–software; HW–hardware; sec.–secure; VM–virtual machine
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optimize the setup phase by securely preloading AI services/models, a proactive
deployment of AI services and runtime optimizations are necessary to better
support or enable latency-demanding and real-time use cases. Examples
include use cases in which users are on the move and have short contact
times to device-bound AI services (e.g., located on drones or in the infrastructure [Müh+20]). In such use cases, a reliable, fast and zero-configuration
ad-hoc deployment of AI services still represents an open challenge. However,
addressing these challenges should not be at the expense of supporting different
AI algorithms. Indeed, protection approaches should be specifically designed for
AI services to reduce the attack surface and increase the potential for optimization.
Untrusted code or AI services inside enclaves can endanger data confidentiality.
Only a few approaches (e.g., Ryoan [Hun+16]) include protection mechanisms
against such data leaks, whereby approaches incorporating an additional
sandbox are the most promising. Data leakage detection mechanisms that verify
the contextual integrity of data (e.g., VACCINE [Shv+19]) can further complement
them. Another open challenge is the remaining property of the CIA triad, availability, which cannot be guaranteed in most of the discussed approaches, since a
malicious/untrusted hosting system can terminate an enclave at any time. Only
one approach—namely Ekiden [Che+19]—addresses this availability issue by
maintaining redundant and decentralized stateless processing. However, there is
still a conflict between the goals: low performance overhead and high availability.
On a side note, a general challenge with such trusted computing approaches is
the coping with side-channel attacks [Ole+18; Bra+19] – this issue is a subject of
intensive ongoing research in the security community and is beyond the scope
of this thesis.
3.4

protection at ai level

Approaches of the previous two categories ensure the protection of user data
against unauthorized access by AI services within the system (see Section 3.2)
and the underlying system itself (see Section 3.3). We now look at approaches
that enable the protection of user data at AI level (see Figure 3.1, ) or, more
precisely, against its use by authorized service providers that goes beyond the
intended scope of the AI service.
3.4.1

Specific Requirements

This section first establishes category-specific requirements. Similar to the previous categories, the requirements are divided into the following three groups:
data protection aspects, personalization aspects, and applicability aspects. The group
concerning data protection aspects, which have a direct impact on user privacy,
contains the following requirements:
– Integrity (data): Protection mechanisms should ensure the accuracy and
consistency of personal data along their lifecycle.
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– Data confidentiality (observed/inferred/metadata): Protection mechanisms
should protect personal data – both observed and inferred, as well as metadata – against disclosure, theft, and unintentional, unlawful or unauthorized access. This thesis follows the obvious reasoning that when personal
data leaves the user territory without appropriate modifications (e.g., encryption), it cannot be reliably kept confidential.
The group concerning personalization aspects of AI services, which has a direct
impact on the user experience and the resulting benefit to users, contains the
following requirements:
– Performance (w.r.t. accuracy): Protection mechanisms should not negatively
affect the resulting performance of AI services, e.g., in terms of accuracy.
– Personalization capabilities: Protection mechanisms should continue to provide AI services with access to sufficient and accurate personal data to
enable them to adapt to the user.
– Low personal data involvement: Data-protecting AI services should require
less personal data, thus minimizing (i) the risk of leaking sensitive data
and (ii) the inherent cold-start problem.
– Low labeling effort: Data-protecting AI services should require the user
to label less personal data, thus reducing the burden on the user and
improving the user experience.
– Low local resource usage: Data-protecting AI services should save local resources as far as possible, thus reducing the burden on the personal devices
and improving the user experience.
The former two refer to the usefulness of personal data; the latter three refer to
the efficiency of personalization. It is important to note that the main challenge
is to find the best tradeoff between data protection aspects, the usefulness of
personal data, and the efficiency of the personalization process (see Section 2.2).
In addition, the approach should still be applicable to AI services. The group
relating to applicability aspects contains the following identified requirements:
– Support of any data type: Protection mechanisms should be designed to
support all types of data, so that providers are not restricted in their AI
services.
– Support of multiple AI algorithm: Protection mechanisms should be designed
to support not just one AI algorithm but multiple underlying AI algorithms. This increases the applicability of the protection mechanisms for
the providers to their AI services.
– Low algorithm-specific dependence: Protection mechanisms should be designed in such a way that AI services do not need to integrate specific
algorithms.
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– Easy deployment and integration: Protection mechanisms should be easy for
providers to deploy and integrate into their AI services .
– General model learning/ improvement capabilities: Protection mechanisms
should be designed to support learning and improving the general model,
thereby alleviating the cold-start problem.
3.4.2

Protection Approaches

The different protection approaches at AI level are classified according to the
following four specific data handling techniques that enhance user privacy.
3.4.2.1

Data-modifying Approaches

Approaches in this category modify or sanitize user data so that it cannot be
linked to specific individuals—leading to an inherent conflict between both goals:
data protection and usefulness of personal data. A key concept is k-anonymity that
addresses the risk of re-identification of individuals within a dataset [Agg+05].
k-anonymity can be used as a quality measure for privacy guarantees: data
for an individual contained in the dataset cannot be distinguished from at
least 𝑘𝑘-1 individuals whose data also appears in the dataset. This means that
a k-anoymized dataset has the property that each data record is similar to
at least 𝑘𝑘-1 other records. To achieve 𝑘𝑘-anonymity, some of the record entries
within the dataset are either suppressed or generalized (e.g., an age of 31
could be changed to the age range of 30-35) [Agg+05]. Using k-anonymity,
for instance, Gedik et al. proposed an approach in 2007 for protecting location
privacy, allowing users to specify 𝑘𝑘 according to their individual privacy
preferences [GL08]. Although “the goal is to lose as little information as possible
while ensuring that the” dataset is 𝑘𝑘-anonymous, this comes at the expense of
the usefulness of personal data for AI services [Agg+05]. Moreover, it has been
shown that such anonymization techniques like k-anonymity and its variants
like l-diversity [Mac+07] or t-closeness [LLV07] are vulnerable to composition
attacks [Kan+18] – surveys related to such early anonymization approaches can
be found in [AS00; AP08].
Approaches in this category that have been highlighted in the last decade are
now briefly surveyed. In particular, obfuscation- or perturbation-based approaches such as differential privacy were prevailing [JLE14]. In short, differential
privacy [Dwo+06] mathematically guarantees that, for instance, the output of a
query is insensitive to the presence or absence of data about an individual in a
dataset [XYW19]. The privacy loss at a differential change in a dataset can be
measured by the privacy parameter 𝜖𝜖 (also called privacy budget) – the smaller
the value, the better the privacy protection but the larger the perturbation noise.
RAPPOR from Google is an example that enables differential privacy in a practical
(real-world) setting, allowing to collect statistics from end-users (clients) with
strong privacy protection using randomized responses, eliminating the need
for a trusted third party [EPK14]. The SuLQ (sub-linear queries) framework
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further modifies the privacy analysis to real-valued functions and arbitrary
data types, achieving sub-linear computational performance with (slightly)
noisy replies [Blu+05]. To further reduce the perturbation errors introduced
by differential privacy mechanisms, Fan et al. propose two sampling-based
methods—namely simple random algorithm and hand-picked algorithm—to obtain a
subset of individual data for privacy-preserving data analytics [FJ15]. Xu et al. and
Abadi et al. enable the use of differential privacy in logistic regression [XYW19]
and deep learning [Aba+16] respectively – but both are limited to their specific
AI algorithms.
Other approaches in this category with less restrictive assumptions than those
for differential privacy are Incognito, Obfuscation At-source, and Pickle. The
former two are focused on obfuscating web data [Mas+18] and location data,
respectively [Kan+18]. While these approaches achieve a good data protection,
they are limited to certain types of data, which restricts their range of use. The
latter (Pickle), in contrast, is more generic: it works in two phases—namely
a regression phase and a training phase—for privacy-preserving collaborative
learning [Liu+12]. In the regression phase, each user 𝑢𝑢𝑖𝑖 first sends summary
statistics (mean and covariance matrix) derived from a fixed small number of
the user’s training feature vectors to the cloud. Based on these statistics and an
equally-weighted Gaussian mixture model, Pickle randomly generates so-called
public feature vectors. Each user 𝑢𝑢𝑖𝑖 then perturbs a set of these public feature
vectors by a private transformation matrix 𝑀𝑀𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖 ; this way, Pickle can learn
approximation functions 𝑓𝑓𝜇𝜇 to calculate the desired mathematical relationships
between the (original and perturbed) feature vectors using regression methods.
In the training phase, users can then send their 𝑀𝑀𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖 -perturbed training
feature vectors with labels to the cloud; there, a collaborative model is learned,
taking 𝑓𝑓𝜇𝜇 into account (to compensate the distortion introduced by perturbation).
All these data-modifying approaches are suitable for learning a general model
in a more or less privacy-friendly way. By design, these approaches are bound to
exhibiting comparatively low usefulness for personalized AI services.
3.4.2.2

Data-encrypting Approaches

This category comprises protection approaches that work with encrypted user
data, ensuring integrity and confidentiality when sharing data. In particular, two
complementary encryption techniques shape this category, namely homomorphic
encryption [Gen09] and secure multi-party computation (SMC) [Pin02]. The
former “makes it possible to analyze or manipulate encrypted data without
revealing the data” [Mar19] – but low computational efficiency and limited
operations limit its applicability. The latter is a cryptographic protocol that
enables secure and private computations on distributed data without ever
revealing or moving them outside the territory of the parties involved – but
SMC entails a high communication and computational overhead.
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This section further briefly discusses relevant approaches for AI services, many of
which are based on the two techniques above. For instance, Barni et al. propose a
hybrid protocol based on a combination of homomorphic encryption and garbled
circuits to classify encrypted electrocardiogram signals from users [Bar+11].
Another approach, CryptoImg, relying on homomorphic encryption allows
processing (e.g., image adjustment, spatial filtering, edge sharpening) on
encrypted images [Zia+16]. However, both approaches are limited to specific
data types and AI algorithms. ML Confidential and CryptoNets are more
general, working with different data types but only with specific AI algorithms.
The former proposes an homomorphic encryption based confidential protocol
for AI tasks and develops appropriate confidential AI algorithms for binary
classification based on their polynomial approximations [GLN12]. The latter
further demonstrates the use of homomorphic encryption with trained neural
networks [Dow+16] – but efficiency is still challenging for both.
Other approaches in this category aim at the collaborative learning of a general
model. For instance, SecureML [MZ17] proposes protocols for specific AI algorithms using SMC and the stochastic gradient descent method—often used to
train AI models, including neural networks. Specifically, SecureML distributes
user data among two non-colluding servers, which then train various AI models
on the joint data using SMC. Also using SMC but with one trusted server only,
Bonawitz et al. propose a practical secure aggregation mechanism that allows to
compute sums of model parameter updates from local AI models of individuals (see Federated Learning, p. 50) in a secure and more efficient way than
before [Bon+17]. Last but not least, DeepSecure uses the garbled circuits protocol
to securely perform scalable deep learning execution over distributed data from
individuals, assuming an honest-but-curious adversary model [RRK18] – the
efficiency is maintained. However, the latter three approaches are not easy to
deploy and integrate, and getting a high accuracy is still challenging.
3.4.2.3

Data-minimizing Approaches

Approaches in this category aim to increase efficiency by minimizing the amount
of personal data required. Depending on the setup, the current practice of general
model training does not require personal data of individuals during training – if
any are required, then only during the inference phase. This practice usually
relies on voluntary data, and the training is typically performed in the cloud.
While this practice achieves high efficiency (low to no burden on local resources
and users) and is easy to implement, the resulting general model may have
low accuracy compared to locally-trained (personal) models, as it works well
for many users but not for all – we use this practice as the baseline for this category.
To address efficiency issues (in terms of local resource use), the first type
of approaches in this category proposes the partitioning of AI algorithms. For
instance, Neurosurgeon is an approach that splits the training of neural networks
between the cloud and the users with layer granularity; it further identifies
the optimal points for this split, taking into account the latency and energy
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consumption of personal devices [Kan+17]. Similarly, Osia et al. propose hybrid
deep learning, in which the first layers of a layer-separated, pre-trained Siamese
neural network are trained locally and the output (intermediate layer) is sent to
the cloud share to complement the remaining layers [Osi+17]. However, both
approaches still require labeled data, which results in a cold-start problem for
new users.
The next type of approaches relates to collaborative learning of a shared model.
For instance, Shokri et al. propose a practical system for privacy-preserving
DL [SS15]: it can jointly learn a neural network among multiple users by running
the stochastic gradient descent method with global parameters on local data
and selectively updating them back. Probably the best known approach in this
category is Federated Learning from Google [AI19; Har+19; Yan+19]: each
user learns a personal model or adapts a general model locally; the provider then
learns or improves this general model by aggregating locally-computed model
updates (e.g., weights) using a newly-introduced averaging method [McM+17].
However, the average accuracy of federated learning across different users
remains similar to that of the baseline, but it does not require raw volunteered
data. An extended, more practical version of federated learning represents When
Edge Meets Learning [Wan+18c], allowing such distributed federated learning
algorithms to be adapted for resource-limited devices.
To overcome the low effectiveness of a general model and the cold-start problem
of personalized models for new users, community-based approaches form an appropriate tradeoff. For instance, CSN [Lan+11; ALC12] incorporates three kinds
of inter-person similarity measurements—namely physical, lifestyle, and sensor
data similarities—into the cloud-based training process. In particular, CSN builds
a personalized model for a user, using a combination of labeled data of this
user and other ‘similar’ users. However, CSN cannot guarantee integrity and
confidentiality, as personal data leaves the user territory and is stored in ’data
silos’ within the cloud.
3.4.2.4

Data-confining Approaches

This category comprises AI approaches that do not require sharing personal data
outside the user territory. In this way, these approaches ensure data integrity and
confidentiality; they are also most effective in personalization due to the full access
of personal data locally. On the downside, approaches in this category have
low efficiency due to the high burden put on users and their personal devices;
in addition, they do not contribute to the improvement of the general model,
and personal data cannot be used for commercial purposes (e.g., advertising),
thereby reducing the benefits for providers. Roughly speaking, standard AI/ML
algorithms (e.g., Random Forest) that can run locally and need to re-train a
personal model when new data becomes available have these properties more
or less in common – we subsume these approaches under the term local training
(re-trained), which represents the baseline for this category.
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Table 3.3: Summary of data protection approaches at AI level discussed for AI services

Low Local Resource Usage

Support of Any Data Type
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0
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0

Data Confidentiality
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Note: There may be approaches that address several aspects and thus fall into more than one
category or overlap with other categories (see Section 3.1). In such cases, the approaches are
assigned to the categories based on the primary protection goal or challenged addressed.

–partially fulfilled,
Encoding: fulfillment of requirements (see Section 3.4.1): –fulfilled, 
–little or not fulfilled; performance scale (see Section 2.1.3):  ≅ general model,  ≅ local
model. The numbers in parentheses indicate how many approaches are considered (per
category or in total). The numbers per requirement column indicate how many of these
approaches fulfill this requirement (per category or in total) – partial fulfillment is also counted.
Abbreviations used in the table: GM–general model; DL–deep learning; ECG–electrocardiogram
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Other approaches in this category are mainly aimed at increasing efficiency with
the same or similar usefulness of the data. In particular, transfer and incremental
learning algorithms are a promising direction. The former refers to the ability
to use knowledge acquired in the past to learn new tasks (with less personal
data)—reducing the burden on users (e.g., lower labeling effort). The latter refers
to the ability to train an existing AI model incrementally only on the basis of newly
available data—reducing the burden on personal devices (e.g., lower resource
use). Both can also be combined, as demonstrated by the following two exemplary
approaches. Servia et al. propose a neural network architecture that is trained in
the cloud and incrementally adapted to a user in a subsequent local personalization
step by readjusting the model parameters and weights [Ser+18]. Although this
approach enables deep neural networks with less personal data, it is limited to
only neural network based AI algorithms. In contrast, the idea of Patching [KF18]
is more general and thus not limited to neural networks: a general (cloud-based)
‘black-box’ model—that can be immutable and inscrutable—is adapted to new
user data (locally) by observantly inferring and fixing error regions of this new
instance space, in which the model is error-prone. In this way, Patching (a kind
of meta-algorithm) requires less personal data and is theoretically applicable to
different underlying AI/ML models – however, its applicability and usefulness
have only been evaluated in a few cases. In Chapter 6, Patching is explained in
more detail, as one contribution of this thesis is based on it.
3.4.3

Open Challenges

Table 3.3 provides a summary of data protection approaches at AI level. We can
see that none of the presented approaches can fulfill all of the category-specific
requirements. In particular, while data-modifying approaches have a low
overhead, they have an inherent conflict between the usefulness of personal
data and user privacy that remains unsolved. Data-encrypting approaches are
perfectly suited to ensure confidentiality and integrity of data – but they are
limited in their applicability. A combination with data-minimizing approaches is
currently the more promising direction. For instance, shared model parameters/
weights of locally trained models (to improve the cloud-based general model)
can be securely aggregated (through data-encrypting approaches) [Bon+17].
On the other hand, to achieve high personalization accuracy while preserving
user privacy, local approaches are best suited, as they have full access on personal
data that never leaves the user territory – but low efficiency (i.e., labeling effort,
local resource use) remains an open challenge.
All in all, a promising future way to achieve a new tradeoff between user privacy
and personalization is a proper combination of multiple steps and different
approaches, which still needs to be explored.

3.5 implications for this thesis

3.5

implications for this thesis

Tables 3.1-3.3 summarize all relevant data protection approaches for this thesis,
showing an overall comparison of them based on the established categoryspecific requirements. We can say that there is no one-size-fits-all solution that
completely fulfills all requirements for AI services. Indeed, many challenges are
either studied separately, just optimizing certain aspects only, or fragmentarily
by different communities, most of which are not yet interconnected. Future
approaches should address all category-specific requirements, and a proper
combination of these approaches across the different levels, which is not trivial,
should be explored to achieve comprehensive protection (without any trust
assumptions). Further, today’s protection approaches are mostly either very
limited to one specific data type or AI algorithm (see Section 3.4) or too generic
(beyond AI), which in turn leads to performance issues (see Section 3.3). Either
way, future approaches to data protection require both a stronger specialization
on AI services, taking into account their nature to cope with the inherent
performance overhead while still supporting a wide range of data types and
state-of-the-art AI algorithms.
In the light of these deficits, this thesis contributes the following data protection
mechanisms to each level (see Part III), addressing the open issues identified:
at management level Chapter 4 presents PrivAI, a privacy-by-design platform that follows the data decentralization paradigm and relies on a dataconfining PDS concept (DC-PDS) with integrated design and runtime support. The former ensures confidentiality and integrity of the user data by
confining data-accessing AI services (or parts of them) locally. The latter
addresses local performance issues of such AI services by eliminating redundancies. PrivAI forms a solid and efficient foundation for the following
building blocks.
at system level Chapter 5 presents PDSProxy, a building block for PDSinternal/-external confidential processing based on a combination of SGX
enclaves and sandbox approaches. In particular, PDSProxy addresses the
(often neglected) IP protection issue in data-confining approaches; it also
enables an ad-hoc deployment on untrusted (nearby) devices by addressing the inherent initialization overhead.
at ai level Chapter 6 presents {P}Net, a building block to address the coldstart problem for new users in AI services relying on supervised learning
algorithms (especially if explicit labeling is required). To this end, {P}Net
combines a data-confining approach with a new confidential communitybased sharing concept; in this way, it achieves a unique personalization
tradeoff between effectiveness and efficiency.
These contributed approaches are complementary to each other; their successive
integration as part of this thesis provides synergistic benefits—achieving a
unique tradeoff between personalization of AI services and user privacy while
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protecting the IP rights of providers at all times.
In Part IV, this thesis further proposes new infrastructural concepts, outlining
ways how the aforementioned concepts for data decentralization can be applied
in the everyday life of users. In particular, this thesis shows that a close integration with two proposed (decentralized, city-wide) infrastructures (Chapter 7)
can address the open availability and performance issues of data-protecting
distributed AI services (Chapter 8).

Part III
P R O T E C T I O N M E C H A N I S M S T H R O U G H DATA
D E C E N T R A L I Z AT I O N

Contribution Statement: This core contribution part is mostly
shaped by the following publication, which synergistically combines
and integrates the individual contributions of the chapters:
– Christian Meurisch, Bekir Bayrak, and Max Mühlhäuser. “Privacy-preserving
AI Services Through Data Decentralization.” In: Proceedings of The Web Conference 2020. WWW’20. acceptance rate: 19.2%. ACM, Apr. 2020, pp. 190–200.
doi: 10.1145/3366423.3380106

I (Christian Meurisch) led the process of idea generation, conceptual
design, evaluation, and writing. Bekir Bayrak implemented the
proof-of-concept prototype and conducted parts of the evaluation.
Max Mühlhäuser provided helpful critique and comments on the
conceptual design.
Note: Since the contribution above is divided among the following
chapters, the (supplementary) contribution statements in the individual chapters further complement the above.

4

A P R I VAC Y- B Y- D E S I G N P L AT F O R M F O R A I S E R V I C E S
The previous part (Part II) gives an introduction to personalized AI services,
identifies open privacy challenges (for both, see Chapter 2), and reviews the
related work on data protection (see Chapter 3). This part (Part III) presents the
technical contributions of this thesis on data protection: it adds, in particular,
new data protection mechanisms at each of the previously-defined levels,
synergistically combining them into a privacy-by-design platform—termed
PrivAI [MBM20]—for single-user AI services.
Starting with the fundamental concept, this chapter contributes to the protection
against unauthorized access and use of personal data at management level – the
categorization scheme is described in Section 3.1 (see also Figure 3.2, p. 33).
“[In the traditional web,] we are pointing to this location [(the cloud)] and pretending
[the information] exists in only one place. And from this comes this whole monopolization
that has followed...because whoever controls the location controls access to the information.”
Protocol Labs, 2018 [Cor18]

With these words, Protocol Labs outlines the fundamental issue when using
web-based services. Typically, service providers (or even third parties) have
control over the ‘location’ in which both the service runs and the user data is
stored. This leads to the loss of data control and ownership for users, as providers
have the opportunity of accessing this data (e.g., to copy and use it for other
purposes than originally intended) outside the user territory—referring to the
digital space that is controlled by the user (i.e., the data subject) and cannot be
bypassed or restricted by the provider, as introduced in Section 1.1.1. In general,
user data leaving the user territory can only be kept confidential in encrypted or
irreversible obfuscated form, which in turn limits its usefulness for AI services
(see Section 3.4.2). Therefore, the user territory must include appropriate
protection mechanisms (e.g., authentication, authorization, privacy-preserving
execution environment) to control access to the confidential user data and ensure
its use only for the intended purpose – all requirements identified in this
category have already been introduced in detail in Section 3.2.1.
As shown in the review of related work in Section 3.2.2, none of the latest
data protection approaches can fulfill the category-specific requirements listed
there at the same time. In particular, conventional access control (e.g., DAC,
MAC, TBAC [BGK11]) and permission management (e.g., SemaDroid [XZ15]) approaches are not sufficient to ensure the confidentiality of user data: authorized
parties get access to user data, but in a way that allows them to continue using it
beyond the actual authorized scope of use. Blockchain (BC)-based approaches
(e.g., ControlChain [PGD17], Enigma [ZNP15]) decouple this control plane
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from the data plane, ensuring data integrity and allowing data access auditing –
but they cannot guarantee the confidentiality of this user data and face inherent
efficiency issues; in addition, the corresponding publications often lack a proof of
concept. Personal Data Store (PDS)-based approaches (e.g., openPDS [Mon+14],
Databox [Mor+16]), on the other hand, provide an additional secure execution
environment: data-accessing services—or at least parts of them—run locally
inside it, and user data—or at least raw data—never leaves the user territory;
this condition guarantees the confidentiality of (raw) user data. However, not
all approaches were evaluated together with a proof-of-concept implementation.
Also, efficiency is still an open challenge, as AI services must run locally to a
certain degree.
In the light of these deficits, this thesis pursues a suitable tradeoff between
the competing data protection, efficiency, and applicability requirements at
management level. To this end, this chapter proposes an approach to data
decentralization that moves and enforces the user data store and the execution
environment for AI services in the user territory. Specifically, this chapter deals
with the protection of user data against unauthorized access within the user
territory, assuming that the underlying system is trusted (Chapter 5 then adds
data protection mechanisms against untrusted system). The contribution of
this chapter is twofold. First, this chapter contributes the data decentralization
basis of PrivAI, which is based on the PDS concept but with a strict data
confinement policy—termed DC-PDS (see Section 4.1); it includes a managed
execution environment with provided runtime support through a graph-based
approach (termed openAIgraph) to cope with the inherent efficiency issues
of locally-running data-accessing AI services (see Section 4.2). Second, this
chapter reports and discusses the evaluation results of a proof-of-concept (PoC)
implementation of openAIgraph—demonstrating the unique tradeoff between
the category-specific requirements (see Sections 4.3–4.5).
Contribution Statement: This chapter is based on the (2) publications below:
– Christian Meurisch, Bekir Bayrak, and Max Mühlhäuser. “AssistantGraph: An Approach
for Reusable and Composable Data-driven Assistant Components.” In: Proceedings of the
2019 IEEE 43rd Annual Computer Software and Applications Conference. COMPSAC’19. IEEE,
July 2019, pp. 513–522. doi: 10.1109/COMPSAC.2019.00079
– Christian Meurisch, Bennet Jeutter, Wladimir Schmidt, Nickolas Gündling, Benedikt
Schmidt, Fabian Herrlich, and Max Mühlhäuser. “An Extensible Pervasive Platform for
Large-scale Anticipatory Mobile Computing.” In: Proceedings of the 2017 IEEE 41st Annual
Computer Software and Applications Conference. COMPSAC’17. IEEE, July 2017, pp. 459–464.
doi: 10.1109/COMPSAC.2017.54

I (Christian Meurisch) led the process of idea generation, conceptual design,
evaluation, and writing. The students Bennet Jeutter, Wladimir Schmidt, Nickolas Gündling, and Bekir Bayrak implemented the PoC prototypes; together with
Fabian Herrlich, they conducted parts of the evaluation. Benedikt Schmidt and Max
Mühlhäuser provided helpful critique and comments on the conceptual design.

4.1 data-confining pds concept

4.1

data-confining pds concept

This section presents the data-confining PDS concept (DC-PDS), which constitutes
the data decentralization basis of PrivAI. DC-PDS extends the PDS concept with
a new privacy policy that strictly enforces the confinement of confidential user data at
any time – see Definition 1.2.1 (p. 4). While this data decentralization concept
ensures user privacy, it has two implications for AI services [Meu21b]: (1) the
DC-PDS decouples the user data from the AI services, enabling to store and
manage them separately and independently of any AI service in a decentralized
way. This means that the required data are provided to the active AI services
instead of AI services having to collect the data themselves separately. (2) AI
services (or at least their data-accessing parts) must ‘move to the data’ –
and not vice versa, as usual. Thus, these (parts of the) AI services get access
to confidential user data only within the user territory. This, in turn, may
allow users to give AI services more liberal permissions to their confidential
(unmodified) data, increasing the usefulness to AI services.
To cope with these implications for AI services and be compliant with the data
confinement policy above, this thesis proposes an open AI infrastructure concept
(namely OAII). Figure 4.1 depicts the general architecture of the OAII and the
respective decentralized PDSs of the users. Both will be explained next – the
realization of a proof-of-concept prototype will be described in Section 4.3.
4.1.1 Open AI Infrastructure
The OAII comprises three different roles, namely the users, the service providers,
and a trusted global instance (GI). Specifically, each user operates an own
personal data store, which is hosted in the user territory – more details are given
below in Section 4.1.2. The providers offer the AI services to users via the Service
Store; they can also share parts of the AI services as so-called AI modules with
other providers via the Module Store. The GI operates both stores. The detailed
functioning will be explained in Section 4.2.
Inspired by ENTOURAGE [ZHK19], a privacy and security reference architecture
for digital assistants (a subcategory of AI services; see Section 2.1.4), OAII establishes an X.509 Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) [Hol+11] to interconnect the
parties involved: the GI acts as a trust anchor—i.e., as the trusted Certificate
Authority (CA); each AI service (including AI module) and each PDS get their
own (client/server) certificate issued by the GI after registering in the OAII; the
GI stores all public keys of these registered entities in its trust store. This enables
strong certificate-based mutual (two-way) authentication as follows [Cha+12]: (1) an
AI service 𝑠𝑠 sends a request to the user’s PDS 𝑝𝑝 for local resources; (2) the PDS
𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝
responds with its certificate 𝑐𝑐𝑝𝑝 ; (3) the AI service retrieves the PDS public key 𝑘𝑘𝑝𝑝
from the GI trust store and thereby verifies 𝑐𝑐𝑝𝑝 . The next two steps are analogous
to steps (2)+(3), except for the swapped roles for mutual authentication: (4) the
AI service sends its own certificate 𝑐𝑐𝑠𝑠 to the PDS; (5) the PDS retrieves the public
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Figure 4.1: An open AI infrastructure with the respective decentralized (data-confining)
personal data store of a user

key of the AI service 𝑘𝑘𝑠𝑠 from the GI trust store and thereby verifies 𝑐𝑐𝑠𝑠 . Once
mutual authentication is successfully completed, the AI service can access the
resources of the user’s PDS. For fine-grained authorization, DC-PDS employs a
data flow based permission management – explained in detail in Section 4.2.2.1.
𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝

4.1.2

The Core PDS Architecture

Each user operates an own PDS in which the user stores all digital data. This
PDS is located in the user territory (e.g., on a home server or a NAS) and is
fully controlled by the user. In essence, each PDS consists of the following four
components, namely the connectors, the data stores, a secure execution environment,
and the central manager.
Connectors
A connector connects a sensor or an actuator to the PDS; a sensor or actuator
can be physical (e.g., accelerometer, display) or virtual (e.g., activities, calendar) [SS14a]. In the case of sensors, the connector reads out the data from the
sensors and passes them to the PDS; if possible, it can adjust the sensor operation, e.g., the sampling rate and the accuracy of the data. In the case of actuators,
the connector translates the commands from the PDS and passes them to the
actuators.
Data Stores
A data store ultimately stores the user data coming from the connectors or AI
services; this data can be of different types (see Section 2.1.3.1). Depending on

4.2 open ai graph concept

the data type and the source, the data store has a different access policy based on
the permission management proposed in Section 4.2.2.1. In short, AI services or
at least the data-accessing parts of them (AI modules) can store the computation
results (high-level data) in their own data store or database space—isolated
from other AI services. On the other hand, they can access the user data from
(i) the main data store to which they have inherited or direct permissions from
the user, (ii) their own data store, and from (iii) the data stores of other AI
services/modules to which they subscribe. In addition to the access layer, a PDS
uses a query layer that allows the AI services/modules to define the structure of
the required data, which is then returned in the same structure. [MBM20]
Secure Execution Environment
The secure execution environment relies on a lightweight sandboxed container
runtime in the user space, i.e., it runs as a normal, unprivileged process. This
environment can run each AI services and AI modules as separate and sandboxed containers: they are separate to prevent other AI modules (possibly from
other providers) from accessing them; they are sandboxed to prevent malicious
behavior and data leaks to the outside, which can be achieved by intercepting
application system calls through the runtime. However, these locally-running
AI modules or AI services may contain confidential business logic such as proprietary AI algorithms/models, which can be accessed by the user and the
underlying system. This could lead to infringements of the provider’s intellectual
property, which would be a reason for providers to reject such decentralization approaches – to address this issue, this thesis will contribute a protection
mechanism against untrusted systems or other parties in Chapter 5.
Central Manager
The central manager takes care of the three relevant management tasks, namely
service management, device management, and the control of the secure execution
environment – the latter is carried out by the so-called DC-PDS engine. The service
management is responsible for managing and verifying the AI services activated
by the user, i.e., it also downloads the service and associated required modules
from the stores and executes them in the secure execution environment. The
device management is responsible for controlling and monitoring all installed
connectors to registered devices and services – for the latter, it can accept and
execute predefined commands from AI services in the secure execution environment. The engine handles the AI module management for the AI services and
the interconnection between them (i.e., the data and control flow) within the
secure execution environment – the detailed functioning is explained next.
4.2

open ai graph concept

The previous section introduced the underlying data confinement concept
and the general architecture. This section explains the functioning and the
interplay of the architectural components. In particular, this thesis contributes
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Figure 4.2: A complex application sample of an interlaced openAIgraph that runs in
the secure execution environment of the DC-PDS and is managed by the engine—using the example of a video meeting with two input data streams (red,
light blue) and individual persistent data stores (dark blue). The graph comprises several data-driven AI services (A1-4 chevrons) and their underlying
AI modules (smaller chevrons), which are published in the OAII.

the openAIgraph10 , a new concept for managing reusable and composable
data-driven (possibly cross-provider) AI services; it proposes a way to organize
and operate AI services locally. The DC-PDS engine provides the runtime
environment for this concept.
Figure 4.2 illustrates an application sample of an interlaced openAIgraph
for an AI-supported video meeting: the user-activated AI services (A1-A4)
process the respective data streams and support the meeting participants. We
can see that such AI services are partly based on the same processing steps
(or AI algorithms/models) on the same data. To convey the general idea of
openAIgraph, image a simple (constructed) example in this context of a video
meeting with three AI services: one blurs all (privacy-critical) objects in the
scene, one highlights all these objects, and one replaces them by others. All
three AI services are based on the same computation in the first step, namely
detecting objects in the same input video stream. In monolith implementations,
this computation is executed three times. The same is true when computation is
packaged into an AI module and shared among the AI services (e.g., typical
edge computing approaches would initiate one instance of the module for each
service). For single-user AI services (as addressed in this thesis) that operate on
the same user-related input data, this leads to redundancies and inefficiencies.
Running only one instance of the module (‘object detection’) and sharing only
the results (‘detected objects’) would be most efficient (e.g., similar to the
pub/sub principle). However, AI services would then only have to subscribe
on the data (‘detected objects’), which can exist multiple times as a result of
different computations from different providers; an AI service would have to
trust on the data only regardless of the (decoupled) underlying computations.

10

The openAIgraph adapts the AssistantGraph concept from [MBM19b], generalizing it to the
concepts of this thesis.

4.2 open ai graph concept

For such single-user environments (e.g., within the user’s PDS), with openAIgraph,
we follow the concept of still sharing the modules among the AI services, but
running only one instance of them (in case of identical modules) at a time and
sharing the results only. In a larger view, openAIgraph can be a free and opensource software (FOSS) with which developers can quickly develop complex
and customized AI services by using trusted modules (from the Module Store in
the OAII) in the design and development phase. In this way, developers benefit
from reusability and flexibility while the local user’s PDS benefits from reduced
redundancy (as only one shared instance of the same module runs at runtime)
and improved efficiency. A company can also use this concept to build its internal
AI services or ecosystem in this way.
4.2.1 Designing AI Services
As mentioned above, the openAIgraph concept allows developers to benefit from
the reuse of shared (already existing) AI modules in the design and development
stage – we will now explain this procedure.
4.2.1.1

Reusing Shared AI Modules

openAIgraph proposes a concept of how (data-driven) AI modules can be

organized and interact with each other in order to provider runtime support,
which will be described in Section 4.2.2. We will now first give a concrete example, which we will then use to explain the design process within openAIgraph.
Staying with the video meeting example above, two sample AI services—one
just blurring all privacy-sensitive objects in the scene (e.g., family photos
hanging on the wall), and the other replaces very privacy-critical ones of
them (e.g., account statements lying visible on the desk) by others neutral
objects—rely on the same following computations or share the same two AI
modules: (1) an object detection module can detect all object in a scene; it has
the video stream (representing sensor data captured by the video camera) as
input and outputs all detected objects. (2) The next module can classify all
objects in terms of their privacy sensitivity, taking the output (‘detected objects’)
of the previous (‘object detection’) module as its input – we refer to this as
a data dependency edge that developers must specify when designing their
AI services. Last, both AI services then use the output (‘privacy-sensitive
objects’) of the previous module in (2) as their input in addition to the video
stream; these AI services can modify the video stream, which may then be
sent on to the device actuators (e.g., display) or to the other participants’ devices.
Conceptually, an AI service describes these data dependencies between the required and optional AI modules and can connect to the actuators via the central
manager. Optional modules are only active if the user gives the AI service the required permissions, which will be described in more detail in Section 4.2.2.1. An
AI module in general contains the code (including the AI algorithms/models),
the optional converter files required for ensuring version backward compatibility (see Section 4.2.1.2) and the so-called manifest file required for the service
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management; the manifest file representing the service description comprises
the following attributes:
– UUID: A ‘universally unique ID’ is required to link to the module.
– Version number: This attribute specifies the current version of the module.
– Description and Categorical Classification: This attribute group gives a short
description of the AI module and the associated category; it helps developers to find a module.
– Creator: This attribute specifies the creator of the module; it can be relevant
for a developer with regard to the trustworthiness of the creator.
– Input/Output: An array each specifies the required input or output data
types that a code expects or outputs.
– Data Dependencies: If the module is based on other modules, the corresponding hierarchical data dependencies to these modules can be specified here
by their UUIDs.
The final AI module is published in the Module Store. An AI service extends
an AI module, also containing the code and a manifest file with the same
attributes as above (possible with further store specific attributes relevant for the
user). For example, a developer who wants to develop the above described AI
service that blurs all privacy-sensitive objects in the scene proceeds as follows:
(1) the developer specifies the manifest file and assembles the AI modules
(‘object detection’ and ‘classification of objects w.r.t. privacy sensitivity’)
needed for the service; the developer can search for these modules in the
Module Store and specify the UUIDs of these modules in which creators the
developer has trust. (2) the AI service gets as inputs (i) the outputs of the
AI modules (‘privacy-sensitive objects’) specified accordingly in the manifest
and (ii) the video stream; the developer can develop the code based on these
inputs (i.e., modifying the video stream by blurring all privacy-sensitive
objects) and then release the command or result (i.e., the modified video
stream in this example). (3) The final AI service (‘blurring privacy-sensitive
objects in a video stream’) is published in the Service Store and represents a
complete service that users can activate in this store (e.g., via a smartphone client).
After the user activated an AI service in the Service Store, the central manager
automatically downloads this AI service and resolves the data dependencies by
downloading all AI modules (that are not already running locally) from the
Module Store, as specified in the given manifests. The central manager deploys
the AI service and all these AI modules in the secure execution environment
and connects them via an asynchronous messaging system (see DC-PDS engine
in Section 4.1.2) according to the data dependency graph – based on this graph,
openAIgraph can provide runtime support as described in Section 4.2.2.
Figure 4.3 shows a schematic representation of a more complex sample data
dependency graph with two AI services 𝑎𝑎1 and 𝑎𝑎2 (possibly from different
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Figure 4.3: A schematic representation of a sample data dependency graph 𝐺𝐺 with
two AI services {𝑎𝑎1 , 𝑎𝑎2 } and eight AI modules {𝑐𝑐1 , .., 𝑐𝑐8 }; the superscripted
numbers in the module names indicate the currently running version (also
color coded); the superscripted numbers in the edge names indicate to which
versioned module a data dependency exists.

providers) and with eight AI modules 𝑐𝑐1 − 𝑐𝑐8 , whereby two (𝑐𝑐2 and 𝑐𝑐6 , possibly also from other providers) are shared – the superscripted numbers in
Figure 4.3 are the version numbers of the AI modules, which will be described
in Section 4.2.1.2. This sample is used below to formally describe the graph –
this basic notation introduced here will be also used in the following sections.
Let’s consider an AI service 𝑎𝑎 𝑎 A as a directed acyclic graph 𝐺𝐺𝑎𝑎 = (𝐶𝐶𝑎𝑎 , 𝐸𝐸𝑎𝑎 )
with a set of AI modules 𝐶𝐶𝑎𝑎 = {𝑐𝑐𝑎𝑎1 , ..., 𝑐𝑐𝑎𝑎𝑛𝑛 } (vertices) and data dependencies
𝐸𝐸𝑎𝑎 = {𝑒𝑒𝑎𝑎1 , ..., 𝑒𝑒𝑎𝑎𝑚𝑚 } (edges) between these AI modules. Each AI module 𝑐𝑐𝑎𝑎𝑗𝑗 ∈ 𝐶𝐶𝑎𝑎
can have multiple inputs, collectively referred to as 𝑖𝑖𝑎𝑎𝑗𝑗 (also corresponds to the
outgoing data dependency edges 𝐸𝐸𝑎𝑎𝑗𝑗→ ), and multiple outputs, collectively referred
to as 𝑜𝑜𝑎𝑎𝑗𝑗 = 𝑐𝑐𝑎𝑎𝑗𝑗 (𝑖𝑖𝑎𝑎𝑗𝑗 ) (also corresponds to the incoming data dependency edges 𝐸𝐸𝑎𝑎𝑗𝑗← ).
Each data dependency edge 𝑒𝑒𝑎𝑎𝑞𝑞𝑞𝑞𝑞 ∈ 𝐸𝐸𝑎𝑎 is a tuple
𝑒𝑒𝑎𝑎𝑞𝑞𝑞𝑞𝑞 = {𝑐𝑐𝑎𝑎𝑞𝑞 , 𝑐𝑐𝑎𝑎𝑝𝑝 , 𝜔𝜔𝑞𝑞𝑞𝑞 ∣ 𝑐𝑐𝑎𝑎𝑞𝑞 ∈ 𝐶𝐶𝑎𝑎 , 𝑐𝑐𝑎𝑎𝑝𝑝 ∈ 𝐶𝐶𝑎𝑎 , 𝜔𝜔𝑞𝑞𝑞𝑞 ∈ {0, 1}},

(4.1)

where 𝜔𝜔𝑞𝑞𝑞𝑞 specifies an optional (0) or required (1) directed data dependency
between two AI modules, namely from 𝑐𝑐𝑎𝑎𝑞𝑞 to 𝑐𝑐𝑎𝑎𝑝𝑝 . Using the example of Figure 4.3,
instead of running two separate AI services 𝑎𝑎1 with 𝑐𝑐𝑎𝑎1 = {𝑐𝑐2 , 𝑐𝑐4 , 𝑐𝑐6 , 𝑐𝑐8 } and 𝑎𝑎2
with 𝑐𝑐𝑎𝑎2 = {𝑐𝑐2 , 𝑐𝑐1 , 𝑐𝑐3 , 𝑐𝑐5 , 𝑐𝑐6 , 𝑐𝑐7 }, openAIgraph runs only one instance per shared AI
module (𝑐𝑐2 and 𝑐𝑐6 ) and shares the result according to the data dependencies. In
this way, the number of resource-intensive AI modules that need to run locally
is reduced (from 10 to 8 in the example) while the number of data dependency
edges may remain constant.
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Figure 4.4: Backward chain of converters shown by the example of three versions (𝑣𝑣1 −𝑣𝑣3 )
for one AI module 𝑐𝑐𝑗𝑗 ; only the latest version (𝑣𝑣3 ) needs to run.

4.2.1.2

Ensuring Backward Compatibility in Versioning

openAIgraph also enables providers to dynamically change their AI modules as

they evolve (e.g., if the new version achieves better results and is more efficient,
or if security gaps are fixed) while ensuring backward compatibility.
Problem Description
Providers may update their AI modules, publishing new versions of them to the
Module Store. Hence, an AI module 𝑐𝑐𝑗𝑗 can have multiple versions
𝐶𝐶𝑗𝑗 = {𝑐𝑐𝑗𝑗1 , ..., 𝑐𝑐𝑗𝑗𝑘𝑘 }.

(4.2)

Let 𝑐𝑐𝑗𝑗𝑙𝑙 ∈ 𝐶𝐶𝑗𝑗 be an AI module 𝑐𝑐𝑗𝑗 with the version 𝑙𝑙 and incoming dependency

𝑙𝑙
𝑙𝑙
edges from other modules 𝐶𝐶𝑗𝑗𝑗
⊂ 𝐶𝐶. Thus, a module 𝑐𝑐𝑞𝑞 ∈ 𝐶𝐶𝑗𝑗𝑗
is adjacent to

the versioned module 𝑐𝑐𝑗𝑗𝑙𝑙 and particularly depends on its outcome. Let us now
assume an evolution of the AI module 𝑐𝑐𝑗𝑗 from the current version 𝑙𝑙 (𝑙𝑙 𝑙 𝑙) with
input 𝑖𝑖𝑙𝑙 and output 𝑜𝑜𝑙𝑙 = 𝑐𝑐𝑗𝑗𝑙𝑙 (𝑜𝑜𝑙𝑙 ) to a newer version 𝑙𝑙 + 1 with input 𝑖𝑖𝑙𝑙+1 and output
𝑙𝑙
𝑜𝑜𝑙𝑙+1 = 𝑐𝑐𝑗𝑗𝑙𝑙+1 (𝑖𝑖𝑙𝑙+1 ). Then all modules 𝐶𝐶𝑗𝑗𝑗
, which have subscribed to the output of

𝑐𝑐𝑗𝑗𝑙𝑙 , either have to update to the new version 𝑐𝑐𝑗𝑗𝑙𝑙+1 ∈ 𝐶𝐶𝑗𝑗 (which might require an
unacceptable adjustment effort for other providers) or all versions 𝐶𝐶𝑗𝑗 of the AI
module 𝑐𝑐𝑗𝑗 should still be running (which is very resource-intensive for local
environments – and especially unnecessary, as similar and possibly redundant
computations are performed).
Backward Chain of Converters

To address the above-described versioning issue, openAIgraph includes a helpful
versioning convention concept with backward chain of converters for each AI
module. This concept is inspired by two software engineering design patterns,
namely adapters and chain of responsibility [Gam95]—a related implementation
to the proposed one is given by [KML06] but in the context of web service
evolution. This concept can be applied in particular (i) if the outputs do not
change fundamentally after an update of the AI module, e.g., both versioned AI
modules still outputs scene objects, or (ii) if they can be transferred to the new
format or simply (iii) if new outputs are added. In case of fundamental changes,
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Algorithm 1 Algorithm of the proposed backward chain of converters to ensure
backward compatibility from the latest version 𝑘𝑘 of the module 𝑐𝑐𝑗𝑗 back to all older
versions 𝑙𝑙 𝑙 𝑙 of the same module 𝑐𝑐𝑗𝑗 that are still subscribed by other modules
𝐶𝐶𝑗𝑗∶𝑙𝑙𝑙 ⊂ 𝐶𝐶 of the graph 𝐺𝐺 – all required outputs are included in 𝑂𝑂
1: function BackwardConverting(𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝑗𝑗 , 𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘 )
2:
initialize set 𝑂𝑂
3:
𝑐𝑐𝑗𝑗𝑘𝑘 ← 𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔(𝑐𝑐𝑗𝑗 , 𝑘𝑘)

4:
5:

6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:

𝐶𝐶𝑗𝑗∶𝑘𝑘𝑘 ← 𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺← (𝑐𝑐𝑗𝑗𝑘𝑘 )
if ∣𝐶𝐶𝑗𝑗∶𝑘𝑘𝑘 ∣ > 0 then
𝑂𝑂 𝑂 𝑂𝑂 𝑂 {𝑜𝑜𝑘𝑘 }
end if
if 𝑘𝑘 == 1 then
return 𝑂𝑂
end if
Δ𝑐𝑐𝑘𝑘→𝑐𝑐𝑘𝑘−1 ← 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙(𝑐𝑐𝑗𝑗 , 𝑘𝑘𝑘 𝑘𝑘 − 1)
𝑜𝑜𝑘𝑘−1 ← Δ𝑐𝑐𝑘𝑘→𝑐𝑐𝑘𝑘−1 (𝑜𝑜𝑘𝑘 )
𝑗𝑗

𝑗𝑗

13:
return 𝑂𝑂 𝑂 𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂(𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝑗𝑗 , 𝑘𝑘 − 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑘𝑘−1 )
14: end function

a new AI module should be created.
Figure 4.4 illustrates the functioning of a backward chain, using the example of
three versioned AI modules (𝑐𝑐𝑗𝑗1 , 𝑐𝑐𝑗𝑗2 , 𝑐𝑐𝑗𝑗3 ) – only the latest module 𝑐𝑐𝑗𝑗3 requires to
run. To ensure backward compatibility over several versions, a backward chain
consists of a concatenation of several converters – defined as follows:
Δ𝑐𝑐𝑘𝑘→𝑐𝑐𝑙𝑙 (𝑜𝑜𝑘𝑘 ) = (Δ𝑐𝑐𝑘𝑘→𝑐𝑐𝑘𝑘−1 ○ .. ○ Δ𝑐𝑐𝑙𝑙+1→𝑐𝑐𝑙𝑙 )(𝑜𝑜𝑘𝑘 ).

(4.3)

In practice, providers who want to update their module 𝑐𝑐𝑗𝑗𝑘𝑘−1 with a newer module 𝑐𝑐𝑗𝑗𝑘𝑘 must take two steps: (1) publishing the new module 𝑐𝑐𝑗𝑗𝑘𝑘 , which replaces

the currently-running module 𝑐𝑐𝑗𝑗𝑘𝑘−1 – this old module becomes inactive, the new
one becomes active; (2) providing a converter Δ𝑐𝑐𝑘𝑘→𝑐𝑐𝑘𝑘−1 (𝑜𝑜𝑘𝑘 ) = 𝑜𝑜𝑘𝑘−1 that converts
𝑗𝑗

𝑗𝑗

the output 𝑜𝑜𝑘𝑘 from the new version 𝑐𝑐𝑗𝑗𝑘𝑘 to the output 𝑜𝑜𝑘𝑘−1 of the next older ver-

sion (𝑐𝑐𝑗𝑗𝑘𝑘−1 ). Colloquially, a converter is a blackbox, containing code that ‘translates’
the outputs between two consecutively-versioned AI modules – it can simply be
a ‘pass-through function’ (if the output format remains the same or similar) or a
template processor. At runtime, whenever new data is output by any AI module,
the engine executes such a backward chain of converters for it, following Algorithm 1. This algorithm detects older, still subscribed AI modules and converts
the current output 𝑜𝑜𝑘𝑘 back to all these older versions (without still running the
resource-intensive AI modules).
4.2.2

Runtime Support

While the previous section covers the design aspect of openAIgraph, this section
contributes mechanisms for runtime support. Specifically, during runtime, the
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Algorithm 2 Algorithm for determining the optional (𝑝𝑝𝑜𝑜 ) and required (𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑟 )
permissions of an AI service 𝑎𝑎 with the root module 𝑐𝑐𝑎𝑎𝑗𝑗 within the overall graph
𝐺𝐺 based on the optional and required dependencies 𝜔𝜔 𝜔 {0, 1}
1: function PermissionDetermination(𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝑎𝑎𝑗𝑗 , 𝜔𝜔 = 1)
2:
𝐶𝐶𝑗𝑗𝑗 ← 𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺→ (𝑐𝑐𝑎𝑎𝑗𝑗 )
3:
if ∣𝐶𝐶𝑗𝑗𝑗 ∣ == 0 then
4:
if ¬ 𝜔𝜔 then
5:
return {𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟(𝑐𝑐𝑎𝑎𝑗𝑗 ), ∅}
6:
else
7:
return {∅, 𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟(𝑐𝑐𝑎𝑎𝑗𝑗 )}
8:
end if
9:
end if
10:
initialize sets 𝑝𝑝𝑜𝑜 , 𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑟
11:
for each 𝑐𝑐𝑖𝑖 in 𝐶𝐶𝑗𝑗𝑗 do
12:
{𝑒𝑒𝑎𝑎𝑗𝑗→𝑖𝑖 , 𝜔𝜔𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 } ← 𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺(𝑐𝑐𝑎𝑎𝑗𝑗 , 𝑐𝑐𝑖𝑖 )
13:
{𝑝𝑝𝑜𝑜𝑖𝑖 , 𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖 } ← 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃(𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝑖𝑖 , 𝜔𝜔𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 ∧ 𝜔𝜔)
14:
𝑝𝑝𝑜𝑜 ← 𝑝𝑝𝑜𝑜 ∪ 𝑝𝑝𝑜𝑜𝑖𝑖
15:
𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑟 ← 𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑟 ∪ 𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖
16:
end for
17:
return {𝑝𝑝𝑜𝑜 , 𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑟 }
18: end function

openAIgraph concept supports providers in the operation of their AI services,

especially with regard to data and control flow.
4.2.2.1

Data Flow: Permission Management

Starting with the data flow and the access to it, the DC-PDS engine manages both.
Specifically, the engine ensures that the data is passed between the modules
according to the internal graph representation of the respective AI service.
For explanation, the data flow is in the opposite direction to the direction
of the (data dependency) edges between modules; these modules contain
the computations, receiving data messages/streams from the predecessor
modules and sending data messages/streams to the successor module in a
data-driven manner. Some modules may only send data (source modules with
a connection to sensors), others may only receive data (sink modules with a
connection to actuators); the rest typically sends data in response to received data.
For data authorization, the openAIgraph concept proposes a data flow based
permission management. To determine the permissions required for an AI service, the engine performs the Algorithm 2: a depth-first search over the graph 𝐺𝐺,
recursively aggregating all required (𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑟 ) and optional (𝑝𝑝𝑜𝑜 ) permissions of the
subscribed modules – these permissions must be granted by the users, e.g., when
they activate the AI service in the Service Store. The time complexity of the algorithm is O(∣𝐶𝐶∣ + ∣𝐸𝐸∣); this is mainly characterized by the underlying depth-first
search algorithm.
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Figure 4.5: Recursive filter adaptation by consolidated demands; illustrated by the example of an initial demand request 𝑑𝑑4→3 (green) from the AI module 𝑐𝑐4 ,
which traverses the subgraph {𝑐𝑐1 , 𝑐𝑐2 , 𝑐𝑐3 , 𝑐𝑐4 } ⊂ 𝐺𝐺. For the sake of simplicity,
the version numbers of the AI modules are omitted (gray color instead of blue
shades).

4.2.2.2 Control Flow: Filters and Demands
To better control the data flow and meet the demands of the individual AI
modules, the openAIgraph concept introduces recursive filtering on demand; it
contains two control mechanisms, namely filtering and demanding, to adjust the
data flow (and indirectly influence the execution of the data-driven modules).
The former filters the data flow between AI modules; the latter demands changes
in the data flow (acting in the opposite direction of the former). Figure 4.5
illustrates the working of both, which are explained in detail below.
Each data dependency edge 𝑒𝑒𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 ∈ 𝐸𝐸 between two AI modules (𝑐𝑐𝑖𝑖 , 𝑐𝑐𝑗𝑗 ) has a
filter 𝑓𝑓𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗 (managed by the engine); it filters the data flow at its corresponding
edge based on the specified filter criteria (e.g., data frequency, data confidence)
or filter functions – both allow to support the filtering of not only numerical
values but also different data types and formats (e.g., event streams, photos,
video and audio streams). To adjust these filters or request changes in the data
flow, a module 𝑐𝑐𝑖𝑖 can send a demand 𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 with its desired attributes 𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 (e.g., a
minimum frequency of 1/30𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻 and a maximum accuracy of 25𝑚𝑚 for location
data or passing only ‘place entry‘ events with the place equal to ‘home’) to a
predecessor module 𝑐𝑐𝑗𝑗 . In particular, for a simple filter criterion, an attribute
specifies the data type (e.g., location), the property (e.g., frequency), and its
desired value (e.g., 1/30 [Hz]). For a more complex filter, a filter function for
a specific data type (e.g., provided by the community) can be registered. By
sending 𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 over the edge 𝑒𝑒𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 , the filter 𝑓𝑓𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗 of this edge reads out and stores
the desired attributes of 𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 ; it also adapts its filtering criteria only for this data
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Algorithm 3 Recursive filter adaptation and demand consolidation at the edges
by sending a so-called demand 𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 from module 𝑐𝑐𝑖𝑖 to a child module 𝑐𝑐𝑗𝑗 within
graph 𝐺𝐺
1: function FilterAdaptation(𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝑖𝑖 , 𝑐𝑐𝑗𝑗 , 𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 )
2:
𝑒𝑒𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 ← 𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺(𝑐𝑐𝑖𝑖 , 𝑐𝑐𝑗𝑗 )
3:
𝑓𝑓𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗 ← 𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔(𝑒𝑒𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗 )
4:
𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎(𝑓𝑓𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗 , 𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 )
5:
𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠(𝑓𝑓𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗 , 𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 )
6:
𝑑𝑑→𝑗𝑗 ← 𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
7:
𝐸𝐸𝑗𝑗− ← 𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺→ (𝑐𝑐𝑗𝑗 ) / {𝑒𝑒𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 }
8:
for each edge 𝑒𝑒𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗 in 𝐸𝐸𝑗𝑗− do
9:
𝑓𝑓𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗 ← 𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔(𝑒𝑒𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗 )
10:
𝑑𝑑𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 ← 𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟(𝑓𝑓𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗 )
11:
𝑑𝑑→𝑗𝑗 ← 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐(𝑑𝑑→𝑗𝑗 , 𝑑𝑑𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 )
12:
end for
13:
𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟(𝑐𝑐𝑗𝑗 , 𝑑𝑑→𝑗𝑗 )
14:
for each vertex 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 in 𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺← (𝑐𝑐𝑗𝑗 ) do
15:
𝑑𝑑𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗 ← 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐(𝑐𝑐𝑗𝑗 , 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 ) ∣ 𝑑𝑑→𝑗𝑗
16:
𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹(𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝑗𝑗 , 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 , 𝑑𝑑𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗 )
17:
end for
18: end function

type and for this edge accordingly.
Next, the engine consolidates all (stored and latest) demands 𝐷𝐷→𝑗𝑗 sent by the
successor modules of 𝑐𝑐𝑗𝑗 – we call this a consolidation unit, which is fully-controlled
by the engine. Consolidation here is a process of finding common ground for
each attribute, which meets all demands 𝐷𝐷→𝑗𝑗 to 𝑐𝑐𝑗𝑗 . The consolidation unit then
modifies the triggering demand 𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 , resulting in a demand 𝑑𝑑𝑗𝑗 with consolidated
attributes. This demand is then passed down the subgraph recursively starting
with the AI module 𝑐𝑐𝑗𝑗 .
At a node, the corresponding AI module can (optionally) adjust its computation
accordingly to meet the incoming demand. For instance, an AI module can
switch its internal AI algorithm to a more advanced one, when a higher
confidence is demanded, but typically for a certain cost, e.g., higher resource
use or completion times. If an AI module 𝑐𝑐𝑗𝑗 needs a different incoming data
flow, it can send a modified demand 𝑑𝑑𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗 to all its children 𝐶𝐶𝑗𝑗𝑗 . If the module
developers/providers have not ensured that the algorithm can adapt to certain
circumstances (e.g., demands for a higher confidence, higher frequency, or lower
resource use), the engine just forwards 𝑑𝑑𝑗𝑗 as 𝑑𝑑𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗 .
Algorithm 3 summarizes the functioning of the filter adaptation and demand
consolidation. The time complexity of the algorithm is O(∣𝐶𝐶∣+∣𝐸𝐸∣), which is again
mainly characterized by the underlying depth-first search algorithm.

4.3 concept realization

4.3

concept realization

This section describes the realization of the DC-PDS proof-of-concept prototype
and, in particular, elaborates on the key implementation decisions. The
underlying DC-PDS concept is presented in Section 4.1.2, comprising the
following four components. First, the connector part of the prototype relied on
an adapted version of the Kraken.me platform, which constitutes a multi-device
user tracking suite for mobile, social, and desktop: it can automatically collect
user-related data from different types of sensors and fuse them into a single
data store in a prepared form [SS14a; Meu14] (the author of this thesis was part
of the research team that developed this platform).
Second, the data store part was realized with Apache Cassandra11 and GraphQL12 .
Cassandra was used as the underlying (distributed, NoSQL) database: it implemented the isolated data stores and enforces the access policies of the data
stores with its internal role-based access control mechanisms (access layer).
GraphQL served as a query language and runtime environment with a single
endpoint (query layer); it allows the requesters to define the structure of the
data required, thus replacing the need for (internal) Application Programming
Interfaces (APIs).
Third, we decided to use ActiveMQ13 , an asynchronous messaging system,
for the communication between the AI modules via the engine, as it already
decouples the senders from specific receivers. We extended the message
broker to implement the filter and demand management of openAIgraph (see
Section 4.2.2.2). We used JSON as message format for the demands and the
service/module descriptions (manifest file). The stores (Service Store and Module
Store) used a Neo4j14 database to handle these service/module descriptions in a
graph-based manner and to reflect their dependencies.
Fourth, we used Docker15 containers with Alpine Linux16 as lightweight securityoriented Linux distribution to package and deploy AI services and modules [Meu+17f]. In this way, the prototype implementation is compatible with
latest edge computing approaches and can therefore easily be built on top of
them, e.g., for workload distribution. LibreSSL17 , which is integrated in Alpine
Linux, and BouncyCastle18 (for extended cryptographic and Java language support) were used to realize the PKI. To realize the secure execution environment,
we used Google gVisor19 , as it provides a lightweight sandboxed container runtime to enable strong isolation to the host kernel and the underlying hardware
while running in user space; it is also fully compatible with Docker.
11

http://cassandra.apache.org (retrieved 06/30/2021)
https://graphql.org (retrieved 06/30/2021)
13
http://activemq.apache.org (retrieved 06/30/2021)
14
https://neo4j.com/ (retrieved 06/30/2021)
15
https://www.docker.com (retrieved 06/30/2021)
16
https://alpinelinux.org (retrieved 06/30/2021)
17
https://www.libressl.org (retrieved 06/30/2021)
18
https://www.bouncycastle.org (retrieved 06/30/2021)
19
https://gvisor.dev (retrieved 06/30/2021)
12
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4.4 methodology
This section presents the evaluation methodology of the proposed DC-PDS concept. The conducted experiments with the DC-PDS prototype implementation
(see Section 4.3) on several constructed AI services using well-known datasets
and an off-the-shelf device.
4.4.1

Constructed Test Services

To simulate several AI services and to avoid side effects, the computations within
the AI modules and services are kept the same in the experiments (as they
are identical to their monolithic counterparts); only the data traffic between
the computations varies, as several computations can run in one module or
distributed over several modules. The construction of test services that share AI
modules is carried out from bottom to top, i.e., first the lowest AI modules in the
graph are replaced with one that has the same functionality as the replaced ones
– this simple ‘replacement’ simulates the development of AI services in reality,
which takes place during their development over a much longer period of time
and results in a certain graph.
4.4.2

Experimental Apparatus

For the experiments, an Intel NUC test device hosted the user’s DC-PDS, which is
comparable to today’s smart home servers or NAS systems; it is equipped with
a 7th-generation Intel Core i5-7260U dual-core (2/4) x86-processors@2.2GHz
(up to 3.4GHz), 16 GB DDR4-2400-RAM, and 500GB SSD.
4.4.3

Performance Metrics

An automated test framework was developed to conduct the experiments and
obtain the measurements. Each experiment was repeated 20 times; the resulting
values were then averaged. In particular, two metrics were used in the following
experiments: completion times and a newly-introduced reusability metric. The
former metric served as a performance indicator, representing the time it takes
for data to pass through the processing pipeline (or graph) and be analyzed
when computing resources are fully available. As there was no suitable metric in
the literature, the latter metric was self-defined as follows:
𝑚𝑚𝑟𝑟 (𝐺𝐺) = 1 −

∣𝐶𝐶/𝐶𝐶𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑− ∣
∣𝐸𝐸← ∣

0

=1−

∣𝐶𝐶/𝐶𝐶𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑− ∣
0

∑ 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑− (𝑐𝑐)

𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐

(4.4)

In addition to the already-defined graph symbol 𝐺𝐺(𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶), 𝐶𝐶𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑− denotes the subset
0
of (data flow) ‘sink’ modules (i.e., modules with data dependency in-degree
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑− = 0 – note that the data dependency direction is opposite to the data flow
direction); ∣𝐸𝐸← ∣ is the number of all incoming data dependency edges of the
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Figure 4.6: Performance comparison between a fully-modularized AI service (solid) and
its monolith (dotted), varying the data traffic between the computations

considered modules. The value range of this metric is [0, 1) – a value of 0 means
that each module is used only once (i.e., the AI services do not share any AI
module) while values close to 1 indicate a very high reuse of AI modules (i.e., the
AI services share many AI modules).
4.5 results
This section reports and discusses the evaluation results of a proof-ofconcept (PoC) implementation of openAIgraph.
4.5.1

Efficiency I: Minimal Modularization Overhead

The first experiment examines the aspect of modularization, which is a prerequisite for the further openAIgraph concept. To this end, a fully-modularized
AI service is compared with its monolith implementation (see Figure 4.6). It
is important to note that we use exactly the same computations (running on
the same system) and the same data exchanged between them (being kept in
the memory in both cases). The only differences are that the computations are
performed in separate containers (instead of in one container as in the monolith
implementation) and the data are exchanged between these containers via the
DC-PDS engine (instead of passing the data to the next program function within
the same container). For this experiment, we used a sample AI services with
a chain of three modules (place detection - place visits - routine detection),
whereby the first module and the second module processed the input location
values that we vary (15 location values per kB). The first module is the most
compute-intensive, as we used a clustering algorithm with overall average
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runtime complexity of O(𝑛𝑛 log 𝑛𝑛) to detect places. In the second module, the
location values are assigned to the detected places (or clusters), while the third
module applies pattern recognition on the place visits for routine detection.
With such an ‘extreme’ AI service (resource-intensive module, high number
of data points), we intend to compare the behavior between the monolithic
implementation and the modular approach by way of example.
In Figure 4.6a, we can see that the modularized version behaves similar to
the monolith but always with a certain communication overhead. As the
computations are exactly the same for both, the overhead is caused solely by the
engine overhead and the required communication between the AI modules. The
former represents a (nearly constant) delay caused by the message handling and
management within the engine. The latter depends on the average amount of
data points exchanged between the AI modules and the available ‘bandwidth’.
Figure 4.6b shows the communication overhead is negligible for low data
traffic (or a few data points); therefore, the total overhead in this area, which
is in the two-digit millisecond range, is attributable to the engine overhead.
Only when the amount of data points becomes larger, the communication
overhead increases considerably in relative terms. In practice, however, the
communication overhead might be lower, as in this extreme case the large
number of data points (e.g., representing historical data) are typically be
loaded from disk (both in the monolith implementation and by the first module).
All in all, the monolithic implementation has small performance advantages
compared to the modularization approach (in this ‘extreme’ case). However,
modularization forms the basis of openAIgraph; its benefits – in addition to the
standard ones (e.g., improved manageability, encapsulation, better scalability20 )
– become clear in the following.
4.5.2

Efficiency II: Reduced Local Redundancy

This section evaluates the performance gain resulting from the redundancy
reduction (only running one instance of the same AI module) of the proposed
openAIgraph concept.
4.5.2.1

Redundancy Reduction through Sharing of AI Modules

This experiment investigates the performance of openAIgraph using various AI
services that share several AI modules or, more precisely, their computation
results of the single instance running per shared AI module at runtime (see
Section 4.2.1.1 for the conceptual design and examples). Figure 4.7 shows
the performance results. We can see that there is a performance gain when
redundant computations are reduced by reusing AI modules – this is possible at
all, as the computations are performed on the same data from one user only.
This effect increases as more and more AI services start sharing AI modules with
20

A complementary evaluation with focus on scalability is given in [Meu+17f] (authorship).
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Figure 4.7: Performance evaluation of the reusability aspect—varying the number of AI
services for a fixed average number of modules (left), and varying the average
number of average modules for a fixed number of AI services (right)

other AI services, i.e., the (global) reusability factor 𝑚𝑚𝑟𝑟 increases (see Figure 4.7,
left). If the same number of AI services share more and more AI modules
(instead of the need to run multiple identical AI module instances on the same
data), this even leads to a disproportionate performance gain (see Figure 4.7,
right)—showing the enormous improvement potential of openAIgraph.
All in all, openAIgraph can achieve a much-needed increase in the efficiency
of the local system through the reusability of AI modules and the shared use
of computation results. Beyond that, the communication and engine overhead
caused by modularization (which is required for reusability) can be practically
negligible given the performance gain enabled by reusability.
4.5.2.2

Redundancy Reduction of Versioned AI Modules

Finally, this experiment examines the performance of the proposed approach
of backward chain of converters to ensure the backward compatibility for
an AI module. To this end, the proposed approach is compared against
the performance of both extremes: (1) only the latest version of the AI module
runs—leading to the need to update each subscribing module; (2) all versions
that are subscribed run—resulting in a high and redundant workload. In contrast
to these baselines, the proposed approach takes the intermediate way: it only runs
the latest AI modules that are still needed by other subscribing modules and
‘translates’ between the older outputs so that subscribers do not have to update
their AI services (or more precisely, the subscribing AI module) every time.
Figure 4.8 shows the results of this experiment. We can see that the proposed
approach, which also supports all versions of the sample AI module, outperforms
the approach where all versions of the AI module are running. In particular, the
performance curve of the former is much flatter than the latter. The proposed
approach is further characterized by only a small overhead (for the conversions)
compared to the approach where only the latest module version is running
(requiring an update of the subscribing modules). Extrapolated to all modules
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Figure 4.8: Performance evaluation of the versioning aspect—varying the number of
subscribed versions of the same AI module

that are in such an open platform, the enormous potential for improvement in
terms of efficiency becomes apparent – especially as versioning is one of the
critical issues in such open platforms.
4.6 conclusion
This chapter presented DC-PDS, a personal data store concept with a new strict
data-confining policy that protects user data at management level. To cope with the
inherent efficiency issues of locally-running data-accessing AI services, DC-PDS
combines a sandboxed execution environment (managed by the engine) with
provided design and runtime support (in the form of the openAIgraph concept)
– all together, this achieves a unique tradeoff between data protection, runtime
environments, and applicability.
4.6.1

A Unique Tradeoff at Management Level

Table 4.1 shows a summary assessment of DC-PDS based on the requirements
established in Section 3.2.1 – supported by the evaluation in this chapter.
A comprehensive comparison with the state of the art can be made using
Table 3.1 (p. 38), confirming the unique tradeoff achieved by DC-PDS.
In terms of data protection, DC-PDS relies on locally-operating personal data
stores with a strict data confinement policy; i.e., no (raw) user data leaves the user
territory—ensuring the primary goal of data confidentiality while allowing liberal access to AI services that are forced to run the data-demanding parts locally.
Through the established open AI infrastructure with a PKI and a global instance
as trust anchor, AI services and PDSs can authenticate each other using strong
certificate-based mutual (two-way) authentication. The fine-grained authorization to access the data is handled by the permission management of openAIgraph.
In terms of runtime environment, DC-PDS runs AI services in a managed
sandboxing environment when they access and process user data. In addition to
the central data store, AI services have their own data stores or app spaces –

4.6 conclusion

Table 4.1: A summary assessment of the contributions made in this chapter based on
the requirements established in Section 3.2.1 – a comparison with the state of
the art protection approaches at management level is given by Section 3.2.2 and
Table 3.1

DC-PDS

Cross-site Deployment/Use
(local/nearby/cloud)

Low Platform-specific Dependence

Proof-of-Concept Prototype
(implemented/evaluated)

Applicability

Support of Any AI Algorithm

Support of Any Data Type

Low Performance Overhead/Optim.

Runtime Env.

Data Store (central/per-app)

Privacy-preserving Processing

Data Confidentiality
(observed/inferred/metadata)

Authorization

Contribution

Authentication

Data Protection

 
  / /
   / 
    / 
 �//

Note: This thesis contributes in particular DC-PDS, a representative that integrates all protection
mechanisms proposed in this chapter.

–partially fulfilled,
Encoding: fulfillment of requirements (see Section 3.2.1): –fulfilled, 
–little or not fulfilled; deployment: �–base deployment.

access is controlled by the permission management. The methods proposed by
openAIgraph support in coping with the efficiency issues of locally-running AI
services, eliminating computation redundancies.
In terms of applicability, like the majority of related work, DC-PDS with
openAIgraph is not limited in its concept to specific AI algorithms and data
types (examples for such limitations include PDV [Mun+10] and P3 [RGO13],
which are limited due to their protection concept to location and photos, respectively). While developers can benefit from the reuse of shared AI module and a
higher flexibility compared to monolith implementations, they can be confronted
with an additional effort: for example, they require to maintain a mandatory
service/module description (e.g., input and output specification) when sharing
AI modules; they also have a higher effort when optionally handling demands in
(shared) AI module to dynamically adapt it to these demands – but this entails
only a low platform-specific dependency (in programming an AI service). It
should also be emphasized that DC-PDS is one of the few concepts in this area for
which a proof-of-concept prototype exists and has been evaluated.
4.6.2

Integration & Outlook

This chapter contributed protection mechanisms at management level: it decouples the data from the AI services and ensures that (i) no data inadvertently
leaves the user territory and (ii) AI services and its (shared) AI modules only
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have access to user data for which they have been authorized and granted (even
indirectly in the latter case).
All in all, DC-PDS forms the data decentralization basis of the privacy-design
platform (and the following building blocks). However, DC-PDS does not protect
both user data and providers’ (proprietary) AI services/ algorithms against
underlying untrusted systems. This issue will be addressed next in Chapter 5.

5

CO N F I D E N T I A L P RO C E S S I NG FO R P E R S O NA L I Z E D A I
S E RV I C E S
The contributions from the previous chapter deal with the protection of user
data against unauthorized access within the user territory, assuming that the
underlying system is trusted (see Chapter 4). This chapter contributes to the
protection against possibly untrusted systems. More specifically, this chapter
focuses on the protection of user data and providers’ intellectual property (IP)
at system level – the categorization scheme is described in Section 3.1.
“If someone has physical access to a device, that device is no longer secure. Losing
control of devices empowered with edge computing [and AI] technology can expose vastly
more customer data and intellectual property than losing control of other types of devices.”
Forrester Research, 2018 [Pol18]

With these words, Forrester Research describes the potential risks associated
with data and service decentralization. These risks are particularly aggravated
when third parties own or have access to the underlying devices, which is
typically the case with edge computing infrastructures [Müh+20]. In this
context, we consider AI services that need to run confidential parts of their services
(e.g., IP-protected AI algorithms/models) locally or, in the case of distributed
AI services, need to offload these confidential parts and confidential user data to
edge devices. As defined in Section 2.1.2, a special case of distributed AI services
constitutes device-bound AI services, as they additionally require nearby IoT
(edge) devices with access to sensors/actuators to provide ambient support.
This (data, service) decentralization leads to the following three-party confidentiality challenge involving the user with confidential user data, the service
provider with its (partly) confidential AI services, and the local system, e.g., on
nearby third-party (IoT/edge) devices, running these AI services: the system
must not access both the confidential user data and the confidential parts of AI
services (generally the provider code); the user must not access the confidential
provider code, whereas the provider must access the confidential user data
but only locally, e.g., for the purposes of the personalization of their provided
AI services; last, neither the user nor the provider are allowed to access the
system. For better reference to these protection requirements, we have used the
phrases ‘user territory’ and ‘provider territory’ (as first introduced in Chapter 1):
user territory refers to the digital space that is fully-controlled by the user and
cannot be bypassed or restricted by the provider or other parties; it is the digital
space in which the confidential user data is kept – data leaving this metaphorical
territory without permission of the user would be equivalent to losing control
of the data; provider territory, by analogy, refers to the digital space in which
the provider’s confidential parts of AI services should run to ensure IP protection.
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160ml, black
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(a) Smart Home (s/s)

(b) Smart Car (m/s)

„Your train leaves in
5min from platform 4.
Follow the arrow;
you can keep your
walking speed.“

(c) Public Displays (s/m)

(d) Drone Interactions (m/m)

Figure 5.1: Examples of application scenarios (see Section 2.1.5) that illustrate the four
possible configurations for an ad-hoc deployment of device-bound AI services.
Notation: the bracket (d / u) next to the captions encodes the IoT device 𝑑𝑑 in
the world reference system and the user 𝑢𝑢 in the reference system of the
IoT device (reflecting the contact times), respectively; possible values are 𝑠𝑠
for (nearly) static and 𝑚𝑚 for (highly) mobile.

In the specific context of device-bound AI services, the above-mentioned
challenge is particularly pronounced in the ad-hoc deployment of such services.
Figure 5.1 illustrates the four possible configurations for device-bound AI
services (using the example of suitable application scenarios): (a) both the IoT
device and the user are (nearly) static [Mar+08]; (b) the IoT device is mobile
while the user is static to it [HS15]; (c) in this case, it is vice versa: the IoT device
is static while the user is mobile in relation to it [DL19]; and in (d), both are
mobile [Kni+18]. Depending on the configuration, the contact times between
the user and the device vary greatly, resulting in additional requirements for
initialization and run times – all requirements identified in this category have
already been introduced in detail in Section 3.3.1.
As shown in the review of related work in Section 3.3.2, none of the considered
data protection approaches can completely fulfill these category-specific requirements. In particular, the above-described three-party confidentiality challenge is
an open issue in ad-hoc deployment of AI services to nearby, resource-restricted
(IoT/edge) devices. For example, container-based virtualization approaches
(often used in edge computing) are lightweight and scalable, but they offer less
protection against the underlying system. A considerable fraction of protection
approaches (e.g., [BPH14; Arn+16; Bra+18]) relies on SGX hardware support:
this ensures confidentiality and integrity of code and data against the system.
On the other hand, SGX is proprietary and comes with an inherent initialization
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and runtime overhead caused by its necessary cryptographic operations. Only
a few approaches (e.g., [Hun+16; Hun+18]) can protect the data against
untrusted provider code, e.g., by sandboxing this code, which in turn limits the
flexibility of AI services. Even fewer approaches (e.g., [Ohr+16; Bay+20]) take
into account the nature of AI services and are optimized accordingly. All in all,
there is no protection concept that can support an ad-hoc deployment in all four
configurations (a-d) and fulfill all the category-specific requirements.
In the light of this deficit, we aim to achieve a suitable tradeoff between these
competing requirements at system level. To this end, this thesis proposes
a protection concept—namely PDSProxy—that combines sandbox and SGXsupported approaches to leverage their individual strengths. In addition,
PDSProxy contributes (i) four different initialization modes to support the
different use cases and (ii) certificate-based authentication mechanisms to
stream user data between hierarchically-operating proxies, even over untrusted
nodes. Specifically, the contribution of this chapter is threefold. First, this
chapter presents a confidential processing environment that provides the
basic protection features within a DC-PDS, protecting user data and providers’
intellectual property (see Section 5.1). Second, this PDS-internal concept is
then extended by a proxy concept – termed PDSProxy – to enable confidential
processing outside the base PDS with the same protection features, expanding
the user territory (see Section 5.2). This PDS-external concept enables a
case-adapted ad-hoc deployment of device-bound AI services while coping
with the three-party confidentiality challenge. Third, this chapter reports
and discusses the evaluation results of a proof-of-concept implementation of
PDSProxy on five use cases—demonstrating the unique tradeoff between the
category-specific requirements (see Sections 5.3–5.5).
Contribution Statement: This chapter is based on the following (3) publications:
– Christian Meurisch, Bekir Bayrak, and Max Mühlhäuser. “EdgeBox: Confidential Ad-hoc
Personalization of Nearby IoT Applications.” In: Proceedings of the 2019 IEEE Global Communications Conference. GLOBECOM’19. IEEE, Dec. 2019. doi: 10.1109/GLOBECOM38437.
2019.9013520

– Christian Meurisch, Bekir Bayrak, Florian Giger, and Max Mühlhäuser. “PDSProxy:
Trusted IoT Proxies for Confidential Personalization of AI Services.” In: Proceedings of the
29th International Conference on Computer Communications and Networks. ICCCN’20. IEEE,
Aug. 2020, pp. 1–2. doi: 10.1109/ICCCN49398.2020.9209655
– Christian Meurisch. The Trusted Edge. 2021. arXiv: 2105.13601

I (Christian Meurisch) led the process of idea generation, conceptual design, evaluation, and writing. Bekir Bayrak implemented the proof-of-concept prototypes
and conducted the evaluation – the student Florian Giger supported both. Max
Mühlhäuser provided helpful critique and comments on the conceptual design.
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Figure 5.2: Confidential processing environment within the user’s DC-PDS and its individual steps (–); yellow marks user data containing parts. Abbreviations:
RAtt.–remote attestation.

5.1

pds-internal confidential processing

This section first presents the prerequisites and protection mechanisms adapted
to enable confidential processing within the user’s DC-PDS (see Figure 5.2). More
precisely, this complements the (sandboxed) secure execution environment from
Chapter 4 to provide protection even against untrusted underlying systems. We
will first explain the concepts for AI services in general (running on one local
device only); we will then extend them in Section 5.2 for distributed (and in
particular device-bound) AI services that require to be offloaded or deployed to
other nearby (third-party) edge devices.
5.1.1

Assumptions and Prerequisites

In this first case, we assume that DC-PDS (or the base PDS) runs in the user
territory, e.g., on a user-trusted personal device such as a home server or NAS.
For the proposed protection mechanisms, we assume an underlying hardwaresupported processor-specific and activated Trusted Execution Environment (TEE)
(e.g., relying on Intel SGX) on the target device – see Section 3.3.2 (p. 41)
for an introduction. Besides the basic functions, it is important that the TEE
implementation used supports remote attestation. We also assume that an attacker
cannot perform invasive hardware attacks on the device. For example, this
requires that the used enclave implementation (in SGX) contains appropriate
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defense mechanisms against possible side channel attacks [Arn+16; Ole+18].
The further hardening of the enclave, however, is outside the scope of this thesis
– here, we refer to the active research in the S&P community.
Following current practice, providers publish their trusted and open parts of AI
services (blue rectangles) on a central platform, namely a trusted store (e.g., similar
to an app store) – this practice is fully-compatible with OAII introduced in
Section 4.1.1 (see also Figure 4.1, p. 60). The published parts are visible to all; an
optional (meanwhile common) review process during the publishing process can
additionally contribute to trust and prevent malware or obvious data leaks. This
trusted and open parts of AI services include the SGX-specific non-confidential
enclave code 𝑒𝑒𝑝𝑝 . The confidential parts of the AI services will be later downloaded
from a provider-trusted server in encrypted form to the locally initialized provider
enclave in step  (this will be explained in detail in Section 5.1.2.1).
5.1.2 Individual Phases
Once activated by the user, each AI service goes through two phases, namely
initialization (–) and confidential operation (–) – explained in detail below.
5.1.2.1 Initialization
In the first step (), the central manager downloads the newly-activated AI
service, or more precisely, its trusted and public parts including the enclave
code 𝑒𝑒𝑝𝑝 from the store. The central manager running in a sandboxed environment
then builds an enclave (referred to as provider enclave) from the code 𝑒𝑒𝑝𝑝 . This
thesis proposes this sandbox environment to provide (strong) isolation between
the applications and the host kernel through intercepting application system
calls, which come from the provider enclave, and to cope with untrusted
provider code. This building process is measured by the SGX-enabled processor:
it creates a cryptographic hash ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑝𝑝 of the initial memory content of the enclave
and stores this hash securely (). Any manipulation can be detected using this
hash. Once the enclave is created, the code is immutable and completely isolated
from all outside access, including access through privileged code. [CD16]
Step  executes the HW-based attestation: the central manager of the DC-PDS
uses the enclave hash ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑝𝑝 to verify that the code has not been modified (local
attestation) – it acts on behalf of the user. For the provider, this process is more
complex: the enclave uses public-key cryptography to establish a secure channel
to the provider. In particular, the enclave generates an asymmetric RSA key pair
𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝
𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝
𝑘𝑘𝑒𝑒𝑝𝑝 with 𝑘𝑘𝑒𝑒𝑝𝑝 as the private key and 𝑘𝑘𝑒𝑒𝑝𝑝 as the public key and stores them inside.
𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝
Next, a digital signature 𝜎𝜎(ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑝𝑝 , 𝑘𝑘𝑒𝑒𝑝𝑝 ) is generated with the remote attestation
𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝
feature and the enclave key 𝑘𝑘𝑒𝑒𝑝𝑝 . The enclave then sends all three—namely
𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝
𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝
ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑝𝑝 , 𝑘𝑘𝑒𝑒𝑝𝑝 , and 𝜎𝜎(ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑝𝑝 , 𝑘𝑘𝑒𝑒𝑝𝑝 )—to the provider. The latter uses, e.g., Intel PKI for
SGX, to verify the digital signature, validating the authenticity and integrity
𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝
of ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑝𝑝 and 𝑘𝑘𝑒𝑒𝑝𝑝 . With the hash ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑝𝑝 , the provider can check if the enclave code
is not modified before creation, authenticating the underlying system (remote
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attestation) – for an example of a full remote attestation flow for SGX including
key exchange, we refer to the Intel Attestation Service21 . Finally, both exchange
a symmetric key 𝑘𝑘𝑝𝑝 – this key is created and encrypted by the provider with
𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝
𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝
𝑘𝑘𝑒𝑒𝑝𝑝 , and it is (and can only be) decrypted by the enclave with 𝑘𝑘𝑒𝑒𝑝𝑝 . [Bra+18; CD16]

In the last initialization step (), inspired by VoiceGuard [Bra+18] and adapted
to ad-hoc deployment scenarios (in Section 5.2), the enclave can subsequently
download the missing and confidential parts 𝑚𝑚𝑝𝑝 of the AI service from the providertrusted server (see Figure 5.2: AI models as gray circles; AI algorithms as white
rectangles). To this end, the provider encrypts the protected parts 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒(𝑚𝑚𝑝𝑝 )𝑘𝑘𝑝𝑝 with
the shared key 𝑘𝑘𝑝𝑝 , so that they can only be decrypted inside the enclave after
download; the enclave then initializes them to complete the AI service. In this
way, the provider’s IP is protected against both the user and the system.
5.1.2.2

Confidential Operation

In the second phase, when the AI services within the provider enclave need
confidential user data, e.g., for the purpose of personalization, this thesis
proposes to block all outgoing data traffic from the provider enclave to ensure
that the confidential user data cannot leave the user territory (the DC-PDS as a
sandbox takes care of this). However, this means that AI services cannot send
data outside its hosting enclave without the user’s permission (if any actions
are allowed by the user, they can be monitored by the DC-PDS and blocked if
necessary) – as a limitation, this includes requests via the Internet and direct
connections. For instance, if it is necessary to update the AI models/algorithms
used, a reinitialization of the provider enclave must be performed, i.e., the
steps from step  onwards must be performed again – before an enclave
reinitialization, intermediate results can be stored locally in encrypted form
with 𝑘𝑘𝑝𝑝 (the provider-trusted server requires to maintain this symmetric key,
e.g., one per device) and reloaded in the confidential operation phase again.
Only with these measures, the enclave can now request user data 𝑑𝑑𝑢𝑢 required for
the AI service from the central manager. If the required permissions exist (see
Section 4.2.2.1), the data stores securely stream the user data to the enclave ().
An AI service has two sub-phases (): (a) the optional training task of the
underlying AI models and (b) the inference task. The personalization to the user
can be carried out in both sub-phases – see Section 2.1.3 (p. 14) for more details.
In short, the AI models can subsequently be personalized to users using their
personal data during training, while personalization in the inference task is
carried out by ‘interpreting’ or classifying user data. A result of the AI service
is then passed as a controlled ‘action’ to the platform-managed connectors for
controlling the specific actuators (), thus providing ambient user support.

21

https://software.intel.com/content/www/us/en/develop/articles/code-sample-intel-softwareguard-extensions-remote-attestation-end-to-end-example.html, Figure 3 (retrieved 06/30/2021)
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5.2

pds-external confidential processing

The previous section contributes mechanisms to protect the confidential parts of
AI services running locally in the user’s DC-PDS on one device only. In this section,
this thesis contributes a new extension to enable the same level of protection
outside the user’s DC-PDS on nearby (third-party) edge devices, supporting both
an offloading of distributed AI services and an ad-hoc deployment of devicebound AI services. The prerequisites for this, the underlying adapted concepts,
and the necessary initialization optimizations are explained in detail below.
5.2.1 Assumptions and Prerequisites
Besides an SGX-enabled processor (see Section 5.1.1), the target device requires
a minimal set of pre-configurations. First of all, the device must be accessible
via a use case suitable network in order to establish a secure connection to it.
For instance, an Internet connection is obvious for cloud-hosted AI services.
For distributed (and device-bound) AI services, in contrast, a wireless (adhoc) direct link (e.g., based on Apple’s AWDL protocol [SKH18]) may be the
choice, especially for mobile use cases like (c-d) in Figure 5.1 – for use cases
similar to (a-b) in Figure 5.1, a connection via a local (home/car) network is
also conceivable. In addition, the device must support the execution of permitted
platform code in an OS-controlled user space with limited privileges or within a
lightweight sandboxed container runtime (to protect the device as well). Such
pre-configurations might form a new kind of future standard that devices can
implement to be personalized ad hoc – the concept for this is introduced next.
5.2.2

Trusted PDS Proxies

The platform code (or a future OS feature) preconfigured on the target device only handles receiving and running the user-specific container—namely
PDSProxy22 , which constitutes the main contribution of this chapter.
5.2.2.1

Concept

A PDSProxy is a lightweight and portable functional replica of the user’s DC-PDS: it
can be transferred to other devices, setting up the same protection mechanisms
there as in the DC-PDS and acting as intermediary to the latter. In particular, this
thesis suggests two new design choices: (1) PDSProxy uses separate enclaves,
namely a user enclave and provider enclaves, to keep both the confidential user
data and the confidential parts of the AI services protected from the underlying
system, whereby the user enclave initiate the provider enclaves; inter-enclave
communication can exchange data in a confidential way. (2) On the other hand,
it uses a sandbox approach to protect the user data from being leaked by untrusted provider code – the detailed functioning will be explained in Section 5.2.3.
22

PDSProxy is a further development with name adaptation of the initial EdgeBox concept

from [MBM19a]. Concretely, the latter is incorporated into the former in this thesis.
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Figure 5.3: Schematic representation of hierarchically-operating PDS proxies over (virtual or physical) un-/trusted nodes (red/green)

In practice, each user runs only one such proxy instance per target device,
which supports and coordinates multiple AI services – this is carried out
for performance reasons and to avoid data redundancies in the user enclave.
Beyond that, proxy instances can be organized hierarchically across multiple
systems—running on both virtual nodes, e.g., in the cloud, or physical nodes,
e.g., mobile or IoT/edge devices (see Figure 5.3). This also means that not
only the base DC-PDS can instantiate a new PDSProxy on other systems, but
also the proxy itself. With the additional proxy logic, PDSProxy can securely
communicate with its parent PDSProxy or the user’s base DC-PDS directly, e.g., to
request and stream required confidential user data in an encrypted form into its
local user enclave.
To better grasp this concept, imagine users (i) hosting their base DC-PDS, which
contains all their personal digital data, on their user-trusted home server or
private cloud space and (ii) carrying a PDSProxy (referred to as P1 in this example) on their mobile device, which can cache few required data locally. Walking
around, users can initiate and benefit from surrounding device-bound AI services (see Figure 5.1c–5.1d) as follows: P1 transfers a ‘fork’ of itself (referred to
as P2 in this example) to the nearby (IoT/edge) device that fulfills the prerequisites in Section 5.2.1; P2 acts as an autonomous PDSProxy on this device, with
the difference that P1 is now its direct parent node (and not the user’s DC-PDS).
As a parent node, P1 has the right to terminate P2, which in turn terminates
all possible child nodes of P2. On the other hand, P2 can request and stream
(missing) required data either from P1 or from the DC-PDS directly, depending
on, e.g., the connectivity, the availability of the data on the respective available
node, and the latency requirements of the AI services (the decision logic will
be explained in more detail in Section 5.2.3.3). In this new decentralized way,
(mobile) users can expand their territory (even if only temporarily) to ad hoc
initialize and use personalized AI services on nearby devices while the user data
never leaves the user territory.

5.2 pds-external confidential processing

5.2.2.2 Trust Model
In general, most users trust at least some of the involved devices mentioned
above. This allows one to distinguish between trusted nodes (T) and untrusted
nodes (U). Typically, the former are those owned and controlled by a user,
while the latter are owned and managed by third parties. Nevertheless, the
trust differentiation can also be defined according to other criteria, such as user
preferences, security measures in place, and the given scenarios.
To account for this, unlike related work, PDSProxy employs a centralized trust
model using PKI – see Figure 5.3. The PKI consists of several hierarchicallyoperating CAs, of which the (base) DC-PDS is the Root Authority (RA)—serving
as a trust anchor. Each CA manages its own PKI and issues Identity Certificates
(ICs) for authentication and data authorization [Koh+17]. This means that a
PDSProxy acting as CA can issue ICs based on its own access rights to data.
For security reasons, PDSProxy further establishes the following two distinctions
between untrusted (U) and trusted (T) nodes: (1) only trusted nodes with a CA𝑇𝑇
can request more permissions from its DC-PDS, and (2) an IC𝑈𝑈 (for untrusted
nodes) should have a short-term but still case-specific expiration date. A future
alternative to this concept can be based on OAuth, which is the ‘industry-standard
protocol for authorization’23 .
5.2.3

Adapted Individual Phases

Unlike DC-PDS, PDSProxy requires an additional preceding phase, namely proxy
transfer and setup ( A - D ), in which a PDSProxy instance is transferred to a nearby
device and set up there – these steps will be introduced next in Section 5.2.3.1.
Like in DC-PDS (see Section 5.1.2), the user-activated AI services go through
their two phases, namely the initialization and confidential operation (comprising
the steps –). However, due to the fact that it runs on another device like
the one running the DC-PDS, PDSProxy needs small adjustments in some of
these steps. In Section 5.2.3.2 and Section 5.2.3.3, we will only elaborate on these
adjustments. All steps of these three PDSProxy phases are illustrated in Figure 5.4
as an architecture overview and in Figure 5.5 as a sequence diagram.
5.2.3.1

Proxy Transfer & Setup

First, the initiating (parent) node—running the DC-PDS or a PDSProxy—transmits
the proxy code 𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 to the target node and initiates a new PDSProxy instance there.
In particular, if the proxy code 𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 is confidential, this phase proceeds as follows,
analogous to steps – in Section 5.1.2.1: the initiating node only transfers the
enclave code 𝑒𝑒𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 to the target node ( A ). An enclave (referred to as the user enclave)
is then built from 𝑒𝑒𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 ( B ): this process also generates ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 (a cryptographic
hash of the initial memory content of the enclave) and stores it securely; the
resulting enclave then generates 𝑘𝑘𝑒𝑒𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 (an asymmetric RSA key pair). In the next
step ( C ), the initiating node remotely attests21 the user enclave using the digital
23

https://oauth.net/2/ (retrieved 06/30/2021)
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Figure 5.4: Confidential processing for distributed AI services outside the user’s DCPDS on un-/trusted nodes made possible through PDSProxy; differences in
the proxy variants are marked in red. Abbreviations: LAtt.–local attestation;
RAtt.–remote attestation.

signature 𝜎𝜎(ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 , 𝑘𝑘𝑒𝑒𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 ); in the same step, a symmetric key 𝑘𝑘𝑢𝑢 (to transfer the
confidential parts in encrypted form) is exchanged via the above-established
secure channel [Bra+18]. In the last step ( D ), the initiating node transfers the
actual proxy code 𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 including the identity certificate 𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼 and the user’s ‘request’
𝑟𝑟𝑢𝑢 (specifying the desired AI services) to the user enclave. To this end, the
initiating node encrypts the confidential parts 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒(𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝)𝑘𝑘𝑢𝑢 so that it can only be
decrypted within the enclave using the key 𝑘𝑘𝑢𝑢 – the proxy is finally set up.
𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝

5.2.3.2

Initialization

In this phase, the central manager of the PDSProxy initializes the desired AI
services according to the user’s request 𝑟𝑟𝑢𝑢 . Each AI service goes through the
same individual workflow steps. More precisely, these initialization steps (–
) are identical to those with the same numbering in Section 5.1.2.1 (p. 83).
Alternatively, all AI services per provider can be grouped together, sharing the
same provider enclave (if memory is not an issue here). Same as in Section 5.1.2,
it is important to note that the user enclave starts and also manages the provider
enclaves on the system; with the sandboxing, it can control all system calls, and
it blocks all incoming and outgoing traffic for the next phase.

5.2 pds-external confidential processing
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Figure 5.5: Complete sequence diagram of PDSProxy, showing the proxy variant for
untrusted nodes (in red) and the different initialization modes (specified as
condition). The asterisk (*) marks all ‘remote attestation and key exchange’
steps, whose entire interactions are simplified; for an example of a full remote
attestation flow, we refer to the link21 . The process is similar for distributed
and specifically for device-bound AI services, both differing only in step .
Dashed arrows indicate optional processes.

5.2.3.3

Confidential Operation

In this phase, AI services within the (system call restricted) provider enclaves
can request required confidential user data 𝑑𝑑𝑢𝑢 from the central manager within
the user enclave, using secure inter-enclave communication (). If the required
permissions exist (see Section 4.2.2.1), the central manager streams the user data
from its local cache, i.e., from its memory or from the encrypted data store on the
file system. By default, user data required for the service should be prefetched in
advance or injected in the proxy before transmission ( A / D ) – this is especially
the case for latency-critical offloading tasks from distributed AI services.
Optionally, if the user data does not exist locally or for long-running AI services
(e.g., device-bound AI services in smart home or car environments), which
need updates from time to time, the central manager can request and stream the
required user data from its parent nodes using certificate-based authentication;
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it proceeds as follows (see Figure 5.3): (1) it first requests the direct parent
node (if still available), as this connection is typically characterized with the
lowest latency in the chain; the direct parent node checks its local cache for the
data required. (2) If the direct parent node cannot provide the data, the central
manager requests the data from the DC-PDS via the Internet. (3) If the current
node has no internet connection or cannot connect to the DC-PDS, the algorithm
can then recursively queries its parent nodes, each repeating the first two steps.
The algorithm determines (i) if the requested data is found, (ii) a predefined
timeout occurs, or (iii) no other connections to parent nodes exist, e.g., as the
DC-PDS as chain root is reached. The requested data (if found) can then be
streamed in encrypted form 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒(𝑑𝑑𝑢𝑢 )𝑘𝑘𝑢𝑢 to the central manager—constituting a
confidential stream (referred to as cstream)—and cached locally (also at the
intermediate nodes) for further requests (referred to as hierarchical caching and
streaming). Depending on the use case, this procedure can be adapted. For
example, if latency is not an issue, e.g., as a fallback solution in emergency
situations, PDSProxy can rely on delay-tolerant querying [Meu+17i] (authorship).
For device-bound AI services, the remaining steps (+) are then again identical to those with the same numbering in Section 5.1.2.2. Data newly collected
(e.g., via the sensors of the IoT device) or inferred on the nodes can be synchronized upwards to the DC-PDS as well. For distributed AI services, only step 
is identical to the known one. Step  differs in the way that the result of the
offloaded part of the AI service is sent back to the parent node; PDSProxy can
still remain initiated for new tasks to be offloaded (data offloading) – new data
is transmitted encrypted to the enclaves (this is indicated in Figure 5.5, ).
5.2.4

Case-specific Optimizations

In this section, this thesis contributes two new optimization mechanisms for the
setup and initialization process: one establishes different proxy variants depending
on the trustworthiness of the underlying system (see Figure 5.3); the other
introduces different initialization modes for AI services to cope with the time
constraints of different mobile scenarios (see Figure 5.1).
5.2.4.1

Proxy Variants

The PDSProxy concept is particularly designed for untrusted nodes. When
operating on trusted nodes (those that users trust), however, the proxy setup
process can be simplified: the proxy code 𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 must no longer necessarily run
within an enclave. More precisely, the steps B - D are omitted, as the entire
proxy code 𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 is already transmitted to the node and executed there in step A .
This also means that the data store on the file system does not need to be
encrypted, further reducing the computational overhead. The remaining
steps – remain the same; these steps (except step ) concern the protection
of the confidential parts of AI services and their local personalization with the
streamed confidential user data () – further details were given in Section 5.2.3.

5.2 pds-external confidential processing

Table 5.1: Case-specific initialization modes for external confidential processing of distributed AI services; variant differences are marked in gray. The table entries
indicate the initial location (top header) of the data. Below the top header, the
connection type (via ad-hoc direct connection or the Internet) and the way in
which the data is transferred to the target node is specified: PDSProxy denotes
the initial container that is first transferred ( A ); the term ‘cstream’ denotes
an encrypted transmission from one party directly into its enclave located
on the target node. Encoding: PtS–provider-trusted server; 𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝–proxy code;
𝑒𝑒𝑝𝑝 –provider enclave code; 𝑚𝑚𝑝𝑝 –confidential (encrypted) provider code (or AI
algorithms/models); 𝑟𝑟𝑢𝑢 –user request; 𝑑𝑑𝑢𝑢 –confidential (encrypted) user data.
Target Node

Parent Node

Ad-hoc conn. (←)
Mode

Variant

Ad-hocinitialized

ad-hoc I

Pre-initialized

ID

ad-hoc II

AH2

AH1

–

pre-init I

PI1

𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝

pre-init II

PI2

–

𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 , 𝑚𝑚𝑝𝑝

PDSProxy

cstream

𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 𝑝𝑝𝑢𝑢 , 𝑒𝑒𝑝𝑝

𝑑𝑑𝑢𝑢

𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 𝑝𝑝𝑢𝑢
𝑟𝑟𝑢𝑢
𝑟𝑟𝑢𝑢

Store

Internet (↓)
-

cstream

–

𝑚𝑚𝑝𝑝

𝑑𝑑𝑢𝑢

𝑒𝑒𝑝𝑝

𝑑𝑑𝑢𝑢

–

𝑑𝑑𝑢𝑢

PtS

–

𝑚𝑚𝑝𝑝
𝑚𝑚𝑝𝑝
–

All in all, PDSProxy can run on both un-/trusted nodes (see Figure 5.3) but in
different setup variants (see Figures 5.4+5.5, differences marked in red), ensuring
integrity and confidentiality of AI services and user data at all times.
5.2.4.2

Initialization Modes

Unlike related work, the proposed PDSProxy concept is particularly designed for
an ad-hoc setup from scratch on nearby target (IoT/edge) devices to support
distributed and in particular device-bound AI services. Depending on the
application scenario (see Figure 5.1, c-d), however, this is not always suitable
or even feasible, e.g., due to short contact times, poor Internet connectivity, or
latency-demanding AI services. To cope with these different setup constraints,
PDSProxy further introduces two different initialization modes for distributed
AI services: (1) ad-hoc-initialized (i.e., the proxy is transferred from the parent
node to the target node and initializes itself from scratch), and (2) pre-initialized
(i.e., at least the common non-confidential code is already initialized on the
target node). Each of them has different variants for reasons of optimization, but
without loss of integrity and confidentiality.
Table 5.1 shows the different case-specific initialization modes and their variants;
Figures 5.5 also illustrates these different initialization modes (marked as
conditions). In the ad-hoc-initialized mode, the proxy is transferred to the target
node as usual (steps A - D ); however, step  is different: instead of loading
the AI service, or more precisely, the provider’s enclave code 𝑒𝑒𝑝𝑝 from the store
(ad-hoc I), it can also be injected into the proxy container (PDSProxy) in advance
before it is transferred over the local ad-hoc connection (ad-hoc II). In the
pre-initialized mode, the proxy code 𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 and the non-confidential enclave code 𝑒𝑒𝑝𝑝 of
the selected and available distributed AI services are already pre-initialized at
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the target node. For the former, in the steps A - D , the transfer size is considerably
reduced to the user request 𝑟𝑟𝑢𝑢 (which specifies the desired AI service) and the
attestation process (if necessary – see Section 5.2.4.1). For the latter, steps -
can be prepared before the user even needs the AI services on the node. Here,
the variants of this mode differ only in step : the provider’s confidential
parts of the AI services (including the AI models/algorithms) 𝑚𝑚𝑝𝑝 are either
loaded from the provider-trusted server in a confidential manner (pre-init I) or
already cached on the untrusted file system of the target node (pre-init II). It is
important to note that both variants use the encrypted form 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒(𝑚𝑚𝑝𝑝 )𝑘𝑘𝑝𝑝 with the
provider’s key 𝑘𝑘𝑝𝑝 . In all variants, the confidential user data 𝑑𝑑𝑢𝑢 must still be transferred from the parent node to the target node in a confidential manner (cstream).
All in all, PDSProxy can be initialized on PDS-external nodes (see Figure 5.3)
in two/four different initialization modes/variants (see Table 5.1), ensuring
integrity and confidentiality of AI services and user data at all times.
5.3

concept realization

This section describes the realization of the PDSProxy proof-of-concept prototype
and, in particular, elaborates on the key implementation decisions. To be
compatible with the concepts proposed in Chapter 4 (and the implemented
proof-of-concept prototype), we have built on the software presented in Section 4.3: Docker15 containers with Alpine Linux16 as lightweight security-oriented
Linux distribution are used to package and deploy AI services. LibreSSL17 , which
is integrated in Alpine Linux, and Bouncy Castle18 (for extended cryptographic
and Java language support) is used to realize the PKI for the hierarchicallyoperating PDS proxies (see Section 5.2.2.2).
To realize the PDSProxy concept, two implementation decisions are crucial,
namely those for the sandbox environment (to protect user data from untrusted
provider code) and the trusted execution environment (to protect both user data
and provider code from the underlying system, and to protect the latter also
from the user). For sandboxing AI services, traditional containers are not
sufficient, as they can make system calls directly to the host kernel. While the
kernel can restrict resources through cgroups, namespaces, and seccomp filters,
not all resources can be controlled with these mechanisms, or users must create
a predefined whitelist of system calls. Even with these restrictions, the kernel
still exposes a large surface area that can be directly attacked by malicious AI
services. Running containers in a separate VM provides strong isolation, which
is perfect for sandboxing untrusted provider code, but it involves a large resource
overhead. Kata containers24 and Google gVisor19 are both open-source projects
that address these issues, providing a good balance between isolation and
resource footprint. While Kata slims down VMs to keep the resource footprint
minimal and maximize performance for container isolation, gVisor provides a
sandboxed container runtime, which is compatible with Docker and Kubernetes:
24

https://katacontainers.io (retrieved 06/30/2021)
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gVisor25 is more lightweight than a (slimmed-down) VM but has a similar level
of (strong) isolation through intercepting application system calls and acting as
the guest kernel. While gVisor can adapt to changing resources (unlike VMs),
this flexibility comes at the cost of higher per-system call overhead [You+19].
Having carefully weighed these pros and cons, we decided to use gVisor26 for
sandboxing.
For the hardware-enforced trusted execution environment, we reviewed different
approaches based on Intel SGX 27 for their security features and performance
overhead (see Section 3.3). Particular attention is paid to inter-enclave communication (required for the communication between the user and provider enclaves)
and disk I/O calls (required for the possible caching of encrypted user data or
data stores and provider code including protected AI algorithms and models).
The former should not use untrusted memory, otherwise the usage pattern can
reveal application-specific control flow. The latter must preserve confidentiality
and integrity. We decided to use SGX-LKL28 , as it supports these requirements
for the PDSProxy concept by reducing the number of host call parameter and
only shows a minimal overhead compared to related approaches [Pri+20].
The I/O performance depends in particular on whether in-memory stores
(such as Memcached) are used, as only the integrity of a read-only disk must be
protected here, or whether it writes to disk, and other integrity protection must
be integrated. In addition to this, Intel SGX SDK 2930 and the Intel Attestation
Service31 were used for the PDSProxy prototype.
Although this implementation is limited to Intel x86 architectures, the proposed
concepts can be transferred to other architectures with the corresponding trusted
execution environments. For example, for resource-limited ARM-based devices
such as smartphones, Raspberry PI, or home routers [Kau+18] (the latter will still
be relevant in Chapter 7 as hub for a possible decentralized urban infrastructure),
lightweight ARM TrustZone32 (as it offers SGX-similar features [Bay+20]) and
platform-specific sandboxing techniques can be used.
5.4 methodology
This section presents the evaluation methodology of the proposed PDSProxy concept. The conducted experiments with the PDSProxy prototype implementation

25

https://cloud.google.com/blog/products/identity-security/open-sourcing-gvisor-a-sandboxedcontainer-runtime (retrieved 06/30/2021)
26
https://github.com/google/gvisor (retrieved 06/30/2021)
27
https://www.intel.com/content/www/us/en/architecture-and-technology/software-guardextensions.html (retrieved 06/30/2021)
28
https://github.com/lsds/sgx-lkl (retrieved 06/30/2021)
29
https://github.com/intel/linux-sgx (retrieved 06/30/2021)
30
https://software.intel.com/content/www/us/en/develop/topics/software-guardextensions/sdk.html (retrieved 06/30/2021)
31
https://software.intel.com/content/www/us/en/develop/topics/software-guardextensions/attestation-services.html (retrieved 06/30/2021)
32
https://developer.arm.com/ip-products/security-ip/trustzone (retrieved 06/30/2021)
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(see Section 5.3) examined the following efficiency aspects (with corresponding
hypotheses). In particular, the experiments focused on if and how ...:
1. ... use cases affect the initialization time of PDSProxy, and which are the use
case-specific factors that affect the initialization time.
– 𝐻𝐻11.1 – 𝐻𝐻11.4 : Different sized AI services (of the use cases) require
different amounts of time in each initialization step (–).

2. ... the initialization mode and the trustworthiness of the underlying device
affect the setup time of PDSProxy.
– 𝐻𝐻12.1 : The different initialization modes reduce the total setup time.

3. ... the trustworthiness of the underlying device affect the caching and streaming performance of PDSProxy.
– 𝐻𝐻13.1 : An untrusted node causes a higher read time from its cache than
its trusted equivalent.

– 𝐻𝐻13.2 – 𝐻𝐻13.4 : An untrusted sender (3.2)/ forwarding node (3.3)/ receiver (3.4) causes a higher transfer time than its trusted equivalent.

4. ... the data protection and IP protection mechanisms of PDSProxy affect the
runtime performance of AI models in the training and inference phases.
The experiments were performed in the following test scenarios with well-known
datasets and off-the-shelf devices.
5.4.1

Test Scenarios

The test scenarios were constructed with a view of covering the four ad-hoc
deployment configurations introduced in the motivation of this chapter (see
Figure 5.1, p. 80) and to allow a performance comparison for two different
implementation languages (Java, C++) for one deployment configuration –
these considerations result in the following five test scenarios. These scenarios
cover the most widespread application classes (see Section 2.1.5 and Figure 2.1,
p. 16 ff.) and the most important types of machine learning algorithms (see
Section 2.1.1); the availability of both suitable community datasets and required
AI algorithms or trained/ready-to-use AI models also played a key role in the
selection process for the use cases (see Table 5.2 for an overview).
5.4.1.1

UC1: A Smart Home Use Case

This use case scenario comprises an AI service for person identification, e.g., to
authenticate people unobtrusively in smart home settings, or to provide them
with personalized ambient support [Sad11]. In essence, this AI service is based
on facial recognition; the extracted test procedure is as follows: the provider
trains a general model from public/volunteer data in the cloud in advance and
delivers it encrypted in step  to the local provider enclave. The general model
can extract and detect faces in a video stream. Locally, the AI service obtains
the privacy-sensitive video stream of the home environment from the built-in
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sensors of the target device – or from sensors of connected devices. In addition,
the PDSProxy on the target device can access the locally stored personal data (),
e.g., faces of the house residents with identification information. With this data,
a local matching algorithm can compare the faces recognized from the video
stream by the general model to identify ‘registered’ persons, personalizing parts
of the AI service to them (). All steps have now been performed once – the test
procedure ends here.
To this end, the UC1 test setup uses the AT&T face recognition database33 (formerly
’The ORL Database of Faces’)—comprising 40 users with ten different pictures,
which vary in background, lighting conditions, or face expressions [Sam94].
The test scenario further relies on a Java-based implementation of the Fisherface
method [JL11] as the underlying AI algorithm. [MBM20]
5.4.1.2

UC2: A Fitness & Health Use Case

This use case scenario comprises an AI service for activity support, e.g., to
personalize the training to the individual ambitions [Sch+15b], or to intervene if
the activity level is too low [Rab+15]. In essence, this AI service is based on
activity recognition; the extracted test procedure operates as follows: analogous to
UC 1, the provider trains a general model in the cloud and delivers it encrypted
to the local provider enclave (). The general model can recognize different
physical activities – more details below. Locally, the general model is then
personalized to the user (), with the personal (labeled) data being accessed
in step . All steps have now been performed once – the test procedure ends here.
To this end, the UC2 test setup uses the WISDM human activity recognition34
dataset—comprising 36 users who carry a smartphone in a lab environment
while performing a specific set of six simple activities: {walking, jogging, upstairs,
downstairs, sitting, standing} [KWM11]. The sampling rate of the accelerometer was 20 Hz. The data is divided into 10-second segments from which the
features are extracted. The resulting dataset finally contains 43 features and
5,418 instances, i.e., 150.5 ± 44.7 instances per user. The test scenario further relies on a Java-based implementation of Patching35 [KF18] as the underlying AI
algorithm. [MBM20]
5.4.1.3

UC3: A Transportation Use Case

This use case scenario comprises an AI service for multimodal trip support,
e.g., to suggest routes tailored to individuals by learning about their transport
preferences [Lia+07; Zhe+08b]. In essence, this AI service is based on
transportation mode recognition; the extracted test procedure and the methods
used are analogous to UC2 – only with the following difference: the underlying
AI models instead recognize the transportation modes used by individuals.
33

https://www.face-rec.org/databases (retrieved 06/30/2021)
http://www.cis.fordham.edu/wisdm/dataset.php (retrieved 06/30/2021)
35
https://github.com/Shademan/Patching (retrieved 06/30/2021)
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Table 5.2: Selected use cases (UC) and the extracted test objectives – characterized by
their data set, underlying AI algorithm, and programming language (PL).
UC

Test objective

Dataset

AI algorithm

PL

References

UC1

Face identification

AT&T

Fisherface

Java

[Sam94; JL11]

UC3

Transportation recog.

GeoLife

Patching

Java

[Zhe+09; Zhe+08a; KF18]

UC2
UC4

UC5

Activity recognition
Place detection

Information provision

WISDM

GeoLife
–

Patching

DBSCAN
–

Java
C++

Java

[KWM11; KF18]

[Zhe+09; ZXM10; Est+96]

[Kni+18; DL19; Müh+20]

To this end, the UC3 test setup uses the GeoLife GPS trajectory36 dataset from
Microsoft—comprising 26 selected users who logged their GPS trajectories and
labeled enough of them with four selected transportation modes: {walk, bike, bus,
car} [Zhe+09; Zhe+08a]. A sample is typically recorded every 1-5 seconds or every 5-10 meters, whichever occurred first. The dataset contains 3,960,231 location
values, i.e., 152,316 ± 151,410 locations per user. The dataset transformed for
UC3 finally contains 12 features and 7,511 instances, i.e., 288.9 ± 287.3 instances
per user. The test scenario also relies on a Java-based implementation of Patching35 [KF18] as the underlying AI algorithm. [MBM20]
5.4.1.4

UC4: A Smart Car Use Case

This use case scenario comprises an AI service for driver support, e.g., to
proactively provide navigation or refueling recommendations based on the
driver’s mobility [Nak+12]. In essence, this AI service is based on place and
routine detection; the extracted test procedure operates as follows: the provider
transfers the confidential business logic and a protected clustering algorithm
encrypted to the local provider enclave (). Locally, with the above, a personal
model is trained to identify significant places and intermediate routes from
past trip data (), learning the routines of the user (). All steps have now
been performed once – the test procedure ends here. Taking this use case as
an example, it is important to mention that PDSProxy would work equally
for the user’s own car as well as for a newly-borrowed (foreign) car, providing an identical support, as the data is decoupled from the service and the device.
To this end, the UC4 test setup uses the same dataset36 as that of the previous use
case (UC3) – but only the location values are relevant here [Zhe+09; ZXM10]. The
test scenario further relies on a C++-based implementation of DBSCAN [Est+96]
as the underlying AI algorithm. [MBM20]
5.4.1.5

UC5: A Signpost Use Case

Last but not least, this use case scenario follows the example of Figure 5.1c:
the service (not relying on AI models this time) just provides personalized
information and orientation guidance, e.g., on public displays [DL19] or via
projections [Kni+18] to find the way in airports and train stations [Müh+20].
36

https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/download/details.aspx?id=52367 (retrieved 06/30/2021)

5.5 results

The extracted test procedure is as follows: the provider transfers the confidential
business logic/data encrypted to the local provider enclave (). Locally, the
service requires access to user’s current position(s) and travel data (). Based
on this data, the service ‘only’ looks up user-relevant information (e.g., gate,
boarding and departure time), calculates the direction to the gate and the user’s
arrival time based on the current walking speed, to name just a few (). All
steps have now been performed once – the test procedure ends here.
To this end, the UC5 test setup uses a sample path of a user at Frankfurt Airport (FRA) and sample travel information of the passenger as confidential user
data. The public data on the device includes a one-level map of the airport with
gate information (and a sample flight schedule). Additionally, one can image
other (public and confidential) data that might be of interest to passengers. The
test scenario further relies on an optimized Java-based implementation to obtain
only the user-relevant information from the data described above. [MBM20]
5.4.2

Experimental Setup and Apparatus

For the experiments, an Intel NUC test device hosts the user’s base DC-PDS, and
Udoo Ultra single-board computers (SBCs) are configured to run the PDSProxy
instances. The former device is comparable to today’s smart home servers or
NAS systems; it is equipped with an SGX-enabled 7th-generation Intel Core
i5-7260U dual-core (2/4) x86-processors@2.2GHz (up to 3.4GHz), 16 GB DDR42400-RAM, 500GB SSD, Bluetooth 4.0 (low energy), and WiFi 5 (802.11ac).
The latter device is comparable to the hardware integrated into (IoT/edge) devices [Müh+20]; it comes with an SGX-enabled Intel Pentium (N3710) quad-core
(4/4) x86-processors@1.6GHz (up to 2.56GHz), 8 GB DDR3L-1600-RAM, 128GB
SD card, Bluetooth 4.0 (low energy), and WiFi 5 (802.11ac). All test devices have
Internet and are connected to the cloud with 89.23 ± 3.81 MBit/s.
5.5 results
This section reports and discusses the evaluation results with respect to the
efficiency aspects and corresponding hypotheses described in Section 5.4. The
setup and initialization phases were examined first (see Section 5.5.1), followed
by the confidential operation phase (see Section 5.5.2).
5.5.1 Efficiency I: Case-specific Setup Times
The first set of experiments analyzes the additional setup ( A – D ) and initialization (–) times by measuring the times for each step. Each measurement is
repeated five times; the results are then averaged – which will be reported next.
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Figure 5.6: Initialization times for AI services of UC1-3 within the PDS-internal confidential processing environment – identical for both types of nodes, namely
trusted and untrusted nodes

5.5.1.1

Initialization Times for PDS-internal Processing

In this first experiment, we examined if and how use cases affect the initialization
time of PDSProxy, and which are the use case-specific factors that affect the
initialization time. We also tested the hypotheses 𝐻𝐻11.1 -𝐻𝐻11.4 (see Section 5.4).
To avoid network side effects (in the setup phase), we limited this experiment
to the PDS-internal confidential processing environment, examining only the
initialization times (see Section 5.1). We used the AI services of the three
different use cases UC1–3 that are suitable for this internal environment due to
their nature (see Section 5.4.1): the sizes of the public enclave code (relevant
in step ) and the confidential AI models (relevant in step ) delivered by
providers are as follows: UC1 (: 17.3 MB, : 0.7 MB), UC2 (: 58.6 MB, :
8.5 MB), and UC3 (: 58.6 MB, : 8.3 MB) – note that UC2 and UC3 rely on the
same underlying AI algorithm.
Figure 5.6 shows the initialization times for the AI services of UC1–3 in
PDS-internal environments. We can see that these total initialization times
vary strongly between the different use cases. To examine each setup step
in more detail, we test the hypothesis associated with each step (see Section 5.4). As determined by one-way ANOVA, the analysis showed that there
is no statistically significant difference for step  (𝐹𝐹2,97.8 = 2.76, 𝑝𝑝 = .068)
and step  (𝐹𝐹2,97.3 = 1.61, 𝑝𝑝 = .205) – this means that we fail to reject the
corresponding null hypothesis and cannot accept the alternative hypothesis
𝐻𝐻11.2 (related to step ) and 𝐻𝐻11.3 (related to step ). On the other hand, the
analysis showed a statistically significant difference for step  (𝐹𝐹2,79.9 = 1556,
𝑝𝑝 < .001, accepting 𝐻𝐻11.1 ) and step  (𝐹𝐹2,70.3 = 2487, 𝑝𝑝 < .001, accepting
𝐻𝐻11.4 ) as determined by one-way ANOVA. Post hoc tests with a Bonferroni
correction each (𝛼𝛼 = .05/3 = .0167) revealed that the setup times of step 
and step  for UC1 are statistically significantly lower than those for UC2
and UC3 (both 𝑝𝑝 < .001); there is no statistically significant difference between the setup times of step  (𝑝𝑝 = .415) and step  (𝑝𝑝 = .018) for UC2 and UC3.

Based on this analysis, we can say that the steps +, which concern the setup
of the enclave is use case independent (i.e., independent of the characteristics of
the AI service). Only the initialization times in steps  and , which concern
the download of the public enclave code from the store and the confidential AI
models from the provider-trusted server, differ significantly between use cases
when the respective sizes differ – this means that both steps depend on the use
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Figure 5.7: Setup and initialization times for AI services within the PDS-external confidential processing environment (PDSProxy) on untrusted nodes

case or the characteristics of the AI service (i.e., sizes of enclave code and AI
models). In addition, the initialization times of steps ,  and  depends on the
connectivity to the store and provider-trusted server – this offers optimization
potential that is exploited by the proposed initialization modes, which we will
evaluate in the next experiment (see Section 5.5.1.2).
All in all, the initialization time depends on various (partly use case dependent)
factors that must be taken into account during development. In absolute terms,
the initialization times of the protection mechanisms are sufficient for non-time
critical use cases in which the user is (nearly) ‘static’ in the reference system
of the device (see Figure 5.1a+b, p. 80); however, it takes too long for mobile
scenarios in which the contact times are only in the low-second range.
5.5.1.2

Setup and Initialization Times for PDS-external Processing

In this second experiment, we examined if and how the initialization mode
(described in Section 5.5.1.2) affect the setup and initialization times of PDSProxy
and tested the hypothesis 𝐻𝐻12.1 (see Section 5.4). As the different initialization
modes are designed to deal with the different contact times in the ad-hoc
deployment configurations (see Figure 5.1, p. 80), we used the AI services of the
two different use cases UC4–5 that (i) cover these configurations and (ii) are
suitable for this external environment due to their nature (see Section 5.4.1).
Figure 5.7a (UC4) and Figure 5.7b (UC5) show the setup and initialization time
results for the different initialization modes. There is a statistically significant
difference between the different initialization modes across both use cases as
determined by non-parametric Friedman test [Dem06], 𝜒𝜒 2 (3) = 138, 𝑝𝑝 < .001.
This means that we can reject the corresponding null hypothesis and accept
the hypothesis 𝐻𝐻12.1 . Wilcoxon signed-rank post hoc tests with a Bonferroni
correction (𝛼𝛼 = .05/4 = .0125) confirmed this result, revealing statistically
significant differences in all pairwise comparisons (𝑝𝑝 < .001), as shown below.
More precisely, using the example of UC4, the ad-hoc mode AH2 (𝜇𝜇 = 8.861𝑠𝑠,
𝜎𝜎 = 0.712𝑠𝑠) statistically significantly reduces the total setup and initialization
time compared to AH1 (𝜇𝜇 = 9.355𝑠𝑠, 𝜎𝜎 = 0.709𝑠𝑠). While both ad-hoc modes do not
require any prior setup of the target system, offering a high flexibility, they take
too long for use case scenarios with one-time contacts of a few seconds (see
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Figures 5.1c+d). To further optimize this setup in terms of time, a certain level
of pre-configuration is required, which would in turn restrict the flexibility of
PDSProxy (similar to other/traditional edge computing approaches but not with
advanced data and especially IP protection mechanisms) – in PDSProxy, this is
realized with two pre-init modes (see Table 5.1). Both pre-init modes statistically
significantly reduce the total setup and initialization time compared to the
ad-hoc modes. Specifically, the pre-init mode PI2 (𝜇𝜇 = 3.086𝑠𝑠, 𝜎𝜎 = 0.673𝑠𝑠) has
a statistically significantly lower value than PI1 (𝜇𝜇 = 6.406𝑠𝑠, 𝜎𝜎 = 0.685𝑠𝑠). The
initialization modes in UC5 behave analogously.
In terms of trustworthiness of the underlying devices, PDSProxy offers two
different proxy variants: one for trusted devices (only requiring one setup
step, namely step A ), and one for untrusted devices (requiring all four
setup steps A – D ). The difference between both proxy variants lies in the
setup of a user enclave (Java implementation), which took on average 0.99𝑠𝑠
(𝜎𝜎 = 0.03𝑠𝑠) in the experiment. There is no statistically significant difference
between the setup times of the user enclaves for all use cases considered in the
given experimental setup as determined by Friedman test, 𝜒𝜒 2 (1) = 0.532, 𝑝𝑝 = .466.

For setting up the provider enclave (), which is use case independent
(i.e., independent of the characteristics of the AI service, as shown above), the
crucial parameters are the network conditions (e.g., bandwidth), computing
power, and the implementation language used. For example, the C++-based
implementation used in UC4 can set up the provider enclave fast (𝜇𝜇 = 0.042𝑠𝑠,
𝜎𝜎 = 0.002𝑠𝑠), much faster than the Java-based implementation used in UC5
((𝜇𝜇 = 1.629𝑠𝑠, 𝜎𝜎 = 0.014𝑠𝑠)) – C++ should therefore be the preferred language in
use cases in which the initialization time is critical.
Nonetheless, establishing an ad-hoc connection to a nearby device (𝜇𝜇 = 1.850𝑠𝑠,
𝜎𝜎 = 0.646𝑠𝑠; included in step A ) remains the limiting factor. For example, for
the initialization variant PI2, this step took the most time (88.5% and 60.1%
of the whole setup time for trusted and untrusted nodes, respectively) – the
same issue also arises with (other) edge computing approaches. For this reason,
and since further improvements are beyond the scope of this thesis, we refer to
current network research: Apple’s AWDL ad-hoc protocol – reverse engineered
and made available as open source by Stute and others [SKH18] – in particular
represents a promising starting point for future work.

All in all, the proposed setup optimizations in form of the proxy variants and the
initialization modes can be successfully adapted to the (trusted or untrusted)
systems involved and the requirements of the respective use case – we showed a
significant reduction in the setup and initialization times of PDSProxy without
compromising the data and IP protection mechanisms.
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Figure 5.8: Streaming performance overhead () of PDSProxy: a chain is encoded with
U and T for every un-/trusted node respectively; the streaming direction
is from left to right, i.e., the first (or the leftmost) node in the chain is the
sender, which loads the data from its local cache/store, and sends it to the
last (or the rightmost) node in the chain via all intermediate nodes (if any).

5.5.2 Efficiency II: Runtime Performance
The second set of experiments evaluates the runtime performance in the operation phase (–). Again, each measurement is repeated five times; the results
are then averaged – which will be reported next.
5.5.2.1

Caching and Streaming Performance on Un-/Trusted Nodes

In this experiment, we examined if and how the trustworthiness of the underlying
device affect the caching and streaming performance of PDSProxy and tested the
four hypotheses 𝐻𝐻13.1 –𝐻𝐻13.4 (see Section 5.4).

Figure 5.8 shows the caching and streaming performance () across several
constructed chains of un-/trusted nodes: for simplicity, we encode a trusted
node with T and an untrusted node with U; for example, a chain of three
nodes (trusted node → untrusted node → untrusted node) is then encoded as
TUU, whereby the leftmost node is the sender that loads the data from its local
cache/store and sends it to the rightmost node in the chain via all intermediate
nodes (if any). Nodes running PDSProxy can connect ad hoc over WiFi; the
first hop in these constructed chains with more than two nodes goes over
the Internet from the first node, which is always the base DC-PDS (leftmost node).

With this setup, we can first of all see a low performance overhead for local
caching, lying in the low millisecond range; only for larger data sizes (10MB+)
on an untrusted node, the read time increases more strongly due to the
encryption required. As determined by Friedman test, 𝜒𝜒 2 (1) = 25.6, 𝑝𝑝 < .001, the
read times on untrusted nodes are statistically significantly higher than those
on trusted nodes (cf. U vs. T) – this means that we can accept the hypothesis 𝐻𝐻13.1 .
We can also see that the requesting and streaming of data from another node
further increase the transfer time obviously due to the additional network
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operations. Here, the number of nodes involved is not as crucial as the
trustworthiness and the role of the node involved. As determined by Friedman
test, 𝜒𝜒 2 (1) = 64.8, 𝑝𝑝 < .001 (accepting 𝐻𝐻13.2 ), an untrusted sender causes a higher
transfer time than its trusted equivalent (cf. the relevant chains: TT vs. UT, and
TU vs. UU). The same is true for forwarding nodes: as determined by Friedman
test, 𝜒𝜒 2 (1) = 46.2, 𝑝𝑝 < .001 (accepting 𝐻𝐻13.3 ), an untrusted forwarding node
causes a higher transfer time than its trusted equivalent (cf. the relevant chains:
TTT vs. TUT, UTU vs. UUU, TTU vs. TUU, and UTT vs. UUT). For the receiver
role, we fail to reject the corresponding null hypothesis and cannot accept the
alternative hypothesis 𝐻𝐻13.4 : as determined by Friedman test, 𝜒𝜒 2 (1) = .2, 𝑝𝑝 = .655,
there is no statistically significant difference between untrusted and trusted
receivers (cf. the relevant chains: TT vs. TU, and UT vs. UU).
For example, in a two-node chain (e.g., personal mobile device → edge device),
if the sender is a trusted node, there is no significant streaming performance
overhead, regardless of the trustworthiness of the receiver. In a three-node chain
(e.g., home server/private cloud → personal mobile device → edge device),
there is only a significant performance overhead if the first two nodes in the
chain are not trusted. In practice, however, the sender is typically a trusted node
fully controlled by the user. In such a case, the streaming of user data with a size
up to 10MB took place in the millisecond range regardless of the trustworthiness
of the other nodes in the two- or three-node chain within this experiment –
even time-critical use cases in the low-second range can be handled in this setting.
All in all, depending on the setting, i.e., only if the sender and forwarding nodes
are untrusted, PDSProxy can cause performance overhead for both local caching
and data streaming. In all cases, however, user data is strongly protected against
the providers and, on untrusted devices, against them as well.
5.5.2.2

Local Operation Performance with Maximal Data and IP Protection

In this experiment, we examined if and how the data protection and IP protection
mechanisms of PDSProxy affect the runtime performance of AI models in the
training and inference phases. To this end, we consider all use cases (see
Section 5.4.1), as all corresponding AI services go through these steps.
Table 5.3 shows the operation performance of AI services () within PDSProxy.
This experiment distinguishes between (a) the local training task—i.e., the
local personalization step—and (b) the inference task, both of which are typical
processes for AI models (see Section 2.1.2) [MBM20]. It is important to note
that our goal in this experiment is not to improve any AI algorithms/models –
quite the contrary, these are only considered as black boxes; the effects of the
proposed protection mechanisms are the focus of this analysis.
Compared to the baseline, where user data and provider code are unprotected,
they are strongly protected from other parties in the confidential processing
environments of PDSProxy. This comes at the expense of AI services taking
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Table 5.3: Operation performance overhead () of PDSProxy compared to the nonconfidential case (baseline) on exemplary use cases (UC) – see Table 5.2.
(a) Training task (‘local share’)
UC
UC1

Baseline [s]

Overh.

2.913 ± 0.140

2.78

0.040 ± 0.005

–

–

0.003 ± 0.000

15.073 ± 2.162

0.670 ± 0.000

0.990 ± 0.000

0.770 ± 0.004

UC5

–

UC4

PDSProxy [s]

3.905 ± 0.138

UC3

UC2

0.190 ± 0.007

(b) Inference task

0.690 ± 0.039

2.86
2.63

0.47

Baseline [s]

0.002 ± 0.001
0.004 ± 0.000
0.090 ± 0.000

PDSProxy [s]

Overh.

0.196 ± 0.019

3.90

0.008 ± 0.000

1.67

0.007 ± 0.003
0.009 ± 0.003

0.140 ± 0.010

2.50

1.25

0.55

longer in such an environment: their overhead ranges between 2.63 and 2.86
for the training tasks and between 1.25 and 3.90 for the inference tasks in
Java-based implementations; in the C++-implementation (see UC4), the
overhead is only about 0.5 for both tasks. The overhead is generally caused by
the additional cryptographic operations to encrypt the memory for both the user
and provider enclaves. As this memory per enclave is very limited (concretely,
maximal 96MB for the SGX implementation used), swapping processes are the
main reason for the overhead. In the use cases, these occur mainly due to
the memory-intensive programming language used (e.g., Java in UC1-3), a
high computational complexity of AI algorithms (see UC2+3) and the size
of user data (e.g., images in UC1). Although UC4 uses an algorithm with a
high computational complexity 𝑂𝑂(𝑛𝑛2 ) (in the worst case) and larger input
data sets, the overhead of the C++-implementation is comparatively low,
i.e., a memory-intensive programming language such as Java (and its runtime
environment) contributes the most to the overhead.
Although PDSProxy entailed an overhead in all use cases, the execution times
for the inference tasks are in absolute terms in the low one- to three-digit
milliseconds range (< 200𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚). In this respect, these low execution times still
make PDSProxy suitable for most scenarios including mobile scenarios, despite
the overhead. However, depending on scenario (e.g., ad-hoc deployment
scenario with short contact times in the low second range – see Figure 5.1c+d),
the training overhead is too high. In such scenarios, PDSProxy requires runtime
optimizations; the following three ways can be considered for this. (1) Developers can optimize their AI services to avoid swapping processes. For
example, developers can only execute necessary and worth protecting parts of
the AI service in the enclave. They can also use a lightweight programming
language and seek to reduce the computational complexity and the size of
the data required for their services. (2) Resource-intensive training tasks can
also be distributed across multiple enclaves, as proposed in [EN20] – this can
accelerate the training up to 4.7x (but additional setup effort must then be
considered). In Chapter 8, we will propose another way of proactive deployment
to conceal the inherent setup and initialization overhead (including the training
or personalization of AI models). Apart from that, this thesis refers to current
security research: (3) we strongly assume that the available memory capacity of
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Table 5.4: A summary assessment of the contributions made in this chapter based on the
requirements established in Section 3.3.1 – a comparison with the state of the
art protection approaches at system level is given by Section 3.3.2 and Table 3.2

Support for Ad-hoc Deployment



Support of Any Use Case

 


Support of Any AI Algorithm



Applicability

Data Streaming (local/1-/n-hop)

Runtime Optimization

/ /

Low Performance Overhead
Initialization Optimization

PDSProxy†‡

Protection Against Untrusted Code

Contribution

Confidentiality (code/data)

Data/Code Protection Performance

Integrity (code/data)
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 / /   

Encoding: fulfillment of requirements (see Section 3.3.1): –fulfilled, 
–partially fulfilled,
–little or not fulfilled; HW/SW prerequisites: –TEE (e.g., SGX, TrustZone), –sandbox,
‡–PKI; primary development context: †–specially designed for AI algorithms.

an enclave will continue to increase in future—leading to reduced swapping
processes and to a better support of resource-intensive AI services.
All in all, while user data and the provider code are always strongly protected
against the other parties involved, this is at the expense of an overhead for both
training and inference tasks in AI algorithms. While this is not an issue for nontime-critical use cases (e.g., smart home use cases), as the execution times of the
user-experience-critical inference tasks are in the low millisecond range, in other
cases (e.g., in mobile scenarios) a resource-intensive training still needs to be
optimized or distributed over several enclaves.
5.6 conclusion
This chapter presents PDSProxy, a confidential distributed processing environment that protects both user data and providers’ intellectual property at system
level. To this end, PDSProxy combines sandbox and TEE approaches (based on
enclaves) together with case-specific initialization optimizations, achieving a
unique tradeoff between data/code protection, performance, and applicability.
5.6.1

A Unique Tradeoff at System Level

Table 5.4 shows a summary assessment of PDSProxy based on the requirements
established in Section 3.3.1 – supported by the evaluation provided in this
chapter. A comprehensive comparison with the state of the art can be made

5.6 conclusion

using Table 3.2 (p. 44), confirming the unique tradeoff achieved by PDSProxy.
In terms of data and code protection, related work can ensure the integrity and
confidentiality of both using a single enclave, but then the provider code has to
take care of the data retrieval (e.g., streaming user data from other devices),
which makes it inflexible; otherwise the retrieval part is unprotected against
the system (see Section 3.3). In addition, only a few approaches integrate
mechanisms to protect user data from untrusted provider code. PDSProxy
contributed a concept to address this three-party confidentiality challenge by
establishing two separate enclaves, namely a user enclave (to protect the user
data against the system) and a provider enclave (to protect the provider code
against the system and the user) instantiated by the user enclave. Inter-enclave
communication allows the confidential exchange of user data. Sandboxing of
the provider enclave provides protection against untrusted provider code and
the control of outgoing system calls (e.g., to prevent leakage of confidential
user data). In this way, PDSProxy locally establishes a confidential processing
environment that are attested by both parties, temporarily expanding the user
territory and the provider territory, even to untrusted (third-party) devices.
Data and code are transferred there only in encrypted form – this ensures
integrity and confidentiality of data and code at system level.
In terms of performance, similar to related work, PDSProxy entails an overhead
that is caused by the protection mechanisms – this overhead is only low for
related works that are specialized (e.g., protecting passwords only [Kra+18])
and do not cope with the three-party confidentiality challenge. Unlike related
work, PDSProxy contributed two initialization optimizations to speed up the
initialization process without compromising protection, which is particularly
relevant for ad-hoc deployment of distributed/device-bound AI services on
nearby devices. Proxy variants as the first optimization slim down the setup
process depending on the trustworthiness of the underlying system. Different
initialization modes as the second optimization provide either flexibility or a fast
setup process depending on the use case requirements. The evaluation showed
a significant reduction in setup and initialization times across the use cases.
In terms of applicability, PDSProxy is particularly designed to support all phases
of AI services, but it is generic in a way that it can also be applied to other
applications. Similar to most of the related work, PDSProxy is not restricted
to a specific AI algorithm or use case. To apply PDSProxy, it also requires a
minimum of prerequisites on the target devices, namely TEE hardware support
and compatibility with a sandbox solution (see Section 5.2.1). Compared to
related work (see Section 3.3.2), PDSProxy is the first approach that enables
an ad-hoc deployment of these strong protection mechanisms on nearby
devices (e.g., in mobile scenarios) and supports hierarchical data caching and
streaming across multiple untrusted and trusted nodes in a fully confidential way.
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5.6.2

Integration & Outlook

The protection mechanism presented in this chapter constitutes a technical
measure against untrusted underlying systems – this is not only limited to the
user’s local system running the personal data store (see DC-PDS introduced
in Chapter 4), but also as a new achievement ad hoc on other third-party
devices (e.g., IoT/edge devices) without compromising the protection offered.
Specifically, PDSProxy expands the territories of both the user and the provider
to systems untrusted for them to ensure the protection of user data and provider
code, addressing the three-party confidentiality challenge.
All in all, PDSProxy contributes confidential processing environments and mechanisms to ad hoc deploy them, addressing the second basic requirement (N2) of
distributed and in particular device-bound AI services. However, these protection mechanisms do not allow (authorized but untrusted) providers to improve
their shared AI models by this user data in order to provide more efficient AI
services for new users. This issue will be addressed next in Chapter 6.

6

P R I VAC Y- E N H A N C I N G P E R S O N A L I Z AT I O N O F A I
S E RV I C E S
The contributions from the previous two chapters dealt with the protection
of personal data at management level (see Chapter 4) and at system level (see
Chapter 5). This chapter contributes to the protection of personal data at AI level
– the categorization scheme is described in Section 3.1 (see also Figure 3.2, p. 33).
“Yet advancing AI by collecting huge personal profiles is laziness, not efficiency. [..] For
artificial intelligence to be truly smart, it must respect human values, including privacy.
If we get this wrong, the dangers are profound. [..] We can achieve both great artificial
intelligence and great privacy standards. It’s not only a possibility, it is a responsibility. In
the pursuit of artificial intelligence, we should not sacrifice the humanity, creativity, and
ingenuity that define our human intelligence.”
Tim Cook, CEO, Apple, 2018 [She18]

With these words, Tim Cook once again characterizes the ongoing and indispensable need for data protection mechanisms in AI services. He particularly
highlights the challenge of providing effective and efficient AI services while
protecting user privacy – competing requirements that have been identified
and elaborated in Section 3.4.1. For example, personalization is a common and
important way to improve the performance of AI models for individuals (see
Section 2.1.3), but it may lead to efficiency issues, if it is performed locally on the
user’s device, and to privacy issues, if it is performed elsewhere [Ser+18].
As shown in the review of related work in Section 3.4.2, none of the latest
data protection approaches can fulfill all these category-specific requirements
to a high extent at the same time. For instance, data modifying approaches
(e.g., based on differential privacy [Dwo06; Aba+16]) have a low overhead
(efficiency), but their inherent conflict between the usefulness of personal
data and user privacy remains unsolved. While data-encrypting approaches
(e.g., based on HE [Gen09; Dow+16] and SMC [Pin02; MZ17]) are perfectly
suited to ensure confidentiality and integrity of data, low computational
efficiency for a limited set of operations limits their applicability. Data-minimizing
approaches, on the other hand, are more diverse: some (e.g., CSN [Lan+11])
can achieve high effectiveness while minimizing the amount of personal data
required in the cloud-based training – but user privacy cannot be guaranteed, as
(raw) personal data leaves the user territory; others (e.g., Google’s Federated
Learning [McM+17]) only require to share model parameters/ weights of locally
trained models – but the effectiveness of the aggregated model is comparable
to that of a general model, i.e., relatively low for some users compared to
the effectiveness of their personal models. Last but not least, data-confining
approaches (e.g., local training [Ser+18]) are best suited to achieve high
(personalization) accuracy while preserving user privacy: they can give AI
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services full access to local data that never leaves the user territory – but low
efficiency (e.g., labeling effort, local resource use) remains an open issue. [MM21]
In this context, we focus on AI services relying on supervised learning algorithms
(see Section 2.1.1) and, in particular, address the challenge of achieving high
efficiency in local classification tasks by reducing both the labeling effort for
users and local resource use. The contribution of this chapter is twofold. First,
the chapter presents the {P}Net concept, which (i) enables personalized AI
services while protecting user privacy through local data confinement, and
(ii) addresses the cold-start problem for new users in classification tasks
by anonymously sharing model updates based on inter-user similarity (see
Section 6.1). Second, the chapter reports and discusses the evaluation results
of {P}Net on two publicly available sensing datasets (see Section 6.2 - 6.4). The
results demonstrate four aspects of {P}Net: its feasibility, efficiency (in terms of
labeling effort and local resource use), effectiveness (in terms of accuracy of the
model and usefulness of personal data), and robustness.
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6.1

the {p}net concept

This section presents the {P}Net concept, a data protection approach at AI
level, which is particularly designed for classification tasks in supervised
learning. Figure 6.1 gives an overview of the {P}Net architecture. {P}Net
first assumes a general model (GM), which can be learned in different ways,
e.g., ‘classically’ from voluntary data or in a more privacy-preserving way
through differential privacy or federated learning approaches (see Section 3.4.2).
Such a general model does not require personal data of the target users; it
can work well for many target users but typically not for all (see Table 6.1, p. 124).
Starting from a general model, {P}Net comprises two buildings blocks, namely
 local personalization (LP) and  community-based personalization (CP), to
address this issue in a privacy-enhancing way by exploiting their individual
strengths. Both building blocks are now explained in detail below.
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Figure 6.1: Overview of the {P}Net architecture. {P}Net comprises two buildings blocks:
 local personalization (LP), and  community-based personalization (CP).
The hand symbol indicates a required labeling effort; triangles represent personal data; and rectangles depict AI models (the gray rectangle represents the
general model; all others colored rectangles are user-specific model updates).

6.1.1 Local Personalization (LP)
This first building block () takes advantage of a ‘divisible’ AI algorithm to
decouple the personalization task from the general model training task (Fig. 6.1,
left). Specifically, this building block assumes a personalization algorithm that
can locally adapt a general model to the respective users based on their personal
data (Fig. 6.1, bottom left): the adaptation of (general) classification models
for individuals can significantly improve performance for them and avoids
learning from scratch (i.e., it requires less personal data than training a fully
personal model for the same performance), as various research has shown
(e.g., [Ser+18]); the local execution ensures the user’s privacy, as only the
subsequent personalization step requires personal data locally, i.e., no personal
data needs to be transferred (see data-confining approaches in Section 3.4.2). We
refer to this building block as ‘local personalization’ or abbreviated as LP.
Formally, LP starts with the general model 𝐶𝐶0 , which is assumed as immutable
– this is a prerequisite for the second building block, to which we will come
back in the next section. 𝐶𝐶0 can classify a general instance space 𝐷𝐷 of instances 𝑥𝑥
with labels 𝑙𝑙(𝑥𝑥) quite well with a high probability 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃[𝐶𝐶0 (𝑥𝑥) = 𝑙𝑙(𝑥𝑥)]. Locally, for
a user 𝑢𝑢𝑖𝑖 (𝑖𝑖 > 0, marking user-specific variables below) with another labeling
function 𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑖 (𝑥𝑥) and underlying (local, user-specific) instance space 𝐷𝐷𝑖𝑖 , 𝐶𝐶0 typically
makes less accurate predictions:
𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃[𝐶𝐶0 (𝑥𝑥) = 𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑖 (𝑥𝑥)] ≤ 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃[𝐶𝐶0 (𝑥𝑥) = 𝑙𝑙(𝑥𝑥)], 𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖

(6.1)
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To overcome the worse performance of 𝐶𝐶0 for this user, a personalization algorithm with the following characteristics is applied: such an algorithm can
𝑝𝑝
train a new model 𝐶𝐶𝑖𝑖 on 𝐷𝐷𝑖𝑖 and data from predictions outputted by 𝐶𝐶0 so that
the resulting ensemble 𝐶𝐶𝑖𝑖 benefits greatly from a small ∣𝐷𝐷𝑖𝑖 ∣ and improves the
performance for this user as follows:
𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃[𝐶𝐶𝑖𝑖 (𝑥𝑥) = 𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑖 (𝑥𝑥)] ≥𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃[𝐶𝐶0 (𝑥𝑥) = 𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑖 (𝑥𝑥)], 𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖

(6.2)

In this way, 𝐶𝐶0 is adapted to the user with less personal data than training a
completely personal model that is only trained on 𝐷𝐷𝑖𝑖 from scratch and achieves
the same performance [Ser+18] – this results in a lower labeling effort. Given
𝑝𝑝
that 𝐶𝐶𝑖𝑖 updates 𝐶𝐶0 , we refer to it as a model update.

We will now exemplify how LP can be performed by using Patching35 [KF18],
which represents one potential algorithm of this category of algorithms that
fulfill the above conditions. Given 𝐶𝐶0 , Patching locally trains a binary classifier 𝐸𝐸𝑖𝑖
on 𝐷𝐷𝑖𝑖 that can identify specific error regions 𝑅𝑅𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 (𝑗𝑗 > 0) in the instance space, in
which 𝐶𝐶0 incorrectly classifies 𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 . For these error regions, a new classifier
𝑝𝑝
(or internally an ensemble of classifiers) 𝐶𝐶𝑖𝑖 = 𝑓𝑓(𝑅𝑅𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 ∣𝐶𝐶0 ) is trained. The resulting
overall classifier 𝐶𝐶𝑖𝑖 is then composed as follows:
⎧
𝑝𝑝
⎪
⎪ 𝐶𝐶 , 𝐸𝐸𝑖𝑖 (𝑥𝑥) = 1 ∧ 𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 (𝑥𝑥)
𝐶𝐶𝑖𝑖 (𝑥𝑥) = ⎨ 𝑖𝑖
⎪
⎪
⎩ 𝐶𝐶0 , 𝐸𝐸𝑖𝑖 (𝑥𝑥) = 0

(6.3)

For a new instance 𝑥𝑥′ , 𝐶𝐶𝑖𝑖 decides based on the location of 𝑥𝑥′ in the instance space
𝑝𝑝
either to use the model update 𝐶𝐶𝑖𝑖 or ‘fall back’ to the general model 𝐶𝐶0 . For
more technical details on Patching beyond the understanding required for this
thesis, the reader is referred to [KF18].
All in all, this first building block is characterized by the usual tradeoff of dataconfining approaches (see Section 3.4): LP provides high performance through a
personalized model (in relation to the general model) with full privacy protection
(as personal data is only used locally) and a moderate local resource use (as only
the lightweight personalization task has to be performed locally). On the other
hand, LP still has a cold-start problem for new users, as it needs labeled data for
the personalization tasks – in case of explicit feedback, users also have a labeling
effort that should not be underestimated, as it may lead to a bad user experience.
6.1.2

Community-based Personalization (CP)

The second building block () builds on the first one and is the actual contribution of this chapter: it addresses the cold-start problem (concerning the issue of
requiring labeled data in supervised learning) and efficiency issues with (local)
personalization of classification models for new users. Intuitively, the underlying
assumption of this building block is that a personalized model (or a model
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update) of one user may also work well for other users who have a similar data
distribution as the former – this assumption has to hold for the personalization
algorithm used for LP (see Section 6.1.1). By implication, finding a user with
similar data characteristics to those of a new user can determine which (shared)
personalized model (or model update) can work for this new user, too. We refer
to this building block as ‘community-based personalization’ or abbreviated as CP.
CP comprises two stages (Fig. 6.1, right): (a) a few to many users or volunteers
anonymously share model updates originating from the LP step to populate a
central repository; (b) the mass of new users starts directly to request appropriate model updates from this repository to overcome the cold-start problem as
mentioned above. In this way, the cold-start problem that a new user may have
with data labeling becomes another kind of cold-start problem for the provider
in terms of initially populating a repository with model updates (similar to the
challenge of training an initial general model). We will now describe the two
stages in more detail and discuss possible practices for use (see also Section 6.4).
6.1.2.1

Populating the Central Repository With Model Updates

In this first stage, the central repository is populated with model updates and
corresponding user-specific signatures, which are a kind of characteristics representation of the user data on which the model updates were trained and that
still allow similarity comparisons with other users (see Figure 6.1, -a) – these
signatures will be used in the next stage to find appropriate model updates
for a new user (see Section 6.1.2.2). In the following, we will first explain the
generation of such signatures and the anonymous sharing process of model
updates to the central repository.
Generation of a User-specific Signature

To decouple each model update 𝐶𝐶𝑖𝑖 trained in the LP step from the (personal)
training data of the creating user 𝑢𝑢𝑖𝑖 , which would be required for similarity
comparisons with other users [Lan+11], we introduce so-called signatures. In particular, these signatures should not contain any (raw) user data or it should not be
possible to exactly reconstruct personal data from these signatures. At the same
time, however, these signatures should still retain inter-user similarity characteristics. To meet these requirements, CP uses Location-sensitive Hashing (LSH)37
to build inter-user similarity-preserving histogram representations 𝑇𝑇(𝑢𝑢𝑖𝑖 ) [Ji+12].
𝑝𝑝

Figure 6.2 illustrates the two-step generation process of such signatures. In the
first step, LSH is used as a probabilistic dimension reduction method that maps
′
the 𝑑𝑑-dimensional instance space ℝ𝑑𝑑 to a lower 𝑑𝑑′ -dimensional space {0, 1}𝑑𝑑
(1 < 𝑑𝑑′ < 𝑑𝑑). In contrast to cryptographic hash functions that seek to avoid hash
collisions, LSH relies on a hash function family H that can preserve the local
relations or similarity 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠(𝑥𝑥𝑎𝑎 , 𝑥𝑥𝑏𝑏 ) between the data 𝑥𝑥𝑎𝑎 , 𝑥𝑥𝑏𝑏 ∈𝐷𝐷𝑖𝑖 by seeking to

37

We use Super-bit LSH, a LSH implementation that features better similarity-preserving properties
by orthogonalizing the projection vectors – compared to other LSH implementations [Ji+12]
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Figure 6.2: Schematic representation of the signature (𝑇𝑇𝑔𝑔 ) generation. In this example, the data space (left) has the dimension d=2; only the hash function
𝑔𝑔1 (𝑥𝑥) = [ℎ1 (𝑥𝑥), ℎ2 (𝑥𝑥)] is shown for the sake of clarity. Each data point (colored triangles; the star and plus symbols should help to a better comprehend
the mapping) is mapped into a single bucket in each of the N hash tables
(middle) using the respective hash functions 𝑔𝑔𝑗𝑗 (𝑥𝑥) (1 ≤ 𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗). In the last
step, each hash table (or histogram) is normalized, and all hash tables are
represented as a matrix (right).

maximize hash collisions for similar data samples. This means that similar data
points have the same hash value ℎ(𝑥𝑥) with a high probability [Lan+11]:
𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃ℎ∈H [ℎ(𝑥𝑥𝑎𝑎 ) = ℎ(𝑥𝑥𝑏𝑏 )] = 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠H (𝑥𝑥𝑎𝑎 , 𝑥𝑥𝑏𝑏 ), {𝑥𝑥𝑎𝑎 , 𝑥𝑥𝑏𝑏 } ∈𝐷𝐷𝑖𝑖

(6.4)

To get a similarity-preserving histogram representation, CP randomly sam′
ples 𝐿𝐿 independent {0, 1}𝑑𝑑 -valued hash functions ℎ(𝑥𝑥) from H, defining a
concatenated function 𝑔𝑔(𝑥𝑥) = [ℎ1 (𝑥𝑥), ℎ2 (𝑥𝑥), ..., ℎ𝐿𝐿 (𝑥𝑥)]. In this way, the probability
of false positives (distant data points are hashed together in the same bucket)
decreases exponentially, but the probability of false negatives (close data
points are hashed apart) increases [Tei+13]. To overcome this issue, multiple
functions 𝑔𝑔𝑗𝑗 ∈ G (1 ≤ 𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗) are used to build N independent hash tables
(middle of the Figure 6.2). The number of hash tables (𝑁𝑁 = ∣G∣) determines
the tradeoff between efficiency and accuracy [Lan+11] – this tradeoff will be
further analyzed in Section 6.2.3. If only one data point would be considered
(i.e., no hash collisions exist in the hash tables) and if a large number of
LSH keys would be observed, this single data point could be approximately
localized but ‘only’ in a sector of a hyperplane within the instance space [Pat12].
By applying the hash functions 𝑔𝑔𝑗𝑗 ∈ G to the whole dataset 𝐷𝐷𝑖𝑖 , hash collisions (i.e., different data points with the same hash key are mapped together
in the same bucket of a hash table) prevent such localization of single data points.
In the second step, the histogram vectors 𝐻𝐻𝑔𝑔𝑗𝑗 resulting from each hash table 𝑔𝑔𝑗𝑗 ∈ G
are normalized (i.e., information about the absolute number of underlying data
∣𝐷𝐷𝑖𝑖 ∣ is lost) and then transferred into a matrix as follows:
𝑇𝑇𝑔𝑔 (𝑢𝑢𝑖𝑖 ) = ∣𝐷𝐷𝑖𝑖 ∣−1 [𝐻𝐻𝑔𝑔1 , .., 𝐻𝐻𝑔𝑔𝑁𝑁 ]⊺

(6.5)

Here, {𝑥𝑥𝑠𝑠 , 𝑠𝑠 = 1..∣𝐷𝐷𝑖𝑖 ∣} is the considered data of a user 𝑢𝑢𝑖𝑖 for training the model
𝑝𝑝
update 𝐶𝐶𝑖𝑖 . Each element of the resulting (normalized) histogram representations
𝐻𝐻𝑔𝑔𝑗𝑗 can be regarded as a bucket representing the frequency of the user data
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mapped. It is important to note that these mapping functions 𝑔𝑔𝑗𝑗 (𝑥𝑥) ∈ G are known
to all participating users in the system in order to maintain comparability. {P}Net

uses this matrix representation 𝑇𝑇𝑔𝑔 (𝑢𝑢𝑖𝑖 ) ∈ [0, 1]𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁 (referred to as signature in the
following) as an irreversible representative [Hoy14] for the underlying training
data characteristics of a user 𝑢𝑢𝑖𝑖 .
𝑑𝑑′

Anonymous Sharing of Model Updates

To populate the central repository, users or volunteers 𝑢𝑢𝑖𝑖 can share their
𝑝𝑝
model updates 𝐶𝐶𝑖𝑖 together with the corresponding signatures 𝑇𝑇𝑔𝑔 (𝑢𝑢𝑖𝑖 ) (see
Figure 6.1, -a). As shared model updates in particular may negatively affect
the user’s privacy depending on the classification algorithm used (e.g., through
membership inference attacks [Sho+17]), the following two complementary
approaches are conceivable: the initial population can be made by a few (to
many) paid users or volunteers, also to solve the cold-start problem before the
service is released; after the release of the service, voluntary users (e.g., due to
offered incentives by the provider) may also share model updates anonymously
through an anonymization network, which is used to ensure sender anonymity
– this prevents the linkability (from communication metadata) between the
𝑝𝑝
shared model updates with signatures {𝐶𝐶𝑖𝑖 , 𝑇𝑇𝑔𝑔 (𝑢𝑢𝑖𝑖 )} and the sharing users 𝑢𝑢𝑖𝑖 .

We will now exemplify how CP can be performed by using Crowds [RR98],
which represents one potential approach for such an anonymization network
that fulfills the requirement of sender anonymity. Crowds relies on probabilistic/randomized forwarding that hides the communication relationships by
using a distributed network of participating service users (the broker network).
More precisely, users can communicate with each other independently from
the AI service provider (e.g., via an underlying peer-to-peer network); they
work together as brokers to deliver the message (model update) to its recipient
(AI service provider) by probabilistically relaying the message: the message
circulates among the users for an unknown and undefined amount of time until
a random broker (user) delivers the message to its recipient. We assume that
the AI service providers have no knowledge of the global message flow, i.e., they
do not cooperate with Internet service providers. In this way, all participating
users 𝑈𝑈 are equally likely to be the creator of a message. Thus, the resulting
linking probability is 1/∣𝑈𝑈∣ [RR98] – the greater the number of participating
users, the less likely that the AI service provider is able to link model updates to
their creators. Even if the AI service provider would be a forwarding member
with multiple user identities (i.e., provider-controlled nodes) 𝑈𝑈𝑐𝑐 ∈ 𝑈𝑈 in the
network, anonymity guarantees can be determined by the certainty of the
provider to identify its predecessor as the creator of the message. Achieving
a rather conservative level of anonymity, e.g., 𝑝𝑝 𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 as the probable innocence,
the number of all participating users ∣𝑈𝑈∣ must be large enough to satisfy the
𝑝𝑝𝑓𝑓
inequation ∣𝑈𝑈∣ ≥ 𝑝𝑝 −0.5
⋅ (∣𝑈𝑈𝑐𝑐 ∣ + 1) with a forwarding probability 𝑝𝑝𝑓𝑓 > 0.5 [RR98].
𝑓𝑓

Other potential approaches that can also ensure sender anonymity are from the
group of DCnets (dining-cryptographer networks) such as ADCnets [GDM18]
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and Dissent [CF10] – a comprehensive survey of potential approaches and their
characteristics is given by [Shi+18].
6.1.2.2

Requesting Community-based Model Updates

Assuming a populated repository R, the mass of new service users 𝑢𝑢𝑘𝑘 can
then request an appropriate community model 𝐶𝐶𝑚𝑚 from this repository
only using their signature 𝑇𝑇𝑔𝑔 (𝑢𝑢𝑘𝑘 ) (see Figure 6.1, -b). The procedure is as
follows: a user 𝑢𝑢𝑘𝑘 creates a signature 𝑇𝑇𝑔𝑔 (𝑢𝑢𝑘𝑘 ) (as described in the last section)
with only those personal data 𝐷𝐷𝑘𝑘 that are needed for the service (or in
other words, which would serve in the LP step for training a personalized
model). This signature 𝑇𝑇𝑔𝑔 (𝑢𝑢𝑘𝑘 ) can then be used to request a model update
at the central repository by searching for similar signatures and associated
𝑝𝑝
model updates {𝑇𝑇𝑔𝑔 (𝑢𝑢𝑗𝑗 ), 𝐶𝐶𝑗𝑗 } ∈ R – as it is expected that such model updates
𝐶𝐶𝑗𝑗 from other users 𝑢𝑢𝑗𝑗 will improve the general model for this new user 𝑢𝑢𝑘𝑘 as well.
𝑝𝑝

To determine the similarity between two signatures 𝑇𝑇(𝑢𝑢𝑘𝑘 ) and 𝑇𝑇(𝑢𝑢𝑗𝑗 ), a (dis)similarity measure is applied, which compares the histograms per row of the matrices
and averages over the results as follows:
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑[𝑇𝑇(𝑢𝑢𝑘𝑘 ), 𝑇𝑇(𝑢𝑢𝑗𝑗 )] =

1
∑ 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑[𝑇𝑇𝑟𝑟 (𝑢𝑢𝑘𝑘 ), 𝑇𝑇𝑟𝑟 (𝑢𝑢𝑗𝑗 )]
𝑁𝑁 𝑟𝑟=1
𝑁𝑁

(6.6)

A 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑-value of (/near) zero means an identical (/very high) similarity between both signatures. In other words, two users 𝑢𝑢𝑘𝑘 and 𝑢𝑢𝑗𝑗 are ‘similar’, if they
have many (frequency) values in common in the corresponding bins of their
histograms. We now exemplify a possible bin-to-bin distance and decided to
use the non-linear Chi-Squared (𝜒𝜒 2 ) distance, as it takes the difference between
small bins (in relation to the difference between large bins) more into account
than other distances – this leads to a finer distinctions between the users. The
𝜒𝜒 2 -distance is defined as follows (in simplified notation) [PW10]:
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑[𝑡𝑡1 , 𝑡𝑡2 ] =

(𝑡𝑡1,𝑟𝑟 − 𝑡𝑡2,𝑟𝑟 )2
1
∑
2 𝑟𝑟 𝑡𝑡1,𝑟𝑟 + 𝑡𝑡2,𝑟𝑟

(6.7)

Based on the (dis)similarity measure, {P}Net builds a similarity network with
edge weights (𝑤𝑤𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘 )𝑗𝑗=1..∣R∣ = 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑[𝑇𝑇𝑔𝑔 (𝑢𝑢𝑘𝑘 ), 𝑇𝑇𝑔𝑔 (𝑢𝑢𝑗𝑗 )] around a user’s request.
The resulting community-based model 𝐶𝐶𝑚𝑚 (𝑥𝑥) is composed of (i) the model
𝑝𝑝
update 𝐶𝐶𝑗𝑗 , which is associated with the signature 𝑇𝑇𝑔𝑔 (𝑢𝑢𝑗𝑗 ) having the lowest edge
weighting 𝑤𝑤𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘 , and (ii) the general model 𝐶𝐶0 [KFF19]; the community-based
model is then delivered to the requesting user 𝑢𝑢𝑘𝑘 , who can use it directly.
Despite the unique benefits of CP (e.g., obtaining an initial personalized model
without labeling effort), users still have to accept a compromise in terms of their
privacy (though smaller than comparable community-based approaches in the
literature; see Section 3.4). This is due to the inherent possibility of similarity
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comparisons with the shared signature: although {P}Net never shares highly
privacy-critical (raw) personal data and the signature of the user is irreversible,
meaning raw personal data cannot be reconstructed exactly [Hoy14], the
provider can assign the user to a group of ‘similar’ users (i.e., users with a
similar relative frequency distribution of their service-relevant data).
To address this issue, there are two conceivable ways that lead to even better tradeoffs: (1) New users can also send their request to the provider via an
anonymization network, as described in the last section and illustrated in Figure 6.1 (-b); this prevents linkability (from communication metadata) between
the shared signatures and the requesting users. (2) If enough local resources are
available, which may be the case for non-mobile users, the central repository (if
not too large, which depends on the AI service) can be downloaded in encrypted
form; together with the data protection approaches from Chapter 5, this enables
to execute the similarity comparisons locally. This second (alternative) path
involves a high local resource use, but the user does not have to compromise on
privacy. We will discuss the newly achieved tradeoffs again in Section 6.4 after
the evaluation of {P}Net, which follows next.
6.2 experimental setup
This section describes the methodology used to conduct experiments with the

{P}Net prototype. Specifically, {P}Net is evaluated on two different datasets and

compared against currently-practiced, representative concepts.
6.2.1 Datasets

The two datasets used are publicly available and well-known in the community.
Both will be described in detail below.
The first one is the WISDM human activity recognition38 dataset (abbreviated
as 𝐷𝐷𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 )—comprising 36 users carrying an off-the-shelf smartphone in a lab
environment while performing a specific set of six simple activities: {walking, jogging, upstairs, downstairs, sitting, standing}. The sampling rate of the
accelerometer was 20 Hz. [MBM20] The collected data is then divided into
10-second segments from which 43 summary features (variants of six basic
features) are extracted. Due to the high dimensionality of the feature space
and the small number of available data samples, we apply a feature selection
method (namely information gain ranking filter [Yil15]) to avoid the curse of
dimensionality [CRM09], resulting in 10 features. In total, the resulting dataset
contains 5,418 instances, i.e., 150.5 ± 44.7 (labeled) instances per user. [MBM20]

38
39

The second one is the GeoLife GPS trajectory39 dataset (abbreviated as
𝐷𝐷𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 )—comprising 26 selected users who logged their GPS trajectories and
http://www.cis.fordham.edu/wisdm/dataset.php (retrieved 06/30/2021)
https://www.microsoft.com/download/details.aspx?id=52367 (retrieved 06/30/2021)
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labeled enough of them with four selected transportation modes: {walk, bike, bus,
car} [ZXM10]. A sample was recorded every 1-5 seconds or every 5-10 meters
– whichever occurred first. In total, the resulting transformed dataset contains 12 features and 7,511 instances, i.e., 288.9 ± 287.3 (labeled) instances per
user. [MBM20]
6.2.2

Reference Baselines

A comparison against (representative) reference baselines from Section 3.4.2
is used to classify the performance of {P}Net in the comparative Table 3.3. As
concluded in Section 3.4.3, data-modifying and data-encrypting approaches are
currently not well suited for personalization, as they suffer from either low
effectiveness or limited applicability. {P}Net focuses on the more practical
and promising data-minimizing and data-confining approaches – of which the
reference baselines are selected below.
According to their re-implementability and source openness, three representative
baselines were selected and categorically named as follows: crowd-sourced general
model (GM), local-retrained personal model (PM-LR), and local-incremental personal
model (PM-LI) – see also Section 3.4.2 for more details. The former is a currentlypracticed data-minimizing approach, while the latter two are used in a dataconfining setting. It is important to note that all approaches (GM, PM-LR, PM-LI,
LP, CP) examined in Section 6.3 use the same features and feature extraction
process. However, they differ (i) in the possible underlying AI algorithms—only
state-of-the-art algorithms such as in [Ser+18] are used—and (ii) how and where
they approach the AI model training and access user data (local vs. remote vs.
‘local/remote’-hybrid).
6.2.3

Experimental Parameters

This section explains the used experimental parameters—namely the LSH parameters and the partitioning of the dataset—in the following experiments.
6.2.3.1

LSH Parameters

{P}Net relies on LSH in the CP step for similarity comparisons. LSH has two

key parameters, namely the number of hash functions 𝐿𝐿 per hash table, and the
number of independent hash tables 𝑁𝑁 (see Section 6.1.2 and Figure 6.2). Both
parameters control the tradeoff between accuracy and efficiency: the larger the
value of the parameters, the more often close data points are hashed together
(true positives) [Tei+13] – but the more hashes (𝐿𝐿 𝐿 𝐿𝐿) must be computed,
which decreases the efficiency [Lan+11].

We will now analyze and experimentally determine this tradeoff. Figure 6.3
shows the accuracy as a function of both parameters. Note that the plot on
the left shows on the x-axis the ratio between the dimension 𝑑𝑑 of the origin
′
data space (ℝ𝑑𝑑 ) and the dimension 𝑑𝑑′ of the target data space ({0, 1}𝑑𝑑 ) to
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Figure 6.3: Analysis of the tradeoff between accuracy (y-axis) and efficiency (x-axis)
for both LSH parameters 𝐿𝐿 (the number of hash functions per table, see left
plot) and 𝑁𝑁 (the number of hash tables, see right plot). To make statements
independent of the data set, the plot on the left shows on the x-axis the ratio
between the dimension 𝑑𝑑 of the origin space and the dimension 𝑑𝑑′ of the
target space (the value of the latter is identical to 𝐿𝐿). The higher the value on
the x-axis, the more hashes must be computed and the lower the efficiency.

make data set independent statements – the value of the latter is identical
to 𝐿𝐿. The best tradeoff for the respective parameters results from values
that are as far as possible to the upper left. In addition, a requirement declared in Section 6.1.2 is that 𝑑𝑑′ /𝑑𝑑 < 1 for the purpose of dimensionality reduction.

Taking into account the above requirement, the values are experimentally determined as follows [Tei+13]: the ratio 𝑑𝑑′ /𝑑𝑑 is set to 0.6, as the accuracy reaches
a maximum for both datasets; this results in 𝐿𝐿𝐷𝐷𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 = 6 and 𝐿𝐿𝐷𝐷𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 = 7 (see Section 6.2.1 for dataset characterization). For the number of hash tables, the best
tradeoff is 𝑁𝑁 = 30 for both datasets; larger values would also be possible as the
accuracy remains (nearly) constant but would be less efficient. We will use these
values to conduct further experiments in Section 6.3.
6.2.3.2

Dataset Partitioning

To simulate the entire workflow of {P}Net (see Figure 6.1), each dataset is first
split into two sets: crowd-sourced data (𝐷𝐷𝑐𝑐 ) and local/personal data (𝐷𝐷𝑝𝑝 ). The
former (𝐷𝐷𝑐𝑐 ) is only used to train the general model (𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺), building the initial
part of {P}Net. The latter (𝐷𝐷𝑝𝑝 ) is used to (i) train model updates to initially
populate the repository and (ii) test the community-based model for a new user.
Specifically, we split both datasets 𝐷𝐷𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 and 𝐷𝐷𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 so that the resulting subset 𝐷𝐷𝑝𝑝
for each dataset contains the same number of users (𝑈𝑈𝑝𝑝 ) for comparability and
at least half of the users to have enough users to train the model updates.
As model validation method, a k-fold cross-validation is used: the set 𝐷𝐷𝑝𝑝 is randomly partitioned into 𝑘𝑘 equal sized folds; the models are then trained on
𝑘𝑘 − 1 folds (→ 𝐷𝐷𝑙𝑙 ) and tested on the remaining fold (→ 𝐷𝐷𝑡𝑡 ); this method is
repeated for all 𝑘𝑘 folds, so that each fold serves once as a test set; the final result is
averaged across all iterations. It is important to note that this method is applied
per user 𝑢𝑢𝑖𝑖 ∈ 𝑈𝑈𝑝𝑝 to assess the model performance for each user individually. For
instance, to simulate CP, the training sets of all users 𝐷𝐷𝑙𝑙 (𝑢𝑢𝑗𝑗 ) ∣ 𝑢𝑢𝑗𝑗 ∈ 𝑈𝑈𝑝𝑝 /{𝑢𝑢𝑡𝑡 } except
that of the current test user 𝑢𝑢𝑡𝑡 ∈ 𝑈𝑈𝑝𝑝 are used. Due to the small data sizes of the
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Figure 6.4: Classification accuracy (defined as the ratio of number of correct predictions
to the total number of predictions made) as CDF and PDF (subplot)

different user data sets 𝑢𝑢𝑖𝑖 ∈ 𝑈𝑈𝑝𝑝 (see Section 6.2.1) and to ensure that each fold
contains sufficient variation so that the underlined distribution is represented,
we chose 𝑘𝑘 = 5: this is a value that has been empirically shown, particularly for
small dataset sizes, to yield test error rate estimates that suffer neither from
either excessively high bias nor from very high variance [Jam+13]. The reference
baselines introduced in Section 6.2.2 are evaluated analogously.
6.3

results

This section examines the personalization performance of {P}Net in terms of
effectiveness and efficiency.
6.3.1

Effectiveness: Robust Classification

Figure 6.4 shows the Cumulative Distribution Functions (CDFs) of accuracy
per user—better performance is indicated by curves closer to the right. The
subplots further show the Probability Density Functions (PDFs). As not all data
is normally distributed40 , non-parametric Friedman tests are applied in the
following to support the visual impression statistically [Dem06].
According to the results for 𝐷𝐷𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 , 𝜒𝜒 2 (4) = 55.9, 𝑝𝑝 < .001, there exists a statistically
significant difference between the techniques considered (see Figure 6.4a).
Median (and Interquartile Range (IQR)) perceived effort levels for GM, PM-LR,
PM-LI, LP, and CP are 0.775 (0.703 to 0.829), 0.942 (0.920 to 0.968), 0.890 (0.871
to 0.942), 0.890 (0.862 to 0.914), and 0.812 (0.757 to 0.836), respectively.
Post hoc analysis with Wilcoxon signed-rank tests was conducted with a
Bonferroni correction applied to avoid type I errors—resulting in a new
significance level set at 𝛼𝛼 = .05/5 = .01. Figure 6.5 visually summarizes the results
of the pairwise comparisons. It is important to note that the performance of
two approaches is significantly different, if the corresponding average ranks
40

Shapiro-Wilk tests: 𝑝𝑝𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 < .05 for GM, PM-LI, and LP; 𝑝𝑝𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 < .05 for PM-LI, LP, and CP
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Figure 6.5: Statistical comparison of all approaches for the dataset 𝐷𝐷𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 using Wilcoxon
signed-rank tests (with Bonferroni correction). Approaches that are not significantly different (𝑝𝑝 > .01) or whose corresponding average ranks differ
less than the critical difference (CD) are connected.
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Figure 6.6: Statistical comparison of all approaches for the dataset 𝐷𝐷𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 using Wilcoxon
signed-rank tests (with Bonferroni correction). Approaches that are not significantly different (𝑝𝑝 > .01) or whose corresponding average ranks differ
less than the critical difference (CD) are connected.

differ by at least the so-called critical difference (CD) [Dem06]. These pairwise
comparisons reveal that LP (𝜇𝜇 = 0.880, 𝜎𝜎 = 0.052) is significantly better (𝑝𝑝 < .001)
than GM (𝜇𝜇 = 0.744, 𝜎𝜎 = 0.126) and consistently achieves high accuracy,
demonstrating effectiveness of {P}Net; it further achieves comparable results
(𝑝𝑝 = .086) as PM-LI (𝜇𝜇 = 0.896, 𝜎𝜎 = 0.068) that incrementally considers only
personal data of a user. Not surprisingly, PM-LR (𝜇𝜇 = 0.937, 𝜎𝜎 = 0.047) performs
best across all users, as it is always retrained locally on all available labeled user
data; it is significantly better than LP (𝑝𝑝 < .001) and CP (𝑝𝑝 < .001). However,
PM-LR involves a high labeling effort for users and a high local resource use.
LP is significantly better (𝑝𝑝 = .004) than CP. For this dataset, there exists no
significant difference (𝑝𝑝 = .069) between GM and CP (𝜇𝜇 = 0.804, 𝜎𝜎 = 0.064).
However, CP has a higher average accuracy (Δ𝜇𝜇 = 0.060) and a lower variance
𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶
(Δ𝜎𝜎 = 0.062) compared to GM. Especially, CP (𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚
= 0.700) overcomes the
𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺
issue that GM can be very bad for particular users (𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 = 0.376). This means
CP is more robust than GM among all users. [MBM20]
According to the results for 𝐷𝐷𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 , 𝜒𝜒 2 (4) = 44.3, 𝑝𝑝 < .001, there also exists
a statistically significant difference between the techniques considered (see
Figure 6.4b). Median (and IQR) perceived effort levels for GM, PM-LR, PM-LI,
LP, and CP are 0.644 (0.560 to 0.747), 0.920 (0.887 to 0.947), 0.863 (0.798 to
0.932), 0.870 (0.848 to 0.891), and 0.830 (0.797 to 0.868), respectively.
Again, post hoc analysis with Wilcoxon signed-rank tests was conducted with
a Bonferroni correction applied to avoid type I errors—resulting in a new
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Figure 6.7: Statistical comparison of all approaches across all datasets against each other
using Wilcoxon signed-rank tests (with Bonferroni correction). Approaches
that are not significantly different (𝑝𝑝 > .01) or whose corresponding average
ranks differ less than the critical difference (CD) are connected.

significance level set at 𝛼𝛼 = .05/5 = .01. Figure 6.6 visually summarizes the
results of the pairwise comparisons. These pairwise comparisons reveal that
all techniques are significantly better (𝑝𝑝 < .001 for LP, PM-LI, and PM-LR;
𝑝𝑝 = .004 for CP) than GM (𝜇𝜇 = 0.645, 𝜎𝜎 = 0.148). PM-LR (𝜇𝜇 = 0.912, 𝜎𝜎 = 0.058)
again performs best, followed by LP (𝜇𝜇 = 0.865, 𝜎𝜎 = 0.065), PM-LI (𝜇𝜇 = 0.850,
𝜎𝜎 = 0.115), and CP (𝜇𝜇 = 0.816, 𝜎𝜎 = 0.064) – there are significant differences to
the last three (𝑝𝑝 < .01), which do not differ significantly from each other. In
other words, CP achieves comparable classification results for this dataset as the
incremental approaches PM-LI and LP.
All in all, according to the results, 𝜒𝜒 2 (4) = 97.2, 𝑝𝑝 < .001, there again exists a
statistically significant difference between the techniques considered over all
datasets (𝐷𝐷𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 , 𝐷𝐷𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 ). Figure 6.7 visually summarizes the results of the pairwise
comparisons. We can see that PM-LR, as usual, performs best, followed by PM-LI
and LP – there is no significant difference between the latter two. As intended,
CP outperforms GM over both datasets, demonstrating its effectiveness. Although
LP and all PM baselines perform quite well, they burden the users and their
devices in terms of labeling effort and local resource usage, respectively (low
efficiency) – this becomes clear in the following experiments.
6.3.2

Efficiency: Low User Burden

This section analyzes the classification performance achieved by the techniques
under different numbers of labeled data available per user, as a means for
investigating the effects of different user efforts for labeling. To this end, the
performance of the respective models is evaluated on the basis of different
training subsets with a size of {1..∣𝐷𝐷𝑙𝑙 ∣}. This also simulates real-world situations
where more and more new labeled data gradually becomes available.
Figure 6.8 shows the accuracy averaged over all users as a function of available
labeled data. We can see that both data protection techniques of {P}Net reduce
the burden on users caused by the labeling of training data. CP in particular
achieves the highest classification performance when no or only a few labeled
data is available – this is true for both datasets (see Figures 6.8a+6.8b). LP starts
from the general model (GM) or from the CP model and further adapts to
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Figure 6.8: Averaged classification accuracy (defined as the ratio of number of correct
predictions to the total number of predictions made, averaged over all users)
as a function of the available personal data labeled by the respective user

the user with each additional labeled instance (see Figure 6.8b for the former
case). Compared to PM-LI, LP achieves even better results with the same
amount of labeled data; it is also more efficient (w.r.t. labeled data and local resources) than PM-LR, as the latter retrains the entire model for each new instance.
To emphasize the advantages of CP in such cases and to statistically confirm
the performance gain compared to GM again, a non-parametric Wilcoxon
signed-rank test is applied to compare both [Dem06]. According to the results,
𝑍𝑍 = 75.0, 𝑝𝑝 < 0.001, there exists a statistically significant difference between the
two approaches (CP and GM), which are independent of the number of labeled
data. Using Cohen’s d, the effect size is −0.742, which indicates a medium
(∣𝑑𝑑∣ > 0.5), almost a large (∣𝑑𝑑∣ > 0.8), magnitude of the phenomenon [Coh88].
All in all, we can say that CP performs as intended: when no or only a few labeled
data are initially available, in cases in which personal models have a cold-start
problem, CP performs best, significantly outperforming the general model.
6.4 data protection achieved and application variants
This section discusses the data protection achieved by the approach and its
different application variants for CP. First, {P}Net assumes a general model,
which should be learned before the service is released, as it does not require
any personal data of the new (target) user. The general model can be learned in
different ways, e.g., ‘classically’ directly from voluntary data or in a more privacypreserving way through approaches relying on differential privacy [Aba+16] or
federated learning with secure aggregation [Bon+17] (see Section 3.4.2).
In the LP building block (), {P}Net can adapt an underlying shared model
to get a personalized model for a user. Specifically, LP is executed completely
locally, i.e., no data leaves the user territory (see data-confining approaches
in Section 3.4.2). LP can be used in two ways: once as preparation for the
CP building block (see Figure 6.1, →-a, p. 109), once as follow-up to the
CP building block. In the former way, the underlying model is the general
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model; in the latter way, it can also be an ‘evolved’ model [KLF19] such as the
community-based model, which is the same procedure for the target user as
described in Section 6.1.1.
In the CP building block, the first stage (-a) is to populate the central repository.
For this, both (i) model updates learnt in the LP step and (ii) LSH-based
histogram representations need to be shared. Regarding (i), machine learning
models can generally be subject to so-called membership inference attacks,
although only black-box access exists. In this way, it could be determined if
a data point was in the training dataset of the model [Sho+17], which may
negatively affect the user’s privacy depending on the classification algorithm
used. Regarding (ii), considering only a single LSH hash of a data point, various
works showed that this hash is irreversible [Hoy14] and does not leak information
about the original data point [FKM21]. In practice, however, approaches may
require to release the choice of hash functions (or hyperplanes) 𝑔𝑔𝑗𝑗 ∈ G, e.g., to
achieve comparability. This could lead to potential linkage or intersection
attacks by an attacker armed with auxiliary information [FKM21], revealing
the probable 𝑑𝑑-dimensional subspace in which the original data point could
be located. In {P}Net, a normalized histogram representation is built based on
multiple colliding hashes (see Figure 6.2, p. 112). This procedure results in a
loss of information, meaning that the number of data points per 𝑑𝑑-dimensional
subspace can no longer be determined in addition to having data points that
cannot be reconstructed exactly (see above). However, the relative frequency
distribution over specific 𝑑𝑑-dimensional subspaces can be derived using the
hash functions released, which may negatively affect the user’s privacy. On the
one hand, as intended, the provider uses such a frequency distribution of a user
in the second stage of CP (-b) to determine suitable model updates from other
users with ‘similar’ frequency distributions; on the other hand, the provider can
also use them to obtain probable information about the user or to assign this
user to a specific group through similarity comparisons with ‘reference’ users.
In {P}Net, populating the repository can be carried out in two complementary
ways: (1) similar to the general model training, the initial population can be
made by a few (to many) paid users or volunteers, also to solve the cold-start
problem before the service is released. For example, parts of the voluntary data
can be used for training model updates. (2) To further grow the repository,
after the release of the service, voluntary users (e.g., due to offered incentives
by the provider) may also share model updates anonymously through an
anonymization network (as illustrated in Figure 6.1, -a, p. 109), which is used
to ensure sender anonymity – this prevents the linkability (from communication
𝑝𝑝
metadata) between the shared model updates with signatures {𝐶𝐶𝑖𝑖 , 𝑇𝑇𝑔𝑔 (𝑢𝑢𝑖𝑖 )}
and the sharing users 𝑢𝑢𝑖𝑖 . Exemplary state-of-the-art approaches fulfilling this
requirement and being compatible with {P}Net are described in Section 6.1.2.1;
a comprehensive survey for further approaches is given by [Shi+18]. To
further enhance the privacy for these voluntary users, future work can
investigate a new setting with federated learning: it can be used to train different
community models that only consider ‘similar’ users in each case and thus
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become better for those users and in particular similar new users than the general model – the similarity comparisons can be performed as proposed by {P}Net.
The second stage (-b) of the CP building block concerns the vast majority of
actual users of the system, whose privacy must be specially protected. To address
the cold-start problem for new users 𝑢𝑢𝑗𝑗 , they only require their signatures 𝑇𝑇𝑔𝑔 (𝑢𝑢𝑗𝑗 )
𝑝𝑝
for finding an appropriate model update 𝐶𝐶𝑖𝑖 from other but ‘similar’ users
𝑢𝑢𝑖𝑖 . However, as discussed above, sharing such a signature with the provider
without additional protection measures may negatively affect the user’s privacy.
To cope with this issue, {P}Net can work in two conceivable application variants
that lead to different tradeoffs between privacy and efficiency (in terms of local
resource use and initialization time), which a new user must accept: The first
variant (abbreviated as CP1) is particularly suitable for users for whom resource
efficiency and a fast initialization time of the service are crucial: these users can
send their request to the provider via an anonymization network (as described
above and illustrated in Figure 6.1, -b, p. 109); this prevents linkability (from
communication metadata) between the shared signatures and the requesting
users. The second variant (abbreviated as CP2) is particularly designed for users
for whom privacy and data (including metadata) must be fully protected (which
only works at the expense of resource efficiency): in addition to the general
model, the central repository or a diversified part of it (if not too large, which
depends on the AI service) can be downloaded in encrypted form. To give the
reader an impression for the data sizes, they are exemplified by the datasets used:
the general model (based on random forest) has a size in the high single-digit
to mid double-digit MB range; it highly depends on the size of the underlying
dataset and the algorithm used. A single {signature, model update}-pair has
a size of less than 1MB, whereby the signature with its size in the low one- to
two-digit kB range (which highly depends on the chosen LSH parameters L and
N) only accounts for a fraction. Without optimizations, the resulting repositories
are in the low one- to two-digit MB range for the user base of the experiments
conducted (see Section 6.2), which is in the same order of magnitude as the
general model. For a much larger user base and repository, only a diversified
subset should be provided, as a performance gain has already been demonstrated
in a relatively small number of ‘communities’ (see Section 6.3). Together with the
data protection approaches proposed in Chapter 5, providers can then perform
the similarity comparisons (which only require decrypting and processing the
small-size signatures) locally within a confidential processing environment – this
would neither leak the user’s signature nor model updates from the repository
that are not relevant to this user.
6.5

conclusion

This chapter presented the {P}Net concept to protect user data at AI level, which is
particularly designed for AI services relying on supervised learning algorithms.
{P}Net combines data-confining and data-minimizing approaches (namely LP and
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Table 6.1: A summary assessment of the contributions made in this chapter based on
the requirements established in Section 3.4.1 – a comparison with the state-ofthe-art protection approaches at AI level is given by Section 3.4.2 and Table 3.3

Personalization Capabilities

Low Personal Data Involvement

Low Labeling Effort

Low Local Resource Usage

Support of Any Data Type

Support of Multiple AI Algorithms

Low Algorithm-spec. Dependence

Easy deployment and Integration

GM Learning/ Improv. Capabilities

{P}Net

Applicability

Performance (w.r.t. accuracy)

Contribution

Personalization

Data Confidentiality
(observed/inferred/metadata)

Data Protection

Integrity (data)
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Encoding: fulfillment of requirements (see Section 3.4.1): –fulfilled, 
–partially fulfilled,
–little or not fulfilled; *the fulfillment of these two requirements can be interchanged
depending on the used application variant CP1 or CP2.

CP) to exploit the strengths of both groups of approaches, achieving a unique
tradeoff between personalization and data protection.
6.5.1

A Unique Tradeoff at AI Level

Table 6.1 shows a summary assessment of {P}Net compared to other representative baseline approaches based on the requirements established in Section 3.4.1 –
supported by the evaluation in this chapter. A comprehensive comparison with
the state of the art can be made using Table 3.3 (p. 51), confirming the unique
tradeoff achieved by {P}Net.
In terms of data protection, AI services in {P}Net only have access to user data
locally (see LP, ), and the signatures are also computed locally (see CP, -b).
Both ensure the integrity and confidentiality of raw user data at AI level; this
kind of data never leaves the user territory. In CP, however, a new user (-b)
has to make a tradeoff more in favor of data protection and in favor of resource
efficiency: in the setting of CP1, users require to anonymously share metadata,
namely their signatures (i.e., the LSH-based frequency distribution of the
service-relevant data), with the provider to get a suitable model update and cope
with the cold-start problem of personalized services; the linkability (from the
communication metadata) between the user and the shared signature (which
may reveal the user’s belonging to certain ‘reference’ groups) is prevented – this
privacy tradeoff is still better than comparable works that address the cold-start
problem, such as other community-based approaches like CSN [Lan+11] (see
Section 3.4). In the setting of CP2, all user data – even the signatures – are
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analyzed locally by the provider; however, this is at the expense of resource
efficiency and initialization time. This data protection achieved for new users
requires a populated repository, which can be provided by voluntary data or
by anonymously-contributed model updates from other (voluntary) users (-a).
In terms of personalization, {P}Net copes with the cold-start problem of
personalization in AI services for new users. More precisely, in case in
which no or only a few labeled data is available, in which local training and
personalization algorithms suffer from a cold-start problem, the evaluation
showed that CP performed best and significantly outperformed the general
model. For this, CP does not require any labeled data. If labeled data is
available, LP can personalize the general model to users, achieving comparable
high performance as personal models. In contrast to the general model, the
evaluation also showed that LP and CP perform consistently well across all users.
In terms of applicability, {P}Net is not restricted to a specific data type but to
supervised learning algorithms (and classification tasks). CP also works only for
the subset of personalization algorithms that can reflect the differences between
different users in their model updates – this, in turn, means that a model update
of one user will also work well for a ‘similar’ user, whereby similarity here
refers to sensor data similarity. The used patching framework for LP fulfills
these requirements for the considered datasets and classification tasks. Patching
can significantly improve the performance of the general (or the base) model
for a few algorithms including random forest and some kind of deep neural
networks in specific settings, as shown in [KF18; KLF19; KFF19]. Theoreticalconceptually, the underlying model can be a black-box classification model, the
proof of generalizability is still to be provided.
6.5.2

Integration & Outlook

The concept presented in this chapter constitutes a technical protection measure
against another use of user data (than initially intended) by authorized but
untrusted service providers at AI level – especially when it comes to the
personalization of AI services relying on supervised learning algorithms.
Under the strict data confinement policy introduced in Chapter 4, {P}Net
addresses the inherent efficiency issues (in terms of high labeling effort and
local resource use) in local personalization; it copes in particular with the
cold-start problem for new users. Due to the split between resource-intensive
general model training and lighter local operations that require user data
(e.g., local personalization in LP or signature calculations in CP), {P}Net
keeps the inherent performance overhead caused by the IP protection mechanisms for locally-running AI services – introduced in Chapter 5 – to a minimum.
All in all, {P}Net completes this part (Part III) of the thesis: all contributions
of this part – integrated in PrivAI (see Chapter 4) – enable protection of user
data and provider’s IP rights at three different levels. At the same time, these
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integrated protection mechanisms still satisfy the basic requirement (N1) of
emerging AI services—namely the indispensable need for an extensive, constant
stream of personal data (for more details on this requirement, see Section 1.1.2).
As AI services and corresponding protection mechanisms based on data decentralization require local resources, the next part (Part IV) of this thesis proposes two appropriate open urban (edge computing) infrastructure concepts
and mechanisms to reduce this burden on personal (often resource-limited)
devices. In particular, the concepts proposed in Part IV address the second basic
requirement (N2) of emerging AI services—namely the need for running them
on nearby (IoT/edge) devices to make human environments more responsive
and supportive (for more details on this requirement, see Section 1.1.2).

Part IV
DATA D E C E N T R A L I Z AT I O N S U P P O R T I V E
CO NC E P T S

P RO P O S E D O P E N I N F R A S T RU C T U R E S F O R D I S T R I B U T E D
A I S E RV I C E S
The previous part (Part III) contributed protection mechanisms for personalized
AI services based on the data decentralization paradigm. This part (Part IV)
adds concepts for distributed (personalized) AI services to support their
operation—together with the proposed protection mechanisms—on surrounding
(IoT/edge) devices, especially when the user is on the move. Distributed AI
services can benefit from edge resources in particular to relieve the load on the
user’s mobile device thanks to short-delay, reliably-connected computing but
also to prosper with richer data and new application scenarios (see Figure 5.1,
p. 80, as an example) – we use the term device-bound AI services (as introduced
in Section 2.1.2) to refer to the subset of distributed AI services that additionally
require access to sensors and/or actuators on specific (IoT/edge) devices in the
physical proximity of the user in order to provide ambient support. On the other
hand, AI services can be considered as a driver and as one of the most important
application domains for edge computing infrastructures – commonly coined
as edge AI. [Zho+19]
This chapter first deals with the classic (application–infrastructure) bootstrapping problem that edge AI still faces: without unique use cases and corresponding
AI services that leverage nearby edge devices, there is no incentive to provide
appropriate infrastructures; on the other hand, without a large-enough infrastructure that provides high service coverage for mobile users, there is little incentive
for developers to create those new applications.
“This state of affairs is similar to that at the dawn of the Internet in the late 1970s to
early 1980s. An open ecosystem attracted investment in infrastructure and applications,
without any single entity bearing large risk or dominating the market. Over time, this lead
to the emergence of a critical mass of Internet infrastructure and applications (such as
email) that could uniquely benefit from that infrastructure. By the time the World Wide
Web emerged as a “killer app” in the early 1990s, sufficient Internet infrastructure had been
deployed for growth to explode.”
Mahadev Satyanarayanan, The Emergence of Edge Computing, 2017 [Sat17]

With these words, Mahadev Satyanarayanan describes a way to break this
deadlock, namely with an open ecosystem: Chapter 4 presented a possible
concept at application level; in this chapter, we will look particularly at the infrastructure level and propose appropriate concepts to achieve the critical mass there.
Reaching mobile users everywhere to enable distributed AI services to benefit
from edge resources requires full (spatial) coverage, i.e., a large-scale deployment
of edge resources is required. To achieve low latency and enable ambient
support, physical proximity to the user (typically in the one to two-digit meter
range) plays a crucial role (see Chapter 5), i.e., the edge resources must also be
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densely deployed. Both requirements result in a correspondingly high number
of (IoT/edge) devices that would have to be deployed – this leads to the key
challenge of balancing the expected benefits of deployed edge resources with economic aspects. The conditions for this are particularly good in urban environments
due to the high density of both potential users and existing infrastructures that
can be economically exploited. After reaching the critical mass there, expansion
to rural areas (where a good cost-benefit tradeoff is more difficult to achieve)
can follow, possibly with complementary (wireless) technologies, e.g., to
address the greater distances – for example, the expansion of wireless communication technologies (e.g., from 4G to 6G) is done in a similar manner [Hon+21].
Exploiting existing infrastructures can reduce the hardware deployment or
upgrading costs, especially if the infrastructure is already electrically operated: a
connection to the power grid, for example, can ensure constant operation; in
the event of a power blackout, energy harvesting technologies or batteries can
also allow for emergency operation. The latter operation becomes particularly
relevant when a dependency on distributed AI services gradually evolves
and such an edge computing infrastructure becomes one of the critical infrastructures. Besides the number of (IoT/edge) devices deployed, their hardware
capabilities also play an important role for the following two aspects: (1) certain
prerequisites must be fulfilled for the proposed protection mechanisms of the
user data and the provider’s intellectual property (see Section 5.2.1), which is
often neglected in edge computing [Meu21a]; (2) a good cost-benefit tradeoff
requires the weighing of these capabilities per device. For example, each
device in the infrastructure should be at least equipped with an appropriate
computing platform (at best with TEE support) and network capabilities to
enable distributed (yet confidential) AI services; additional hardware such as
sensors and actuators are then required for device-bound AI service in particular.
However, the hardware should be placed in the environment in a way that a
suitable tradeoff between performance and economic aspects can be achieved,
e.g., by strategically placing more powerful though more expensive hardware
only at a few specific nodes in the network. Last but not least, it is also necessary
that the (IoT/edge) devices are not only available in the proximity of the users
(e.g., to offload resource-intensive AI services, see distributed AI services) but
also ‘spatially’ reachable for all users (e.g., to receive ambient support and interact
with these devices, see device-bound AI service). The requirements discussed in
the last two paragraphs will be further elaborated in Section 7.1, and the related
works will be first reviewed based on these established requirements.
In the face of this (cost-benefit) challenge, this chapter examines existing urban
infrastructures that can potentially be utilized as an open platform for distributed
(and also specifically device-bound) AI services while keeping the necessary
deployment or upgrading investments low. Specifically, the contribution of this
chapter is twofold. First, this chapter proposes an infrastructure concept based
on street lamps (see Section 7.2), referred to as Street Lamps as a Platform (SLaaP):
an initial case study shows its potential; proposed upgrading opportunities
show its possible (cost-effective) realization; the identification of newly-enabled
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AI services that can benefit from this infrastructure shows the value added for
end-users; a discussion from the stakeholder perspective highlights its benefits
and the remaining challenges. Second, in an analogous manner, this chapter
proposes another infrastructure concept based on wireless home routers (see
Section 7.3), referred to as Routers as a Platform (RaaP). This infrastructure can
be made available at low cost via a sharing concept, complementing the SLaaP
concept. It is important to note that the two proposed infrastructure concepts
are applicable not only to distributed or device-bound AI services covered by
this thesis but also to other application domains of edge computing.
Contribution Statement: This chapter is based on the following (4) publications:
– Max Mühlhäusera , Christian Meurischa , Michael Stein, Jörg Daubert, Julius von Willich,
Jan Riemann, and Lin Wang. “Street Lamps as a Platform.” In: Communications of the ACM
63.6 (2020). JCR-IF (2019): 6.988, pp. 56–64. DOI: 10.1145/3376900.
– Christian Meurisch, Alexander Seeliger, Benedikt Schmidt, Immanuel Schweizer, Fabian
Kaup, and Max Mühlhäuser. “Upgrading Wireless Home Routers for Enabling Largescale Deployment of Cloudlets.” In: Proceedings of the 7th International Conference on Mobile
Computing, Applications, and Services. MobiCASE’15. (Best Paper Candidate). Springer,
Nov. 2015, pp. 12–29. doi: 10.1007/978-3-319-29003-4_2
– Christian Meurisch, The An Binh Nguyen, Stefan Wullkotte, Stefan Niemczyk, Florian
Kohnhäuser, and Max Mühlhäuser. “NICER911: Ad-hoc Communication and Emergency
Services Using Networking Smartphones and Wireless Home Routers.” In: Proceedings
of the 18th ACM International Symposium on Mobile Ad Hoc Networking and Computing.
MobiHoc’17. (Best Poster Award). ACM, July 2017, 33:1–33:2. doi: 10.1145/3084041.
3084075

– Christian Meurisch, Julien Gedeon, Artur Gogel, The An Binh Nguyen, Fabian Kaup,
Florian Kohnhäuser, Lars Baumgärtner, Milan Schmittner, and Max Mühlhäuser. “Temporal Coverage Analysis of Router-based Cloudlets Using Human Mobility Patterns.” In:
Proceedings of the 2017 IEEE Global Communications Conference. GLOBECOM’17. IEEE, Dec.
2017, pp. 1–6. doi: 10.1109/GLOCOM.2017.8255035
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writing process and the generation of new ideas for the CACM article (co-first
authorship).
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7.1

related work

This section first discusses the related work on infrastructure concepts in the
context of data decentralization and distributed AI services ‘at the edge’.
7.1.1

Specific Requirements

This section presents the set of identified requirements that are specific to open
infrastructure concepts (see the motivation of this chapter). The requirements are
divided into two groups, namely G: global characteristics and L: local characteristics.
For the purpose of overview, we also indicate properties that relate to O: ownership,
as this has a decisive influence on the economic aspects. The group concerning
the global characteristics of the infrastructure, which have a direct impact on the
service coverage, contains the following essential (mostly spatial) requirements:
– (G.1) Large-scale Deployment: Mobile users require edge resources not only
at a specific location but along their entire path. To support such mobile
scenarios, the deployment of (IoT/edge) devices should cover a large area.
– (G.2) Dense Deployment: Users require edge resources in their physical proximity in order to benefit from low latency and ambient support. Therefore,
the (IoT/edge) devices should be densely deployed to ensure that at least
one is always close to a user.
– (G.3) Non-isolated Infrastructure (availability/spatial reachability): All (IoT/
edge) devices of the infrastructure should be available (in terms of access
rights) for all users to benefit from these edge resources (see distributed
AI services). For device-bound AI services in particular, the (IoT/edge)
devices should be ‘spatially’ reachable for all users to benefit from ambient
support (e.g., by interacting with them from the HCI perspective).
The individual devices of the infrastructure must be suitable to enable a platform
for distributed (and device-bound) AI services at all; the group concerning these
essential local characteristics of the infrastructure, which have a direct impact on
the performance and economic aspects, contains the following requirements:
– (L.1) Electrical Operation (power grid/battery): To deploy (IoT/edge) devices or augment existing ‘things’ with hardware or IoT components (see
next requirement), they must be connected to the power grid or at least
run on battery. The former enables continuous operation while the latter
may enable mobility and make devices more resistant to power failures
(blackouts) [Müh+20]. Therefore, both power supplies should ideally be
available – energy harvesting technologies can complement them.
– (L.2) Required HW/IoT Capabilities: To run device-bound AI services, the devices require certain capabilities—including the following (partly essential)
components [AIM10]: a computing platform/CPU (constituting the indispensable core), a graphic card/GPU (to accelerate AI algorithms), storage
(to cache user data and provider’s code/AI algorithms – see Section 5.2),
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networking capabilities (to interact with other edge and user devices), accessible sensors (to capture the user’s context), and actuators (to provide direct
ambient support). The latter two allow user interaction as well.
– (L.3) Low Deployment/Upgrading Costs: Stakeholders must continually balance economic viability with technical and application necessities. One
possible adjusting screw is to keep the acquisition (and ongoing) costs for
the infrastructure low.
The infrastructure or, more precisely, the individual devices of the infrastructure
are owned by one or more stakeholders whose interests can be decisive (e.g., for
the establishment of an open ecosystem). As mentioned above, this group regarding the ownership only consists of the following properties referred to in
the review of the related works below:
– (O.1) Owner type: Different types of owners pursue different interests,
which bring certain advantages and disadvantages to such infrastructure.
For instance, companies work in a customer-oriented manner and want to
contribute to the success and growth of the ‘product’, such as in this case an
edge infrastructure; on the other hand, companies pursue commercial goals
that may, for example, infringe user privacy depending on the business
model. Non-commercial private owners or households tend to pursue only
their personal interests, e.g., sharing own resources only in return for the
use of resources from others. A sharing economy can keep the costs of such
an infrastructure low or distribute them among the participants. Public
owners (e.g., the city) have a duty to the citizens; such an ownership is ideal
for assuring a ‘true’ (open) infrastructure and establishing regulations,
but this is always subject to financial viability; past experience has also
shown that such public projects tend to be slow and less customer-oriented.
Mixed ownerships are also conceivable. For example, a public owner could
auction off or lease existing infrastructures with the requirement of open
interfaces or other regulations; companies can play to their strengths in
terms of speed and growth ambition.
– (O.2) Number of Owners: Many owners can share the costs but have to
compromise on strategic decisions. On the other hand, few owners have a
high cost burden but are more independent in their decisions.
7.1.2 Infrastructure Concepts
There is a large body of related works on infrastructure approaches that
support offloading resource-intensive tasks (or in this context distributed and in
particular device-bound AI services). In particular, the infrastructure approaches
related to edge computing mostly suggest to exploit existing infrastructures to
address the bootstrapping problem. We group these approaches, which have
the same or very similar fulfillment of the requirements. We will now discuss
these infrastructure concept groups with reference to representative examples.
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“The cloud is highly elastic and can easily scale resources out”, offering
virtually-unlimited resources with regard to (L.2) computing power and storage
capacity [Yee17; VB18]. These resources can be (G.3) accessed by all mobile
users (G.1) almost everywhere over the Internet. However, the cloud or its
geographically distributed data centers are neither (G.2) densely deployed
nor close to the edge, meaning that higher latencies and varying bandwidths
are to be expected; the cloud is therefore also not (G.3) spatially accessible for
users to receive ambient support, especially as it does not include (L.2) sensors
and actuators. Infrastructure approaches based on cloud computing alone are
inherently unsuitable for distributed AI services (when low latencies and high
bandwidth are required) and specifically for device-bound AI services.
Privately owned infrastructures constitute, for example, home computing
(e.g., PCs, NAS, home servers [Cun+09]) and smart home devices (e.g., IoT
devices like smart speakers [LS16]). Both infrastructures are (G.2) densely
deployed and (G.1) deployed at a large scale, achieving a high coverage in urban
environments. Home computing infrastructures typically already have (L.2)
compute resources, graphics card access, sufficient storage, and the necessary
networking capabilities; these characteristics make them highly suitable for
distributed AI services. Smart home devices (e.g., smart speakers), on the other
hand, are typically (L.2) less performant but are equipped with sensors and
actuators [Sar17; Cai+19], which makes them suitable for device-bound AI
services. However, both infrastructures are (G.3) isolated due to the deployment
in the homes of device owners, often available only to those owners and also
spatially reachable only by them.
Cell towers operated by (O.1+2) a few companies have an inherently (G.1)
high coverage in urban environments, and they are (G.3) available for all
users. Cell towers are inherently equipped with the necessary networking
capabilities (e.g., 3G/4G); an upgrade with (L.2) appropriate edge resources
for many simultaneous users is (L.3) cost-intensive. [Ged+18a] This infrastructure can be exploited as a possible edge computing infrastructure (see
mobile edge computing [Abb+17; MB17]) and for distributed AI services. For
lower latencies and higher bandwidths, other communication technologies
(e.g., mmWave [Hon+21]) with higher frequencies and thus shorter ranges
must be used – however, cell towers are (G.2) not densely deployed for such
ranges and (G.3) not in the close proximity to the user. Additionally, cell towers
cannot be equipped with (L.2) sensors and actuators due to their location at
height; therefore, this infrastructure is not suitable for device-bound AI services.
Wireless Metropolitan Area Networks (WMANs) consisting of many wireless
(typically WiFi) access points (APs) provide Internet coverage for mobile users
in urban areas; they are often owned and operated by (O.1+2) local authorities as
public infrastructures [Com02]. WMANs are (G.2) densely-deployed but often
(G.1) only in a limited area (e.g., in inner cities or pedestrian zones) – similar to
company-operated (wireless) LANs in shopping malls, airports or train stations.
WMANs are (G.3) available and spatially reachable for all users. [JCL15; Xu+15;
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Jia+16] However, using them for distributed or device-bound AI services
involves (L.3) high upgrading costs, as (L.2) computing and storage resources
as well as sensors and actuators need to be deployed.
Mobile Ad-hoc Networks (MANETs) are continuously self-organizing,
infrastructure-less networks of mobile devices (e.g., smartphones, cars) [HV19].
For instance, Vehicular Ad-hoc Networks (VANETs)—a subfield of
MANETs—rely on vehicles and roadside devices for inter-car communication [AF18]. Such networks can achieve (G.1) a high but not constant coverage
of urban areas. The (L.3) upgrading costs to exploit these devices as edge
resources are low; however, it is (O.2) difficult to encourage users to participate
(e.g., with their personal, battery-powered devices) and (G.3) make their
resources available for other users, which considered individually are (L.2)
quite limited. In the event of a blackout (L.1), however, MANETs could still
provide edge resources in addition to emergency communication.
Edge computing infrastructures located in (coffee) shops or (public) buildings, as
the first concept of cloudlets proposed [Sat+09], can be (G.2) densely-deployed
in a limited areas (e.g., pedestrian zone) in urban environments; it is (G.3) available and spatially reachable for all users. However, (G.1) a large-scale deployment
of (L.2) appropriate edge resources is associated with (L.3) considerable costs.
7.1.3

Implications for this Thesis

Table 7.1 summarizes relevant infrastructure concepts, showing an overall
comparison of them based on the requirements identified in Section 7.1.1.
We can see that there is no infrastructure concept that completely fulfills
all requirements for a (city-wide, performant, cost-efficient) operation of
distributed and in particular device-bound AI services. Specifically, existing
cloud infrastructures achieve high coverage and are characterized by high
elasticity; they are well-suited for distributed (resource-intensive) AI services in
cases where latency and the missing physical proximity to users (e.g., to benefit
from sensors or actuators) are not an issue. In all other cases, infrastructures
close to the edge are required, as outlined below.
Cell towers usually achieve lower latencies than cloud infrastructures and
also have a high coverage in urban environments [Ged+18a]; however, their
upgrade with appropriate edge resources for potential users within their range
is cost-intensive. Private infrastructures (e.g., based on home devices), on the
other hand, are already densely deployed with appropriate hardware, achieving
low latency and high coverage in urban environments. However, despite their
proximity to users, the devices of such infrastructures are isolated, typically only
available to their owners. In the light of this deficit, this thesis contributes RaaP,
an infrastructure concept based on shared privately-owned home routers to make
these home resources available to other mobile users at low (upgrading) cost.
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Table 7.1: Summary of infrastructure concepts for edge computing discussed in the
context of distributed AI services
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MANETs can also be used this way as an edge computing infrastructure at low
cost. However, the devices considered individually are also resource-limited
and do not provide a constant and stable infrastructure. To establish a potentially
‘true’ infrastructure, it should be operated by local authorities or companies.
This purpose can be served, for example, by upgrading WMANs or deploying
edge resources in (coffee) shops or (public) buildings – both infrastructures
are spatially reachable by users and already densely deployed but only in
a limited urban area. Therefore, it is difficult to achieve high coverage with
these infrastructures at reasonable costs. In the light of this deficit, this thesis
contributes SLaaP, an infrastructure concept based on publicly-owned street
lamps to achieve a high coverage and dense deployment of edge resources (in
close proximity to users); we also point out a once-in-history opportunity to
realize it at reasonable costs.
In the following, we will present two complementary infrastructure concepts—
namely SLaaP (see Section 7.2) and RaaP (see Section 7.3)—for edge computing
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Figure 7.1: An overview of the proposed city-wide infrastructure based on augmented
street lamps, its potential end-users/‘things’ and the stakeholders

and specifically, in the context of this thesis, for distributed AI services in order to
address the inherent bootstrapping problem (see the motivation of this chapter).
7.2 publicly-owned: street lamps as a platform
This section presents an infrastructure concept for realizing a cost-efficient, citywide platform for running distributed AI services, which is based on publiclyowned street lamps – we refer to this concept as Street Lamps as a Platform (SLaaP).
Specifically, SLaaP fills the gap of a potential ‘true’ public (edge computing)
infrastructure. In the context of the thesis, SLaaP can run distributed AI services
and even enable device-bound AI services to provide ambient support to users.
Historical Background
Recent years have seen the emergence of smart street lamps, with very different
meanings of ‘smart’—sometimes related to the original purpose as with usagedependent lighting but mostly alluding to add-on capabilities like urban sensing,
monitoring, digital signage, WiFi access, or e-vehicle charging414243 . Research
about their use in settings for edge computing [Meu+17b; Jia+18; Ged+18a;
Ged+18b] (authorship in the former; co-authorship in the latter two) or car-to-X
support (e.g., hazard detection or autonomous driving) [CM16] hints at their
great potential as computing resources. However, to the best of our knowledge,
the author of this thesis and co-authors proposed the first comprehensive infrastructure concept based on street lamps, highlighting their innovation hotspots
(including newly-enabled distributed and device-bound AI services) for smart
cities.

41

https://smight.com (retrieved 06/30/2021)
https://www.schreder.com (retrieved 06/30/2021)
43
https://www.stengg.com (retrieved 06/30/2021)
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Structure
Figure 7.1 presents an overview of this new infrastructure and the remainder of
this section, which is structured (from the bottom to top) as follows: after presenting
the identified unique characteristics of street lamps (see Section 7.2.1) and a brief
case study (Section 7.2.2), this section details cost-effective upgrade options to
SLaaP (Section 7.2.3). Next, the section presents newly-enabled AI services that
will be shown to benefit from such an infrastructure (Section 7.2.4). A discussion
from the stakeholder perspective that highlights the benefits and the remaining
challenges closes this section (Section 7.2.5).
7.2.1

Uniquely-qualifying Characteristics

Street lamps are a basic and important facility of cities, illuminating roads
and sidewalks in order to increase the safety of road users and pedestrians’
sense of security. This leads to the following characteristics that make them
highly attractive from an Information and Communications Technology (ICT)
perspective and for distributed AI services or smart city concepts in general.
City-wide and densely deployed: Due to their dense deployment along roads
and sidewalks, street lamps are already ubiquitous in our everyday urban
life. In view of the use as digital infrastructure, this dense deployment
makes them accessible anywhere in the city and provides high scalability
due to tens and hundreds of thousands of instances per city – the case study
conducted in Section 7.2.2 will quantify and analyze these aspects in more details.
Electrically-operated: In most cities, street lamps are connected to subterranean
power grids, which are usually separated from the main power grid. Most of
them are still only powered from dusk to dawn since the lamps lack operable
switches (power-on means light-on). Nevertheless, the existing power lines (and
the avoidance of a cost-intensive new deployment) definitely predestine street
lamps as a digital infrastructure, augmented with IoT components [AIM10] –
Section 7.2.3 will discuss appropriate upgrading opportunities in more details.
Publicly-owned: Public ownership is ideal for assuring a true infrastructure
in the strict sense like road, water, energy or telecommunication infrastructures, which constitute sovereign duties like assuring no access (threat
protection) or use-case discrimination, professional maintenance, emergency
operation, etc. When regulations are established and enforced, privatization is possible, but the inverse i.e. turning private goods into a veritable
infrastructure is socially unacceptable. This rules out the consideration of
electrically operated and densely deployed devices under private ownership like
wireless routers, which could, in principle, be qualified as ICT infrastructure
– with RaaP, we will propose such a privately-owned infrastructure in Section 7.3.
Cost-efficiently realizable with the ‘LED dividend’: The widespread lack of such
considerations in cities is even more dramatic since a once-in-history opportunity
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Figure 7.2: Geographic density of public street lamps in urban areas (left), and resulting
wireless mesh networks (d = 50m) of interconnected inner-city street lamps
(right), presented by the example of Darmstadt (Germany)

opens up with the changeover to energy efficient LED lighting, expected to save
large cities millions in terms of energy cost, called ‘LED dividend’ below. Given
their notoriously-tight budgets, cities urgently need to dedicate these savings if
they want to ‘own’ and control an infrastructure, which, once built, can foster
innovation and assure royalties and new business as sources of city and citizen
prosperity – Section 7.2.5 will discuss these aspects from the perspective of the
different stakeholders in more details.
The four characteristics discussed above uniquely qualify street lamps as the scalable foundation for a novel urban digital infrastructure: besides the enrichment
with novel (distributed) AI services – as described below – it has the potential
to even bootstrap smart cities in a large context.
7.2.2

Case Study

To substantiate the currently-unique potential of street lamps as decentralized
(urban) infrastructure for edge computing and distributed AI services, an initial
case study was conducted in Darmstadt (Germany)44 .
7.2.2.1

Street Lamps Dataset

A dataset obtained from an official source of the city government forms the basis
of this study, containing all 14,331 publicly-owned street lamps in Darmstadt
with a detailed specification (e.g., type, location). More precisely, the data comes
directly from the database of the street lamp operator and is therefore carefully
maintained; it was provided to us upon request for research purposes only.
44

Darmstadt has won the prestigious national competition “Digital City” in 2017, aiming to become
the digital model city for Germany and even for Europe: https://digitalstadt-darmstadt.de
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Figure 7.3: Case study in the city of Darmstadt (Germany): distance distribution of
public street lamps to their nearest neighbor (left), and spatial coverage of
street lamps as a function of wireless ranges (right)

7.2.2.2

Understanding the Spatial Coverage of Street-Lamp-based Infrastructures

Based on this dataset, this section examines the spatial coverage that can be
achieved with a street-lamp-based infrastructure. Figure 7.2 (left) shows
the real-world geographic distribution of these street lamps (yellow dots) in
Darmstadt. We see that the distribution of public street lamps is particularly
dense along streets and sidewalks in public or populated areas (e.g., downtown,
parks, residential areas); sparse in industrial or privately-owned areas, where
property owners are responsible for the lighting. This distribution reflects a
representative street lamp deployment pattern in urban environments; cities only
vary in the regulated distance between two neighboring street lamps [Set+14;
Kap12; HLH15]. In the example of Darmstadt, the distance is about 25.2 ± 9.2 𝑚𝑚
(see Figure 7.3, left); the underlying values are normally distributed – this is also
visually supported (red dashed line). These short distances between neighboring
street lamps show their dense deployment; it also allows interconnecting them
via high-bandwidth wired (e.g., optical fiber, Powerline) or wireless technologies
(e.g., WiFi, mmWave) to mesh networks across the city (see Figure 7.2, right)
– this can additionally enable both the realization of distributed AI services
accompanying the mobile user and the workload distribution among each other.
A street lamp of this city-wide mesh network can further act as a nearby access
point of distributed AI services (accessibility). For instance, assuming a realistic
outdoor wireless range of 50m and if only 30% (70%) of all 5,608 street lamps
in the inner city (14.57𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘2 ) are upgraded, i.e., 1,682 (3,926) street lamps or
115.4/𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘2 (269.5/𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘2 ), nearly half (two thirds) of the inner city can already be
covered spatially (see Figure 7.3, right), where (mobile) end-users can access
services with low latency and high bandwidth – a more detailed analysis is given
in [Ged+18a] (co-authored by the author of this thesis).
7.2.2.3

Key Findings and Implications

This initial case study gives a first impression of the potential of public street
lamps as a decentralized and stationary infrastructure for distributed AI ser-
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vices or more generally urban services. In the following, the key findings are
summarized:

– Street lamps are densely-deployed (approx. every 25𝑚𝑚 in Darmstadt) and
distributed at large scale in the city, especially in public and residential areas.

– With a relatively small fraction (e.g., 30%) of the street lamps, a moderate
but comparatively-high spatial coverage (> 50% in Darmstadt, assuming a
50𝑚𝑚 wireless range or user interaction range) can already be achieved.

– Even if all street lamps are taken into account, and a realistic action range
is assumed (e.g., 50𝑚𝑚 as above), a complete spatial coverage cannot be
achieved but a high and unprecedented one in this context (up to 70% in
Darmstadt). Complementary infrastructures are required to (i) approach
a complete spatial coverage and (ii) cover more privately-owned areas
(e.g., backyards, residential complexes, industrial areas). Regarding (i),
if most of the infrastructure is already in place, the (cost-efficient) option
will arise of only having to deploy missing devices in the few areas not
covered. Regarding (ii), we will propose an infrastructure concept (namely
RaaP) in Section 7.3, which can provide edge resources in these areas.

– Due to their dense deployment and their physical proximity to the users,
street lamps can be equipped with wireless technologies for short distances
(e.g., WiFi, mmWave), allowing low latencies and high bandwidths during
offloading from mobile devices (see distributed AI services).
– The already dense deployment of street lamps along streets and sidewalks
predestines them as infrastructure that can effectively provide ambient
support to mobile users (see device-bound AI services).
7.2.2.4

Study Limitations

While this case study provides some interesting findings, it has the following
limitations. Firstly, the dataset is complete for publicly-owned street lamps (as it
comes from an official source), but it does not include street lamps on private
property (e.g., parts of the university campus, industrial areas, backyards, or
residential complexes). Secondly, this initial case study highlights the unique
characteristics of street lamps and focuses on their spatial coverage only – a more
detailed analysis of the latter is given in [Ged+18a; Ged+18b] (co-authored by
the author of this thesis).
7.2.3

Upgrading Opportunity

In the last two sections, we have seen that street lamps are predestinated as a
platform for distributed and even device-bound AI services due to their inherent
characteristics. This section describes (cost-effective) upgrade options to exploit
them for this purpose – we refer to this concept as SLaaP below.
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As mentioned at the beginning of the chapter, over time, a dependence of people
on such AI services, or urban services in general, may gradually evolve to the
point where these services become indispensable to people’s lives. At this point,
such (edge computing) infrastructures as discussed here can become one of
the critical ones. Therefore, these infrastructures should be designed and constructed in a resilient manner in order to remain operational in emergency or
crisis situations. We will also discuss this requirement of a resilient infrastructure
in detail below at the respective crucial components of SLaaP.
7.2.3.1

Hardware Components

Conventional lamp posts first need to be upgraded or replaced by augmented
street lamps (termed ASL – see Figure 7.4, left), pursuing a modular and exchangeable design that is appropriate to the desired services. It is important to
understand that not all of the following elaborated (exemplary) components
must be part of each lamp post but can be strategically distributed across the city
to well-selected lamp posts, depending on the service demands and budget.
Computing and Storage
First, distributed AI services and the protection mechanisms proposed in this
thesis require computational resources on the edge devices to run there at all.
Specifically, a computing platform forms the indispensable core of any ASL.
Storage capacities complement this computing platform, e.g., to cache encrypted
AI models or system states – but also to enable novel AI services (more in
Section 7.3.4).
In concrete terms, this thesis proposes to start upgrading street lamps with singleboard computers (SBC)—having a fair tradeoff between good performance, low
energy consumption, compact size, and low prize [Kau+18] (co-authored by the
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author of this thesis). For instance, low-energy ARM-based Raspberry PI ($40),
Odroid ($60), or Nvidia Jetson Nano ($109) would be performant enough for a
minimalist setup to basically run lightweight AI services. Coping with more
resource-intensive AI services, more performant but still economic hardware like
64-bit x86 quad-core Udoo Ultra ($300) or 64-bit six-core Nvidia Jetson Xavier
NX with GPU support ($429) is required for real-time capabilities – to still have
a good tradeoff between performance and economic aspects, such hardware can
be strategically placed in a lower density in the infrastructure. It is further important that the processors used support trusted computing features (e.g., ARM
TrustZone, Intel SGX) to allow the protection of user data and providers’ intellectual property on (untrusted) devices – see the proposed concepts in Chapter 5.
In the large smart city context, integrating computing power and storage capacities into street lamps is a completely undervalued aspect: street lamps with
their unique characteristics profile (see Section 7.3.1) can actually enable an economic large-scale deployment of edge resources (despite their range restrictions),
making the breakthrough of practicable edge computing at long last.
Sensors and Actuators
Device-bound AI services require sensors and actuators on the edge device to be
able to capture the context and provide ambient support to nearby (mobile) users
at all – both allow user interaction as well. In practice, today’s lighting industry
starts equipping street lamps with first sensors and actuators, e.g., for a smart
lighting control [Gas18]. An EU-wide research initiative has proposed The Humble
Lamppost, a project that aims to deploy 10 million ‘smart’ lamp posts across EU
cities, addressing first use cases, such as traffic monitoring or environmental data
acquisition [Nah+16]. Besides the currently considered sensors (e.g., air quality,
noise, temperature) and actuators (e.g., displays, speakers), new promising
hardware components should be investigated to enable innovative applications.
As novel actuators, parallel reality displays [DL19], short-throw or laser-based
projections can be used to provide situation-aware, personalized information to
mobile users.
Networking and Communication
Connectivity to the Internet, end-user/‘things’ or other street lamps is an
essential ability of the SLaaP concept: resource-demanding AI services that overstrain batteries of mobile platforms such as smartphones or AR-Head-mounted
Displays (HMDs) can be offloaded to the edge device; and, among others,
AI algorithms/models can be subsequently downloaded from the respective
provider’s cloud to protect their IPs (see the proposed protection mechanisms
in Chapter 5). The former requires an ad-hoc (wireless) direct link; the latter
requires Internet access. Unfortunately, there is no economic one-size-fits-all
solution to act as high-performance backhaul technologies for decentralized
street-lamp networks.
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For latency-critical applications, either fiber or 5G connectivity would be a viable
option, but at a high cost [Sim+16]. Also, a subset of street lamps could be
connected to a fiber network and acts as gateway nodes for the street lamp
network. The fiber connected lamps can wirelessly relay traffic to other lamps in
proximity by either WiFi or mmWave communications (street lamps are typically
in line of sight with each other – see Figure 7.3). Depending on the technologies
used (and their inherited wireless range), strategic placement on street lamps is
crucial; combining with mobile base stations, a nearly city-wide spatial coverage
can be reached, and many street lamps can be left out – see the initial case study
in Section 7.2.2. Depending on the depth of relaying, support of low latency applications might be limited. Since mmWave offers multi G throughput [Zhe+15],
bandwidth should not be an issue. In a second wave (after the first wave of 5G
mobile network roll-outs from 2020 onward), street lamps can be appropriate
base stations for applying such mm-wave frequencies (as increasingly dense
base stations are required) – but SLaaP can already benefit from its high density
of ASLs: the short distances between street lamps and (mobile) users allow high
bandwidths to be achieved with relatively low energy consumption (and low
radiation load); the short ranges required can also lead to a high frequency reuse
potential and thus to a higher spatial multiplexing output [Gen11]. These are
invaluable advantages that can enable (1) short-delay, reliably-connected edge
computing and (2) low-energy (or energy-efficient) communication, which is
particularly relevant in emergency situations (e.g., when the the infrastructure is
powered by batteries – see next section for more details). For both, for example,
UWB (ultra-wideband) or similar wireless technologies could be used [Cap+19].
For various best-effort services, a WiFi-mesh could act as backhaul technology between street lamps (see Figure 7.2, p. 139, right); this would not allow offering
hundreds of M to/from individual lamp posts. However, such a decentralized
mesh network would allow vital emergency communications in an accelerated way,
avoiding dysfunctions and supporting the ICT resilience of smart cities.
Energy and Space Management
Finally, an ASL can play three different roles namely consumer, producer and
retailer at the same time. As a consumer, street lamps need power to primarily
operate their lighting but also the additional ICT components introduced above.
For this, an ASL relies on a balanced combination of power from the subterranean power grid (see Section 7.2.1), integrated backup batteries (UPS),
and energy harvesting (e.g., solar)—acting as a producer. The latter two
are optional but can transform an ASL into a largely energy self-sufficient
infrastructure when the regular power source fails, e.g., in emergency situations
like blackouts. Due to this potential for self-sufficient energy supply together
with its highly decentralized nature, SLaaP is well-suited to serve as a resilient
ICT infrastructure. This means that SLaaP can still provide important ICT
functionalities (e.g., emergency communications, edge computing – see previous
sections) and even operate distributed AI services in emergency situations. For
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Numerical example illustrating the feasibility of a resilient infrastructure:
• Energy harvesting. Theoretically, a solar cell generates about
100 mW/cm2 during the daytime, which is however highly
influenced by many factors (e.g., time of day, seasonal
weather,…) [Ku+16]. Assuming a realistic conversion efficiency rate of 10-20% on the Earth’s surface and a typical LED
lamp head of 75 x 40 cm=0.3 m2 , on which a solar panel can be
mounted ‘invisibly’, we get an average energy harvesting level of
100 mW/cm2 * 0.3 m2 * 0.1-0.2 = 30-60 W. Often used but ‘visible’
solar panels have an area of 1 m2 ($100) and would generate about
the triple: 100-200 W.
• Energy consumption. Despite new LED technology, the lightning
still consumes 15-100 W depending on the model and luminance. A
proposed lightweight upgrade, building on a Raspberry PI3 would
consume less than 5 W in total [Kau+18]. A more powerful yet
compact upgrade, building on Udoo Ultra/Bolt (the latter with
GPU support), would require around 12/25 W. In addition, there
is the energy consumption of the individual sensors and actuators.

example, in blackout situations, the harvested energy can be sufficient to cover
the ASL’s power consumption under best conditions (see the numerical example
in the box, p. 145). However, in practice, the harvesting level varies widely
and is not reliable; therefore, an ASL must manage the available energy and
balance the load by limiting non-critical ICT functionalities or dimming the light
situation-consciously.
As a retailer, an ASL can provide charging points for electric vehicles (cars,
drones, …)—requiring permanent current from the fixed power grid. In UAV
research, in particular, challenges such as ’endless’ flying can now be practically
addressed, e.g., by recharging or automatically replacing the battery [FHR13] at
the designated parking place on top of ASLs.
7.2.3.2

Software Platform

To exploit the full potential of this decentralized infrastructure of (potentially
interconnected) ASLs, software supporting the proposed protection mechanisms
must be integrated locally, and distributed concepts/methods must be applied
and refined to its characteristics. To this end, the SLaaP concept uses a two-layered
software platform—consisting of the local layers and a distributed system layer (see
Figure 7.1, p. 137). We also consider an important aspect of such a software
platform on an open infrastructure, namely security and privacy.
Local layer
This layer running on a single street lamp should consist of three sublayers: (1) a
modular hardware abstraction layer—to communicate with the various lower level
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components while preventing direct access to the hardware; (2) an appropriate Operating System (OS)—to manage the underlying hardware resources,
enable controlled software executions (e.g, permission model, process isolation, low-level power management), and support container-based virtualization,
e.g., HypriotOS or balenaOS for low-energy ARM-based Single-board computers (SBCs) like Raspberry PI or Odroid, Alpine or CoreOS for x86-SBCs like
Udoo, and Nvidia EGX Edge AI Platform45 for Nvidia SBCs; (3) a local service
layer—providing software-defined basic edge computing functionalities (for
non-confidential data/code), storage, energy, and user/‘things’ management
locally. For ensuring confidential data/code, the latter layer also contains the
platform code to run a user’s PDSProxy (see Prerequisites in Section 5.2.1).
Distributed system layer
For distributed operation, we introduce a 3n-tier architecture, which extends
the traditional “device-cloud” paradigm to a three-tier “device-edge-cloud”
setting (vertical), where n interconnected edge nodes (i.e., augmented street
lamps) participate in the middle tier (horizontal). The SLaaP concept envision a
distributed OS (coined edgeOS) for the middle tier. edgeOS acts as an overlay over
the local layers of ASLs and the interconnecting mesh networks; it is responsible
for the routing and distributed processing and storage between ASLs, from/to the
mobile devices, and from/to the cloud. edgeOS can also take care of the control
intelligence in the 3n-tier architecture, optimizing the resource allocation to
improve the overall system performance – a related survey is given by [HV19].
Security and Privacy
There are still various open security and privacy issues in SLaaP (analogous to
those in edge computing in general), most of which arise from its nature, including the following examples: SLaaP or edge infrastructures are characterized
by many access points near to the user, which offers a higher attack surface,
not least due to the weaker perimeter security of the edge devices compared
to cloud datacenters; as edge devices (e.g., ASLs) are often spatially reachable
to anyone, attackers can gain more easily physical access to them. Important
paths to contribute to alleviating these issues include “the development of
tamper-resistant and tamper-evident enclosures, remote surveillance, and
trusted platform module–based attestation”. [Sat17] However, as edge devices
are resource-limited and such infrastructures need to be responsive, the
additional overhead for security measures can have a crucial negative impact on
performance; a careful tradeoff must be found between these two aspects – a
comprehensive survey of vulnerabilities and open security/privacy issues in
edge computing as well as first common countermeasures is given by [RJL21].
We will now highlight two open issues concerning the protection of user-related
data and providers’ IPs [Meu21a], which are particularly relevant in the context
of the thesis. SLaaP – possibly equipped with a variety of sensors – and its services
45

https://www.nvidia.com/en-us/data-center/products/egx/ (retrieved 06/30/2021)
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can collect and process user-related data in the public space (without the knowing
of these users). Such data should only be processed locally for privacy reasons;
in addition, a permission management must be established to determine which
third-party services are allowed to access which data. Even more critical is the
situation when users offload their own (sensitive) data to benefit from edge
resources; the same applies to locally running AI services, which could infringe
the IP rights of providers. As there are still no comprehensive protection concepts
for SLaaP and in general edge computing infrastructures, which are operated by
third parties (see Section 3.3), this thesis contributes in particular the following
three building blocks that allow a responsive and more confidential operation of
distributed (single-user) AI services on such open infrastructure (consisting of
possibly untrusted third-party devices):
1. openAIGraph proposed in Chapter 4 enables design and runtime support
for efficiently operating modularized (distributed) AI services;
2. PDSProxy proposed in Chapter 5 can setup confidential processing environments on untrusted edge devices, which can also act as intermediary
to allow confidential multi-hop data streaming;
3. PDSProxy++ that will be introduced in the next chapter (Chapter 8) enables
a proactive deployment of AI services based on the user’s mobility to
conceal the initialization overhead of the enhanced protection mechanisms.
The first building block is compatible with microservices (applications are developed as a set of small individual functions that are instantiated and executed
on demand [Bou+18]); this allows a more efficient distribution of AI service
modules in the given architecture. The second building block is required to make
this decentralized infrastructure (to which infrastructure provider and even
attackers can have physical access) secure and confidential for both users and
service providers. The third building block is compatible with the above mesh
networks, coping with high user mobility and strict responsiveness requirements.
It is important to note that these concepts should be considered complementary
to the general security and privacy mechanisms of such edge platforms.
7.2.4

Newly-enabled AI Services

This section examines newly-enabled services that uniquely benefit from the
resulting SLaaP infrastructure. As SLaaP is not only intended to serve as a
platform for special types of applications (e.g., distributed AI services, as
discussed in this thesis) but as a ‘true’ urban infrastructure, we will also discuss
newly-enabled urban services in general. Figure 7.4 (right, p. 142) shows
different kinds of newly-enabled applications and ‘end-users’ (including smart
‘things’).
As discussed, such an infrastructure has extensible lamp post hardware and
a general-purpose computing platform (a distributed edge cloud) as its basic
constituents (see Figure 7.4, left, p. 142). However, the success of this infrastructure comes from enablements and services, such that the selection of provided
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hardware add-ons and base services as well as a proper bootstrapping of them
will be crucial – these base services are discussed next.
7.2.4.1

SLaaP Base Services

This type of services constitutes the (typically general- or multi-purpose) core
services whose functionalities can be used by other base services or by so-called
value-added services for specific use cases (see Figure 7.4, p. 142) – latter type of
services includes distributed and device-bound AI services (see Section 7.2.4.2).
Base services are specially designed for the installed hardware to make them
available in prepared form for many other services; they are therefore also
only available if the required hardware is available on the respective ASL.
Value-added services, in turn, are geared to provide a high value to the end users.
To illustrate this type of services to the reader, we exemplify below three of
several novel base services that are only made possible to this extent by SLaaP.
We made the selection depending on the degree of innovation of the base service
and the installed hardware; it was important that we cover many end-users and
use cases or areas, both from everyday life and in emergency situations, in which
these base services can be used by value-added services.
4D-Service for Urban Scene Modeling
The first base service is particularly demanding and innovative, coined as
4D-Service46 below. The 4D-service can drive innovation in virtually every
application domain of smart cities. It is related to the fact that augmented and
virtual reality (AR/VR) are so eagerly pursued in industry that press tends to
speak of a race between major companies47 . In contrast to this race for 3D models
and corresponding AR/VR apps in many domains, the smart city domain is
still one where software is for the most part bound to 2D maps: navigation
and routes, location information (w.r.t. businesses, friends, etc.), situational
awareness, city planning and operations software, etc. The 4D-service shall
enable smart cities to move from 2D map based apps to 3D AR/VR based ones.
To this end, street lamps equipped with 3D capturing hardware (LiDAR and/or
cameras) shall provide a constant stream of visual “city situation” information,
distinguishing the immobile city scenery (buildings, roads, trees, …) from mobile elements (pedestrians, vehicles, …). The captured scenes are automatically
processed, populating a semantic-annotated 3D model of the city. Since timeseries of 3D models are captured, a fourth dimension comes into play (hence the
term 4D). For public and standard app use, the mobile elements are replaced by
semantically equivalent models, such that individual persons, cars, etc. cannot be
detected. Access to privacy-sensitive information is tightly controlled, especially
to the encrypted true representation of mobile entities stored at the edge and kept
for a determined time span (rolling overwrite). The resulting 4D model enables
46
47

4D refers to the three spatial dimensions (including depth information) and the time dimension.
see, e.g., https://www.cnet.com/news/apple-augmented-reality-advantages-wwdc-2017 (retrieved 06/30/2021)
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3
or supports various urban use cases over multiple timescales (see Figure 7.4, ,
p. 142), e.g.:
– highly demanding real-time services, especially for 3D-AR apps serving
mobile users (pedestrian, public/individual transport, handicapped) with
smartphones or head-mounted/-up displays
– realistic simulations for urban development/planning, people flow or impact analyses
– reliable, multi-perspective model of the “street situation”, enhancing the
onboard model of autonomous vehicles for making faster, safer decisions
(e.g., [Qiu+18]) or enabling mobility control and traffic support (e.g., parking search) without specialized hardware
– emergency response and management support, e.g., in detecting buried
people, assessing their health states (aka triage), selectively searching
missing people through face recognition
– immersive visualization and interaction in VR, e.g., for planning and performing evacuations, time travel, city walks, tourism, gaming, sales, and
marketing, etc.
Unmanned Aerial Traffic Support
The next base service may support Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs). For instance, latest industry research of logistic companies (e.g., DHL Parcelcopter,
Amazon Prime Air)48 uses UAVs for an innovative parcel delivery service. However, a limited flying range and unresolved safety issues arising from the necessity
of flying over residential areas technically block the breakthrough in all these
cases [Men+17]. ASLs can notably accelerate the everyday suitability of UAVs
in urban areas by playing a key role in overcoming both issues: (1) street lamps
provide recharging stations mounted on top of them, extending the UAV’s flying
range (see Energy and Space Management in Section 7.2.3); (2) street lamps acting
as waypoints49 span a virtual air corridor along them, i.e., a citywide network of air
routes, limiting the possible crash sites. Flying along these defined and controlled
flight paths in combination with the 4D-service for tracking and positioning can
4 For safety and
enable fully automated “aerial highways” (see Figure 7.4, ).
security—the main reasons for blocking their breakthrough—UAVs may have an
integrated self-destruction mechanism or parachute/airbag system; street lamps
can operate a catching and safety system; a “traffic police” service [Men+17] can
intervene by controlling a prescribed, independently working UAVsecurity chip
that overwrites the general software and enforces controlled landing. Using these
air routes, UAV job services such as an address-independent people-to-people
packet transport, wedding filming, etc. can be established. In emergencies, these
48

see, e.g., https://interestingengineering.com/drones-for-search-and-rescue-delivery-servicestake-off (retrieved 06/30/2021)
49
A waypoint is similar to the reference point of landing within the radio-navigation system
(called ILS) for aircraft, which provides aircraft with horizontal and vertical guidance.
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UAVs can also be used elsewhere for supporting disaster management by flying
rescue missions [Erd+17], providing projected evacuation advice [Kni+18], etc.
Technology-enabled Civil Protection
Last but not least, ASLs acting as a citywide surveillance infrastructure may
support counter-terrorism and crime fighting. For instance, a combination of
sensors (acoustic, optical, …) mounted at the street lamp could detect gunshots
or explosions, allowing fast response and the identification of perpetrators. Assessing situations with regard to risks (e.g., nightly way homes) and avoiding
these risky areas, a remote or virtual companion can escort and guide a user
2 Preventing or detecting a serious crime
to his destination (see Figure 7.4, ).
(e.g., harassment, rape), police forces are directly in attendance by combining
so-called holoportation [Ort+16], which can rely on the proposed 4D-service and
thus become ubiquitous, with 3D projection techniques to produce a realistic
hologram of a police officer. The holographic officer, who can be seen, heard
and interacted almost as if he is co-present, serves as a deterrent and victim
support until the real police officers or paramedics arrive there. Analogously,
an injured/buried person gets holographic victim support in disasters until the
rescuers arrive physically. However, systematic further development of such
promising techniques is necessary to make the holographic scene more realistic
and immersive – and to make it applicable in the SLaaP concept.
7.2.4.2

SLaaP Value-Added Services, Applications, and End-Users

Above the base services, SLaaP facilitates novel value-added services and applications for both humans and ‘things’, covering or digitally developing several
application domains: tourism, urban mobility, marketing, sales, gaming, city planning, logistics, environmental affairs, sustainable cities, to name a few [KZ16].
These new (qualities of) applications enabled by SLaaP lead to a novel kind of
1 𝑋𝑋 represents
interactions, labeled as SLaaP-to-X interactions (see Figure 7.4, );
the possible “end-users”: (1) humans and mobile devices, (2) vehicles of all kind,
(3) city inventory (e.g., buildings, places, hotspots,…) and facilities. For instance,
in the context of this thesis, SLaaP can host device-bound AI services within a
PDSProxy (proposed in Section 5.2) that ‘moves‘ along user’s path and personalizes his environment in a confidential way for user data and providers’ code –
application examples include the displaying of personal navigation/evacuation
advice through laser-based projection (for more examples, see Figure 5.1, p. 80);
humans can further interact with ASLs in novel ways (e.g., through vision-based
gesture interactions), arising HCI challenges like obtrusiveness, occlusion, and
privacy in the public multi-user environment. As a static supportive infrastructure,
SLaaP can complement autonomous driving/flying and tackle safety and security
issues by reliably detecting obstacles (e.g., pedestrians, accidents, roadworks)
3 In
or the road surface state using the proposed 4D-service (see Figure 7.4, ).
the larger context, SLaaP can be the entry point into the smart city for smart buildings/homes, exchanging data for intelligent lighting and energy management,
etc. As the city’s ‘nervous system’, SLaaP can detect environmental changes that
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impact the city and autonomously adapt facilities to respond to such events
(e.g., traffic regulation).
7.2.5

Discussion: A Stakeholder Perspective

All in all, SLaaP promises an outstanding urban infrastructure for distributed AI
services and, more generally, an outstanding technological progress for smart
city concepts, clearly offering many benefits for its “end-users” – however, interdisciplinary efforts by stakeholders, detailed below, will be required in the
future to actually realize such a citywide ‘true’ infrastructure. Besides research,
we identify four major stakeholders: citizens, city, government, and economy.
From the Citizens’ Perspective
As we have learned from [Gas18], a smart city has to involve its most important
part, its citizens, not only as recipients of its services but also includes them as
a partner (civic participation), “deciding the type of city they want to live in”.
One crucial challenge lies in designing the ASL in ways that citizens socially
and ethically accept – or merely tolerate – the new technology, considering a
socio-technical design. At the same time, in addition to the proposed data/code
protection mechanisms for individuals and providers, common security and
privacy concepts for SLaaP are indispensable (see Section 7.2.3.2), especially if
the infrastructure or one of its base services collects and processes user-related
data (without their knowing) [Zha+17; Meu21a]. Otherwise, the consequences
may be disastrous if the infrastructure is hacked or misused. Therefore, a secure
data management [..] and privacy-preserving data analysis techniques (e.g., replacing
privacy-critical ‘objects’ in the 4D-service by means of semantic modeling directly
‘at the source’) are desirable while ensuring a two-way data tracking (e.g., based
on blockchains [Hal18]): (1) access and usage control—ensuring the traceability
of the data use (e.g., for the compliance with the GDPR) and enforcing contracts
or any data usage fees; (2) non-repudiation of data authorship through smart
contracts—ensuring the undeniable proof of the guaranteed data confidence.
From the City Perspective
Approximately, 60-90 million street lamps exist across Europe; 75 % are older
than 25 years50 . It is therefore not uncommon that street lamps consume up to
50 % of the energy budget of a city. Large-scale retrofitting/renewal programs
(e.g., in LA or NYC51 ) to highly efficient LED lamps quickly amortize and can
save up to 70 % of the energy costs, representing a once-in-history opportunity
(introduced as the ‘LED dividend’) for economically upgrading to the proposed
ASLs. On the other hand, there are challenges in (1) energy-efficiently designing
SLaaP, and (2) finding a good cost-benefit tradeoff of the deployed ICT components (see Section 7.2.3) that SLaaP does not lead to disproportionately high
50
51

http://eu-smartcities.eu/initiatives/78/description (retrieved 06/30/2021)
https://singularityhub.com/2013/11/10/new-york-city-to-replace-250000-street-lights-with-ledsby-2017 (retrieved 06/30/2021)
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costs. For instance, major cities can team up with industry and further push
a standard (e.g., ImHLa [Heu+17]) to (1) open up market competition in this
segment, and (2) ensure compatibility and interoperability between different
manufacturers [Bre+14]. Beyond that, a city can offer economic incentives to
companies and rent out infrastructure resources to (partly) cover the costs. Other
important challenges include a strategic rethinking of urban development and
planning—concerning the new augmented infrastructure and air corridors—and
a reliable integration of city facilities (power plants, traffic facilities, …) and
rescue organizations (fire/ambulance service, police, …).
From the Government Perspective
The government’s role is to (1) timely adopt laws that allow SLaaP with all
its benefits, but at the same time, (2) review legal issues w.r.t. privacy, ethics,
applicability, liability, etc., coming with the new (technological) opportunities
and innovative (device-bound) AI services. For instance, one could get the
idea to use the 4D-service for solving the question of fault in road accidents or
other incidents (similar to dash cams). For promises of safety, many citizens
are likely to accept sacrificing – at least some – privacy. A governed disclosure
strategy can be realized in serious threats only (e.g., terrorist attacks, natural and
human/technology-caused disasters): it would allow authorities (e.g., requiring
𝑁𝑁 parties) and data owners (e.g., for alibi reasons) to carefully and selectively
unhide private information to enable fast and focused emergency responses or
counter-terrorism. To establish citywide air corridors for UAVs, corresponding
regulations must be adjusted so that they can fly near people and safely coexist in
everyday urban life [Men+17]. The prevailing legal situation will surely have the
decisive influence on how UAVs can use and benefit from the new infrastructure.
From the Economy Perspective
Finally, SLaaP should be open for third parties, targeting a comprehensive involvement of industry. Specifically, the challenges lie in (1) providing economic
incentives for companies to support the new infrastructure; (2) establishing a
open ecosystem (including the proposed OAII concept in Section 4.1.1) with standardized interfaces [San+17], allowing companies to offer their novel services
and business models for different smart cities without redeveloping.
7.3

privately-owned: routers as a platform

The previous section presented SLaaP, an infrastructure concept based on
publicly-owned street lamps to (i) fill the gap of a potential ‘true’ public (edge
computing) infrastructure and (ii) realize a relatively cost-efficient, city-wide
platform for running distributed AI services in particular – SLaaP is also spatially
reachable to allow device-bound AI services. While SLaaP is densely deployed
and achieves a high coverage of low-latency edge resources along streets and in
public areas, the coverage in privately owned areas is not sufficient.
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Figure 7.5: An overview of the proposed city-wide infrastructure based on upgraded
and shared wireless home routers; routers can act as a hub for shared home
resources. We use the following coding: different colors indicate different
LANs within the respective homes/households; dashed lines depict wireless
connections, and solid lines represent wired connections.

This section presents RaaP, a complementary infrastructure concept based on
privately-owned wireless home routers to achieve high coverage of low-latency
edge resources at low cost, especially in these private areas and indoors in which
the coverage of SLaaP may be limited – it also represents a way to tackle the
bootstrapping problem (see the motivation of this chapter). Specifically, RaaP
proposes a sharing concept to (i) share its own resources but also (ii) act as a
hub for LAN-connected shared home resources (see Figure 7.5). In this way,
RaaP makes these densely-deployed, city-wide home resources (see Section 7.1)
available to other mobile users at low (upgrading) cost; these edge devices are
still not spatially reachable for these users (i.e., they are not suitable for devicebound AI services), but users can use them to offload their resource-demanding
AI services.
Historical Background
In historical terms, such wireless home routers were – in addition to their actual
purpose – first investigated by researchers as decentralized emergency communication infrastructure [Pan+12]. To the best of our knowledge, the author
of this thesis was part of a research team that first proposes upgrading them
as cloudlets [Meu+15b; Meu+15c; Meu+17i; Meu+17g] (authorship). Based
on this concept, further work was carried out in cooperation with other researchers [Ngu+17b; Ngu+17c; Ngu+17a; Ged+17; Bau+17; Ngu+18; Ged+18a;
Ged+18b] (co-authored by the author of this thesis).
Structure
The remainder of this section is structured as follows: after highlighting the
identified unique characteristics of home routers (see Section 7.3.1) and presenting an initial case study (Section 7.3.2), this section discusses cost-effective
upgrade options to RaaP (Section 7.3.3). Next, the section presents identified
newly-enabled AI services that uniquely benefit from such an infrastructure
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(Section 7.3.4). A discussion from the stakeholder perspective that highlights
the benefits and the remaining challenges closes this section (Section 7.3.5).
7.3.1

Uniquely-qualifying Characteristics

Wireless routers are a basic networking device in almost every household in developed country today, providing access to the Internet for (W)LAN-connected
devices. This leads to following characteristics that make them highly attractive
for (urban) AI services.
City-wide and densely deployed: Due to the dense settlement of the cities, which
results in their city-wide and dense deployment, wireless home routers are
already ubiquitous in our everyday urban life – the case study in Section 7.3.2
will quantify and analyze these aspects in more details.
Electrically-operated and hardware-ready: All routers are typically supplied
with permanent power. As network devices, they are also equipped with
the minimum hardware (namely computing and networking capabilities)
required to run (offloaded) AI services or algorithms – Section 7.3.3 will discuss
appropriate upgrading opportunities in more details.
Privately-owned: Private (citizen) ownership with tens and hundreds of
thousands owners is ideal to share the (running) costs and establish a
community-based (sharing) infrastructure, where the end users also act as
infrastructure providers. On the other hand, a critical mass of participating users
must first be reached, and the resulting infrastructure is dynamic in terms of its
participating devices.
Cost-effectively realizable with a software update: Since appropriate hardware
already exists, a simple software-based update is sufficient to exploit such
routers and LAN-connected home resources; but the owners of the routers and
the home resources must agree, otherwise it would be socially unacceptable –
Section 7.3.5 discuss these aspects from the stakeholder perspective.
The four characteristics discussed above uniquely qualify wireless home routers
as a scalable vehicle for an urban (edge computing) infrastructure. We will
investigate to what extent the presented concepts of SLaaP are also transferable
to RaaP and which distinctions have to be made (see Section 7.3.3). This involves
first conducting an initial case study to (a) substantiate the unique potential of
wireless home routers and (b) investigate how users with different movement
patterns will actually use which routers and for how long in order to assess the
potential utilization of privately used resources in the proposed sharing concept.
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(a) Access points

(b) Human mobility

Figure 7.6: Geographic locations of wireless routers collected via wardriving (left), and
a heat map of location values collected from 30 volunteers over four weeks
(right) – both presented by the example of Darmstadt (Germany)

7.3.2

Case Study

The initial case study was again conducted in Darmstadt (Germany)—a typical
mid-size city (some 160,000 inhabitants). To this end, two datasets are collected
in the course of this thesis to examine the temporal (service) coverage that RaaP
can provide for mobile users.
7.3.2.1

Collected Datasets

This section first describes the two comprehensive real-world datasets—an access
points dataset and a human mobility dataset—including the collection process,
which both serve as a basis for the further analysis.
Access Points Dataset
To get a consistent up-to-date record of access points (APs) ‘visible’ (and thus
theoretically-accessible) for mobile users, nearly two dozen (23) volunteers
systematically walked through the city of Darmstadt and collected signal
samples from wireless APs – this collection method is also known as warwalking
or better known as wardriving [KFK06]. More precisely, the wardriving app –
developed in student projects under the co-supervision of the author of this
thesis – estimates the actual location of an AP using the tri-/multilateration
method on at least three collected signal samples [Pan+12]. To further improve
the data quality, (transient) mobile access points are removed from the resulting
dataset by looking up non-router manufacturers from the Organizationally
Unique Identifier (OUI) part of the MAC address.
Figure 7.6a illustrates the final dataset, which comprises 22,361 AP locations in
an area of approximately 63 𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘2 covering the core districts of the city. We can
see that the distribution of wireless APs is really dense in residential areas and
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sparse in parks and industrial areas – this represents a typical router distribution
pattern in urban areas [Sap+15; JL07]. Assuming about 50,000 households52 in
the area covered and assuming that most of them have a (static) wireless home
router, the collected dataset contains almost half of the wireless home routers
in Darmstadt. The missing routers were not captured for several reasons: either
because they were not reachable from the public areas or because too few signal
samples were collected for location determination. Nevertheless, the dataset is
extensive and appropriate for the purpose of this case study: it contains the same
APs as required for RaaP, namely those that could be reached by mobile users
in the same public-access areas as the warwalking volunteers who collected the
dataset.
Human Mobility Dataset
To get a human mobility dataset, 30 volunteers who live in Darmstadt collected
their mobility traces, among others, over four weeks. While the resulting dataset
cannot be considered representative, as it is highly biased to students (N=30)
and thus young people with an average age of 25.4 years (SD=2.5), it is still
suitable in this initial case study to investigate which temporal (service) coverage
RaaP could achieve (at least) for this relevant target group. To point out further
limitations of the dataset in advance, the following characteristics of the target
group must still be mentioned: all participants study computer science at the
Technical University of Darmstadt, mostly in master program (89.8%), only a
few in bachelor program (10.2%); the participants are primarily male (N=24)
who have different mobility behaviors than females (N=6), as studies have
shown (e.g., [Gau+20]).
Within the study, the participants use an app named Labels (to also collect
data annotations) [Meu+15d], which is based on the Kraken.me platform
(an automatic tracking suite) – both were mostly developed by the author of
this thesis [Meu14; SS14a]. The (complete) dataset also forms the basis for
further in-depth behavior analysis – for this, the reader is referred to [Meu+17c;
Meu+19a] (authorship).
Figure 7.6b shows the mobility traces of this dataset, as only these are relevant
for the case study. The final (sub-)dataset comprises over 5-million unique
location values (173, 109 ± 100, 369 location values per user) with a median
(horizontal) accuracy of about 30𝑚𝑚. On average, the data covers more than
four-fifths of the users’ everyday life (83.8%, 20.1 ± 1.6 ℎ). The missing values
are mostly in the night hours: when users are sleeping, some might have turned
off their phone; the data have been smoothed accordingly, but only if the last
location corresponded approximately to the first location after the gap and if the
gap was not too large in time (≤ 5ℎ).
52

https://www.darmstadt.de/standort/statistik-und-stadtforschung/datenreport2020/bevoelkerung (retrieved 06/30/2021)
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Figure 7.7: Analysis of location values from all 30 participants

To characterize the mobility of the participants, the most significant places
and place visits are identified. The former comprises the two most important
places for the student participants, namely home and university; all other places
(e.g., coffee shop, friend’s home) are summarized under other places; all location
values between any places (i.e., when the user is on the move) are labeled
as en route. The latter (place visits) are tuples of a place and a time interval,
indicating how long a user stays at a particular place. The clustering algorithm
used to determine these place visits was taken from [Kan+05]; it requires
the specification of two threshold parameters, namely a spatial 𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑠𝑠 and time
threshold 𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 , which have a direct influence on the cluster generation: a too
small spatial threshold and time threshold could mistakenly identify too many
places (the former would mistakenly generate too many clusters for the same
place due to the location inaccuracy) and place visits (the latter would also
mistakenly generate a cluster for short stops, e.g., when the user is waiting for
the bus). The elbow method is then used to determine the best tradeoff of both
thresholds [Sch+17], namely 𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑠𝑠 = 25𝑚𝑚 and 𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 = 10𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 – see Figure 7.7a for a
visual interpretation. The labeling process of the resulting clusters is according
to [TM15]: home is the cluster in which a user spends most of the night and
early morning hours; university (for others: ‘work’) is the cluster in which a
student spends most of the day hours; any other cluster is labeled as ‘other
places’. In total, the algorithm found 631 unique places (21.0 ± 8.2 per user)
and 2,353 place visits (78.4 ± 19.2 per user).

Figure 7.7b shows the time spent in each of these places. We can see that
the student participants are at home most of the time (𝜇𝜇ℎ𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜
= 860.5𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚,
𝑢𝑢
𝑥𝑥𝑢𝑢ℎ𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 = 718𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚) – this is obvious, as students sleep and
𝜎𝜎𝑢𝑢ℎ𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 = 850.2𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚, ̃
learn primarily at home. At the university (including canteen and library),
= 128.6𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚,
the students spend only about two hours on average (𝜇𝜇𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢
𝑢𝑢
𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢
𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢
𝑥𝑥𝑢𝑢 = 92𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚) – that is about the duration of a lecture (or
𝜎𝜎𝑢𝑢 = 121.5𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚, ̃
exercise group) plus some time for lunch or small talks with classmates and
small organizational tasks. Interestingly, participants spend more time at other
𝑥𝑥𝑢𝑢𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 = 60𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚) than at the university.
places (𝜇𝜇𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜
= 181.5𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚, 𝜎𝜎𝑢𝑢𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 = 339.1𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚, ̃
𝑢𝑢
As expected, the time for transitions between two places (‘enroute’) is very short
𝑥𝑥𝑢𝑢𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 = 14𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚), as most of the participants
(𝜇𝜇𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡
= 21.1𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚, 𝜎𝜎𝑢𝑢𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 = 25.5𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚, ̃
𝑢𝑢
live in Darmstadt.
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Figure 7.8: Time distribution of daily mobility patterns of the participants (the intensity
reflects the number of participants over the time of day, where black is a high
population and white a low population)

A more detailed visualization of users’ mobility pattern is given in Figure 7.8.
We can see that the participants are at home especially between 6PM and 9AM
(evenings and nights). There is an exception for Friday and Saturday evenings
and nights when some students go out and stay overnight at other places. In
the daytime (between 9AM to 6PM), some students go to the university –
interestingly, some are also there on weekends (e.g., to learn in the library). As
most students do not have an organized daily routine, stays in other places are
not precisely defined. Transitions are similar: they usually take place between
9AM and 12 midnight with strong variations at 9AM, 12 noon, and 18PM.
To quantify the mobility of the participants, the information entropy metric is
applied, which is defined by Shannon as follows [EP06; SS14b]:
Η𝑢𝑢 (𝑥𝑥) = − ∑ 𝑝𝑝𝑢𝑢 (𝑥𝑥) 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙2 𝑝𝑝𝑢𝑢 (𝑥𝑥),
𝑥𝑥𝑥X𝑢𝑢

(7.1)

where 𝑝𝑝𝑢𝑢 (𝑥𝑥) is the probability measured over the respective time period that
a user 𝑢𝑢 has occupied a state 𝑥𝑥, which is an element of the ensemble X𝑢𝑢 of
distinct states. More precisely, this analysis considers the (average) weekly
entropies for each user, which is calculated on the basis of 144 samples for
each day (10-minute time slots)—i.e., ∣X𝑢𝑢 ∣ = 144 and the uniform probability
𝑝𝑝𝑢𝑢 (𝑥𝑥) = 1/∣X𝑢𝑢 ∣ = 1/144. The maximal theoretical mobility entropy is about 2.32,
but only normalized values are used in this analysis (also to compare it with
other works, such as [EP06; Qin+12; SS14b]). Figure 7.7c shows the resulting
(normalized) entropy values for the participants (𝜇𝜇Η𝑢𝑢 = 0.498, 𝜎𝜎Η𝑢𝑢 = 0.116,
𝑥𝑥Η𝑢𝑢 ∈ [0.257, 0.684]) – applying Shapiro-Wilk normality test shows that the
entropy values are normally distributed (𝑝𝑝 = 0.551). We can see that most of the
student participants live an ‘entropic life’, which is fairly variable and harder to
predict [EP06] – there is also no apparent gender difference in this dataset.
While this human mobility dataset is biased to students and is smaller than
other mobility trace datasets containing locations with GPS accuracy (e.g., GeoLife [ZXM10], Macaco [Jaf+17], Privamov [Mok+17]), this dataset offers added
value in the following aspects: (1) While other datasets often contain only isolated
individual mobility traces, this dataset includes mobility behavior of individual
users almost throughout the day. (2) This dataset was collected in a city in which
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an up-to-date dataset on access points was also available (see previous section).
(3) With students, we have targeted an extreme group [EP06] that lives an ‘entropic life’ for the most part, often without fixed routines but very mobile. In
particular, it can be difficult for such a group to achieve a high level of temporal
service coverage, as it is assumed that they need to access an above-average
number of routers due to their high mobility. This collected dataset is therefore
well suited to study temporal service coverage as a function of mobility entropy,
as will be done in the next section.
7.3.2.2

Understanding the Temporal Coverage of Router-based Infrastructures

While subsequent studies (e.g., [Wan+18b; Ged+18a; Ged+18b]) based on the
above-introduced datasets focus on spatial coverage and placement of edge
resources to optimize the overall system performance, this initial case study
focuses on the possible temporal service coverage for individual mobile users.
More precisely, we argue that temporal coverage is more important for the
end-user experience as spatial coverage: it is of little use if almost all areas are
covered, but exactly where the users spend most of their times the service
is not available. On the other hand, a high spatial coverage (where hotspots
are covered) can result in a high temporal (service) coverage for individual users.
Given the available routers R, temporal (service) coverage C 𝑖𝑖 for an individual
user 𝑢𝑢𝑖𝑖 is defined as follows [GS15; Ged+18a]:
C 𝑖𝑖 =

𝑖𝑖
∣T𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐
∣
,
𝑖𝑖
∣T ∣

(7.2)

𝑖𝑖
whereby T 𝑖𝑖 = {𝜏𝜏1 , 𝜏𝜏2 , .., 𝜏𝜏𝑗𝑗 } is the complete time span considered, T𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐
⊆ T 𝑖𝑖 is
the time span covered by routers, and 𝜏𝜏𝑗𝑗 specifies a small (30-second) time frame.
Coverage is defined by using the k-coverage model; it requires at least 𝑘𝑘 routers
covering any time frame 𝜏𝜏𝑗𝑗 of the mobile user to consider it as ‘covered’. In other
words, a time frame is said to be covered if the user has access to at least 𝑘𝑘 routers
all the time. Formally, the coverage function is defined as follows:

⎧
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪1 if 𝜏𝜏𝑗𝑗 is covered by (at least) 𝑘𝑘 routers: ∣R𝑗𝑗 ∣ ≥ 𝑘𝑘𝑘
(𝜏𝜏𝑗𝑗 ) = ⎨
⎪
⎪
⎪
0 otherwise.
⎪
⎩

(7.3)

R𝑗𝑗 ⊂ R is the set of routers that fully cover the time frame 𝜏𝜏𝑗𝑗 . All time frames
𝑖𝑖
covered are then given by T𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐
= {𝜏𝜏1 , 𝜏𝜏2 , .., 𝜏𝜏𝑙𝑙 ∣ 𝑐𝑐(𝜏𝜏𝑙𝑙 ) = 1}. In concrete
terms, this analysis applies a 1-coverage model (𝑘𝑘 = 1) to determine the time
frames that are covered. We further assume a realistic 30-meter outdoor
communication range of the routers [Pan+12]. In spatial terms and assuming
this communication range, for example and for a later comparison, 25% of the
considered home routers are already sufficient to cover over half (50%) of the
city; with all routers, a maximum of about three quarters of the considered city
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Figure 7.9: Temporal (service) coverage for individual users

area can be covered spatially – according to [Ged+18a].
Figure 7.9a shows the cumulated temporal coverage averaged over all users as
a function of the number accessible routers – the number is per user, and the
routers are mostly not the same for them. We can see that only two routers located
at the right places are already sufficient to achieve a high temporal coverage over
80% (𝜇𝜇𝐶𝐶 = 81.9%, 𝜎𝜎𝐶𝐶 = 14.2%). Each additional router increases the coverage
only slightly. The maximum average coverage is 86.1%; it can already be reached
with an average of about 59 routers per user – additional routers or even considering all available routers have no further effect on the average (temporal) coverage.
As expected from the mobility analysis, home and university (or ‘work’ for others)
are the two most important places for (nearly) all participants in terms of service
coverage. Therefore, the coverage by a router located at each of these places is
investigated in Figure 7.9b. We can see that the user’s home router can already
provide 80% temporal coverage for one quarter of the participants – but for over
one third, it covers less than 60% of their day. An additional (second) router at
the university (/workplace) increases the temporal coverage noticeably: for two
thirds of the participants, both together can achieve a temporal coverage of 75%
and more; for one student participant, the temporal coverage is even 97.4%.

Figure 7.10 shows the impact of the individual mobility on the temporal
coverage. Users with a low mobility entropy (Η𝑢𝑢 < 0.3) already benefit from a
high temporal coverage when using only their home routers (see Figure 7.10a).
With increasing mobility entropy, the achievable temporal coverage falls rapidly.
Considering the maximum number of available routers (see Figure 7.10b), even
users with medium mobility entropy (Η𝑢𝑢 < 0.5) benefit from a high temporal
coverage – as previously discovered, these users only need to have access to a
medium two-digit number of routers to benefit from a similar coverage.
In view of the proposed sharing concept, the access times per router 𝑟𝑟 in the
user’s environment were examined when the user is on the move (𝜇𝜇𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡
= 21.5𝑠𝑠,
𝑟𝑟
𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡
𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜
𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜
𝜎𝜎𝑟𝑟
= 20.5𝑠𝑠) or stays in other places (𝜇𝜇𝑟𝑟
= 64.1𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚, 𝜎𝜎𝑟𝑟
= 149.4𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚). We can
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Figure 7.10: Temporal (service) coverage as a function of mobility entropy of the users

see that the average access time to a router or the contact time with the router is
very short (well under a minute) when the user is on the move. The situation is
obviously different when the user stays in a specific place, such as a restaurant or
bus stop; these places are often located in public areas and can therefore be very
busy, which can be a great burden for a single router and its connected home
resources as far as no further edge resources (e.g., cloudlets in the coffee shop or
SLaaP devices) are available there.
7.3.2.3

Key Findings and Implications

This initial case study indicated the potential of a privately-owned router-based
infrastructure, demonstrating the achievable temporal (service) coverage from
the user’s perspective. In the following, the key findings are summarized:
– Wireless home routers are densely-deployed and large-scale distributed
throughout the city, especially in residential areas.
– With only two shared routers (possibly with LAN-connected devices) as
edge resources at the user’s most important places (namely at home and
at work/the university), a very high temporal service coverage is already
achievable, especially for users with a low entropic lifestyle (Η𝑢𝑢 < 0.3),
which is characterized by strong patterns.

– On average, each user needs access to a medium two-digit number of
routers (to most of them only for a short time, e.g., well under a minute on
average when the user is on the move) to achieve a high temporal coverage
over 85%. On the one hand, the results show the benefit users get when
they share their own home resources; on the other hand, the results suggest
that RaaP is particularly suitable for residential areas, where ‘foreign’ users
are less likely to spend time in other places, which would result in high
access times to shared routers (and their connected resources).

– All in all, a router-based infrastructure can provide high temporal (service) coverage especially for users with a low to medium mobility entropy
(Η𝑢𝑢 < 0.5). For all others living a more entropic lifestyle, complementary
infrastructures are required, especially covering public areas (such as parks
and pedestrian zones), which can be either little covered by private home
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routers or the shared home resources are not sufficient for long access times
of many simultaneous users.
7.3.2.4

Study Limitations

While this case study provides some interesting findings, especially with regard
to the temporal (service) coverage that can be achieved with a router-based
infrastructure, it has the following limitations. Firstly, the access points dataset
makes no claim to completeness. Although the dataset was systematically collected, the nature of the collection method (wardriving) makes it difficult to
capture all access points – our conservative estimate assumes about half of all
available access points in the urban area considered. Nevertheless, these are also
the access points that are relevant for mobile users to offload their AI services.
Secondly, as already mentioned at the beginning of the case study, the user base is
highly biased to students and therefore young participants; the majority of them
do not have very regular routines and high mobility. For instance, some users
even live a more entropic lifestyle than the typical full-time employee [EP06].
This extreme user base is particularly well suited for this study, as a wide range
of mobility entropy is covered. Thridly, this initial case study only investigates
the temporal coverage from the end-user’s perspective, analyzing router accesses
and usages by other users to motivate the sharing concept. No statement can
be made in the study about the number of simultaneous users per router. For
further analysis (including investigation of spatial coverage and placement of
edge resources), the reader is referred to subsequent studies based on these
datasets [Ged+18a; Ged+18b; Wan+18b] (former two are co-authored by the
author of this thesis).
7.3.3

Upgrading Opportunity

In the last sections, we have seen that wireless home routers by nature have
the potential to form a complementary city-wide and densely-deployed (edge
computing) infrastructure for operating distributed AI services. This section describes cost-effective upgrade options to exploit these home routers and possibly
their LAN-connected home resources (see Figure 7.5, p. 153) – we refer to this
concept as RaaP below.
7.3.3.1

Hardware Components

As wireless home routers (1) already exist in most households, (2) are
permanently electrically-operated, and (3) are equipped with minimal required
hardware (namely processors and networking capacities), a simple software
update is all that is needed to realize RaaP – see next section.
First of all, however, we take a closer look at the particular HW components. By
nature, home routers support IEEE 802.11 network standards that are compatible
with the user’s end devices; they can also handle multiple devices with low
latency and high throughput. On the other hand, the processor performance
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is not as optimal: the built-in CPU(s) of the more powerful routers in the
upper price segment is(are) comparable with those of single-board computers
such as Raspberry Pi or Odroid [Kau+18] (co-authored by the author of this
thesis); ‘standard’ routers, on the other hand, are weaker. While research
showed that offloading to nearby routers (of the first-mentioned category) with
low utilization (i) can outperform the cloud in smaller tasks (due to lower
network latency) and, what’s more important, (ii) save valuable resources
on the offloading mobile device [Meu+15b] (authorship), the wireless home
routers in RaaP have an additional task: they act as a hub for possibly shared
LAN-connected (smart) home resources, such as desktop computer, NAS, home
server, notebook, tablet, and various types of IoT devices (see Figure 7.5, p. 153).
In this way, home resources (in terms of computing and storage capacities) can
be made available as edge resources for mobile users, and sufficient capacities
can be provided to run resource-intensive AI services even from multiple
simultaneous users (see Section 7.1.2).
Regarding sensors and actuators, their integration into RaaP makes no sense
(except for the owners themselves), as the routers and other home devices are
located at their owners’ homes, which cannot be spatially reachable by other
end-users. An exception could be (‘commercial’) routers, e.g., in malls, airports
or train stations, when RaaP is applied to them.
7.3.3.2

Software Platform

As the hardware already exists, a cost-efficient software (firmware) update is
enough to exploit routers and the LAN-connected home devices, which a user
wants to share in RaaP. Specifically, RaaP uses the same two-layered software
platform as SLaaP (see Section 7.2.3.2) but with required adjustments in the local
layer [Meu+17g] (authorship): local networks between the home devices and
home resources must first be virtualized to provide strict isolation between the
(‘private’) space of the household members and the (‘public’) space of the edge
resources provided; within the public space, a virtualization allows the isolation
between AI services of different users and flexibility between the home resources
is required – but this inherent tradeoff between the two aspects must be carefully
balanced (see also a related discussion on this topic in Section 5.3). Virtual
machines provide a good isolation but they entail a large overhead [Sat+09];
a virtual machine can be a viable path to achieve the strict isolation between
private–public spaces for resource-rich desktop computers or home servers but
not for resource-constrained routers or smart devices. For these (latter) devices,
Kata containers24 (‘slimmed down’ VMs) and Google gVisor19 (a sandboxed
container runtime) provide a good balance between isolation and resource
footprint; both are also fully compatible with ARM-based architectures and
container technologies (e.g., Docker, Docker Swarm, Kubernetes), which can be
used to manage the distributed AI services within the available edge resources.
An open issue with such edge platforms represents the (weak) protection of
user data and providers’ intellectual properties on third-party devices [Meu21a].
With PDSProxy (see Chapter 5), this thesis contributed a possible solution to
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address this issue.
Similar to SLaaP, the distributed layer is on top of the local layers and spans the
routers of several households, which can be connected to each other as WiFi
mesh. Such a decentralized network would especially support mobile use cases,
e.g., where results of distributed AI services are forwarded when the user gets out
of range of the initially-accessed RaaP router [Ngu+18] (co-authored by the author
of this thesis) or to proactively deploy AI services at specific edge devices (see
Chapter 8). In emergency situations, RaaP can be used as emergency communication and computing infrastructure, e.g., to support emergency responses [Pan+12;
Meu+17i; Ngu+17b; Ngu+17c] (the latter three are [co-]authored by the author
of this thesis).
7.3.4

Newly-enabled AI Services

The previous section discusses technical upgrade options. This section examines newly-enabled AI services that uniquely benefit from this upgrade and the
resulting RaaP infrastructure: although it is not directly suitable as a platform
for device-bound AI services due to the sensor and actuator issue, its unique
characteristics predestine it as a low-cost edge computing infrastructure. Specifically in the context of this thesis, RaaP can enable resource-intensive AI services
on mobile platforms, such as smartphones or AR-HMDs, that overstrain mobile devices’ batteries or compute power but are too bandwidth-demanding
and latency-critical to be offloaded to a distant cloud or the nearest cell tower
equipped with edge resources. RaaP as a fast to establish infrastructure at low cost
can especially contribute to overcome the previously-mentioned (application–
infrastructure) bootstrapping problem.
7.3.5

Discussion: A Stakeholder Perspective

RaaP promises an outstanding urban edge computing infrastructure for operating

distributed AI services, clearly offering many benefits for its stakeholders.
Besides research, the two identified stakeholders are citizens (acting as owner of
the home resources and user at the same time) and economy (i.e., providers).
Given the fact that home routers and the connected home resources are
privately-owned, thousands of homeowners must be convinced to reach a critical
mass of participating devices and establish a city-wide infrastructure based on
RaaP – public or commercial (infrastructure) providers could provide further
incentives for this. Similar to the concepts of building a (non-)commercial public
WiFi network, such as Freifunk53 or Vodafone Homespot-Service54 , RaaP can also
use such a sharing approach: anyone who makes their wireless home routers and
possibly home resources available as edge resources for other users (who are also
part of such a sharing community) can also benefit from edge resources owned
53
54

https://freifunk.net/en/ (retrieved 06/30/2021)
https://zuhauseplus.vodafone.de/internet-telefon/wlan-hotspots/homespot-service.html (retrieved 06/30/2021)
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and shared by other users; the resource capacities that one shares can then
determine how many resources of other users or complementary infrastructures
(such as SLaaP, in the case the providers are the same or cooperating) are
allowed to be used by this user. As found in Section 7.3.2, an average user (with
a medium mobility entropy) will require access to a medium two-digit number
of other routers to complement the home resources and achieve a high temporal
coverage; this represents a good cost-benefit ratio, especially since other users
usually only need access to a user’s home resources only temporarily or for a
very short time (e.g., when such users are on the move and only pass these
home resources). It is also important to note that the private use of resources
(private space) has higher priority than their use by others (public space); in
this way, and through the use of idle resources, the homeowners should not
notice a significant loss of performance.
Technically, only a software update of the routers and the home resources is
required for their owners to participate in the RaaP infrastructure. Over time, this
could already be preconfigured by the manufacturers to allow a quick one-click
activation; manufacturers can also extend routers as a more powerful hub (for
the connected home resources) or as a powerful edge resource itself.
7.4

conclusion

This chapter presented SLaaP and RaaP, two decentralized open infrastructure
concepts for edge computing and – in the context of this thesis – for operating
distributed AI services; both infrastructures are complementary to each other.
SLaaP proposes to exploit publicly-owned street lamps for building a full-fledged
platform for distributed and in particular device-bound AI services; it also has the
potential to enable a city-wide ‘true’ (edge computing) infrastructure and, more
generally, may become the key driver for smart cities. RaaP proposes a sharing
concept based on privately-owned home routers to enable a city-wide, denselydeployed (edge computing) platform at low (upgrading) costs. In particular,
RaaP can cover specific urban areas, such as privately owned areas or indoors,
which SLaaP cannot fully cover without additional deployments of street lamps.
In particular, both convince by their unique characteristics, being able to achieve
an unprecedented coverage for low-latency edge resources while keeping the
necessary investments low.
7.4.1

Two Unique Decentralized Infrastructure Concepts

Table 7.2 shows a summary comparison of the two proposed open infrastructures
based on the requirements established in Section 7.1.1 – supported by the case
studies in this chapter. The degrees of fulfillment shown in Table 7.2 represent a
first orientation for the reader; in concrete projects, dedicated measures like legal
frameworks, outsourcing strategies etc. may influence these entries largely. A
comprehensive comparison with the state of the art can be made using Table 7.1
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Table 7.2: A summary comparison of the urban infrastructures proposed in this chapter
based on the requirements/properties established in Section 7.1.1 – a comparison with other infrastructure concepts is given by Section 7.1.2 and Table 7.1.

SLaaP
RaaP

 /

 /
 /
////
 
 pu/co

(O.2) Number of Owners

(O.1) Owner type

Ownership
(L.3) Low Deployment/Upgrading Costs

 /

 

(L.2) Required HW/IoT Capabilities
(Comp./Graphic Card/Storage/
Networking/Sensors/Actuators)

 

Local Characteristics

(L.1) Electrical Operation
(power grid/battery)

(G.3) Non-isolated Infrastructure
(availability/‘spatial’ reachability)

Infrastructures

(G.2) Dense Deployment

Global Characteristics

(G.1) Large-scale Deployment
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1+

 /
 /
////  pr/co 1,000+

Encoding: fulfillment of requirements (see Section 7.1.1): –fulfilled, 
–partially fulfilled,
–little or not fulfilled; color coding: –already-existing, –potentially-possible and -justifiable
(but associated with corresponding costs/efforts), –missing for the provision of device-bound
AI services; owner type: pr–private (i.e., non-commercial owners), co–commercial
(i.e., companies), pu–public (e.g., cities)

(p. 136), confirming the unique cost-benefit ratios of the concepts proposed.
In terms of global characteristics, both stand out for their (G.1) large-scale
and (G.2) dense deployments in urban areas, which show different but
partially-complementary distribution patterns: SLaaP is densely-deployed
along streets and sidewalks in public areas (due to the original function of
raised outdoor light sources); RaaP, on the other hand, relies on wireless home
routers that are placed at their owners’ homes (RaaP can also exploit public
or commercial routers analogously); this also allows coverage of low-latency
edge resources in private areas and indoors. These different characteristics
affect (G.3) the usability of the infrastructures for mobile users: edge resources
in SLaaP and RaaP are available to all users, allowing distributed AI services.
However, these edge devices are only spatially reachable in SLaaP for these
users, allowing device-bound AI services; in the case of RaaP, this is typically
reserved for owners and household members only.
In terms of local characteristics, both concepts rely on (L.1) existing electricallyoperated ‘devices’ (‘things’) – this has (L.3) the decisive cost advantage that
they only need to be upgraded and not deployed from scratch. This is exactly
what the unique selling point of RaaP is all about: (L.3) only a simple, highly
cost-effective software update is required to exploit home routers and possibly
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other LAN-connected home resources as a city-wide, densely-deployed ICT
infrastructure, avoiding a deadlock-causing device deployment. While routers
are (L.2) already equipped with the minimum required hardware (namely
computing and networking capabilities), which can be easily extended with
other shared home resources, street lamps must first (L.2+3) be augmented
with appropriate but cost-causing hardware. On the one hand, this offers
the opportunity to (L.2) install versatile extensible hardware (including an
integrated compute platform) perfectly tailored for distributed AI services and,
in the larger context, for countless other innovative urban (and emergency)
services. On the other hand, with the ‘LED dividend’, there is the once-in-history
opportunity for cities to realize SLaaP with (L.3) relatively-low investments
despite their notoriously-tight budgets.
In terms of ownership, both infrastructure concepts are initially (O.1) not
commercially-driven and company-controlled, but a mixed ownership with
companies – under certain conditions or regularities – can help to grow faster
and share costs (see Section 7.1.1). This not sole dependence on companies can
also establish trust in the infrastructure and better assure compliance with data
protection regulations. For instance, once cities (O.2 as sole owner) consider
street lamps – beyond the lighting function – as (‘true’) infrastructure in the
strict sense like road, water, energy or telecommunication infrastructures, SLaaP
will become a sovereign duty: provision and appropriate access is regulated
and balanced according to the public interest, professional maintenance is performed, and much more. With a privately-owned infrastructure like RaaP, this is
not given, but it is faster and more cost-efficient to establish; the main challenge
is to reach (O.2) a critical mass of participating home routers.
7.4.2

Integration & Outlook

The two decentralized infrastructure concept presented in this chapter each
show one way to address the classic (application-infrastructure) bootstrapping
problem for distributed AI services (see the motivation at the beginning of
this chapter, p. 129). Specifically, both are large enough (densely-deployed)
infrastructures that provide high service coverage for mobile users, even
complementing each other: SLaaP constitutes a full-fledged platform for
distributed AI services, providing ambient support in addition to edge resources.
RaaP makes wireless home routers and their LAN-connected home resources,
which are already densely distributed in the city, available to mobile users via a
sharing concept (see Section 7.1); it additionally covers privately-owned areas
(also indoors including public buildings, e.g., malls, airports, train stations,
when transferring RaaP to these commercial networks), which are not fully
covered by SLaaP without additional financial expenses.
All in all, SLaaP and RaaP each constitute a city-wide open platform for operating
distributed (and partly device-bound) AI services, generating synergies as a
hybrid infrastructure. On top of that, the open application ecosystem proposed
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in Section 4.2 creates incentives for developers to create such applications. Applying the protection and personalization mechanisms proposed in Chapter 5
and Chapter 6, users and service providers can use these infrastructures and
benefit from personalized AI services while keeping user data and AI algorithms
confidential. However, the inherent initialization overhead of the latter two is
still a challenge in ad-hoc mobile scenarios, where the one-time contact times to
the edge devices can be short – this issue will be addressed in the next chapter.

8

P R OAC T I V E D E P L O Y M E N T O F D E V I C E - B O U N D A I
S E RV I C E S
The previous chapter (Chapter 7) introduced two open and scalable decentralized infrastructures – one is based on augmented street lamps (SLaaP), one is
based on upgraded wireless home routers (RaaP) – as an urban platform for
distributed and in particular device-bound AI services. This allows users on the
move to ad hoc deploy and benefit from personalized and data-protected AI
services. This chapter discusses ad-hoc deployment approaches that take advantage
of these large-scale infrastructures to conceal the response time of such AI services.
“After 1 second, users get impatient and notice that they’re waiting for a slow computer
to respond. The longer the wait, the more this impatience grows; after about 10 seconds, the
average attention span is maxed out. At that point, the user’s mind starts wandering and
doesn’t retain enough information in short-term memory to easily resume the interaction
[..]. More than 10 seconds, and you break the flow.”
Jakob Nielsen, Powers of 10: Time Scales in User Experience, 2009 [Nie09]

With this example, Jakob Nielsen emphasizes the importance of responsive systems. Response time in particular is a crucial aspect of user experience [HD00].
In the context of ad-hoc deployment, the response time may also include (i) the
transmission time and (ii) the installation and initialization time of AI services
together with corresponding data protection mechanisms (see Chapter 5). The
initialization process of AI services may include, among others, the transmission
of user data and the personalization of AI services (see Chapter 6), and possibly
a combination of multiple AI services (see Chapter 4). Depending on the
characteristics of the AI service, the available bandwidths, and local resources,
all these processes together can range from the low single-digit second range to
the low double-digit second range (as shown in Section 5.5) – response times
in the latter range inevitably lead to negative effects on the user experience,
especially for short contact times with nearby IoT/edge devices.
Therefore, concealing the response time is quite challenging in this context:
ad-hoc deployment approaches such as the PDSProxy concept proposed in
Chapter 5 do not start until mobile users approach the target IoT/edge devices;
at the same time, however, these users are already in the ‘sphere of action’ in
which they want to use the AI services on the target devices or receive ambient
support (see Figure 5.1, p. 80, as an example). Service placement approaches
can reduce response time by pre-deploying AI services (see Section 5.5); but
the personalization step, for example, still needs to be performed (under
consideration of appropriate data protection measures). To improve timing,
i.e., the desired AI services are prepared to provide personalized support
once the user is in range, routing-based deployment approaches can utilize the
decentralized infrastructure to proactively deploy AI services on predetermined
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IoT devices. The identification of these relevant devices, however, is challenging:
too many devices where the user never gets within reach would allocate valuable
resources (the same is also true when the deployment starts too far in advance);
too few devices where the user gets within reach could decrease the user
experience (especially if they are not suitable to perform the service properly).
Mobility-based deployment approaches can identify relevant devices, but they
often require historical user data for this.
In the light of these deficits, this thesis contributes (1) a proactive deployment
concept (termed PDSProxy++) to enable personalized (ambient) support
immediately before the user even needs it. Specifically, PDSProxy++ extends
the PDSProxy concept by an algorithm that ‘globally’ (within a specific area)
anticipates the IoT devices to be initialized based on the user’s mobility (see Section 8.2). PDSProxy++ assumes (a) a city-/area-wide underlying infrastructure of
IoT devices interconnected by a (de-)centralized mesh network (as introduced
in Chapter 7) and (b) that each IoT device knows (or can determine) its own
geographical location and its geographical neighbors. As an optional extension
to PDSProxy++, this thesis also contributes (2) a probing algorithm that locally
estimates the current performance capacity of selected access-restricted IoT devices
without the need for running a profiling software on the target devices (see
Section 8.3). Finally, this chapter (3) reports and discusses the evaluation results
of a proof-of-concept implementation of PDDProxy++ in three different urban
scenarios—demonstrating its feasibility and its unique ability for just-in-time
initialization (see Sections 8.4+8.5).
Contribution Statement: This chapter is based on the following (2) publications:
– Christian Meurisch, Dennis Werner, Bekir Bayrak, Florian Giger, and Max Mühlhäuser.
“PDSProxy++: Proactive Proxy Deployment for Confidential Personalization of AI Services.” In: Proceedings of the 29th International Conference on Computer Communications and
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– Christian Meurisch, Julien Gedeon, The An Binh Nguyen, Fabian Kaup, and Max
Mühlhäuser. “Decision Support for Computational Offloading by Probing Unknown
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8.1 related work
This section first discusses the related work on deployment approaches for
device-bound AI services supporting (mobile) users.
8.1.1 Specific Requirements
First, this section presents a set of identified requirements that are specific to
proactive deployment strategies (see the motivation of this chapter). The requirements are divided into four groups, namely I: Identification, Q: Qualification,
T: Timing, and A: Applicability. The group concerning the identification of required
IoT devices contains the following requirements:
– (I.1) High Effectiveness: Users cannot use device-bound AI services that have
not been initialized. Therefore, deployment approaches should initialize
those that a user wants or is going to use.
– (I.2.) High Efficiency: To avoid wasting resources, deployment approaches
should not initialize device-bound AI services without necessity.
The group concerning the qualification of IoT devices, whether they are suitable
for operating the device-bound AI services, contains the following requirements:
– (Q.1) Suitability Assessment (capability/capacity): An initial assessment of
the capabilities and current capacities of the identified IoT devices allows
filtering those that are unsuitable for the proper operation of the given
device-bound AI services. Therefore, means are required to assess and
consider both at runtime.
– (Q.2) Low Assessment Overhead: To avoid negative performance effects, the
overhead for suitability assessments should be low.
The group concerning the right timing for initialization contains the following
requirements:
– (T.1) In-time Initialization: A pre-initialization of device-bound AI services
allows direct use of them – this is especially crucial for short contact times
in the mobile context. Therefore, deployment approaches should initialize
the device-bound AI services in time.
– (T.2) Runtime Optimization: Other (partly unexpected) conditions may
exist at runtime than at the design phase, especially in a mobile context.
Therefore, approaches should dynamically adapt to these conditions at
runtime.
Finally, the deployment approaches should be applicable in a variety of situations;
the group concerning the applicability contains the following requirements:
– (A.1) No Prior Knowledge Required: Particularly in a mobile context, approaches requiring historical data from users in order to make adequate
predictions pose a cold-start problem and can lead to data leaks. Therefore,
deployment approaches should require no prior knowledge.
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– (A.2) Support for Decentralization (Infrastructure/Network): To avoid trusting
in a central authority, deployment approaches should be designed to work
in decentralized (large-scale) infrastructures and networks, as proposed
by SLaaP and RaaP (see Section 7).
– (A.3) Support for Mobile Scenarios: To even support users on the move, deployment approaches should be designed to work in such mobile scenarios.
– (A.4) Support for Access-restricted Systems: For security reasons, the underlying systems typically restrict the access rights of device-bound AI services,
especially if they are provided by other parties. Therefore, deployment
approaches should be designed to work on such systems.
– (A.5) Support for Ad-hoc Deployment: To benefit from device-bound AI services ad hoc, deployment approaches should be designed to work in such
manner.
8.1.2

Deployment Approaches

According to the underlying mechanisms, the different (selected) approaches
that can be exploited to deploy device-bound AI services near the user are
classified into the following sub-categories.
8.1.2.1

Data-level Offloading (Service Placement)

Approaches in this category rely on pre-deployment of services, requiring only
data-level offloading from (mobile) users – related surveys are given in [WS08;
SDL20]. As this category has been well-researched over the last decade,
especially in the field of edge computing, only selected representative and latest
approaches for this category are discussed here. For instance, with ITEM, Wang
et al. study the problem of placing service entities containing the processing
logic (e.g., scene rendering) for Virtual Reality (VR) applications in the edge
environment [Wan+18a] – but in-time initialization cannot be achieved (T.1), as
the personalization step of AI services still have to wait for the user data to be
offloaded. ITEM optimizes economic aspects of the overall system against the
service quality for the users – but it only works for the static/ offline case (A.5).
In the online case (i.e., updating the placement decisions), ITEM is time-slotted,
whereby always a set of users who have moved within a time slot is considered
(A.3). TSP is similar to the former but additionally takes into account an
assessment of utilization, energy costs, and privacy constraints (Q.1) [Xu+19].
In contrast, Follow Me at the Edge is an online service placement approach
that considers the mobility and preferences of users as well (A.3) [OZC18;
Ouy+19] – again, the latter two approaches optimize the overall system.
All in all, approaches in this category primarily focus on the placement of services,
optimizing the performance and costs of the overall system (Q.1). The placement
decision is less dependent on the individual mobility and the crucial proximity
to the user to provide ambient support (I.1); available sensors and actuators that
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can be required for device-bound AI services on the target device is not included
in the decision as well. In addition, after the service is initialized, it typically still
needs to be personalized with the offloaded user data – this makes an in-time
initialization difficult (T.1).
8.1.2.2

Method-level Offloading

Approaches in this category can ‘offload’ AI services (or only parts of them)
on nearby target devices – a related survey is given in [MB17]. For instance,
Echo can automatically decide which device is best suited to run certain parts
of a service (Q.1); this decision is based on expected completion times on the
respective devices – but this, in turn, requires measurements from profilers
running on each system involved (Q.2/A.4) [Lin+18]. LI-RMLO and Edgent are
similar to this approach. The former additionally considers the input sizes,
which have a decisive effect on the completion time [LV18]. The latter relies
on the partitioning of single AI algorithms (neural networks) to find the best
suitable environment for each partition [Li+19].
All in all, approaches in this category focus primarily on the efficient operation of
services, aiming to reduce the load on mobile devices by full or partial offloading
– this makes an in-time initialization difficult (T.1), as offloading does not start
until the user is within range. Further, such approaches either require prior
knowledge of the target device (A.1) or have a profiler running there (A.4) – but
access to such information also requires special rights, which are rarely granted
to user applications for security reasons.
8.1.2.3

Routing-based Deployment

Approaches in this category assume that the target devices or at least their
locations are already known (A.1). Therefore, these approaches can use established routing algorithms to selectively deploy AI services to predetermined IoT
devices – a survey of such algorithms for wireless ad-hoc and mesh networks
is given in [AM12]. Specifically, flooding [Tan03] as one extreme can initialize
personalized AI services on (almost) all IoT devices in the network temporally
far in advance, which results in a high effectiveness (I.1) but low efficiency (I.2).
More efficient approaches are based on routing algorithms that incorporate
location information to cover certain areas around or ahead of the user. For
instance, DREAM [Bas+98] uses directional routing (or selective/restricted flooding)
to deliver content to target devices. Other approaches deliver content via a
forwarding zone to all devices within static target zones—representing specific
rectangular (e.g., [KV00; KV99; Lia+00]), circular (e.g., [Ngu+17a]), or more
complex shaped geographical areas (e.g., [HLR03]).
All in all, efficient routing-based approaches require prior knowledge about
which IoT devices or geographical area (A.1) they should target to be effective
as well (I.1).
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8.1.2.4

Mobility-based Deployment

Approaches in this category additionally incorporate a logic to anticipate the
required IoT devices based on user mobility (I.1) – a related survey is given
in [Bui+17]. Specifically, content delivery networks can pre-distribute or cache
frequently requested content or services from providers close to the users
(e.g., [Baş+15; Yua+14]). Complementary to this, Breadcrumbs tracks the
movements of individual users to make connectivity predictions and identify
IoT devices required in the near future [NN08]. In other fields such as vehicular
networks [Ala+16; Zha+18], it is applied analogously and extended to cope
with higher speeds (A.3). Approaches such as [Sun+16] analyze the user’s
interaction history to derive so-called contextual intents (which services users
want to use where); based on this, the approaches make their predictions.
All in all, these approaches require more or less historical data from users (A.1)
to make adequate predictions (I.1), which leads to a cold-start problem. Further,
most approaches can only initialize ‘default’ services without prior personalization (as no user data are available in advance), which results in a timing issue
(T.1); only some approaches base their predictions on the mobility of individuals (A.3); and almost no approach integrates crucial effective (but therefore also
overhead-causing) protection mechanisms.
8.1.3

Implications for this Thesis

Table 8.1 summarizes relevant deployment approaches, showing an overall
comparison of them based on the identified requirements in Section 8.1.1. We
can see that there is no approach that completely fulfills all requirements for
the proper deployment of device-bound AI services. Indeed, many challenges
are either studied separately, just optimizing certain aspects only. Specifically,
some approaches are static, e.g., only supporting a one-time deployment, not
supporting mobile (A.3) or ad-hoc scenarios (A.5) – not to mention the lack
of optimization of their deployment at runtime (T.2); some approaches do not
assess the suitability of identified IoT devices for the given device-bound AI
services (Q.1); and some approaches focus only on the overall system rather
than on individuals. The few that consider individual mobility require prior
knowledge (A.1), e.g., historical mobility data, to anticipate the IoT devices for
which (mobile) users will come into range in the near future (I.1), which leads
to a cold-start problem.
In the light of these deficits, this thesis contributes a concept that combines a
mobility-based approach (to dynamically identify the required IoT devices areawide) and a method-level offloading approach (to assess the identified devices for
suitability locally). In particular, the former must anticipate the devices early
enough to ensure that there is enough time to initialize the device-bound AI
service in time (timing) – but only early enough so that the predictions are still accurate (effectiveness) as well as the services are not idle for too long and blocking
valuable resources (efficiency). In terms of applicability, the proposed concept
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Table 8.1: Summary of (selected) deployment approaches and representative groups of
approaches (italic) discussed in the context of device-bound AI services

(A.5) Support for Ad-hoc Deployment

(A.4) Support for Access-restricted Systems

(A.3) Support for Mobile Scenarios

(A.2) Support for Decentralization
(Infrastructure/Network)

Applicability

(A.1) No Prior Knowledge Required

(T.2) Runtime Optimization

Timing

(T.1) In-time Initialization

(Q.2) Low Assessment Overhead

Qualif.

(Q.1) Suitability Assessment
(capability/capacity)

(I.2) High Efficiency

Approach / Group of Approaches

(I.1) High Effectiveness

Identif.

Data-level Offloading (Service Placement)
ITEM [Wan+18a]
TSP [Xu+19]

Follow Me at the Edge [OZC18; Ouy+19]

Method-level Offloading
Echo [Lin+18]

LI-RMLO [LV18]
Edgent [Li+19]

Routing-based Deployment
Flooding (e.g., [Tan03])

Directional routing (e.g., [Bas+98])

Routing to target zones (e.g., [Ngu+17a])
Mobility-based Deployment
Vehicular networks (e.g., [Zha+18])
Breadcrumbs [NN08]

Contextual Intent Tracking [Sun+16]
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Encoding: fulfillment of requirements (see Section 8.1.1): –fulfilled, 
–partially fulfilled,
–little or not fulfilled; way of fulfilling: *–indirect.

additionally addresses the cold-start problem (refers to the issue of requiring
historical data) and the assessment issue of access-restricted devices. Further,
the concept is designed to work in mobile and ad-hoc scenarios on decentralized
infrastructures in fully decentralized (mesh) networks—as proposed with RaaP
and SLaaP in Chapter 7.
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Figure 8.1: Schematic representation of the proactive deployment concept (blue+red):
gray circles indicate potentially-available (nearby) IoT/edge devices; turquoise
circles indicate identified IoT devices that must be initialized – their initialization status is visualized by the embedded progress bars.

8.2

anticipating the iot devices required in the near future

This section presents the first building block of PDSProxy++: a short-term
anticipatory algorithm that identifies required IoT devices prior to their use
by mobile users – this target group primarily includes freely moving people
who wear mobile devices; other mobile devices such as cars and drones are
also conceivable as end users in the system. As the algorithm is based on a
mobility-based approach, stationary devices due to their nature are not included.
To minimize the cold-start problem of mobility-based approaches, the proposed
concept is designed to only require the most recent location values of the mobile
user. This allows only short-term predictions but is sufficient to conceal the
response time of ad-hoc deployment approaches such as PDSProxy, which is
typically in the low- to mid-second range (as shown in Section 5.5), from the user.
Figure 8.1 schematically illustrates the proposed concept – its mobility-based
design and distributed operation are explained next.
8.2.1

Mobility-based Design

PDSProxy++ relies on two dynamic zones to identify nearby IoT devices that need

to be initialized—namely the now zone and the future zone.
8.2.1.1

The Now Zone

The so-called now zone targets to identify IoT devices in the near field, namely
those that are currently in the user’s sphere of action. More precisely, the now
zone defines the set of all IoT devices that users are able to use, e.g., due to
their physical proximity. Thus, these IoT devices must already be ready for
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use—i.e., they must be completely initialized and their provided AI services
must be personalized to the user—to not negatively affect the user experience.
Spatially, PDSProxy++ defines the now zone as a circular area surrounding a
(mobile) user 𝑢𝑢. The design decision for a circular shape takes into account
spontaneous changes in movement as well as all viewing directions. The
latter can be illustrated by the characteristics of the human eye [EJ86]: the
peripheral vision of the human eye alone has a horizontal field of view of
about 200-220° [Lun+18]; by simply turning the head (e.g., by 80-90°) in both
directions, user can perceive 360°around them – even in motion. An example of
a purely visual-based (interaction-free) support for mobile users includes the
public display use case (see Figure 5.1c, p. 80). If a user is not moving, this user
can turn 360°on the spot to interact with AI services on nearby IoT devices – as
for example in the smart home use case (see Figure 5.1a, p. 80). In the following,
it is therefore assumed that this circle includes all potential IoT devices that a user
may use at the given location – independent of whether a user actually uses them.
Formally, the shape of the now zone can be defined by its center 𝑐𝑐𝑛𝑛 and its radius 𝑟𝑟𝑛𝑛 .
The former is dynamically determined at the time 𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖 (𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖) by the location of
the user 𝑙𝑙𝑢𝑢 (𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖 ) = 𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑖𝑢𝑢 = (𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑖 , 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑖 )𝑢𝑢 (whereby both are geographic coordinates: 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 is
the latitude, and 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 is the longitude) as follows:
𝑐𝑐𝑛𝑛 (𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖 ) = 𝑙𝑙𝑢𝑢 (𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖 ).

(8.1)

The latter (𝑟𝑟𝑛𝑛 ) is static at runtime; it can be configured for the current use case
and/or according to the interaction or visual range of the user. The resulting set
of IoT devices covered by the now zone is given as I𝑛𝑛 ⊂ I, whereby I is the set of
all potentially-available IoT devices.
8.2.1.2

The Future Zone

The so-called future zone targets to identify IoT devices in the far field, anticipating
those that are very likely to enter the user’s sphere of action in the near future.
More precisely, the future set defines the set of all predicted IoT devices that
potentially get within the user’s range. Thus, these IoT devices must be initialized
before they enter the user’s range, or colloquially, before the user arrives.
Spatially, PDSProxy++ defines the future zone as a sector of a circle aligned in
the direction of the user’s movement. The design decision is based on the
consideration that the user’s future location can be determined more imprecisely
from the directional vector for predictions that are further away in time (e.g., in
the mid-second range and longer) than for predictions that are shorter in
time (e.g., in the low-second range). Given the same speed of the user, this
uncertainty is reflected in wider arcs, the further away they are from the user.
When the speed changes, the future zone also changes as follows: the higher
the speed, the larger the radius (as a larger distance are covered in the same
time unit) and the smaller the opening angle (as the directional uncertainty
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decreases55 [ST19]). Conversely, the lower the speed, the smaller the radius and
the higher the opening angle.
Formally, the shape of the future zone can be defined by its center 𝑐𝑐𝑓𝑓 , its radius 𝑟𝑟𝑓𝑓 ,
and its opening angle 𝛼𝛼𝑓𝑓 – all three parameters (𝑐𝑐𝑓𝑓 , 𝑟𝑟𝑓𝑓 , 𝛼𝛼𝑓𝑓 ) depend on the user’s
movement. The former (𝑐𝑐𝑓𝑓 ) is defined analogous to the now zone as follows:
𝑐𝑐𝑓𝑓 (𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖 ) ∶= 𝑐𝑐𝑛𝑛 (𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖 ) = 𝑙𝑙𝑢𝑢 (𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖 ).

The radius 𝑟𝑟𝑓𝑓 is defined as follows:

𝑟𝑟𝑓𝑓 (𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖 ) = 𝑟𝑟𝑛𝑛 + (𝜏𝜏𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 + 𝜏𝜏𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 ) ⋅ 𝑣𝑣𝑢𝑢 (𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖 ) + 𝜖𝜖(𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖 )
                                                                
𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 (𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖 )

(8.2)

(8.3)

𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 denotes the estimated minimum distance required to transmit the proxy
code 𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 to the identified IoT devices (𝜏𝜏𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 ) and have them fully initialized (𝜏𝜏𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 )
by the time they enter the now zone – given the user’s current speed 𝑣𝑣𝑢𝑢 . The
user’s device must experimentally determine both 𝜏𝜏𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 and 𝜏𝜏𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 in advance –
but it can adjust them at runtime by empirical values collected in the given
network. More precisely, the time span 𝜏𝜏𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 is defined as 𝜏𝜏𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 = 𝑠𝑠𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 / 𝐵𝐵𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 , where
𝑠𝑠𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 depicts the size of the proxy (including the AI service and the required
user data), and 𝐵𝐵𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 is the (initially-estimated) minimal bandwidth within the
network (e.g., assessable by lightweight network measurements [Kau17]). 𝜏𝜏𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
is the time span for the initialization of both the proxy and the AI service; the
user’s device can initially estimate this value based on the time it took itself for
this initialization. For both parameters 𝜏𝜏𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 and 𝜏𝜏𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 , Section 8.3 contributes
a probing approach to provide estimation support for capability-unknown,
access-restricted IoT devices in a yet unexplored network.
The user’s current speed 𝑣𝑣𝑢𝑢 (𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖 ) between two directly-successive locations 𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑖𝑢𝑢 and
𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑖−1
𝑢𝑢 can be approximated by the average speed over an infinitely small time
interval (Δ𝑡𝑡) as follows:
Δ𝑙𝑙𝑢𝑢
(𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑖 , 𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑖−1 )
= lim 𝑢𝑢 𝑢𝑢 .
𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖 →𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖−1 𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖 − 𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖−1
Δ𝑡𝑡→0 Δ𝑡𝑡

𝑣𝑣𝑢𝑢 (𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖 ) = lim
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(8.4)

Equation 8.3 further introduces the 𝜖𝜖 parameter to compensate the estimation
errors of the other parameters by dynamically adjusting 𝑟𝑟𝑓𝑓 . In practice, these
estimation errors are caused by measurement errors, non-constant network conditions or different capabilities and utilization of the heterogeneous IoT devices.
In sum, these errors lead to the relevant IoT devices 𝜄𝜄 𝜄 I not being initialized
in time but too late or too early – this time difference (the actual time of initial-

Intuitively, it is more likely to observe more frequent and stronger directional changes at lower
speeds (e.g., walking through buildings like airport hall, pedestrian zones) than at higher speeds
(e.g., cycling along defined roads or driving on the highway) – in the latter only a narrower
corridor ahead needs to be covered.

8.2 anticipating the iot devices required in the near future
𝜄𝜄
ization to optimal ‘in-time’ initialization time) is represented by 𝜏𝜏𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤
(𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖 ), acting
as ‘ground truth’ retrospectively for the last iteration 𝑖𝑖 − 1 and as feedback for
𝜄𝜄
the current iteration 𝑖𝑖 in 𝜖𝜖(𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖 ) (see Equation 8.6). The variable 𝜏𝜏𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤
is defined as
follows:
𝜄𝜄
𝜏𝜏𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤
(𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖 )

⎧
⎪
𝜄𝜄
⎪
⎪
⎪𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖 − 𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 ,
=⎨
⎪
⎪𝜏𝜏 − 𝜏𝜏 𝜄𝜄 (𝑡𝑡 ),
⎪
⎪
𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑖𝑖
⎩ 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖

𝜄𝜄
if 𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖 ≥𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
.

otherwise.

(8.5)

𝜄𝜄
(𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖 ) will be positive, if the AI service on the IoT device 𝜄𝜄 is already initialized:
𝜏𝜏𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤
the value then indicates the time span between the completion time of the
𝜄𝜄
initialization 𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
and the current time 𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖 (see first line in Equation 8.5); in this
𝜄𝜄
case, 𝜏𝜏𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤 (𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖 ) represents the idle time of the initialized service until the first
𝜄𝜄
contact to the user. 𝜏𝜏𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤
(𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖 ) will be negative, if the AI service on the IoT device 𝜄𝜄 is
not ready initialized while there is a first contact to the user (i.e., the IoT device
is already in the now zone): the value then indicates the (estimated) missing
time span that would still have been necessary to complete the initialization;
it is the time span difference between the reference value 𝜏𝜏𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 and the current
initialization progress at time 𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖 (see second line in Equation 8.5); the latter is
𝜄𝜄
𝜄𝜄
𝜄𝜄
𝜄𝜄
𝜄𝜄
given by 𝜏𝜏𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
(𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖 ) = 𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖 − 𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
(𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
≤ 𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖 ≤ 𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
), whereby 𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
is the time when
0
0
0
the initialization started on the given IoT device.

The 𝜖𝜖-parameter in Equation 8.3 is ultimately as follows:

⎧
⎪
𝜄𝜄
⎪
[𝜏𝜏𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤
(𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖 )] ⋅ 𝑣𝑣𝑢𝑢 (𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖 ), if 𝑖𝑖 > 0.
⎪
⎪𝜖𝜖(𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖−1 ) − 𝜄𝜄min
𝜄
I
𝜖𝜖(𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖 ) = ⎨
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
otherwise.
⎩𝜖𝜖0 ,

(8.6)

𝜖𝜖(𝑡𝑡0 ) = 𝜖𝜖0 is a constant (starting) value (see second line in Equation 8.6); if no
empirical values are available yet, it is set to zero. At the time 𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖 (𝑖𝑖 > 0), the
previous epsilon parameter 𝜖𝜖(𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖−1 ) is corrected by the additional distance that
would still have been necessary in the last iteration 𝑖𝑖 − 1 to initialize all relevant
IoT devices (see first line in Equation 8.6); this distance is calculated from the
𝜄𝜄
(𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖 ) value from all relevant IoT
speed of the user 𝑣𝑣𝑢𝑢 (𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖 ) and the smallest 𝜏𝜏𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤
device 𝜄𝜄 𝜄 I (see Equation 8.5). In words, if all relevant IoT devices could be
initialized early enough, 𝜖𝜖(𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖 ) is decreased relative to the previous 𝜖𝜖(𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖−1 ) to
shorten the idle time of the IoT devices in the future. If not all relevant IoT
devices could be initialized early enough (i.e., some were initialized too late),
𝜖𝜖(𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖 ) is increased relative to the previous 𝜖𝜖(𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖−1 ) to allow more time in the next
iteration for the IoT devices to be completely initialized. A detailed description
𝜄𝜄
of how 𝜖𝜖 and 𝜏𝜏𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤
(𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖 ) is determined in practice will be given in Section 8.2.2.
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As mentioned on p. 178 prior to Equation 8.2, the third parameter that describes
the future zone is the opening angle 𝛼𝛼𝑓𝑓 . It is defined as follows:
⎧
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪𝛼𝛼0 ,
𝛼𝛼𝑓𝑓 (𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖 ) = ⎨
⎪
⎪𝛼𝛼0 + (1 −
⎪
⎪
⎩

𝑣𝑣𝑢𝑢 (𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖 )
𝑣𝑣𝛼𝛼0 )(180 − 𝛼𝛼0 ),

if 𝑣𝑣𝑢𝑢 (𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖 ) > 𝑣𝑣𝛼𝛼0 .

otherwise.

(8.7)

The design considerations from the beginning of Section 8.2.1.2 are reflected
in the Equation 8.7 as follows: as the speed of the user 𝑣𝑣𝑢𝑢 (𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖 ) approaches a
𝑣𝑣 (𝑡𝑡 )
maximum threshold speed 𝑣𝑣𝛼𝛼0 (i.e., 𝑢𝑢𝑣𝑣𝛼𝛼 𝑖𝑖 = 1), the opening angle 𝛼𝛼𝑓𝑓 decreases

to the minimum constant opening angle 𝛼𝛼0 of the future zone (see second line
of Equation 8.7). At higher speeds (𝑣𝑣𝑢𝑢 (𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖 ) > 𝑣𝑣𝛼𝛼0 ), 𝛼𝛼𝑓𝑓 remains constant at 𝛼𝛼0 , as
only a narrow corridor ahead needs to be covered (see first line of Equation 8.7).
𝑣𝑣 (𝑡𝑡 )
At lower speeds (𝑣𝑣𝑢𝑢 (𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖 ) < 𝑣𝑣𝛼𝛼0 ), the opening angle 𝛼𝛼𝑓𝑓 increases linearly ( 𝑢𝑢𝑣𝑣𝛼𝛼 𝑖𝑖 ,
0

whereby 1/𝑣𝑣𝛼𝛼0 is the constant slope), as a wider corridor ahead needs to be
covered due to the higher directional uncertainty [ST19] – until the maximum
opening angle of 180 degrees is reached at a speed of 𝑣𝑣𝑢𝑢 (𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖 ) = 0.
0

Finally, the direction of the user’s movement at the time 𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖 is given as follows:
⃗ 𝑖𝑖 = (𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑖 − 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑖−1 ) ∗ 𝑒𝑒⃗ + (𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑖 − 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑖−1 ) ∗ 𝑒𝑒⃗
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
𝑢𝑢
𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙
𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙
𝑢𝑢
𝑢𝑢
𝑢𝑢
𝑢𝑢

(8.8)

The heading angle 𝜔𝜔𝑢𝑢 (or absolute bearing) clockwise to the True North (or the
geographical north) is then given as follows [Hun90]:
𝑎𝑎𝑎 = cos(𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑢𝑢𝑖𝑖−1 ) ⋅ sin(Δ𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙)

(8.9)

𝑎𝑎𝑎 = cos(𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑢𝑢𝑖𝑖 ) sin(𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑢𝑢𝑖𝑖−1 ) – sin(𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑢𝑢𝑖𝑖 ) cos(𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑢𝑢𝑖𝑖−1 ) cos(Δ𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙) (8.10)

𝜔𝜔𝑢𝑢 (𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑖𝑢𝑢 , 𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑖−1
𝑢𝑢 ) = arctan2(𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎)
𝜔𝜔𝑢𝑢𝑖𝑖

∶=

𝜔𝜔𝑢𝑢 (𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑖𝑢𝑢 , 𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑖−1
𝑢𝑢 )

(8.11)

(8.12)

⃗ 𝑖𝑖 with the heading
PDSProxy++ uses the user’s current movement direction 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
𝑢𝑢

angle 𝜔𝜔𝑢𝑢𝑖𝑖 to align the future zone for the next time interval [𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖 , 𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖+1 ]. More precisely,
̂
PDSProxy++ anticipates the user’s future location 𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑖+1
𝑢𝑢 at the time 𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖+1 in the very
near future, assuming a constant direction angle 𝜔𝜔̂ 𝑢𝑢 and speed 𝑣𝑣𝑢𝑢̂ :
𝑖𝑖
𝑖𝑖 𝑖𝑖−1
̂
𝜔𝜔̂ 𝑢𝑢 (𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑖+1
𝑢𝑢 , 𝑙𝑙𝑢𝑢 ) = 𝜔𝜔𝑢𝑢 (𝑙𝑙𝑢𝑢 , 𝑙𝑙𝑢𝑢 )

𝑣𝑣𝑢𝑢̂ (𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖+1 ) = 𝑣𝑣𝑢𝑢 (𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖 )

(8.13)
(8.14)

Thus, the future zone is geographically in the range of [𝜔𝜔𝑢𝑢 − 𝛼𝛼𝑓𝑓 /2, 𝜔𝜔𝑢𝑢 + 𝛼𝛼𝑓𝑓 /2]. The
resulting set of IoT devices covered by the future zone is then given as I𝑓𝑓 ⊂ I.
8.2.2

Distributed Operation

This section describes the operation of PDSProxy++. To work in a completely
decentralized way on interconnected devices without a central controlling

8.2 anticipating the iot devices required in the near future

Algorithm 4 Proactive deployment of AI services on nearby IoT devices from the
mobile node perspective at the time 𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖 (𝑖𝑖 > 0)
1: function SendDeploymentUpdate(𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑖𝑢𝑢 , 𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑖−1
𝑢𝑢 )
2:
retrieve constants 𝑟𝑟𝑛𝑛 , 𝑠𝑠𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 , 𝛼𝛼0 , 𝑣𝑣𝛼𝛼0 , 𝜖𝜖0
3:
initialize variables 𝜖𝜖 = 𝜖𝜖0 , 𝐵𝐵𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 , 𝜏𝜏𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
4:
I𝑢𝑢 ← 𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔(𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑖𝑢𝑢 )
5:
𝑣𝑣𝑢𝑢 ← 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑(𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑖𝑢𝑢 , 𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑖−1
𝑢𝑢 )
6:
if 𝑖𝑖 > 1 then
7:
8:
I𝑛𝑛 ← 𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔(𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑖𝑢𝑢 , 𝑟𝑟𝑛𝑛 )
9:
for each 𝜄𝜄 𝜄 I𝑛𝑛 do
𝜄𝜄
𝜄𝜄
10:
{{𝜏𝜏𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤
}, {𝜏𝜏𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
}} ← 𝜄𝜄𝜄𝜄𝜄𝜄𝜄𝜄𝜄𝜄𝜄𝜄𝜄𝜄𝜄𝜄𝜄𝜄𝜄𝜄𝜄𝜄𝜄𝜄𝜄𝜄𝜄𝜄𝜄()
end for
11:
𝜄𝜄
12:
𝜖𝜖 𝜖𝜖𝜖𝜖𝜖𝜖𝜖𝜖𝜖𝜖𝜖𝜖𝜖𝜖𝜖𝜖𝜖𝜖𝜖𝜖𝜖𝜖𝜖𝜖𝜖𝜖𝜖𝜖𝜖𝜖𝜖𝜖𝜖𝜖𝜖𝜖𝜖𝜖𝜖𝜖𝜖(𝜖𝜖𝜖 {𝜏𝜏𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤
}, 𝑣𝑣𝑢𝑢 )
𝜄𝜄
𝜏𝜏𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 = 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚({𝜏𝜏𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 }𝛿𝛿95% )
13:
14:
end if
15:
𝑟𝑟𝑓𝑓 ← 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐(𝑟𝑟𝑛𝑛 , 𝑣𝑣𝑢𝑢 , 𝑠𝑠𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 , 𝐵𝐵𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 , 𝜏𝜏𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 , 𝜖𝜖)
16:
𝛼𝛼𝑓𝑓 ← 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐(𝑣𝑣𝑢𝑢 , 𝛼𝛼0 , 𝑣𝑣𝛼𝛼0 )
17:

𝜔𝜔𝑢𝑢 ← 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐(𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑖𝑢𝑢 , 𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑖−1
18:
𝑢𝑢 )
19:
for each 𝜄𝜄 𝜄 I𝑢𝑢 do
20:
21:
{𝐵𝐵𝜄𝜄𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 } ← 𝜄𝜄𝜄𝜄𝜄𝜄𝜄𝜄𝜄𝜄𝜄𝜄𝜄𝜄𝜄𝜄𝜄𝜄𝜄𝜄𝜄𝜄𝜄𝜄𝜄𝜄𝜄𝜄𝜄𝜄𝜄𝜄𝜄𝜄𝜄(𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑖𝑢𝑢 , 𝑟𝑟𝑛𝑛 , 𝑟𝑟𝑓𝑓 , 𝛼𝛼𝑓𝑓 , 𝜔𝜔𝑢𝑢 )
end for
22:
23:
𝐵𝐵𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 = 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚({𝐵𝐵𝜄𝜄𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 }𝛿𝛿95% )
24: end function

(Equation 8.4)

(Equation 8.16)
(Equation 8.6)

(Equation 8.3)
(Equation 8.7)
(Equation 8.12)

(Algorithm 5)

instance, PDSProxy++ is designed as a local algorithm [Ste+17]. We further
assume that the devices in the network know at least the devices that are within
their wireless reachability.
Algorithm 4 shows the proactive deployment logic from the perspective of the
mobile node (or the user). Specifically, the user’s device runs this algorithm
whenever the user moves to a new location 𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑖𝑢𝑢 , as both zones must be updated
(see Section 8.2.1). In practice, however, the localization of (mobile) devices is
usually accompanied by inaccuracies—each time resulting in a location value 𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑖𝑢𝑢
with a certain accuracy56 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑖𝑢𝑢 . In particular, high inaccuracies (e.g., in case of
cellular network provided locations) can result in measured location values that
are very far away from the actual location of the user – this large discrepancy
would cause the algorithm to initialize AI services on IoT devices near this wrong
location, far away from the user. To cope with this issue, the locations with
high inaccuracies are filtered first: as we have very densely-deployed IoT/edge
devices in the outlined case of SLaaP and RaaP (see Chapter 7), typically closer
than 25 meters to each other in the former case (see Section 7.2.2), the accuracies
of the resulting locations should be in this order of magnitude.
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In this context, accuracy refers to the closeness of a measured location to the actual location of
the device at the time of measurement.
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Even if the inaccuracies are low (e.g., in case of GPS or partially WiFi provided
locations), two different location values could be measured or obtained even
though the user has not moved. Triggering the algorithm in this case would result
in updates being sent that would not be necessary, as the user’s real situation (or
the sphere of action) has not changed – this would in turn lead to high network
traffic and unnecessary use of resources. To cope with this issue and to make
PDSProxy++ more resistant to, for example, such (temporary) stops and minor
or frequent directional changes, the distance from the current location 𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑖−1
𝑢𝑢 (for
𝑖𝑖
which an update was last sent) to a new location 𝑙𝑙𝑢𝑢 should be at least greater
than the ‘measurement error’ of the localization. Unless this is the case, it is
not possible to determine with a high probability whether it is an actual new
location or just a ‘jump’ of the measured values around an actual fixed location
(as detailed above). Therefore, we define the following minimum condition for a
significant location change, using the mean accuracy of both measured location
values as an estimate for the ‘measurement error’ of the localization:
)/2
𝑑𝑑(𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑖𝑢𝑢 − 𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑖−1
𝑢𝑢 ) > (𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑖𝑢𝑢 + 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑖−1
𝑢𝑢

(8.15)

Depending on the use case, the given network conditions, the density of
IoT/edge devices, and the general localization accuracy, Condition 8.15 can be
further adjusted.
The algorithm itself is divided into three segments (see Algorithm 4): (re-)assessment (lines 7-14), (re-)calculation (lines 16-18), and announcement (lines 20-23).
The former concerns the assessment of how well the previous parameters have
fitted by evaluating how many device-bound AI services are actually ready for
use in the now zone. To this end, the user’s device requests the initialization status
𝜄𝜄
(𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖 ), see Equation 8.5) from all 𝜄𝜄 𝜄 I𝑛𝑛 at the time 𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖 . As the request does not
(𝜏𝜏𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤
arrive at the device 𝜄𝜄 until time 𝑡𝑡𝑟𝑟𝜄𝜄 1 (𝑡𝑡𝑟𝑟𝜄𝜄 1 > 𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖 ), the user’s device must deduct this
communication delay (or request time), which can be estimated with the half
Round Trip Time (RTT) [TV07], from the requested value as follows:
𝜄𝜄
𝜄𝜄
(𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖 ) ≈ 𝜏𝜏𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤
(𝑡𝑡𝑟𝑟𝜄𝜄 1 ) − 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢 /2
𝜏𝜏𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤

(8.16)

Based on this assessment, PDSProxy++ adjusts the 𝜖𝜖-parameter according
to Equation 8.6; it also re-evaluates 𝜏𝜏𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 based on the requested empirical
𝜄𝜄
values {𝜏𝜏𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
}, using the 95% confidence interval 𝛿𝛿95% (to filter outliers).
Next, PDSProxy++ recalculates the parameters (𝑟𝑟𝑓𝑓 , 𝛼𝛼𝑓𝑓 ) of the future zone and
the user’s movement direction (𝜔𝜔𝑢𝑢 ). In the latter step, PDSProxy++ announces
this update to all its 1-hop surrounding IoT devices (see Algorithm 5); it also
re-evaluates 𝐵𝐵𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 based on the empirical values {𝐵𝐵𝜄𝜄𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 } collected from the
backward channel, using the 95% confidence interval 𝛿𝛿95% (to filter outliers).
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Algorithm 5 Proactive deployment of AI services on nearby IoT devices 𝜄𝜄 with
location 𝑙𝑙𝜄𝜄 from an IoT node perspective at the (receiving) time 𝑡𝑡𝑟𝑟𝜄𝜄 2
1: function DeployAndForward(𝑐𝑐𝑛𝑛 , 𝑟𝑟𝑛𝑛 , 𝑟𝑟𝑓𝑓 , 𝛼𝛼𝑓𝑓 , 𝜔𝜔𝑢𝑢 )
2:
initialize variables 𝑙𝑙𝜄𝜄 , 𝜂𝜂𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝
3:
if !𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖(𝑙𝑙𝜄𝜄 , 𝑐𝑐𝑛𝑛 , 𝑟𝑟𝑛𝑛 , 𝑟𝑟𝑓𝑓 , 𝛼𝛼𝑓𝑓 , 𝜔𝜔𝑢𝑢 ) then
4:
5:
return ∅
6:
end if
7:
if !𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖() then
8:
𝐵𝐵𝜄𝜄 ← 𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟(𝜂𝜂𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 )
end if
9:
10:
I𝜄𝜄 ← 𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔(𝑙𝑙𝜄𝜄 )
11:
12:
for each 𝜂𝜂 𝜂 I𝜄𝜄 /{𝜂𝜂𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 } do
13:
{𝐵𝐵𝜂𝜂 } ← 𝜂𝜂𝜂𝜂𝜂𝜂𝜂𝜂𝜂𝜂𝜂𝜂𝜂𝜂𝜂𝜂𝜂𝜂𝜂𝜂𝜂𝜂𝜂𝜂𝜂𝜂𝜂𝜂𝜂𝜂𝜂𝜂𝜂𝜂𝜂(𝑐𝑐𝑛𝑛 , 𝑟𝑟𝑛𝑛 , 𝑟𝑟𝑓𝑓 , 𝛼𝛼𝑓𝑓 , 𝜔𝜔𝑢𝑢 )
end for
14:
15:
return {𝐵𝐵𝜄𝜄 } ∪ {𝐵𝐵𝜂𝜂 }
16:
17: end function

(Section 5.2)

(Algorithm 5)

Algorithm 5 shows the deployment logic from the perspective of the IoT devices
(or nodes). Each node 𝜄𝜄 receiving a unique57 update at the time 𝑡𝑡𝑟𝑟𝜄𝜄 2 (𝑡𝑡𝑟𝑟𝜄𝜄 2 > 𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖 )
runs this algorithm, which in turn is divided into two segments: deployment
(lines 4-9) and forwarding (lines 11-14). The former concerns the checking of
whether the node is even in one of the two zones and whether it has already
been initialized: if it is not in any of the zones, the algorithm stops on the device
(‘terminating case’); otherwise, and unless initialized, the node requests the
PDSProxy from the predecessor node 𝜂𝜂𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 (along the network path over which
the update has traversed), and initializes it upon receipt (see Section 5.2) – both
𝜄𝜄
processes are measured to obtain empirical values (𝐵𝐵𝜄𝜄 , 𝜏𝜏𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
). At the same time,
the node forwards the update to all its 1-hop neighbors (excluding 𝜂𝜂𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 ).

Globally, this distributed algorithm terminates when each ‘recursion path’ has
reached the terminating case, and all return values (i.e., the results of the innetwork bandwidth measurements) have reached the user’s device (initiator).
At this point, all IoT devices within the zones are either still carrying out the
initialization or have completed it. Depending on the use case and available
resources, the IoT devices can finally destroy the proxy, e.g., by using timeouts,
which start as soon as the devices are no longer in one of the zones or when no
further updates are received, or by announcements when the user has passed.
8.3

assessing the suitability of access-restricted iot devices

While the previous section concerns the identification of the required IoT devices
prior to their use, this section concerns the assessment of these devices for their
suitability prior to their initialization, presenting the second building block
of PDSProxy++. Such pre-assessment may be required to support the decision
57
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process (whether to initialize the given AI service on this device). The right
decision could avoid (unexpected) initialization delays and excessive processing
times, which would be caused by unsuitable IoT devices. This is especially relevant in open decentralized infrastructures with heterogeneous, access-restricted
devices (e.g., RaaP)—each with different (unknown) utilizations—as well as for
device-bound AI services containing resource-intensive algorithms.
Existing assessment approaches typically require the use of profiling or
monitoring systems on the target device, which can operate at different levels
and collect different metrics: system-level monitoring (including VM-level
and edge computing platform-level monitoring) can have access to low-level
metrics such as CPU, memory, disk, and network metrics; application-level
monitoring includes metrics based on response time and application throughput. [Tah+18] In our context, the response time of (offloaded) AI services is
of particular interest to ensure the quality of service (QoS), e.g., in terms of a
maximum tolerable response time. To this end, most approaches continuously
collect system and application performance metrics to learn an accurate yet
efficient prediction model, e.g., based on regression analysis [Isl+12] or deep
learning [Ale19]. However, such approaches require historical performance data
of the AI service or at least ‘similar’ services, which is challenging in ad-hoc
deployment scenarios [Sie+18].
External invokers such as mobile users can either rely on the infrastructure to
ensure QoS (if appropriate mechanisms exist) or make the offloading decision
on their own, e.g., by requesting the above statistics or metrics from an externally
accessible API (if it exists) or by collecting own empirical values [Tah+18]. Most
of the approaches discussed are very accurate, taking into account the current
device utilization. However, these approaches may not be applicable or available
under certain constraints: target devices can be access-restricted, e.g., in open
heterogeneous infrastructures with private owners (see Chapter 7), preventing
access to monitoring system outputs; the offloading device can have no prior
knowledge about these target devices or historical data of the service performance,
which is especially common in ad-hoc scenarios (see Chapter 5).
In the light of these deficits of existing approaches, the proposed concept is
particularly designed to cope with these constraints and still provide mobile
users with decision support: it is based on a fast probing technique for ad-hoc
and efficient collection of few empirical data required to learn a predictive model
(to estimate the response time for near-future tasks) and indirectly assess the
device utilization. During this short probing period, it is assumed that the device
utilization and network conditions do not vary greatly. Figure 8.2 illustrates the
idea behind this probing-based approach, which will be explained next.
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Figure 8.2: Probing-based suitability assessment of access-restricted IoT devices without
requiring prior knowledge of them: small ‘probes’ (blue rectangle) are used
to estimate the time (cyan) needed for larger tasks (characterized by more
input data); black triangles represent the actual values.

8.3.1 Probing-based Approach
Inspired by network probing [RBF13], the approach employs so-called probes to
estimate the time needed for the actual task relying on the same AI algorithm.
More precisely, probes are very small computational tasks that are offloaded
in advance, taking only a few milliseconds, while the actual task is far more
resource-intensive, taking several seconds. This approach allows an average estimate of the response time for the actual task to be made in infrastructures with
low to normal (network, device) utilization. In heavily utilized infrastructures, in
which smaller tasks tend to be handled better than larger tasks, the estimate may
be more optimistic than in the above case – however, if this (optimistically) estimated response time is already too high, the device can be considered unsuitable.
In the context of this thesis, such a large (resource-intensive) task may be the
initialization process of the protection mechanisms (see Figure 5.7, p. 99) or the
personalization of the AI services, more precisely, the training process of the
underlying AI algorithms (see Table 5.3, p. 103). As the time needed for the
latter typically depends on the amount of input data (see Figure 8.2), this part
in particular is predestined for the proposed probing-based approach – that is
why, we will focus on this in the following.
Figure 8.3 schematically shows the relevant times (blue) for a single probe. Specif𝜌𝜌
ically, an assessor device offloads a probe 𝜌𝜌 with a data size of 𝑠𝑠𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 at time 𝑡𝑡𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎0
to a candidate device; it arrives there at the time 𝑡𝑡𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐0 . As usual, the candidate
device runs the AI algorithm with the data included in the probe; the resulting
completion time is given as follows:
𝜏𝜏𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 = 𝑡𝑡𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐1 − 𝑡𝑡𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐0
𝜌𝜌

∣ 𝑡𝑡𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐1 > 𝑡𝑡𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐0 .

(8.17)

𝑡𝑡𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐1 denotes the end of the task execution. We assume a constant utilization of
the candidate node during the probing, i.e., in the very short period of [𝑡𝑡𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐0 , 𝑡𝑡𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐1 ].
𝜌𝜌
𝜌𝜌
The result (including 𝜏𝜏𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 ) with the size 𝑠𝑠𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 is then sent back to the assessor.
Formally, the transmission times are given as follows (synchronized clocks):
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Figure 8.3: Relevant times (blue) for a single probe that is offloaded from the accessor
node to the candidate node for making the suitability assessment

𝜏𝜏𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 = 𝑡𝑡𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐0 − 𝑡𝑡𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎0
𝜌𝜌

𝜌𝜌
𝜏𝜏𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟

∣ 𝑡𝑡𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐0 > 𝑡𝑡𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎0 ,

= 𝑡𝑡𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎1 − 𝑡𝑡𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐1

∣ 𝑡𝑡𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎1 > 𝑡𝑡𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐1 .

(8.18)
(8.19)

𝑡𝑡𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎1 denotes the time when the response arrives at the assessor node. Overall, the
time needed for the probe is given as follows:
𝜏𝜏 𝜌𝜌 = 𝜏𝜏𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 + 𝜏𝜏𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 + 𝜏𝜏𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟
𝜌𝜌

𝜌𝜌

= 𝑡𝑡𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎1 − 𝑡𝑡𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎0

𝜌𝜌

∣ 𝑡𝑡𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎1 > 𝑡𝑡𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎0 .

(8.20)
(8.21)

However, the transmission times between both devices cannot be simply measured (like the completion time on only one device), as we cannot assume that
their clocks are synchronized in practice. If the network and its bandwidths are
known, they can be simply estimated using the following equations [TV07]:
𝐵𝐵𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 =

𝑠𝑠𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟
𝜌𝜌

𝜏𝜏𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟
𝜌𝜌

,

𝑠𝑠
𝐵𝐵𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 = 𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟
𝜌𝜌 .
𝜏𝜏𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟
𝜌𝜌

(8.22)
(8.23)

𝐵𝐵𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 denotes the upload bandwidth from the assessor node to the candidate
node, while in the opposite direction 𝐵𝐵𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 denotes the download bandwidth.
If these bandwidths are unknown or unstable, the proposed approach estimates
them by assuming a symmetric network (𝐵𝐵𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 = 𝐵𝐵𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 ) – this is a reasonable
assumption for a short RTT, small data sizes, and high bandwidths. The resulting
simplified equation is given as follows:
𝑠𝑠𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟
𝜌𝜌

𝜌𝜌
𝜏𝜏𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟
̂

=

𝑠𝑠𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟
𝜌𝜌 .
𝜏𝜏𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟
̂
𝜌𝜌

(8.24)

Combining Equations 8.20 and 8.24, the transmission times – and ultimately the
bandwidths (using Equations 8.22 + 8.23) – can be estimated as follows:

8.3 assessing the suitability of access-restricted iot devices

𝜏𝜏𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟
̂ =
𝜌𝜌

𝜏𝜏𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟
̂ =
𝜌𝜌

𝜏𝜏 𝜌𝜌 − 𝜏𝜏𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟
,
1 + (𝑠𝑠𝜌𝜌 )−1
𝜌𝜌

(8.25)

𝜏𝜏 𝜌𝜌 − 𝜏𝜏𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟
.
1 + 𝑠𝑠𝜌𝜌
𝜌𝜌

(8.26)

𝑠𝑠𝜌𝜌 = 𝑠𝑠𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 /𝑠𝑠𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 is the ratio of the data sizes. This allows the assessor to measure or
estimate all times on one device, bypassing the clock synchronization issue.
𝜌𝜌

𝜌𝜌

Next, on the basis of the executed probes 𝜌𝜌𝑖𝑖 ∈ P, the assessor estimates the
time needed for the actual (larger) task that relies on the same algorithm and
𝜌𝜌𝑖𝑖
having the size 𝑠𝑠𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎
𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 (≫ 𝑠𝑠𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 ). Depending on the algorithm complexity (that can
be identified or investigated in the development phase), a regression model
𝜑𝜑(𝑠𝑠
̂ 𝑖𝑖 ) is applied to investigates the relationship between the dependent variable
(completion time) and the independent variable (size of input data) for the
current case. We now exemplify this process using the following polynomial
regression model:
̂ 𝑖𝑖 )
𝜑𝜑𝑖𝑖̂ ∶= 𝜑𝜑(𝑠𝑠
=

𝑎𝑎0 + 𝑎𝑎1 ⋅ 𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖 + 𝑎𝑎2 ⋅ 𝑠𝑠2𝑖𝑖

+ ... + 𝑎𝑎𝑘𝑘 ⋅ 𝑠𝑠𝑘𝑘𝑖𝑖

+ 𝜖𝜖𝜑𝜑̂ .

(8.27)
(8.28)

Here, the assessor knows 𝑘𝑘 for the underlying algorithm; the model is then fitted
to the data obtained from the probes, which determines the missing parameters
𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖 (0 ≤ 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖) and 𝜖𝜖𝜑𝜑̂ in the Equation 8.28. The result of 𝜑𝜑𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎
̂ = 𝜑𝜑(𝑠𝑠
̂ 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎
𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 ) then repre𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎
sents an estimation for the completion time 𝜏𝜏𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 of the actual task (see Figure 8.2).

𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎
To further estimate the transmission time 𝜏𝜏𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟
for 𝑠𝑠𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎
𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 , the assessor takes the
𝜌𝜌
𝑖𝑖
−1
̂
average bandwidth 𝐵𝐵𝜌𝜌 = ∣P∣ ∑𝜌𝜌𝑖𝑖∈P 𝐵𝐵𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 obtained from the probes, using the
𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎
Equation 8.22. If of interest, the transmission time 𝜏𝜏𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟
for the response (typically
of similar size as the those of the probes) can be estimated analogously.

8.3.2

Local Operation

Next, this section describes the local operation of PDSProxy++ in terms of
suitability assessment of access-restricted IoT devices (the so-called candidates).
Algorithm 6 shows the logic of probing-based suitability assessment from the
perspective of the 1-hop neighboring node that has already been approved (the
so-called assessor). Specifically, the assessor node can optionally run this
algorithm for optimization reasons, whenever a candidate node requests the
proxy code (see line 8 of Algorithm 5, p. 183) and the included AI service
contains resource-intensive algorithms that may not be suitable for every device
(see UC1 in Table 5.3, p. 103, for an example). It is important to note that a
developer knows the time complexity and reference runtime values of the
selected algorithm for probing, e.g., by analyzing it on a reference device in the
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Algorithm 6 Probing-based suitability assessment of an access-restricted IoT device 𝜄𝜄𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 (candidate) for an actual task 𝜌𝜌𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 from the perspective of a 1-hop neighbor
device 𝜄𝜄𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 (assessor)
1: function AssessNeighboringDevice(𝜄𝜄𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 , 𝜌𝜌𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 , 𝜏𝜏𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 )
2:
initialize variables 𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘P , 𝑠𝑠𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎
𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 = 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠(𝜌𝜌𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 ), M = {}
3:
P ← 𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔(𝜌𝜌𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 , 𝑛𝑛P )
4:
5:
for each 𝜌𝜌𝑖𝑖 ∈ P do
𝜌𝜌𝑖𝑖
6:
𝑠𝑠𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟
= 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠(𝜌𝜌𝑖𝑖 )
7:
𝑡𝑡𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎0 ← 𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛()
𝜌𝜌𝑖𝑖
𝜌𝜌𝑖𝑖
8:
{𝜏𝜏𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟
, 𝑠𝑠𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟
} ← 𝜄𝜄𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 .𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝(𝜌𝜌𝑖𝑖 )
𝑡𝑡𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎1 ← 𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛()
9:
10:
𝜏𝜏 𝜌𝜌𝑖𝑖 = 𝑡𝑡𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎1 − 𝑡𝑡𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎0
𝜌𝜌
𝜌𝜌𝑖𝑖
𝜌𝜌𝑖𝑖
𝜌𝜌𝑖𝑖
𝜏𝜏𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟
̂ 𝑖𝑖 ← 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒(𝑠𝑠𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟
, 𝑠𝑠𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟
, 𝜏𝜏𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟
)
11:
12:

13:
14:
15:
16:

17:
18:

𝜌𝜌𝑖𝑖
𝜌𝜌
, 𝜏𝜏𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟
̂ 𝑖𝑖 )
𝐵𝐵̂ 𝜌𝜌𝑖𝑖 ← 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒(𝑠𝑠𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟
𝜌𝜌𝑖𝑖
𝜌𝜌𝑖𝑖
M ∪ {(𝑠𝑠𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟
, 𝜏𝜏𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟
, 𝐵𝐵̂ 𝜌𝜌𝑖𝑖 )}
end for

𝑖𝑖
𝑖𝑖
{𝑎𝑎𝑘𝑘 } ← 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎(M[𝑠𝑠𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟
, 𝜏𝜏𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟
], 𝑘𝑘)
𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎
𝜑𝜑𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎
̂ ← 𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝(𝜌𝜌𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 , 𝑠𝑠𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 , 𝑘𝑘𝑘 {𝑎𝑎𝑘𝑘 })
𝐵𝐵𝜌𝜌 = ∣P∣−1 ∑𝜌𝜌𝑖𝑖∈P M[𝐵𝐵̂ 𝜌𝜌𝑖𝑖 ]

𝜌𝜌

𝜌𝜌

19:
𝜏𝜏𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟
̂ 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 ← 𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝(𝐵𝐵𝜌𝜌 , 𝑠𝑠𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎
𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 )
20:
return 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐(𝜏𝜏𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 , 𝜏𝜏𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟
̂ 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 + 𝜑𝜑𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎
̂ )
21:
22: end function

(Equation 8.17)
(Equation 8.21)
(Equation 8.25)
(Equation 8.22)

(Equation 8.28)

(Equation 8.22)

development phase.
The algorithm itself is divided into three segments: probing (line 4-14), prediction
(line 16-19), and approval (line 21). The former concerns the performance
of probes on the candidate device to obtain a quantitative estimate (see
Section 8.3.1 for details). In particular, the generation of these probes P
𝜌𝜌𝑖𝑖
(line 4) is a challenge in terms of their number 𝑛𝑛P (∶= ∣P∣) and sizes 𝑠𝑠𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟
(𝜌𝜌𝑖𝑖 ∈ P): too many and too large probes are ineffective and waste unnecessary
time; too few and too small probes provide too little information and are
more susceptible to device load fluctuations, making the regression model
inaccurate. Relatively speaking, we can say that the time needed for a probe
(𝜏𝜏 𝜌𝜌𝑖𝑖 ) should be several times shorter (𝜏𝜏 𝜌𝜌𝑖𝑖 ≪ 𝜏𝜏 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 ) than those of the actual task
(𝜏𝜏 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 ); otherwise, the probing-based approach is too ineffective. Absolutely
speaking, we can say that the time needed for a probe should be a few
milliseconds only; otherwise, the probing-based approach generates too much
overhead for the algorithms using it. This challenge is further investigated in
the evaluation (see Section 8.5.2), which concludes with a final recommendation.
The next algorithm segment concerns the prediction of the times needed for
the actual task. To this end, the approach first applies a regression model on
the results of the probes conducted (line 16); it then uses the resulting function
to predict the completion time 𝜑𝜑𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎
̂ of the actual task on the candidate device

8.4 experimental setup

(line 17). The approach calculates the average bandwidth (line 18) to use it for
predicting the transmission time 𝜏𝜏𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟
̂ 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 of the actual task (line 19).
Finally, the approach can assess the suitability of the candidate device for the
given task by comparing the predictions with the given maximum tolerated time
𝜏𝜏𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 (line 21) as follows:
̂ ≤ 𝜏𝜏𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡
𝜏𝜏𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟
̂ 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 + 𝜑𝜑𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎

(8.29)

This assessment provides decision support for the assessor device in order to
filter devices that would take too long (i.e., the sum of the predicted times is
above the case-specific threshold) for the actual task anyway (referred to as
outliers) and to avoid overloading these devices. Depending on the use case and
its requirements, other flexible assessment criteria are also conceivable.
8.4 experimental setup
This section describes the experimental setup used to conduct experiments with
the prototype implementation of PDSProxy++. Specifically, PDSProxy++ is evaluated in various urban test scenarios and compared against baseline approaches
using emulations – explained in detail below.
8.4.1 Emulation Environment
The decision for a test environment always involves a compromise between
proximity to reality (e.g., abstraction level), flexibility (e.g., control level, condition
range), and costs (e.g., time/effort, money). To demonstrate the functionality of
PDSProxy++ with all its advantages in mobile scenarios (see Figure 5.1c, p. 80, as
an example), a large number of test devices distributed throughout the city is
required. With this requirement, a real testbed like CitySense [Mur+08] would
be too costly and less flexible, although realistic. On the other hand, simulations
like OMNeT++ (a discrete event simulator [VH08]) and SUMO (an urban mobility
simulator [Kra+02]) would typically not be close enough to reality, but they
are cheap and very flexible. Emulations are characterized by a good tradeoff:
close to reality (as real resources are used), very flexible, and feasible at limited
cost [LDL18; Fri+14].
For these reasons, Mininet-WiFi [Fon+15] (an emulator for software-defined
wireless networks) is used as the test environment. Mininet-WiFi separates each
emulated node through resource-efficient Linux kernel namespaces (see Figure 8.4). Specifically, each node has its own isolated namespace and a virtual
WiFi network gateway via the module mac80211_hwsim. However, this module technically limits the number of emulated nodes to 100; it also supports
IEEE 802.11g only, allowing a maximal total bandwidth of 54 Mbit/s.
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Figure 8.4: Architecture of Mininet-WiFi (source: https://mininet-wifi.github.io)

8.4.2

Test Scenarios

The test scenarios were constructed using a real-world dataset of an existing
urban infrastructure (namely street lamps) in the city of Darmstadt, Germany –
this dataset was already introduced and characterized in Section 7.2.2. More
precisely, augmented street lamps serve as a platform for device-bound AI
services in this setup (see the SLaaP concept in Section 7.2 for more details).
Figure 8.5 shows the three selected representative urban scenarios—namely
urban park (see Figure 8.5a), residential area (see Figure 8.5b), and industrial area
(see Figure 8.5c). Each scenario covers a different area with a different density
of augmented street lamps. It is further important to note that all scenarios
are limited to 100 nodes due to the technical limitations of Mininet-WiFi (see
Section 8.4.1) and the resources available. Within the setup, these nodes are
interconnected within a wireless mesh network, if they are in the proximity of
50 meters (see Figure 7.2, p. 139). For reproducibility, the synthetic user paths
through the urban scenarios are fixed and predefined along the sidewalks.
8.4.3

Reference Baselines

A comparison against reference baselines from Section 8.1.2 is required to
classify the performance of PDSProxy++ in the comparative Table 8.2. To this
end, three representative baselines that do not require prior knowledge were
selected—namely ad-hoc deployment, flooding, and a variant of PDSProxy++ called
PDSProxy++1 ℎ𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 . The former (ad-hoc deployment) is a reactive approach, only initializing those nodes that are already in the user’s proximity – it is identical to
the now zone. The second mentioned is a proactive approach based on flooding,
distributing the (location) update to all reachable nodes. The latter is also a
proactive one, relying on PDSProxy++ but additionally initializing the immediately surrounding (1-hop) nodes generously (to be less sensitive to unexpected
changes in movement).

8.4 experimental setup

(a) Urban park
(0.5 𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘 𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘 = 0.25 𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘2 )

(b) Residential area
(0.7 𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘 𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘 = 0.35 𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘2 )

(c) Industrial area
(1.0 𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘 𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘 = 0.5 𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘2 )

Figure 8.5: Three urban test scenarios in Darmstadt (Germany) with different areas
considered (indicated in brackets) and densities of augmented street lamps
(yellow dots) – the possible number of devices per scenario is limited to 100
by the emulator used and the hardware resources available.

8.4.4

Performance Metrics

Well-known metrics from the ML community—namely precision, recall, 𝐹𝐹1 score [Pow11]—are applied to assess whether the approaches correctly identify
relevant IoT devices. Formally, precision and recall are defined as follows:
𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡
,
𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 + 𝑓𝑓 𝑓𝑓
𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡
𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 =
.
𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 + 𝑓𝑓 𝑓𝑓

𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 =

(8.30)
(8.31)

True positives (𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡) are the number of nodes whose AI services are correctly initialized and used by the user; the cases in which they are not initialized are referred
to as false positives (𝑓𝑓 𝑓𝑓). Conversely, the number of nodes whose AI services are
not used by the user is referred to as true negatives (𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡), if they are correctly not
initialized, and as false negatives (𝑓𝑓 𝑓𝑓), if they are unnecessarily initialized. The
latter (𝐹𝐹1 ) is the harmonic mean of the former two, defined as follows:
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𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝
𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 + 𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟
𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡
=
𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 + 0.5 ⋅ (𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 + 𝑓𝑓 𝑓𝑓)

𝐹𝐹1 = 2 ⋅

(8.32)
(8.33)

Further, the symmetric mean absolute percentage error (sMAPE) is used to assess
how accurately the probing approach can estimate the actual processing times
of AI algorithms. Formally, this error measure is defined as follows [HK06]:
𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 =

∑𝑖𝑖=1 ∣𝜑𝜑𝑖𝑖̂ − 𝜑𝜑𝑖𝑖 ∣
.
𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣
∑𝑖𝑖=1 (𝜑𝜑𝑖𝑖̂ + 𝜑𝜑𝑖𝑖 )
𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣

(8.34)

By notation, 𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣 is the number of (reference) evaluation values. 𝜑𝜑𝑖𝑖 denotes the
actual reference value while 𝜑𝜑𝑖𝑖̂ denotes the forecasted value. Compared to other
measures, sMAPE is a relative error measure, avoiding non-symmetric issues,
e.g., by equally treating over- and under-forecasts; it is also more robust against
outliers and bias effects [HK06].
Finally, it is important to note that each measurement is repeated five times, and
the metrics above are applied to each; the results are then averaged.
8.5

results

This section reports on the results of the evaluation in three key aspects, namely
identification, qualification and timing.
8.5.1

Identification: Properly-anticipated IoT Devices

The first set of experiments analyzes how well PDSProxy++ can anticipate required
IoT devices, especially with regard to effectiveness, efficiency, and robustness
under different conditions.
8.5.1.1

Effective and Efficient Anticipation of Required IoT Devices

The first experiment examines the impact of the user speed 𝑣𝑣𝑢𝑢 (independent
variable) on the performance measured by precision, recall, and F1-score
(dependent variables) – see Equations 8.30–8.32 for their definition. To this end,
this experiment holds the following conditions (control variables) constant: the
test scenario is the residential area scenario (see Figure 8.5b) with a medium
density of IoT devices (approx. 285/𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘2 ); the test proxy (including a test AI
service) is about 𝑠𝑠𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 = 11MB in size. The algorithm variables are initialized with
𝜏𝜏𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 = 4, 913𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 (see Section 5.5.1) and 𝐵𝐵𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 = 0.54 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀/𝑠𝑠 (see Section 8.4.1);
the constants are set to 𝜖𝜖0 = 0 (as no feedback is available at 𝑡𝑡0 ), 𝛼𝛼0 = 10○ , and
𝑣𝑣𝛼𝛼0 = 10𝑚𝑚/𝑠𝑠 (as only a minimum opening angle is required for fast cycling or
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Figure 8.6: Performance comparison of the different approaches in terms of identification

urban driving due to fewer changes of direction).
Figure 8.6 shows the performance results of the different approaches. We can see
that the ad-hoc deployment (gray) unsurprisingly achieves the highest precision,
which is always 100% (per definition). The deployment approach based on
flooding (green) is always under a precision of 50%, as it initializes almost all
IoT devices. PDSProxy++ (light blue) achieves high precision values (consistently
over 76.9%; up to 93.0%). As intended, the results for PDSProxy++1ℎ𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 (dark blue)
demonstrates that the precision drops dramatically (below 72.7%) when just
one hop outside the future zone is considered more. Regarding recall, PDSProxy++
and its variant show their strengths by consistently achieving 100% – similar to
the flooding-based approach. Only ad-hoc deployment really gets worse at speeds
comparable to jogging (2-3𝑚𝑚/𝑠𝑠) or cycling (5-8𝑚𝑚/𝑠𝑠). All in all, PDSProxy++
(almost) consistently achieves the highest F1-scores (up to 96.4%), balancing
effectiveness and efficiency best, outperforming the baseline approaches.
Next, the statistical significance of these results (F1-scores) is examined. As not
all data is normally distributed58 , a non-parametric Friedman test are applied in
the following to support the visual impression statistically [Dem06]. According
to the results for the residential area scenario, 𝜒𝜒 2 (3) = 22.4, 𝑝𝑝 < .001, there exists a
statistically significant difference between the approaches considered. Median
(and IQR) perceived effort levels for the four approaches (in alphabetical and
above order) are 0.547 (0.368 to 0.730), 0.613 (0.603 to 0.638), 0.904 (0.899 to
0.916), and 0.808 (0.794 to 0.821) respectively.

58

Shapiro-Wilk test: 𝑝𝑝 < .05 for the ad-hoc deployment approach
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Figure 8.7: Performance of PDSProxy++ under different conditions

Post hoc analysis with Wilcoxon signed-rank tests was conducted with a Bonferroni correction applied to avoid type I errors—resulting in a new significance
level set to 𝛼𝛼 = .05/4 = .0125. These pairwise comparisons reveal that there is
no significant difference (𝑝𝑝 = 1.000) between an ad-hoc deployment (𝜇𝜇 = 0.561,
𝜎𝜎 = 0.252) and the flooding-based approach (𝜇𝜇 = 0.620, 𝜎𝜎 = 0.027) – but there are
significant differences (𝑝𝑝 < .001 for both) to the better performing PDSProxy++
(𝜇𝜇 = 0.909, 𝜎𝜎 = 0.025) and its variant (𝜇𝜇 = 0.808, 𝜎𝜎 = 0.021). The latter two also
differ significantly (𝑝𝑝 = .003) from each other, with PDSProxy++ as the best.
8.5.1.2

Robustness in Different Scenarios

The next experiment investigates the robustness of these results in various urban
scenarios. To this end, the setup is the same as in the previous experiment (see
Section 8.5.1.1), except that the scenario is also varied in this experiment.
Figure 8.7a shows the performance results of this experiment. We can see that
PDSProxy++ is quite robust at low and medium speeds (≤ 8𝑚𝑚/𝑠𝑠; e.g., for walking
and cycling) across all emulated urban scenarios. At higher speeds, the F1-score
slightly decreases in the urban park scenario only. This can be explained by the
different distribution of IoT devices and the more curvy footpaths within the
park, which leads to more frequent (and unexpected) changes of direction.
8.5.1.3

Robustness for Different Proxy Characteristics

The last experiment in this group examines the robustness for different proxy
variants (including the AI service). These variants are characterized by their
size and initialization time – both can be very different due to the cryptographic
operations required and what is transferred from the mobile device (see
Section 5.2.4.1). Based on the results from Section 5.5.1.1, three sample proxy
variants are extracted: P1 (𝑠𝑠𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 = 50kB, 𝜏𝜏𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 = 3, 489𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚), P2 (𝑠𝑠𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 = 11MB,
𝜏𝜏𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 = 4, 913𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚), and P3 (𝑠𝑠𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 = 22MB, 𝜏𝜏𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 = 3, 489𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚). Apart from varying the
proxy variant, the setup is the same as in the first experiment (see Section 8.5.1.1).
Figure 8.7b shows the performance results of this experiment. We can see that
PDSProxy++ also works quite well and is robust for different proxy variants. In
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particular, PDSProxy++ can successfully adapt to the characteristics of the different
proxy variants, consistently achieving an F1-score above 86.9% (and up to 98.8%)
for P1 and P2. For P3 (largest in size), however, we can see that the performance
decreases at higher speed (> 6𝑚𝑚/𝑠𝑠). This can be explained by the bandwidth
limitation of the emulation environment used (see Section 8.4.1).
8.5.2

Qualification: Accurate Assessments of Identified Devices

The next experiment group analyzes how well PDSProxy++ can predict the time
needed for running given algorithms on identified (access-restricted) devices.
To this end, this experiment uses three algorithms of varying complexity, namely
Radix Sort, DBSCAN, and Discrete Fourier transform (DFT) – extracted from the
use cases introduced in Section 5.4 and Table 5.2 (p. 96). In short, the former is a
simple (basic) sorting algorithm that is often used in time series analysis, such
as in UC 2+3; it has linear time complexity, that is, O(𝑛𝑛) [Knu98]—resulting
in a linear regression model with 𝑘𝑘 = 1. DBSCAN is a density-based data
clustering algorithm (unsupervised ML) that is often used to process location
data to discover mobility patterns (e.g., in UC 4); it has an average (and best)
time complexity of O(𝑛𝑛 log 𝑛𝑛) and O(𝑛𝑛2 ) in the worst case [Est+96]. The
latter (DFT) is often used when processing multimedia data, such as in UC1
(face recognition); it has a time complexity of O(𝑛𝑛2 ) [CT65]. In this experiment,
the latter two algorithms are modeled with a quadratic polynomial with 𝑘𝑘 = 2.

As demanded in Section 8.3.2, the probes should take at least one order of
magnitude less time than the actual task (to be efficient) and should be in
the two to maximal middle three-digit millisecond range (to be lightweight).
According to these requirements, the probes are generated, starting with the
𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟
first probe with an expected (reference) time of 𝜏𝜏𝜌𝜌0 (≪ 𝜏𝜏 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 ). All further probes
𝜌𝜌𝑖𝑖 (𝑖𝑖 > 0) are generated in such a way that their expected (reference) times are
distinctly different, according to the following formula:
𝜏𝜏𝜌𝜌𝑖𝑖 = 𝜏𝜏𝜌𝜌0 ⋅ (1 + Δ𝜏𝜏𝜌𝜌 ⋅ 𝑖𝑖).
𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟

𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟

𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟

(8.35)
𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟

This simple strategy generates probes with equidistant distances (Δ𝜏𝜏𝜌𝜌 ) between
their expected times, gradually covering the above-mentioned time range. For
𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟
reproducibility and compliance with the requirements, 𝜏𝜏𝜌𝜌0 is set to 100 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚

and Δ𝜏𝜏𝜌𝜌 is to 0.5. This experiment further uses ten (reference) evaluation
values (evs) for the sMAPE metric; they are selected using the same formula
𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟
𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟
𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟
(see Equation 8.35), starting with 𝜏𝜏𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒0 = 𝜏𝜏𝜌𝜌0 ⋅ 101 and setting Δ𝜏𝜏𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 = 1.0 (to
simulate actual tasks – see Table 5.2, p. 96). The measurements are repeated ten
times; the results are then averaged and reported next.
𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟

Figure 8.8 shows the prediction errors (sMAPE) as a function of the number
of probes conducted – lower values are better. We can see that the mean error
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Figure 8.8: Prediction error (sMAPE) as a function of the number of probes conducted
for different (simple and complex) underlying algorithms

and/or the standard deviation are high for the regression models that rely on
only one probe. In particular, the results for radix sort (𝜇𝜇𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟1 = 0.601, 𝜎𝜎𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟1 = 0.173)
and DBSCAN (𝜇𝜇𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑1 = 0.505, 𝜎𝜎𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑1 = 0.095) indicate a very high mean error, while
the results for DFT (𝜇𝜇𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑1 = 0.240, 𝜎𝜎𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑1 = 0.217) show a high standard deviation.
When the regression models rely on two or more probes, the prediction errors
for all algorithms decrease considerably—reaching an acceptable tradeoff
between effectiveness (accurate predictions) and efficiency (as few probes as
possible). For radix sort (𝜇𝜇𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟2 = 0.201, 𝜎𝜎𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟2 = 0.144) and DFT (𝜇𝜇𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑2 = 0.145,
𝜎𝜎𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑2 = 0.120), this is already the case when having two probes according to the
elbow method. For DBSCAN (𝜇𝜇𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑3 = 0.275, 𝜎𝜎𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑3 = 0.107), the best tradeoff is
analogously achieved when having only three probes. Each additional probe
generally improves the mean error and standard deviation, but only at the
expense of efficiency.
To conclude, we can say that two probes are absolutely sufficient for algorithms
with accurately-modeled (average) time complexity to achieve accurate results
(𝜇𝜇2 < 0.2, 𝜎𝜎2 < 0.15). For approximately-modeled (average) time complexity, at
least three probes should be performed to achieve accurate results (𝜇𝜇3 < 0.28,
𝜎𝜎3 < 0.11). These recommendations indicate the minimum number of probes
required to obtain useful results and high efficiency (best tradeoff) – but in
general, the more probes the more accurate predictions (e.g., up to 𝜇𝜇 = 0.06 and
𝜎𝜎 = 0.05 for six probes). This allows indirect conclusions to be drawn about the
current utilization and the capabilities of the candidate device, respectively.
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Figure 8.9: Performance comparison of the different approaches in terms of timing

8.5.3

Timing: Just-in-time Initialization

The last experiment group analyzes the timing of the approaches, or more pre𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔
cisely, the time difference 𝜏𝜏𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤 between the time when the identified devices
(I𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 ⊆ I) are ready for use and the time of their intended use. In contrast to
the algorithms at runtime, the ‘ground-truth’ times can be determined in the
𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔
evaluation. Formally, 𝜏𝜏𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤 is defined as follows (see Equation 8.5):
𝜄𝜄
.
𝜏𝜏𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤 = 𝑡𝑡𝑢𝑢𝜄𝜄 − 𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔

(8.36)

𝑡𝑡𝑢𝑢𝜄𝜄 denotes the user’s arrival time at the IoT device 𝜄𝜄 𝜄 I or when it enters the
user’s sphere of action (I𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢 ⊆ I). Negative values of Equation 8.36 indicate that
a user has already arrived before the AI service is initialized, whereas positive
values indicate that the AI service was initialized before. This experiment only
consider the initialization process of IoT devices (I𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 ∩ I𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢 ) that are selected
by the given algorithm and used by the user. Regarding the setup, it is again the
same as in the first experiment (see Section 8.5.1.1).
Figure 8.9 shows the results for the timing, confirming the results from Sec𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔
tion 8.5.1.1. The red dashed line in the figure (𝜏𝜏𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤 = 0) represents the optimal
timing – this is the case when the user’s arrival coincides with the completion of
the initialization. We can see that the ad-hoc deployment approach is always finished too late; this is obvious as it only starts when the user already needs the AI
service. On the other hand, the flooding-based approach is almost always on time
– but it achieves a very early initialization, especially at low speeds (e.g., while
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Table 8.2: A summary comparison of the proactive deployment concept proposed in this
chapter based on the requirements established in Section 8.1.1 – a comparison
with other approaches is given by Section 8.1.2 and Table 8.1.

 

(A.5) Support for Ad-hoc Deployment

(A.4) Support for Access-restricted Systems

(A.3) Support for Mobile Scenarios




(A.2) Support for Decentralization
(Infrastructure/Network)

*/*

Applicability

(A.1) No Prior Knowledge Required



(T.2) Runtime Optimization



(T.1) In-time Initialization

(Q.2) Low Assessment Overhead

PDSProxy++

(Q.1) Suitability Assessment
(capability/capacity)

Contribution

(I.2) High Efficiency

Identification Qualification Timing

(I.1) High Effectiveness
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  /   

Encoding: fulfillment of requirements (see Section 8.1.1): –fulfilled, 
–partially fulfilled,
–little or not fulfilled; way of fulfilling: *–indirect.

walking, which is about 1-1.5 𝑚𝑚/𝑠𝑠). This early initialization, however, leads to
inefficiency, as resources are allocated over an unnecessarily-long period of time.
As designed, PDSProxy++ almost always achieves just-in-time initialization, as
can be seen from the slightly positive values; it becomes negative only at higher
speeds (near 𝑣𝑣𝛼𝛼0 ). The variant of PDSProxy++ is only slightly better in terms of
timing for higher speed than its base algorithm – but it is worse in terms of
identification (see Section 8.5.1.1).
8.6

conclusion

This chapter presented PDSProxy++, a proactive deployment concept that enables
initializing and personalizing device-bound AI services immediately before the
user even needs it. To this end, PDSProxy++ relies on a mobility-based approach
that allows short-term predictions without prior knowledge—achieving the best
timing and a unique tradeoff between effectiveness and efficiency.
8.6.1

A Unique Ad-hoc Deployment Mechanism

Table 8.2 shows the summary assessment of PDSProxy++ based on the requirements established in Section 8.1.1 – supported by the evaluation in this chapter.
A comprehensive comparison with the state of the art can be made using
Table 8.1 (p. 175), confirming the uniqueness of PDSProxy++.

8.6 conclusion

In terms of identification, PDSProxy++ relies on very short-term predictions so
that only IoT devices in the predicted area are taken into account. This results in
both high effectiveness (I.1), as such predictions have less uncertainty, and high
efficiency (I.2), as IoT devices are only selectively approached and initialized.
This allows PDSProxy++ to proactively initialize device-bound AI services, which
are then ready-to-use when the user needs or wants to use them.
In terms of qualification, PDSProxy++ incorporates a probing-based approach for
suitability assessment (Q.1). The reason is to avoid unnecessary initialization
of AI services on devices that are not suitable (in terms of capabilities and
capacities). PDSProxy++ cannot determine these two directly – but it estimates
the current load on the device (refers to capacity) and whether any necessary
capabilities are missing (e.g., through error messages). The overhead for them
is moderate (Q.2), as the probing takes relatively little time due to the use of
so-called micro-tasks as probes. Although a system profiler would cause much
less overhead, PDSProxy++ requires no special access rights (A.4)—following
the Principle of Least Privilege (PoLP).
In terms of timing, PDSProxy++ achieves a just-in-time initialization (T.1): it
initializes device-bound AI services (mostly) in time while minimizing their
idle time (during which valuable device resources are blocked). PDSProxy++
manages this balancing act by reassessing the outcome of previous algorithm
iterations, dynamically adapting to the given conditions at runtime in each
iteration (T.2).
In terms of applicability, PDSProxy++ is especially designed to support mobile
users in urban scenarios (A.3). More precisely, PDSProxy++ enables ad-hoc deployment (A.5) in fully-decentralized, area- or city-wide infrastructures – as
proposed with SLaaP and RaaP in Section 7. To this end, it is designed as a local
algorithm (A.2), whereby the devices know their geographically-nearest (wirelessly reachable) neighbors. Further, PDSProxy++ requires so to speak no prior
knowledge or historical data (A.1) – it requires only the user’s last two locations (which can be captured in a matter of seconds), minimizing the cold-start
problem. Last but not least, PDSProxy++ works on access-restricted devices (A.4),
which is well-suited for such open infrastructures and compatible with their
(standard) security mechanisms.
8.6.2

Integration & Outlook

The proactive deployment mechanism presented in this chapter is one way of operating PDSProxy (proposed in Section 5) on decentralized urban infrastructures
such as SLaaP and RaaP (proposed in Section 7). Specifically, PDSProxy++ can
conceal the inherent initialization overhead of PDSProxy (caused in particular
by the establishment of the underlying protection mechanisms and the ad-hoc
personalization of the AI services) from mobile users – this increases the user
experience, as the (non-negligible) waiting time for the just deployed and
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personalized AI services is eliminated.
This can be complemented by further optimization of the initialization process
of protection mechanisms and personalization of AI services; service placement
approaches (e.g., from the edge computing field) can further prepare frequentlyused AI services at hot spots (so that only the personalization and the protection
measures for it take crucial time). For higher speeds (e.g., urban driving or
driving on rural roads and highways), where the use cases are different (with
less user interactions), approaches in the field of vehicular networks can be
complementary (although often requiring prior knowledge).
This chapter presented the last main contribution of this thesis. Chapter 9 concludes this thesis by integrating the individual contributions and presenting
directions for future work.

Part V
EPILOG

9

S U M M A RY & CO NC LU S I O N S
This thesis argued for data decentralization with a strict data confinement policy
in personalized AI services (see Section 1.2). Data decentralization provides a
new framework for privacy or data protection, paving the way towards ‘true’
data ownership at all – even though it poses inherent challenges for AI services,
especially with regard to the privacy-conflicting aspects of effective and efficient
personalization and applicability. For each of the identified key challenges, this
thesis proposed a building block that addresses it – all together, this thesis
achieved a unique tradeoff in this field.
This chapter briefly summarizes the main contributions made by this thesis,
highlighting the addressed challenges and new achievements (Section 9.1). Section 9.2 then outlines the integration of the contributions in a broader context,
followed by future research directions. This thesis closes with concluding remarks.
9.1 contributions
This thesis made the following seven (7) main contributions. In particular,
two (2) of them contribute to the systematic understanding of AI services and
associated data protection or privacy requirements, and five are technical contributions – of the latter, three (3) contribute protection mechanisms based on data
decentralization in AI services, and two (2) pave the way for a decentralized
(urban) operation, in particular for distributed and device-bound AI services
incorporating the proposed data protection mechanisms.
9.1.1 A Systematic Understanding of AI Services
The first two main contributions of this thesis focused on a better understanding
of emerging (proactive, personalized and thus data-demanding) AI services,
relying on a systematic approach (see Part II): after this thesis had explored
what users really expect from them, it reviewed the state-of-the-art (data protection) approaches in terms of whether they can meet these expectations and
requirements derived.
New Findings on User Expectations and Privacy Concerns Through a Proposed Study
Method
First, this thesis contributed a user study that explored user expectations of proactive, personalized AI services with special attention to the privacy aspect (see
Chapter 2). To this end, this thesis proposed a new study method that situated
the participants in the likely context of use to capture users’ (initial) expectations
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towards proactive AI services. The findings revealed, among others, that most
users were very open to this kind of AI services. As (proactive, personalized)
AI services may be very data-demanding, partly requiring very sensitive personal data, privacy concerns, on the other hand, are one of the main reasons
that prevents their breakthrough. Specifically, the study results indicated that
addressing these privacy concerns would lead to greater openness of most users
towards a higher level of proactivity and to the adoption of AI services at all.
A Novel Classification of Data Protection Approaches
After this thesis had explored the user expectations of emerging AI services,
revealing the importance of privacy and data protection for the adoption of
this technology, it was concerned with technical solutions for this problem.
As the second contribution, this thesis first reviewed the state-of-the-art data
protection approaches based on the requirements established (see Chapter 3).
The result was a novel classification of these approaches along three different
levels—namely management, system, and AI level. The review showed that not
all of them met the established requirements of evolving AI services, i.e., there
is no one-size-fits-all solution that completely fulfills all requirements for these
AI services. Based on the review, this thesis also highlighted open research
gaps. Most notably, the generally neglected challenge in the AI context is the
protection of proprietary AI algorithms/ models locally or ‘at the edge’. Besides
this one, some other identified issues were addressed in this thesis, which will
be described in more detail below.
9.1.2

A Unique Tradeoff in Data Protection

Taking the above findings into account, the next three main contributions were
of a technical nature (see Part III). In concrete terms, this thesis proposed three
coordinated data protection concepts; each of which targeted one of the above
levels—namely management, system, and AI level—and achieved a unique
tradeoff there.
A Unique Tradeoff at Management Level
Third, this thesis contributed a privacy-by-design platform (coined PrivAI) that
is based on the data decentralization paradigm (see Chapter 4). Specifically,
the platform includes a proposed open architecture concept (coined OAII) and
a data-confining concept for personal data stores (coined DC-PDS). The former
enabled providers to connect to the platform and operate their AI services there,
both in a loosely-coupled way. In addition to its strict data confinement policy for
the conventional personal data store concept, the latter also provided design and
runtime support by means of a graph-based approach (coined openAIgraph) to
address the efficiency issue of locally-running AI services. A series of evaluations showed its feasibility and efficiency. This platform forms the basis for the
following contributions and building blocks.

9.1 contributions

A Unique Tradeoff at System Level
Fourth, this thesis contributed a building block (coined PDSProxy) to address the
three-party confidentiality challenge at system level (see Chapter 5): it enables
confidential processing of user data while keeping the provider’s AI algorithms/
models confidential (especially to protect the provider’s IP); the hosting (possibly
third-party) system/device is able to run AI services but without accessing the
(unencrypted) code. Based on this, PDSProxy also proposed an ad-hoc deployment concept to deploy the protection mechanisms and personalize AI services
on nearby devices. A series of evaluation showed its feasibility; the inherent
(initialization) overhead caused by the protection mechanisms was significantly
reduced by the optimization concepts proposed in this thesis.
A Unique Tradeoff at AI Level
Fifth, this thesis contributed a building block (coined PNet) to address the coldstart problem of personalization for new users by proposing a community-based
approach (see Chapter 6). Specifically, this approach enabled accurate and
privacy-enhancing personalization of AI services relying on supervised ML models while keeping the burden to users (in terms of labeling effort) and local devices (in terms of local resource use) lower than comparable work. PNet achieved
this by anonymously sharing model updates with ‘similar’ users (i.e., users that
have a similar data distribution). In this way, new users then only require to
anonymously share a histogram representation of their relevant LSH-hashed
data to find appropriate model updates for them through similarity comparisons.
The evaluation showed the unique tradeoff between model effectiveness for new
users, efficiency, and data protection.
9.1.3 An Integrated Operation of Data-protected AI Services
The last two main contributions dealt with the issue of how distributed and in
particular device-bound AI services can be operated on a larger (city-wide) scale
and with a high user experience despite the integration of the proposed overheadcausing data protection mechanisms (see Part IV). For their operation, these
AI services need edge resources close to the (mobile) user to take advantage of
low-latency offloading and provide ambient support – both require a denselydeployed and large-scale (edge computing) infrastructure.
Two Unique Decentralized Infrastructure Concepts
The sixth contribution first addressed the classic (application–infrastructure)
bootstrapping problem, which is an inherent and critical issue for decentralized
concepts (see Chapter 7). To this end, this thesis proposed two complementary
infrastructure concepts, namely SLaaP (based on publicly-owned street lamps)
and RaaP (based on privately-owned wireless home routers); initial case studies
conducted showed their unique potential. SLaaP constitutes a full-fledged platform for distributed and in particular device-bound AI services; it also has the
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potential to enable a city-wide ‘true’ (edge computing) infrastructure and, more
generally, may become the key driver for smart cities. In particular, this thesis
emphasized the once-in-history opportunity (that the current decade offers) for
an economic realization of SLaaP through the ‘LED dividend’. RaaP, on the other
hand, makes wireless home routers and their LAN-connected home resources,
which are already densely distributed in the city, available to mobile users via a
sharing concept at low (upgrading) costs; it additionally covers privately-owned
areas (also indoors including public buildings, e.g., malls, airports, train stations, when transferring RaaP to these commercial networks), which are not fully
covered by SLaaP without additional financial investments. Both infrastructure
concepts together can achieve a cost-efficient and unique coverage of denselydeployed, low-latency edge resources in urban environments, coping with the
bootstrapping problem and enabling (novel) distributed AI services.
A Unique Proactive Deployment Approach Based on User Mobility for Just-in-time
Initialization of Device-Bound AI Services
Last but not least, the seventh contribution proposed a way to consolidate data
decentralization with decentralized urban infrastructures (as the above proposed); it added a proactive deployment mechanism (coined PDSProxy++) for
device-bound AI services based on user mobility (see Chapter 8). A series of experiments showed that PDSProxy++ can initialize personalized yet data-protected
AI services on nearby (IoT/edge) devices just in time, shortly before mobile users
would use them – this way, the inherent initialization overhead was efficiently
concealed from the users, and thus, the user experience was increased.
9.2

integration and future work

This thesis provides the foundation for future research on data protection in
AI services. Specifically, it contributed to the vision of data decentralization
and ‘true’ data ownership when using especially personalized (single-user) AI
services. Even though we have taken a substantial step forward, interesting new
open challenges have arisen – research may address them in the future.

Further Improvement on the Personalization–Privacy Tradeoff
While this thesis already achieved a unique tradeoff between personalization of
AI services and user privacy (and the applicability of the protection mechanisms),
users and/or providers still have to accept a certain compromise. Therefore,
future research shall further improve this tradeoff, which both parties must
agree to. For example, unless a much more efficient (mobile) hardware becomes
ubiquitous, the inherent initialization overhead of the PDSProxy concept or, more
precisely, the underlying protocol for enclave initialization should be addressed
in future research: a potential for improvement would offer a faster method
to remote attestation, e.g., through the use of hierarchically-organized local
delegates. Above all, interdisciplinary research is most important to overcome
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the drawbacks of ‘isolated’ approaches – as this thesis showed, and what will
become clearer with the next challenges as well.
Support for Confidential Interaction with AI Services
This work focused only on data protection during the storing and processing of
user data. This means this thesis cannot make any data protection guarantees
before the data is obtained from the sensors and after the data is given to the
actuators – which in essence represents the interaction with the user. Therefore,
integration into appropriate HCI concepts is required to allow personalized AI
services to interact with the user in confidence – a comprehensive survey is given
with [DTS19]. Especially in multi-user environments, future HCI research shall
explore (interaction) concepts to convey personalized (ambient) support only
to the specific user in a way that still keeps the user’s private information confidential. Promising directions include Parallel Reality Displays or see-through
AR-HMDs. The former allows multiple users to share a digital screen or sign
at the same time while everyone sees something different (depending on the
viewing angle) [DL19]; the latter enables stereoscopic output through semitransparent displays (one per eye), what can only be seen by the wearer – but
they are limited to digital/virtual support and require wearing suitable glasses.
For the capturing part, research on (interdependent) privacy shall explore and
integrate concepts to collect only the context or data of the target user and not
those of others and, if necessary, only in an anonymous way – a comprehensive
survey is given with [HTH19].
Generalization and Transfer of the Proposed Concepts
This thesis took care to design the concepts as general as possible but as AI
service specific as necessary; only PNet is very limited, namely to supervised
ML algorithms. Therefore, most (or only parts) of the proposed concepts are
transferrable to other (sub-)fields. For instance, future research shall transfer
and extend the proposed data protection mechanisms at system level (i.e., the
PDSProxy underlying mechanisms) to the field of edge computing to meet the
three-party confidentiality challenge there as well – which is an often neglected
issue in this field and for urban services [Meu21a]. Future research may also
explore the community-based approach of PNet in the context of federated learning: it can help to determine which users are ‘similar’ (communities) and thus
suitable for forming a shared model that new users who can be assigned to
the corresponding community can use directly. Last but not least, future research shall investigate how to apply the data decentralization paradigm not
only to single-user AI services but also to multi-user AI services – again, the
interdependent privacy challenge must be addressed in particular [HTH19].
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Novel Business Models for Decentralized AI Services
This thesis contributed various technical concepts to prevent data decentralization from remaining a showstopper for business (referring, for example, to the
IP protection of providers’ AI algorithms/models – see also [Meu21b; Meu21a]).
A very important last point, however, concerns suitable (innovative) business
models for such decentralized, data-protected AI services and infrastructure
concepts proposed. Although some possible ways of doing this were discussed at the end of some chapters, it is principally outside the scope of this thesis.
Besides raising broad user awareness of data privacy, which is a societal and
political task, further research in this area is necessary to convince (service and
infrastructure) providers and to make the transition of such data decentralizing
concepts to the consumer market at all. This might result in providers losing their
exclusive access to user data, but on the other hand they could again achieve a
unique selling point for their AI services with innovative business models. In
particular, studies such as [MZH17; MZH19] that investigate the willingness
of users to pay for various AI services can be a first step – from which, among
others, business models tailored to the user type can be derived.
9.3

concluding remarks

The recent data scandals have ultimately taught us that today’s web-based
services provide insufficient data protection. Even the inventor of the WWW,
Tim Berners-Lee, criticizes this evolution and sees the main reasons for this in the
(centralized, data-collecting) way they work today. With data decentralization,
of which he (same as the author of this thesis) is a strong proponent, a new
vision appeared to enable a technical path (without central data silos) towards
‘true’ data ownership and unconditional user privacy when using such services.
Certainly, this thesis cannot provide a conclusive picture of how these services or,
more specifically, AI services will be operated in the future; it also cannot resolve
the inherent conflict of personalized AI services between privacy, personalization,
and applicability. However, this thesis has made a substantial contribution to a
more favorable tradeoff for users and towards the vision for data decentralization
in the field of emerging (data-demanding, single-user) AI services by synergistically combining data protection mechanisms affecting different levels. In
addition, this thesis showed up one possible way to solve the classic (application–
infrastructure) bootstrapping problem for decentralized (device-bound, dataprotected) AI services and to make human environments – according to Weiser’s
vision [Wei91] – more responsive, supportive, and above all confidential.
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DFT

Discrete Fourier transform

DSCF

Dwass-Steel-Critchlow-Fligner

EI

Edge Intelligence

EU

European Union

FOAF

Friend of a Friend

GDPR

General Data Protection Regulation

GM

General Model

GPS

Global Positioning System

GPU

Graphics Processing Unit

HCI

Human-Computer Interaction

HE

Homomorphic Encryption

HMD

Head-mounted Display

HW

Hardware

IA

Intelligence Augmentation

IC

Identity Certificate

ICT

Information and Communications Technology

II

Intelligent Infrastructures

I/O

Input/Output

IoT

Internet of Things

IP

Intellectual Property

IPO

Input–Processing–Output

IQR

Interquartile Range
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acronyms

LAN

Local Area Network

LSH

Location-sensitive Hashing

MAC

Media Access Control

MANET

Mobile Ad-hoc Network

ML

Machine Learning

NAS

Network Attached Storage

OS

Operating System

OUI

Organizationally Unique Identifier

PDF

Probability Density Function

PDS

Personal Data Store

PGP

Pretty Good Privacy

PoLP

Principle of Least Privilege

PKI

Public Key Infrastructure

PM-LR

Personal Model (local-retrained)

PM-LI

Personal Model (local-incremental)

RA

Root Authority

RaaP

Routers as a Platform

RSA

Rivest–Shamir–Adleman

RTT

Round Trip Time

SBC

Single-board computer

SGX

Software Guard Extensions

SLaaP

Street Lamps as a Platform

SMC

Secure Multi-party Computation

TEE

Trusted Execution Environment

UAV

Unmanned Aerial Vehicle

VANET

Vehicular Ad-hoc Network

VM

Virtual Machine

VR

Virtual Reality

WHO

World Health Organization

WMAN

Wireless Metropolitan Area Network

WOT

Web of Trust

WWW

World Wide Web
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A

U S E R E X P E C TAT I O N S S T U D Y
This section provides additional information to the user expectations study
presented in Section 2.3 (p. 22 ff.). The material is taken from [Meu+20a].
a.1 use cases
The following 23 use cases were used for the study, covering the different application domains introduced in Section 2.1.5.
Table A.1: Overview of the selected use cases used in the study
Area

Sub-area

Healthcare &
Well-being (12)

physical
mental
social

Activity Support (6)

physical
digital

Ambient Intelligence (5)

–

Use cases
(#1) sleepiness, (#2) fitness plan,
(#3) medication intake, (#4) physical complaints

(#5) exhaustion/stress, (#6) concentration,
(#7) loneliness, (#8) boredom/addiction

(#9) appointments, (#10) annual reminders,
(#11) reservations, (#12) postponements
(#13) public transportation, (#14) travel
planning, (#15) shopping

(#16) finance, (#17) emails, (#18) do not disturb
handling

(#19) lighting and climate control,
(#20) housekeeping, (#21) laundry
management, (#22) reorders, (#23) assignments

a.2 study tool
The following mobile app, namely ProfileMe, was developed as a study tool
specifically for the new study methodology (see Section 2.3.1).

(a) Overview

(progress)

(b) In-situ
tion

Notifica- (c) Use Case Descrip- (d) Proactivity
tion
Rating

(e) Additional

Figure A.1: Screenshots of the ProfileMe application

tions

Ques-
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a.3

additional questions

Participants were asked to answer the following set of questions after they had
made their choice regarding the level of proactivity in the respective in-situ
survey. Each question was rated on a five-item Likert scale ranging from strongly
disagree to strongly agree.
Table A.2: Overview of the additional questions to better understand the choices made by
the participants regarding the proactivity level – the term ‘assistant’ is used as
a substitute for ‘AI service’ to better communicate the more technical concept
of AI services to the participants.
ID

Additional Questions

Q1

The use case is not relevant for me.

Q2
Q3

The use case is too important to let an assistant decide for me.

I am afraid that the assistant could make a mistake I cannot overrule.

Q4

I do not fully trust in the abilities of such systems.

Q6

I feel such a system could infringe my privacy.

Q5

An assistant which has more functionalities would be too intrusive.
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